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In recent years, observers of US defense and foreign policies have increasingly warned that America’s national security strategy has become obsolete or unsustainable. Although it is widely recognized that the domestic and international conditions facing the United States have changed dramatically since the end of the Cold War, our defense and foreign policies—and the underlying ideas and institutions that support them—have changed surprisingly little. Is it simply good fortune that the same basic policies, allies, and budgets that protected us from the Soviet Union in 1988 have turned out to be the optimal ones for defending American interests against terrorist groups like ISIS or a rising China in 2013 and beyond? Or have we clung to familiar policies, friends, and institutions simply because change is difficult? Even supporters of America’s current policies need to be more explicit in explaining why and how these inherited policies will remain effective and affordable in the long term.

A decade of foreign wars, a devastating global financial crisis, mounting public debt, and profound realignments in international political and economic power have inspired calls for fundamental change from the competing extremes of the American political landscape. A new generation of political actors in the United States does not share the assumptions of the Cold War generation that shaped current US foreign policy. To some, these developments call for a neo-isolationist strategy that would attempt to wall America off from international threats and unpredictable global economic forces. To others, new threats from terrorism, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and a rising China justify an even more interventionist approach, in which the United States would expand its commitments to friendly nations and use its current military advantages to act forcefully, sometimes preventively, to protect American interests around the world.

If we wish to avoid either of these extremes, the United States needs a new set of ideas and principles to justify its worthwhile international commitments, and curtail ineffective
obligations, where necessary. Strategy is at least as much about choosing what not to do as it is about choosing what to do. Americans must be cautious about pursuing radical strategic changes, but they also must recognize that thoughtless adherence to the status quo is potentially self-defeating. America’s national security strategy must be sustainable politically, as well as financially and militarily. Without a clear set of strategic ideas and principles to guide their decisions, American leaders will be unable to explain convincingly why some interests are worth fighting for and some are not.

In this volume we use the term “sustainable security” to describe a foreign policy that matches America’s means to its ends, not just today, but in a way that can be maintained over the coming decades. Virtually all observers of the changing international environment acknowledge that the US is in the midst of a transition from unquestioned hegemon in a unipolar post-Cold War regime to one player, still powerful, in a materially different world. The United States must craft its security strategy in a manner that does not assume American economic primacy as a fore-drawn conclusion, but rather, that figures the long-term economic costs and benefits of different decisions into what will keep America strong. Policies that mortgage America’s economic prosperity to maximize security will leave the United States neither prosperous nor secure in the future. Balancing our means and ends requires a deep reevaluation of US strategy, as the choices made today will shape the direction of US security policy for decades to come.

A new wave of rigorous, policy-relevant scholarship on how the US can sustainably pursue its national security interests is necessary for the development of coherent strategic principles. Given the range of issues that might affect American security in the twenty-first century, developing such a strategy is beyond the abilities of any individual scholar, policymaker or academic discipline. This volume, therefore, represents an effort to bring together leading historians and political scientists to rethink the foundations of American national security for a new era. The research presented in these chapters was conducted between 2011 and 2014 as part of the Tobin Project’s national security initiative.
The research in this volume focuses on two related facets of national security. The first part of the book explores the material foundations of American national security and the opportunities for significant shifts in foreign policy strategy. The chapters in this part begin by focusing on the economic and financial foundations of policy, examining how US power is affected by recent trends in national and international political economy. The chapters address the relationships between topics such as defense budgets, public debt, the status of the US dollar as an international reserve currency, and the economics of America’s global military posture, seeking to identify the factors that cultivate or undermine American power in the long term.

This first part of the book also includes a set of historical chapters that build on the analysis of political economy in earlier chapters to analyze similar moments in the past: How have other great powers attempted to shift their strategies under similar constraints? How has the United States managed strategic change in other periods? The chapters in this section pay particularly close attention to the domestic institutions, both military and civilian, that underpin national security policy. They probe the historical record for insights about how powerful countries have succeeded and failed in adjusting to broad shifts in political economy.

A chapter on climate change, and the geopolitics surrounding that topic, is also included in the first part of the book. This chapter examines a rapidly emerging challenge to stability, economy, and security among the most powerful international actors. Building on the political economic analysis of prior chapters, this one focuses on domestic effects that reverberate internationally, and the necessity for expanded cooperation among dominant states, especially China and the United States.

The second part of this book explores several of America’s most important regional security commitments in Europe, the Middle East, South Asia and East Asia. These are close case studies in the difficult strategic choices the United States must make about allocating limited military and economic resources. The authors ask whether and how these commitments continue to advance America’s national interests and, if not, how they might be transformed. This part of the book also examines American public opinion regarding overseas commitments.
The two parts of the book are symbiotic. The chapters in part one analyze the material pressures on policy and the historical impediments and opportunities for change. The chapters in part two begin to reassess US security strategy, exploring the dilemmas that policy-makers confront in managing contemporary commitments and resources. Together, the two sections point to possibilities for a more sustainable national security policy by applying the lessons of part one to the difficult cases in part two.

This volume is focused primarily on the material foundations of American national security. We chose to concentrate on international political economy, US national security institutions, and regional security commitments because each of these three topic areas has been under-studied in relation to current US policy options. We also recognized that studying these three fields together would offer an opportunity to re-frame critical policy choices and generate new research insights. Taken together, the chapters in this volume can help to answer the following fundamental questions about US security strategy: How is US national security strategy shaped? How have the US and other great powers shifted their security strategies to adapt to geopolitical and economic change in the past? How do current (inherited) US security commitments serve US interests in a changing world? As in the past, the intersection of international political economy, national security institutions, and regional security commitments will determine many elements of America’s future power projection abroad.

Within this framework, the forthcoming chapters devote relatively little attention to the cultural and social foundations of American power. These are important topics, worthy of more extensive investigation. The scholars in this volume made a focused analytical choice, to understand the political, economic and regional security dimensions of contemporary national security policy. We acknowledge the importance of many other factors, including the emerging challenges of climate change and cybersecurity, and we urge future researchers to explore, perhaps on the model of this volume, how other factors re-shape US security in the twenty-first century.
AN ERA OF CONSTRAINED RESOURCES

Strategic crises are common and they rarely result in enduring shifts of power. The systemic elements of the international system—geography, the allocation of wealth, the mobilization of military capabilities, perceptions of political legitimacy, and routines of behavior—are generally more resilient than the pressures of a particular moment, even a major war. For this reason, American international predominance has continued with remarkable consistency across the last six decades, despite repeated policy miscalculations and misallocations of resources. American strategic leadership has been mediocre, at best, but American strategic predominance has remained largely invulnerable.

Many observers expect this trend to continue with the new energy resources emerging from North America, expansion of global markets for commerce, increased demands for political participation across the globe, and rising political-economic turmoil around East Asia and Europe—the only two regions capable of producing a strategic peer to the United States in the foreseeable future. According to this analysis, American predominance will continue even if America fails to adapt its national security strategy to a changing world. This is a comforting and humbling prediction, echoing German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck’s contemptuous nineteenth century comment that “God has a special providence for fools, drunks, and the United States of America.”

Perhaps America’s luck is finally running out. There is reason to believe that the mediocrity of American strategic leadership is now imperiling the country’s inherited strategic advantages. The crises facing the United States today are not new, but they appear to be reaching a historical tipping point because of the accumulated costs of past decisions, the density of current challenges, and, above all, the stagnation of American policy-making. Simply stated, the United States is operating in an incredibly difficult international environment with extensive commitments but limited reserves, and even more limited readiness at home to adjust to these circumstances. These pressures are not transitory, but the consequence of long-term trends that are unlikely to reverse themselves in the near future. The accumulated and current pressures on
the United States do not make a strategic tip inevitable, but they make a serious consideration of new policy options and assumptions imperative. That is the motivation for this book.

The United States remains a wealthy and dynamic society that can spend more on its security than any of its peers. The United States also continues to support a more powerful military than most of its competitors combined. American military and communications technologies are, in many cases, at least one and often two generations ahead of others. The United States consistently deploys more advanced weapons in larger numbers and with the better-trained operators than our adversaries. That will not change in coming years. American military expenditures are high in absolute terms, but remain at a historically sustainable level of about five percent of gross national product.

The trouble is not that the United States spends too little on the military, but that it may have too many commitments both at home and abroad. There are a dizzying number of latent demands on American force across the globe; and while political realities make it unlikely that American military spending will rise dramatically in the foreseeable future, no conceivably sustainable military budget could ensure that all American commitments are simultaneously protected. American ships patrol all the major waterways of the world, American bases constitute what one scholar calls a global “archipelago” of facilities, and American aircraft fly daily missions (manned and unmanned) above virtually all terrain. Basic American military operations are ubiquitous, they are labor intensive, and they are expensive. Within a political climate that demands an “all-volunteer” force, there is little available capacity in the incredibly large American military for multiplying regional conflicts that demand additional personnel and capacities. For all its extraordinary size and skill, the American military can easily become overstretched.

It might have reached that point already. In conflicts like those in Iraq and Afghanistan—and now a new war against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, as well as other terrorist groups—US armed forces quickly find themselves spread too thin to accomplish strategic aims. The civilians who direct American policy—including the president, the secretaries
of state and defense, and the national security advisor—find themselves in perpetual crisis mode, reacting to new demands rather than thinking systematically about strategic priorities.

Another inherited burden on resources is demographic. As Cindy Williams argues, although the United States does not confront population decline (as in Europe and East Asia), the country faces ballooning health and retirement obligations that are crowding out other investments. After a half-century when the United States has fielded the largest peacetime military force in its history, it is now obligated to finance higher economic transfer payments to veterans than ever before. An all-volunteer military compounds these problems because volunteers demand more long-term benefits for retention. These expenses are threatening to break the Pentagon’s budget, just as they are producing exorbitant national debt obligations. The American military, like other major civilian institutions, is asked to address a growing number of current commitments and crises while it must devote a higher proportion of its resources than ever before to personnel who are no longer active. We may be at a tipping point where inherited costs undermine current investments.

Defense Secretaries Robert Gates and Leon Panetta both articulated these urgent points, as they called for more restraint in American military commitments and serious reform in health and retirement entitlements. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mike Mullen made the clearest public statement about these resource challenges. In September 2011, on the eve of another recurring budget battle in Congress, he told a group of business executives that the “biggest threat to our national security is our debt.” Mullen focused on the higher costs for capital equipment and “increases in pay, and especially increases in the cost of health care.” Mullen closed his candid statement with a clear call for greater restraint in American military commitments and more attention to the prudent reallocation of resources: “We must consider the world as it is -- the threats as we see them -- not wishing away the danger nor blowing it out of proportion,” Mullen said. “Pragmatism and practicality must be our watchwords moving forward,” he added, “[and] strategy must become our acumen.”
Despite the enormous influence of Gates, Panetta, and Mullen, these figures failed to make serious headway on reform. American policy-makers in the Bush and Obama administrations were more cautious about intervening in foreign conflicts after long frustrating months of combat in Afghanistan and Iraq, but they have not shown any serious willingness to reduce costly inherited commitments around the world. If anything, the “Asian pivot” has created a new obligation to increase the American land, sea, and air presence in Asia, while maintaining military hegemony in the Persian Gulf, Western Europe, and all major waterways around the globe. Civil wars and territorial disputes throughout East and South Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East threaten to suck in further American military forces, based on security guarantees that the United States has inherited, in some cases, from the early years of the Cold War. Resource pressures demand some degree of American retrenchment, but political calculations push policy-makers to avoid all the difficult trade-offs. Without attention to trade-offs, there can be no coherent strategy.

Perversely, the across-the-board sequester budget cuts of 2013 reinforced the resource problem because they exclude reductions to entitlements, they leave inherited obligations in place, and they are accompanied by the increasing demands on American security forces around Syria, North Korea, Libya, Somalia, and other international trouble-spots. The sequester simply asks the American military, and all other government agencies, to do more with less. This is a recipe for even greater overstretch and under-achievement in American foreign policy. This is also a recipe for more strategic blunders like the Iraq War of 2003, where ambitious policy aims were accompanied by clearly insufficient resource commitments.

Observing the widening mismatch between ambitions and resources, numerous commentators have focused on the dysfunctional elements of American domestic politics. Neither partisanship nor politicization of foreign policy are new, but the heightened elements of both phenomena press dangerously on current resource vulnerabilities. It looks, at times (especially during the government shutdown and threatened default of October 2013), like a
perfect storm. The political posturing of American international dominance is blowing hard against the weakened walls of available American capabilities and domestic support.

American military personnel, diplomats, and other officials are now spread so thin that one must question whether they can continue to perform basic functions with the competence citizens expect. High standards of quality usually decline when personnel are asked to do more with less. The natural tendency is to cover-up seemingly small holes in capabilities until they are exposed in disastrous fashion. There is an accompanying urge to silence warnings about potential shortfalls in fulfilling required missions. This has been the experience for other government agencies under similar conditions in the past.

Why should we expect US military, security, and diplomatic agencies to be immune to this dynamic? How can we hope to maintain the high standards we demand for international and domestic security when ambitions and resources are misaligned? The rising levels of suicide, depression, and violence within the military services are already a sign of serious internal troubles. The on-the-ground difficulties in Iraq and Afghanistan were another powerful warning. We have entered an era when rigid domestic political demands, coupled with multiplying foreign challenges, constrain the strongest military in the world.

These changes render the current crisis in American foreign policy more serious and difficult to ignore than those America has faced since the end of the Cold War. If the United States benefitted from enormous strategic fortune in the past, as Bismarck observed, it appears to confront an unfortunate dynamic in the early twenty-first century: expanding international activities with an ever-more constrained and polarized domestic base. This situation cannot continue for very long in a democratic system without a major strategic reevaluation. American political leaders need to be able to maintain a security strategy that both serves American interests and values, and is acceptable to the democracy. Our book hopes to contribute to this process in a reasoned and measured way. We can expect less reason and measure if change is required after a public catastrophe, perhaps something larger than the 11 September 2001 attacks, Hurricane Katrina, or the frustrating war in Iraq. Strategic change is most effective when
it begins *before* a catastrophe, giving policymakers the chance to anticipate and mitigate future threats. Otherwise, rapid catastrophe-driven reform is likely to prove counter-productive, and maybe too little, too late.

SUSTAINABLE SECURITY

A sustainable national security strategy must effectively unite America’s means with its ends—its limited resources with its global interests. The constraints on American political and economic resources must be matched with the threats the United States faces from beyond its shores. American policy-makers cannot stretch resources continuously without diminishing returns abroad and at home. Sustainability in foreign policy implies focus, cost-effectiveness, and a careful management of resources. It discourages the tendencies toward full spectrum dominance, endless warfare, and multiplying foreign commitments in recent American policy. The chapters in this volume use the concept of sustainability to analyze a few important dimensions for American strategic reevaluation.

Unfortunately for American strategists, the international security environment has changed at least as radically in the last twenty years as have the constraints on national resources. Some of these changes, like the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, have undoubtedly made America safer. Many others have presented new threats and challenges to the United States. There is a natural tendency toward threat inflation, and domestic politics often make it difficult to control popular calls for shows of military strength against terrorist groups and other violent but distant trouble-makers. A sustainable security strategy requires the hard work of educating citizens about the limits of various threats, and the high costs incurred by reacting to every challenge. Difficult American experiences in Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Iraq show that overreaction to limited threats can be more damaging than the threats themselves.

The United States exists in a world almost without precedent for a leading international power. American military capabilities dwarf those of any other country. Yet the United States remains an explicit ally or close friend of almost every country on the World Bank’s list of the
twenty largest economies. The only exceptions are China and Russia, and few see a realistic threat of full-scale war with them any time soon, despite continued tensions around various East Asian islands and Ukraine. Never before has the leading international state had so many powerful friends and so few state adversaries aligned against it. The most pressing threats to the United States come from terrorists, rogue states, and other small actors who can harm large numbers of citizens (usually abroad). Their capacity for undermining overall American security, however, is quite limited. Terrorism is a danger to civilians; it is not a strategic challenge to US international supremacy.

Traditional security is not the problem for the United States. The most significant challenge for American policy-makers, and a missing piece for a sustainable security strategy, is adjustment to international economic change. Long-term trends in economic growth are narrowing America’s relative position, and limiting the resources that the United States can effectively allocate for traditional security commitments, especially if Americans want to continue investing in innovation and productivity at home. In 1994, when the last Russian troops left Germany, China’s GDP stood at $560 billion (using market exchange rates), compared to America’s $8.4 trillion. Today, China’s GDP has reached $8.4 trillion, an increase of almost fifteen fold, while the United States’ economy has more than doubled to $15.7 trillion. At this rate, China’s economy is likely to surpass the United States’ before the end of the decade.

Even if the Chinese economy does not grow larger than the American economy, however, the emerging parity of the two markets and the financial interdependence between them means that the United States will have less freedom to act unilaterally to protect its interests around the globe. The Chinese, and coalitions of other states, will have the power to inflict high costs on undesirable American actions by re-directing their financial resources, including their purchases of US government debt. Leaders in Washington will find it necessary to elicit significant military and financial assistance, not just acquiescence, from regional allies in order to share costs.
In contrast to the militaristic unilateralism that has dominated American foreign policy from the Global War on Terror to recent attacks on the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), a sustainable security policy for the United States will require extensive multilateralism—compromise on interests, consultation on actions, and serious burden-sharing. In a more competitive international economic environment, current American foreign policies will only be sustainable if the United States is not acting largely alone, and not paying most of the costs. Otherwise, American unilateral actions will inspire more local resistance and incur painful burdens on the national economy. A sustainable security policy must be attentive to the opportunity costs of military and other foreign policy expenditures. This is a central theme for each chapter in this book.

In addition to increased economic competition and the spread of terrorism, the United States faces a host of unconventional developments with the potential to affect America’s security. As American business and military organizations have become more dependent on the Internet, they are now vulnerable to cyberattacks. Major climactic shifts are creating new geopolitical realities. These include the opening of Arctic sea lanes and increased competition between nations over newly accessible mineral, oil, and gas deposits in the Arctic and Antarctic. Climate change also threatens to alter patterns of human habitation and economic activity on a global scale, with unknowable consequences. Although the United States may be more secure than ever before, current policy confronts new and emerging threats that require strategic responses. This is an additional reason to manage security commitments wisely, allocating precious resources and attention for nascent challenges, beyond those of the present moment.

Unfortunately, recent American foreign policy has focused almost exclusively on current threats and past commitments, not future needs. This is most evident in the startling observation that the broad contours of America’s national security strategy have changed very little since the end of the Cold War. The number of active duty military personnel has declined by less than ten percent. America’s defense budget has remained relatively constant at about 4.5 percent of GDP.
In 1994, the US operated twelve aircraft carriers. Today we have ten with another one under construction.

Perhaps the easiest way to appreciate the stagnation in America’s national security strategy over the last two decades is to review America’s network of alliances. America’s main formal or informal defense commitments with Western Europe, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Israel, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia all pre-date the end of the Cold War. The only significant change to our alliance structure since then has been the expansion of NATO, which, despite the collapse of NATO’s primary adversary, has committed the United States to the defense of twelve additional nations in Eastern Europe—a decision many have begun to question in light of Russia’s increasing willingness to test the strength of those commitments. The US has reduced the number of troops deployed in South Korea and Japan, but nowhere has Washington chosen to terminate its commitments to defend other nations. (The Philippines did ask the United States to close its major bases there in 1991, but the US retains an almost 60 year-old mutual defense treaty with the Philippines). It is difficult to believe that the same alliance portfolio the United States needed in 1950 just happens to be the one we need today. Adherence to inherited commitments and routines, rather than adjustment to emerging needs, threatens to make current policy unsustainable.

A key premise of this book is that the time has come for a comprehensive reassessment of America’s overseas commitments in light of America’s changed strategic and economic environment. Significant cuts to our defense budget are likely whether we reexamine our commitments or not. It would be wise to use this opportunity to ask whether we can bring our commitments back in line with our national interests and sustainable costs, rather than struggle to overstretch our budget to meet ever-growing commitments. It makes little sense, for example, to continue to debate the utility of the F-22 aircraft or how many carrier battle groups we need without examining the value to the United States of the overseas commitments these weapons were designed to defend.
The costs of America’s commitments, of course, are not merely economic. Although our alliances were initially formed to deter conflict, many of America’s overseas commitments also have the potential to draw the United States into wars it would prefer to avoid. The recent crisis in Ukraine reinforces this point. If Ukraine were indeed part of NATO, as some have advocated, the United States would have an obligation to join a potential war between Ukraine and Russia, even if leaders in Washington questioned American interests in that conflict. A similar dynamic exists in Asia, where Japan’s actions in the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands threaten to draw the United States into a war against China. Extended security commitments quickly become unsustainable when regional conflicts call in American guarantees.

Although alliances are essential for effective multilateralism, they can be dangerous and even self-defeating if they become permanent and axiomatic. When the United States promises to ensure the security and welfare of countries, it also encourages free riding, and sometimes even reckless behavior. This has been evident throughout the Middle East, East Asia, and South Asia during the last decade. Permanent alliances also complicate relations with major powers like Russia and China, who perceive themselves as permanent adversaries for these alliances. That perception makes cooperation with the United States on critical issues like trade, arms control, humanitarian intervention, and regional conflict more difficult. These costs are perhaps worth paying, but only if they are outweighed by benefits afforded by existing alliances. Weighing costs and benefits, and contemplating shifts in alliance commitments, is an exercise we have ignored for much too long.

Substantial costs might be justified if they are clearly outweighed by the benefits of existing alliances. The character of alliance benefits, however, is seldom made clear by those who advocate maintaining US commitments; they simply assert vague benefits that some of the chapters in this volume question. Indeed, in the post-Cold War world, it is hard to make the case that most of our allies do much to defend directly the security of the United States. To take two examples: Romania does little to protect the United States from Russia, and Taiwan does not protect the US from China. American allies may assist in projecting power around the world,
but in many cases the main reason the United States needs to project power is to protect these same allies. A cycle of alliance dependencies raises American costs with perhaps negative security returns.

Many of the arguments in favor of maintaining American alliances boil down to fears about regional instability that could occur should the US pull back. Would a US withdrawal from Asia spark a conventional build-up or even nuclear weapons programs in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan? Would it embolden China to threaten US freedom of navigation in the Pacific? Would a reduction of US support to Israel encourage Iran to develop nuclear weapons or set off a nuclear arms race in the Persian Gulf? Proponents of these commitments must make the case that the predicted threats are reasonably likely, that a military alliance with the United States is the most effective way of averting them, and that averting them is worth the costs and risks to the United States. Proponents must also address an alternative proposition: that extended American commitments in regions like the Middle East make conflict and instability more likely. Would some regions be better off with a smaller US presence? Would a more limited US posture prove more sustainable for the region and American interests?

This book poses four fundamental questions of America’s security commitments, aimed at assessing core interests and long-term sustainability. First, what benefits does the United States obtain from a given alliance? Put differently, what negative consequences might the United States suffer if it ended a particular commitment, and how likely are those consequences to occur? Second, is a US military commitment necessary to defend our interests in the region, or are our allies capable of defending themselves? Third, is it possible that our commitments could be counterproductive—diminishing our allies’ incentives to invest in their own defense or encouraging them to behave recklessly? Finally, what are the full costs of a given commitment to the United States, including the economic and political liabilities, and the risks of war?

The chapters in this book explore strategies for American foreign policy that focus on core national interests and recognize the limits on resources. The authors take the criticisms of current strategic overstretch and ineffectiveness seriously. They also affirm that the power of the
United States requires some active measures of foreign defense, open trade, and continued international exchange of labor, capital, and ideas. The authors argue that a fundamental strategic reevaluation for the United States is necessary to reaffirm internationalist principles. In the past, strategic reevaluations—by William McKinley and John Hay after 1896, and Franklin Roosevelt after 1933—played a vital role in repositioning the United States to improve its security abroad, as it forged a new policy consensus at home. We are in similar historical terrain today. Assessing how we have come to our current predicament and examining realistic alternatives, in the light of past experience, is the only way to develop a sustainable strategy for American security into the middle of the present century.

**OUR CONTRIBUTIONS**

Each of the chapters in this volume addresses three questions: Why does the United States need a more sustainable security strategy? What are the key elements of a more sustainable security strategy? How might the United States construct such a strategy? Although our contributors offer different ideas and recommendations, they all agree that the time has come for a critical reexamination of the foundations of American security.

The first set of chapters focus on the links between money and power. Jonathan Kirshner examines the great recession of 2008 and its lingering effects on America’s international economic position. He argues that the interrelated trends of domestic financial deregulation and financialization contributed directly to the crisis, the rise in foreign-held US debt, and the new fundamental weakness of the dollar as a global currency. Kirshner describes Chinese and other efforts to challenge the standing of the dollar, and he predicts more of the same. Kirshner’s analysis argues for re-thinking of assumptions about financial deregulation at home to give the United States a sounder basis for the support of its extended international economic, political, and military positions.

Daniel Drezner and Nancy Hite examine the relationship between military spending and foreign direct investment. In a close analysis of the data, they find that high military spending by
developed countries, particularly the United States, does not attract more capital investment to the country. Drezner and Hite point to some correlation for developing countries, establishing basic security for investors, but they show that the high levels of American spending do not pay off. Instead, current American military spending at home and abroad contributes to capital depletion and indebtedness. Drezner and Hite’s analysis suggests that a sustainable security strategy must involve less military spending.

Cindy Williams digs into the effects of smaller budgets for the US military services. In a very fine-grained analysis, she argues that cuts can, in fact, strengthen American capabilities. To address the demographic challenges the military faces, Williams proposes reforms to pay structures, benefits, and overall numbers that will eliminate waste and discourage mission creep. Williams lays out what a smaller, more efficient, and more focused US military might look like. She anticipates a more sustainable defense establishment in future years.

The next three chapters add a historical dimension to the analysis of economy, strategy, and power. Jeremi Suri interrogates the sources of power growth and decline in eighteenth century Great Britain, nineteenth century China, and twentieth century America. He analyzes the crucial roles played by domestic taxation and foreign borrowing for necessary economic and military investments. Suri argues that these financial instruments are crucial for a sustainable security strategy. Successful governments nurture institutional capabilities for effective taxation and inexpensive borrowing. He argues that the United States must strengthen these capabilities if it wishes to sustain its international power.

William Inboden focuses his attention on American security institutions, the National Security Council (NSC) in particular. He describes how important the coordination of different policy-makers through the NSC is for the formulation and implementation of strategy, especially during periods of domestic retrenchment and foreign threat. Comparing the experiences of President Harry Truman with those of Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, Inboden distills a series of valuable guidelines for reforming American national security in a new era.
Inboden’s analysis shows that a sustainable foreign policy begins, in many ways, with effective national security institutions, re-made for the challenges of their time.

John Hall’s chapter, which compares the experiences of European and American armies between the two world wars, offers a number of lessons for contemporary policy that build on the economic and institutional insights of the prior chapters. He shows that higher budgets do not necessarily improve military preparation, and he also observes that strategic rigidity hinders necessary learning. For Hall, the key elements of military success include adaptability, innovation, and tolerance of dissent. He observes that these qualities are limited in the current US military by the pressures derived from “global constabulary obligations and the constraint of being perpetually ready for a major war.” Hall’s chapter argues that stricter scrutiny of budgets and security commitments might, in fact, help the US army to develop a more sustainable strategy.

Joshua Busby’s chapter neatly closes out this section with a concise description of the emerging political and economic implications of climate change. Busby addresses some of the clearest connections to security, and the likely consequences. He points to necessary areas for cooperation, and outlines some possible paths for US policy that link security and climate in sustainable ways.

The second section of the book applies the insights from the chapters in the first section to current geopolitical realities, focusing on America’s extensive system of alliances and security commitments. This section begins with a chapter by Benjamin Valentino which explores the nature of American public opinion regarding our existing overseas alliances. Since the public ultimately bears the costs of these alliances, continued public support is necessary for sustaining them. Recently, however, many scholars and policy makers have expressed concern that widespread disillusionment among the public could lead to increased support for isolationism. Drawing on an original poll conducted especially for this volume, however, Valentino shows that fears of a new wave of isolationism have been greatly exaggerated and public support for American alliances remains strong. Thus, the greater challenge in the coming years may be for
those political elites and scholars who favor retrenchment to convince the public that ending or significantly reconfiguring our overseas commitments is a necessary part of a sustainable security strategy.

The remaining chapters in this section explore America’s commitments to specific regions. William Wohlforth begins with a hard look at America’s oldest and largest alliance, NATO. Although Wohlforth acknowledges that the “case for an agonizing reappraisal of the US security commitment to Europe has never seemed stronger,” he ultimately concludes that the European alliance structure we have inherited through more than half a century of political, military, financial, and bureaucratic wrangling is about the best we can do. Wohlforth argues that because both the costs and the risks of the alliance are relatively low, “muddling through” is better than the alternatives of dramatically reducing or further expanding our commitments.

Daniel Byman and Sara Bjerg Moller provide a detailed inventory and appraisal of America’s commitments to the Middle East, the region that has occupied more of the resources and attention of United States than any other since the end of the Cold War. Byman and Moller argue that permanent US military deployments in the region are not only unnecessary, but often counterproductive. They recommend a lower profile strategy that focuses on maintaining bases and prepositioned equipment, and negotiating access agreements should the United States need to intervene more directly. Ultimately, Byman and Moller acknowledge that the power of the United States to shape events in this critical region remains limited. Sometimes the best we can do is “prepare for the aftermath.”

Jennifer Lind’s chapter explores America’s alliances in East Asia. Lind argues that although our alliances with Korea, Japan, the Philippines and Taiwan do support some key American interests in the region, they also come with substantial risks. Our commitments risk entangling the United States in a costly and dangerous security spiral with China, or entrapping the US in wars that are not in American interests to fight. Our alliances have also encouraged buck-passing and expense passing by our allies who are capable of contributing much more to their own defense. Lind argues that the United States is unlikely to withdraw from these
alliances, but that it could reform them by transforming them from “terminals” that serve only to help defend single allies, into “hubs” that allow the United States project power in the region.

Sumit Ganguly focuses on one of America’s most important, but also most troubled, overseas commitments—the relationship with Pakistan. As Ganguly shows, an array of critical US interests overlap in Pakistan, including the future of Afghanistan, the fight against Islamic extremism, and efforts to limit nuclear proliferation. Ganguly makes the strong case that if the United States wishes to do more than react to increasingly grave crises emanating from Pakistan, Washington has a long term interest in helping to resolve the rivalry between India and Pakistan. He argues that the US may have a key role to play in deescalating the rivalry, if it is willing to use the leverage available to it.

Finally, Audrey Kurth Cronin focuses on the future of America’s relationship with Afghanistan, the location of America’s longest war. Cronin argues that if the United States does not wish to be drawn back into Afghanistan, as it has been in Iraq, it must help Afghanistan establish and maintain a strict policy of neutrality and nonalignment. As Cronin writes: “Afghanistan has been most dangerous to itself and others when it has drawn too close to any one power or group, and most stable when it has acted as a political buffer and economic crossroads between two or more.” A sustainable security strategy involves a disciplined acknowledgement of limits, as well as continued ambitions, by American policy-makers in Afghanistan and other regions.

**CONCLUSION: A SUSTAINABLE FOREIGN POLICY**

American national interests are best served when short-term foreign policy decisions are woven into a strategic fabric that endures. Effective national strategies assign priorities to guide behavior in crises, they allocate resources for worthwhile investments, they affirm valuable relationships, and they caution against temptations and traps. Effective national strategies also educate the public, they create clear expectations, and they provide criteria for assessing success and failure. Strategies tell us clearly what is worth fighting for and what is not.
All together, these qualities contribute to what we call a sustainable national strategy. We are concerned with the formulation and implementation of a new American national strategy that can serve the nation’s interests at reasonable cost, with consistent support, and continuing benefits to Americans and non-Americans alike. A more sustainable strategy, like the Open Door in the late nineteenth century and containment in the Cold War, must be simple, resilient, and compatible with American institutions and values.

In the chapters that follow, the authors assess sustainability by focusing on political economy, institutions, policy routines, and threat assessments. The chapters are attentive to the material sources and measures of power. The chapters also analyze the choices that leaders and publics have made about strategy, and the ways those choices influence on-going behavior. Of course, multiple sets of actors—domestic and international—express preferences at the same time. The chapters assess the intersections of different preferences, and their consequences for policy choices. A sustainable strategy must frame, organize, and prioritize diverse policy preferences, converting them into a coherent system of choices that serve national interests over time.

Strategies are ultimately composed of compromises among different preferences. They are necessarily imperfect and dependent on their time and context. They must reflect domestic political realities as well as material ones. The fairest way to assess the sustainability of a national strategy is to ask how it compares to viable alternatives. Is there a better way to protect national interests at reasonable cost? Is there a national strategy that can offer more benefits with fewer risks? These are the historical, economic, and political questions that ground rigorous analysis of what composes a sustainable national strategy for a large and powerful country in a world with seemingly endless policy demands. A sustainable strategy helps to provide necessary resources and limit excessive commitments.

America’s national security strategy has seen more continuity than change over the last sixty years. Making major changes to any policy as enduring and complex as this brings significant challenges. Our current policy is the devil we know. Anything else is the devil we
don’t know. Countless political, economic and even emotional interests have accreted over the decades to sustain the national security strategy we have today. Many of those who stand to lose from changes to the present policy, including current allies who will have to spend more on their own defense, know who they are and are therefore motivated to defend the status quo. Many of those who might gain from a new strategy, such as Americans men and women who will not be asked to fight in future foreign wars, do not yet know it, and so cannot be counted upon to advocate for change. Nevertheless, the first steps to making such changes are carefully assessing why things are as they are, and imagining how things could be different. These are the goals of the scholars who have contributed to this volume. A sustainable national security strategy must ask tough questions and it must imagine better alternatives.
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Since the end of the Cold War the United States has spent more money on forward military activities than any other country. For many years after 1991 the United States spent more than the rest of the countries in the world added together. It is hard to overstate the breadth of American hegemony at the dawn of the twenty-first century.

The paradox is that these unparalleled expenditures were never enough. As crises unfolded in the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Somalia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and Syria, the United States seemed to have too few resources available for the challenges at hand. Establishing a presence everywhere often meant that the United States was not enough of a presence anywhere.

That was not the only problem. Although American military expenditures remained around the recent historical norm, five percent of annual gross national product, the domestic burden on the United States grew. This was particularly true during the severe economic downturn of 2008–9, when the country faced a precipitous capital liquidity crisis, despite billions of dollars of federal stimulus money. Years before the “Great Recession,” American military expenditures contributed to a much larger annual budget deficit. The United States borrowed more money each year to finance various programs, including its vast military and security establishment. Policies to diminish taxation and deregulate industries contributed to the deficits as they reduced government revenue and regulation, while Washington was trying to do more for citizens at home and allies abroad. For all the public focus on terrorism after the 11 September 2001 attacks on the United States, resource constraints emerged as one of the most important strategic challenges for a hyper-expansive American security posture.

Political economy has long been a foundational element of strategic studies, but recent observers of American policy have, curiously, given this topic insufficient attention. The
technological revolution in military affairs, the spread of democracy, and counterinsurgency have instead dominated public debates about strategy in the early twenty-first century. Basic questions about how much the United States should spend on national security and where it should spend have been largely neglected, especially by international relations specialists. Rigorous assessments of costs and benefits, as well as alternative strategic postures, are almost non-existent in the public domain. For all the creative and valuable writing on foreign policy, it is fair to say that the literature is dominated by a liberal Keynesian consensus that assumes the US government can always spend more and get more security value for its expenditures.

The forthcoming chapters interrogate this consensus, although they do not necessarily reject it. The authors examine the consequences of American “financialization” and indebtedness, the costs of American foreign commitments, and the importance of taxation and capital markets for security. The chapters analyze the possibilities for reforming a smaller military, redesigning national security institutions, and nurturing more flexible decision-making bodies. The authors combine a deep reading of history with a close analysis of current conditions to provide a clearer view of how resource constraints, and political economy in general, define the possibilities for American security policy. Climate change matters because it constrains resources and undermines what were seen as permanent security anchors.

The overarching theme for this section is that American policymakers must think in more systematic ways about the costs of their foreign policy choices. They should not necessarily spend less, but they should weigh costs and benefits more rigorously, to insure that they are getting good value. This involves making careful choices about commitments and improving the management of those commitments within the national security bureaucracy. Weighing costs and benefits also requires focused analysis on where the resources will come from: who will pay the taxes, who will finance the loans, and who, most important, will enforce trade-offs.

The authors in this section have many different ideas, but they agree that the hegemonic aspirations of American security policy in the early twenty-first century are too costly. The chapters explain why and they point to ways in which the United States, drawing on its own
history and other societies, can sustain its global leadership while better managing its resources. A sustainable US foreign policy is not isolationist, nor is it hyper-expansionist. A sustainable US foreign policy must find an effective posture in-between.

Each chapter in this section offers unique insights into what will constitute a more balanced American strategic posture. It will surely involve a mix of domestic retrenchment and selective foreign intervention; smaller armies but larger roles for diplomats and other government representatives. A sustainable security policy will use resources in ways that depart from the unlimited (and sometimes reckless) presumptions of previous years.
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In the first chapter of this volume, Jeremi Suri and Benjamin Valentino proffer the eminently sensible (if all-too-commonly overlooked) admonition “America’s national security strategy must be sustainable politically, as well as financial and militarily.” Since the end of the Cold War at least, an era of US hegemony and the unquestioned role of the dollar as the world’s money, the need for national security strategy to be “financially sustainable” was not much worried about by American planners. But this luxury, one virtually unprecedented in history, can no longer be taken for granted.

This chapter considers new macroeconomic constraints on American power. Those new constraints will derive from a basic and generally underappreciated shift in the US engagement with the global macroeconomic order. Since before the Second World War – that is, for the entirety of practical and institutional living memory—the international monetary and financial system had served to enhance US power and capabilities in its relations with other states. From the turn of the twenty-first century, however, underlying problems left unattended threatened the possibility that what had been a traditional (if implicit) source of strength might become instead a source of chronic weakness. The Global Financial Crisis of 2007-8 was an inflection point that has increased this risk. That crisis, the worst since 1931, is distinguished by the fact that the United States was at its epicenter. Since World War II financial crises were widely understood to be things that happened to others – that is, to countries other than the United States. As a result of the crisis, the United States will likely be confronted with new constraints on its power and from new complications regarding the management of the dollar as a global currency, problems compounded by the stripping away of its aura of financial invulnerability. Moreover, both these new constraints and the unfamiliarity of American elites and citizens in
facing such constraints will matter. That is to say, new and real constraints will present themselves, but the domestic political process and domestic political choices will play a crucial role in determining the severity of those new constraints in practice.

I begin with a review of the setting on the eve of the global financial crisis, which is crucial to understanding its implications. Even before the crisis, many observers were anticipating a relative reduction in the dollar’s role as an international currency, and for a number of reasons, the crisis has served as an accelerant of that process, increasing pressure on the dollar and heightening its vulnerability. In particular, a turning away from the American economic model, especially in Asia, and the encroachment on the international role of the dollar by the RMB (despite its relative immaturity) and Euro (despite its own considerable distress), will present new challenges to the greenback and to US macroeconomic management. This chapter elucidates the likely international political consequences of these developments for American power in particular but also for international politics more generally. In the abstract and with reference to historical parallels, I will explain two distinct types of challenges faced by states managing international currencies in relative decline: (1) the loss of the benefits associated with issuing international money, and (2) the difficulties associated with supervising a currency experiencing a contraction in its global use. As a practical matter, the principal consequences of international currency diminution include pressure on defense spending, reduced macroeconomic autonomy (and thus the ability to finance ambitious foreign policies), vulnerability to currency manipulation, and greater exposure to debilitating financial distress, especially during times of international political crisis. In contemporary politics, these difficulties are likely to be exacerbated by increased disagreement and contestation between states over the politics of international monetary relations and global financial governance.

Even without the financial crisis, the most likely scenario was for the dollar’s international role to modestly diminish over time.1 It was expected (and is still most likely) that for the foreseeable future, the dollar will remain the world’s most widely used international currency. But it also should be clear that the greenback need not be supplanted for there to be a
politically consequential contraction in its global role. Even as it remains the world's most widely used money, the dollar’s use and influence will likely be encroached upon by the RMB in Asia, by the Euro (despite the daunting, politically vexing problems which have hobbled that currency) at the frontiers of the Eurozone and possibly the Middle East, and, perhaps most importantly (and least appreciated), by a greater *motivation* for diversity on the part of numerous and varied actors in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis. As Suri and Valentino argue, to understand world politics, material power remains of course enormously important, but it is also very much the case that states make strategic *choices* that reflect the policy preferences of various actors. Disenchantment with the American financial model will matter when it comes to choices about money (an area where ideas are especially consequential), affecting both state choices and international politics.

**ON THE EVE OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS**

Before the financial crisis, some scholars were raising alarms about the future of the dollar and the stability of the international financial system—concerns rooted in the dismantling of international capital controls and the unsustainability of enormous, historically unprecedented deficits on US external accounts. Given the large number of dollars held abroad and anxiety about large US budget deficits, a small crisis threatened to mushroom into a large one, implicating the dollar and its role as an international currency. In 2004, I wrote that “America is . . . at greater risk for a major financial crisis than at any other time since the Second World War,” which I thought would be sparked by a “medium sized financial disturbance that emerges in the US [and] work[s] its way through the system via the recently deregulated US financial economy and high flying international capital markets.” I argued further that as “a few firms were pulled down by the undertow, a full blown panic would emerge. In the United States, the paper losses would be enormous; the contraction of wealth and instinct for caution would throw the economy into recession. The elements that make this scenario more rather than less likely are in place.”
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Although alarmists were correct about the risk of financial crisis and the factors that contributed to it, the 2007–8 meltdown—rooted in the house-of-cards collapse of the American banking system and then transmitted abroad—actually bolstered the dollar in the short run as investors fled in panic for the (comparatively) safest haven. But the long run implications of the crisis leave the US economy (and the greenback) weaker than before, and magnify real concerns about a debt-addled America and a dollar in (relative) decline.

To understand the implications of the crisis, it is necessary to consider its origins. The Global Financial Crisis of 2007–8, the worst economic catastrophe since the Great Depression, whose aftershocks still ripple, was a fundamental disturbance of what I call the “Second US Post-War International Economic Order.” This order, the “globalization project” of 1994–2007, is distinct from the first order forged by the United States—the Bretton Woods system of 1948–1973—in its political, ideational, domestic and international manifestations. In contrast with the “embedded liberalism” of the first project, which was market-oriented but, chastened by the failures of the depression, skeptical of unmediated market forces, the second order had as its touchstone the liberation of finance, at home and abroad.

Brimming with post-Cold War confidence, America embarked on a dramatic acceleration of the domestic financial deregulation that had been initiated in the 1980s. At home, the Clinton Admin led a bipartisan charge to dismantle the Depression-era firewalls that had been designed to contain instability in the domestic financial sector. These trends were, if anything, accelerated by the transition to the Bush Administration (coupled with continuity at Greenspan’s Federal Reserve). Two signature pieces of legislation codified these changes. First was the repeal of Glass-Steagall, the Banking Act of 1933 that regulated and compartmentalized the reckless financial order that contributed so fundamentally to the Depression. This effort, in particular to dismantle the firewalls between commercial and investment banking (and insurance), was led from the Clinton White House by Treasury Secretary (and former Goldman Sachs Co-Chair) Robert Rubin, in close partnership with Senate Banking Committee Chair Phil Gramm, and with the blessing of Federal Reserve Board Chair Alan Greenspan. Writing on the
eve of the financial crisis, Greenspan called the repeal (The Gramm-Leach Bliley Act) “a milestone of business legislation” from which “we dare not go back.”

Dismantling existing regulations was only half of the story of the great 1990s financial liberalization project. The other half was the fight not to supervise and regulate new and fantastically expanding sectors of the financial economy, which produced massive wealth, fueled the rapid growth of industry—and were inherent carriers of systemic risk. The interrelated phenomena of securitization (the repackaging, blending and resale of bundles of financial assets such as mortgages) and the astonishing growth of trading in derivatives (any asset whose value “derived” from another asset, from simple futures and options to extremely complex, enmeshed, risk and insurance dispersal exotica) forged the financialization of the American economy. These activities were largely unsupervised by an oversight and regulatory apparatus that was designed long before such products came on the scene.

A few voices were raised in concern, such as the that of the US Government Accountability Office, which warned that “the size and concentration of derivatives activity, combined with derivatives-related linkages, could cause any financial disruption to spread faster and be harder to contain.” The GAO was worried this could lead to “systemic crisis” and urged modernization of the regulatory structure. But the report elicited a fierce industry push back and massive lobbying effort; its allies in government were also mobilized. Key players included Larry Summers (who would become Treasury Secretary in 1999) and Alan Greenspan, who insisted that “regulation of derivatives transactions that are privately negotiated are unnecessary.” Expressing confidence in the self-interest of private actors, Greenspan saw “no reason to question the underlying stability” of derivatives markets. (Greenspan, technically in charge of the oversight of the US financial system, saw little attractive in that responsibility. But as it turned out, he was “delighted that being a regulator was not the burden I had feared.”) With this wind at his back, Gramm took the ball and ran with it, championing the Commodity Futures Modernization Act, which prohibited the regulation of derivatives, including the credit-default swaps that would play a central role in the 2007-8 financial crisis.
Not surprisingly, the US financial sector became larger, more concentrated, and riskier in this environment. From 1980 to 2002, as manufacturing in the United States fell from twenty-one percent of GDP to fourteen percent, finance, the biggest and fastest growing sector in the American economy, grew from fourteen percent to twenty-one percent. In 2007, finance accounted for 47% of US corporate profits; from 1981 to 2008, financial sector debt increased from twenty-two to 117 percent of GDP, the tip of an iceberg of risk that metastasized in the wake of deregulation.5

The continuing financialization of the American economy was buttressed by a fundamentalist ideology that “markets always know best,” which created the permissive environment of unsupervised securitization and the housing bubble. Reinforcing this was the rise of a Washington-Wall Street culture, whereby bankers, politicians, and regulators became so enmeshed that the metaphor of the revolving door is inadequate. This was also an era, as Simon Johnson argued, when Wall Street “translated its growing economic power into political power” and “the ideology of financial innovation became conventional wisdom in Washington.” The financial sector invested $5 billion in the political process from 1998 to 2008.6 Wall Street kingpins like Robert Rubin and Henry Paulson took on senior positions in government and – especially eyebrow-raising for a country that commonly castigated other cultures for something called “crony capitalism” – government officials and regulators could anticipate lucrative industry positions. Summers was paid over $5 million for a part-time job at the hedge fund D. E. Shaw and received $135,000 from Goldman Sachs in exchange for a personal appearance a few months before joining Obama Administration. Friend-of-finance Phil Gramm left the Senate in 2002 and immediately took a lucrative perch at the financial giant UBS.

**FALLOUT FROM THE CRISIS: MATERIAL, IDEATIONAL AND STRATEGIC**

The purpose of this narrative is not to assign blame, but to emphasize that the crisis will have both material and ideational consequences and to argue that both will matter. As a material
phenomenon, the crisis will create new American vulnerabilities and accelerate two pre-existing trends: reduced U.S international political capacity and the continuing emergence of China.

Although the United States will emerge from this crisis still as the world’s preeminent economic and military power, what is particularly novel about the great financial crisis of 2007-8 is not so much its “novelty”—international financial crises are very common phenomenon—but the fact that it “hit home.” During the age of regulation—the 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s—the United States experienced no major financial crisis. These only occurred (with regularity) in the unregulated 19th and early 20th centuries, and reemerged in the 1980s in the age of de-regulation. This crisis, then, is distinguished mostly by the fact that the United States was at its epicenter, and that it bore many of its costs. This is suggestive more generally of a new, and, importantly, unfamiliar level of exposure of the US economy to external financial pressures. (Unfamiliar to be sure, but in fact not so much “new” as a “return to normal.”)

One challenge to American power concerns the long run trajectory of the dollar as an international currency. Despite the fact that the dollar has served as a safe haven during this crisis, the longer run prospects are more alarming. As before the crisis, the dollar remains, by any objective account, vulnerable to a crisis of its own. Paradoxically, one legacy of the dollar’s historical attractiveness is that it has increased its vulnerability. Because the dollar has served as the world’s “key currency,” there are an enormous amount of dollars held abroad. Thus if there was a spark, somewhere, that touched off a financial crisis that implicated the dollar, given the state of underlying expectations about its future value, a sudden reversal of the dollar’s fortunes is not inconceivable. In sum, the United States emerges from the crisis with sluggish economic growth, exposed economic weaknesses, and a more suspect dollar (an area where perceptions matter).

All this contrasts with China’s relatively rapid recovery in the years following the crisis. Despite facing formidable economic challenges of its own, and even with its rate of growth slowing, differential rates of recovery from the Global Financial Crisis still markedly accelerated pre-existing trends of China’s relative economic rise. To a large extent, China is not “rising” so
much as it *has risen*. As Suri and Valentino observe, handicapping if and when China’s economy might (or might not) overtake the US economy is irrelevant to the more important implications of general trends in the global economy for international politics. With the emergence of China and others, “the United States will have less freedom to act unilaterally to protect its interests around the globe.”

Continued stability of the Chinese economy, of course, is by no means a sure thing. Nevertheless, whatever the future holds, a larger Chinese economy will surely support a more formidable military; of even greater significance are the profound international political consequences of China’s economic importance. The People’s Republic is now the world’s second largest importer, taking on over $1 trillion worth of other countries’ goods each year. As a result China’s status and influence have been enhanced. This does not much affect China’s military prowess; but it does mean that China’s international political influence will increase, and this will matter, as states that trade with China come to identify their own interests with a sensitive eye to how foreign policy choices they consider might affect their relations with China.

Beyond these adjustments to the balance of power and influence, world politics will also be affected by the ideational consequences of the crisis – and in particular, the implications of a new divergence of opinion regarding global finance. Venerable old banks were not the only things that came crashing down in 2007–8—the legitimacy of the Second Post-war American Order also collapsed. Even if one is inclined to reject the view that the American model of uninhibited finance was flawed, the following three propositions are uncontroversial and consequential: (1) for much of the world, the Global Financial Crisis was the second major financial crisis of the past ten years; (2) the United States was the epicenter of the Crisis; (3) the interpretation of the crisis implied by US policy is not shared by some important international actors. In particular, the American response to the crisis suggests that a “market fundamentalist” approach—one that continues to embrace Rational Expectations Theory and the Efficient Markets Hypothesis—still holds sway. From this perspective, the Global Financial crisis was a “black swan,” akin to a plane crash: a regrettable, but nevertheless rare and unpredictable event.
And as such, about which little can be productively done—air travel, and the financial system, are as safe as we can practically expect them to be. Modest tweaks or reforms might possibly make the system even safer, but finance is essentially efficient and self-regulating.

This interpretation contrasts with what I would dub a “KKM” perspective, named after John Maynard Keynes, Charles Kindleberger, and Hyman Minsky: financial markets, especially ones left to themselves, are prone to crisis. This view holds that financial crises are common throughout history and invited by unregulated, unsupervised financial systems. It implies that the US financial-economic model 1990s is flawed and in need of fundamental reform. I would note that KKM clearly has history on its side—but it matters not for this discussion who is right—it matters that a disagreement exists, and different actors now hold pointedly different ideas about organizing the financial economy.

THE AMERICAN FINANCIAL GLOBALIZATION PROJECT ABROAD

The American push for liberated finance—both at home and abroad—was a purposeful, political project: as Summers explained at the time, “[f]inancial liberalization, both domestically and internationally, is a critical part of the US agenda.” The style of that push, I argue, primed actors throughout the world (not just in Asia, but in Latin America, Russia, and elsewhere), to push back when given the chance. The United States, and its ally, the IMF, were not of a mood to encourage financial liberalization—they were inclined to insist. In the mid-1990s, the IMF moved to force member states to completely eliminate their capital controls (despite a lack of evidence to support the contention that this was appropriate economic policy). This ambitious project was in accord with America’s perception of its national interest. But greasing the political wheels was an economic ideology—actually, a leap of faith—as the IMF declared on the eve of the Asian Financial Crisis that “international capital markets appear to have become more resilient and are less likely to be a source of disturbances.” Some faiths are hard to shake; in April 2006, the IMF announced that “the rapid growth of derivative and structured credit markets in recent years, particularly among more complex products, has facilitated the dispersion of credit risk by banks
to a broader and more diverse group of investors . . . [which] has helped to make the banking and overall financial system more resilient and stable.”

Bilaterally, the United States was, if anything, even more aggressive. In 1995, during negotiations for a free trade agreement with Chile, Treasury representatives insisted that elimination of Chile’s modest, innovative, market-friendly controls on short-term capital inflows must be included as a condition of the deal. In 1996, as Korea sought membership in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the United States insisted that Korea speed the pace of financial deregulation and provide increased access for American firms. From the mid-1990s, as one account described, “[w]orking through the IMF or directly with other countries,” Summers and Rubin, with the encouragement and support of Greenspan, “pushed tirelessly for . . . free capital flows.”

The confluence of forces—ideas, interests, and power—that led the United States and the IMF to push, hard, for universal, uninhibited capital deregulation, are, like so many questions about monetary affairs, not easily disentangled. The architects of the Second US Postwar Order were certain that markets, even financial markets, are always right and always know best. But interests and power are not to be underestimated. In the post-Cold War world of American unipolarity, the promotion of financial globalization was also was recognized as maximizing US comparative advantage and further enhancing American geopolitical primacy.

But the US/IMF push coincided, and not coincidentally, with an increase in global financial instability—most notably, but not at all exceptionally, with the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–98. Sparked by a currency crisis in Thailand in July 1997, an international financial crisis quickly and unexpectedly spread throughout the region, engulfing the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, and, astonishingly, South Korea, which announced in November that it had no choice but to turn to the IMF for a rescue package or it would face national bankruptcy.

This crisis, and the US/IMF reaction to it, exposed an ideational and political fault line at the foundations of the American system. In Asia (and elsewhere), the crisis was easily recognized as a classic international financial crisis. But a different narrative held sway at the IMF, in
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Washington, and on Wall Street. In those quarters, blame was placed, squarely and entirely, on the Asian economies. IMF accounts were typically myopic, not to mention amnesic, placing blame exclusively on the domestic economic policies of states whose economies and macroeconomic management the Fund had only recently been touting. The IMF’s Stanley Fischer focused exclusively on domestic causes of the crisis: “weak financial institutions, inadequate bank regulation and supervision, and the complicated and non-transparent relations among governments, banks and corporations were central to the economic crisis.” There is, of course, an unintended irony here—ten years later, this would have served as a particularly potent indictment of the American financial model. But in any event, the point was clear: “I emphatically reject the view,” Fisher argued, “that turbulence on international financial markets suggest caution with capital account liberalization.” Greenspan, Rubin, and Summers were similarly unequivocal and (over)confident in their assessments; Greenspan placing the blame entirely on “poor public policy” within the affected states, Summers arguing that if anything, the IMF should “accelerate” rather than “slow the pace of capital account liberalization.”

Much of the world disagreed with that assessment (including Japanese and Brazilian representatives at the IMF), but although the drive to amend the IMF’s charter stalled in the wake of the Asian Crisis (and subsequent crises that quickly followed), the underlying philosophy continued to hold sway at the Fund, and, especially, in the United States. In 2003, while completing free trade agreements with Chile and Singapore, the United States demanded, over the vociferous objections of its counterparties, clauses in these trade treaties that demanded each country renounce the right to introduce any form of capital controls. What this had to do with free trade, whether it is remotely wise policy, and that these were instruments the states in question did not want to give up were of little concern to Bush Administration negotiators.

In sum, in Asia and elsewhere, a defining attribute of the Global Financial Crisis of 2007–8 is that it came at the heels of the 1997–8 crisis. Whereas recent US behavior suggests a belief that the crisis is epiphenomenal (as it emerges from the crisis with an even more concentrated financial sector playing by modified versions of most the old rules and all of the old
norms), in much of the rest of the world, the crisis is a “learning moment”—the valedictory lecture in a long and difficult course of study demonstrating that unbound finance does not work.

The current crisis, then, has delegitimized the culture of American capitalism, especially as it applies to finance, and, as noted above, this will affect both state choices and international politics. John Ikenberry and Charles Kupchan have argued that “socialization”—the embrace by elites in secondary states of the substantive beliefs of a great power—is an important source of influence for a hegemon. Their work focused on the establishment of hegemonic socialization, and how such legitimacy crucially buttresses its political influence. What we will witness in the coming years is the flip side of that phenomenon, the likely erosion of that influence, as others come to reject the ideas that they once embraced or at least tolerated. With this legitimacy reversal, continuity in the United States and change elsewhere will contribute to a “new heterogeneity” of ideas about finance. States will commonly have divergent preferences about the global financial order, reducing US influence and making cooperation about the governance of money and finance more problematic. In particular, many states will search for ways to insulate themselves from the dangers of unmediated global finance.

The United States has emerged from the crisis with its financial model largely intact. The modest Dodd-Frank financial reforms are vaguely specified, and, in the words of Robert Shiller, represent “only a beginning of dialogue on how move our financial system into the twenty-first century.” But this dialogue is not taking place. In the United States, the “regulatory landscape has been little changed,” Paul Volcker observed in August 2013. “Here we are, almost three years after the passage of Dodd-Frank, with important regulatory and supervisory issues arising from the act unresolved.” This matters, especially if the United States is “returning to normal” and becoming “more like others” with regard to the basic level of its exposure to potential financial crises. Even Robert Lucas recently observed “the fact that during the 66 years that [Glass-Steagall] remained in force the United States did not experience any widespread financial crises commands respect, or at least curiosity.”
Throughout the rest of the world, however, considerably more rethinking about the governance of money and finance is taking place. This need not cohere in a single, competing model that will vie for influence with the American way. Rather, the New Heterogeneity is just that—the flowering of a multitude of ideas about the viability of capital controls, the optimal level of inflation, and macroeconomic management more generally. Even at the IMF, a tolerance for new policy experiments characterizes what Ilene Grabel has dubbed “productive incoherence” with regard to strategies of economic governance.17 Contrasting ideas about money and finance combined with a new wariness of American financial stability do not bode well for the trajectory of US international power and influence.

CHINA AND ACCELERATED RMB INTERNATIONALIZATION

This changing orientation will be especially visible—and is already observable—in China. Prior to the Global Financial Crisis, elites in China anticipated future RMB internationalization. But the dominant position of the dollar, the emergence of the Euro, and the fragility of China’s sheltered, murky, domestic financial sector tempered expectations about how quickly the RMB might take its place as an important international currency. Nevertheless, such ambitions, however distant, were clearly harbored, and as China continued its rise to great power status it was natural to assume that a greater international role for a maturing RMB would be part of that process. As a long term project, Beijing could envision the day when the Yuan would be the currency of choice in East Asia, a prospect that would further enhance its political leadership and influence there. In the wake of the crisis, that timetable has been accelerated and a new and important motivation has emerged—to establish some distance from the dollar, and to explore models of economic governance that offers some alternative to radically unmediated global finance. Whatever forms they take, such new approaches and initiatives will reflect the fact that, as Benjamin Cohen observes, “in both words and deeds, the Chinese have appeared to underscore a dissatisfaction with the status quo,” and “Beijing appears to be working hard to tilt the global balance of monetary power as much as possible in its favor.”18
The Japanese experience from the late 1980s holds a number of lessons that provide insight into the case of contemporary China. As Japan emerged as the second largest economy in the world, many Japanese officials imagined an internationalized Yen as a major currency as a means of further enhancing Japan’s growing influence. But with the stagnation of the Japanese economy in the 1990s, such attitudes fell into remission, only to resurface, in a very different guise, in the wake of the Asian Financial Crisis. After that crisis, a revived interest in a larger role for the yen was rooted in defensive motivations—the search for greater insulation, autonomy, and greater space from the American vision of global financial order. As William Grimes explained, the revived debate was “fundamentally about insulation,” rooted in disenchantments—with the instability associated with (American championed) uninhibited financial globalization and deregulation, with the US ability to shift macroeconomic burdens of adjustment abroad (and chronic American pressure over ex-rate issues), with the more general implications of the ideological divergence between the United States and Japan over their respective reactions to the Asian Financial Crisis.  

These themes all resonate with contemporary politics. On the one hand, China had always been wary of exposing itself to international capital markets, and understood that its controls had spared it from the Asian Financial Crisis and other tumult that had characterized global finance in a succession of crises since the mid-1990s. From the early 2000s, China embarked on a cautious path that accommodated controlled RMB appreciation and modest movements towards financial liberalization. And China’s continued economic growth and its massive and increasing holdings of dollar assets assured that, at the very least, discussions of the country’s role as a potential monetary powerhouse would take place. On the eve of the crisis, however, most observers would agree with the assessment that “China’s power in the international financial system, certainly growing, should not be overestimated.”

But the Global Financial Crisis changed this. It provided a new impetus to the promotion of the Yuan, and it also, crucially, altered visions of the trajectory of its path. By exposing profound flaws in the American model, the crisis elicited what I call “buyer’s remorse”
in China, with regard to its development model that had bound it so tightly to the (weaker than previously assumed) US economy and made it such a stakeholder in the (even more vulnerable that once thought) US dollar. The crisis also redoubled the (already robust) wariness of Chinese elites about the risk of exposure to the global financial economy and reinforced demands for insulation. And the relative rates of recovery from the crisis—swift in China, sluggish in the United States (and Europe)—magnified the pre-existing trends that were already suggestive of a rising China. Finally, and crucially, the crisis de-legitimized the American model that China had been cautiously tacking towards, right up until the crisis, if invariably at a rate deemed inadequate by its Western tutors. The Americans had never stopped lecturing Beijing on the need to move faster—ever faster—on their path of convergence towards the US model. Just months before the crisis, Treasury Secretary Paulson was (again) lecturing that “the risks for China are greater in moving too slowly than in moving too quickly” with financial liberalization. Chinese elites are now patting themselves on the back for resisting this bad advice.

Buyer’s remorse also reflects a greater disenchantment with the US management of the dollar and its role in the international financial system more generally, two things about which Chinese observers are increasingly critical. These reassessments have contributed to a desire for insulation from anticipated future instability caused by American mismanagement and demands for reform of the global macroeconomic order for similar reasons. Nor are politics far behind: American policies force others to adjust “in accordance with the needs of the US dollar,” argues Li Ruogu, Chairman and President of the China Export-Import Bank; “the US used this method to topple Japan’s economy, and it wants to use this method to curb China’s development.” Increasingly, there is the view that RMB internationalization is necessary to reform, and to pluralize, the international monetary system. “Only by eliminating the US dollar’s monopolistic position” can the system be reformed. RMB internationalization is a necessary step towards a multiple currency system that would reduce the influence of the dollar, contribute to systemic stability, increase China’s voice, and provide some insurance against a dollar crisis.
In March 2009, Zhou Ziaochuan, Governor of the People’s Bank of China, delivered a speech on “Reform of the International Monetary System.” Nominally a call for a greater role for the SDR, the Governor’s statement was properly understood as a challenge to the dollar. As Chin and Wang argued, the speech reflects “the consensus Chinese view . . . that a multi-reserve currency era is coming, even if only gradually, and that it would be in China’s strategic interests to promote such a scenario.” Publications by Chinese elites and academics increasingly illustrate this perspective.  

There remain barriers to the emergence of the RMB—in particular, the extent of the weakness in and discomforting opacity of Chinese banks and of its domestic financial sector more generally, which many see as the rate limiting factor of the Yuan’s rise. Nevertheless, after the Crisis, Chinese leaders decided to step up the pace of RMB internationalization, promote regional monetary cooperation, and encourage reform of global monetary management. Notably, there is both an increase on the supply side: China’s willingness to have the RMB deployed in a greater role internationally, and at the same time a clearly increased demand: a greater desire by states to find ways to transact business in ways that does not bind them tightly to, or at least provides some diversification away from, the dollar, the American financial model, and the US economy.  

This also means that a greater international role for the RMB might look somewhat different than would be drawn up on a chalkboard by those envisioning inevitable convergence towards the American model. Most western analysis, for example, consider full currency convertibility and completely open capital markets as virtual prerequisites to establish the international financial centers that would be the platforms for and hubs of international money. But as a matter of practice, this may or may not be the case. China seems poised to act as if, in fact, it is not, and seems set to embark on considerable internationalization of the RMB without pausing to wait, or perhaps even to ever, fully liberalize its capital account. (This is, of course, an illustration of New Heterogeneity of thinking.) According to Governor Zhou, the “definition of capital account convertibility is something that can be discussed, and how standards should be
set should have a certain degree of flexibility.” In addition, he insisted, “China has to have its own voice in the establishment of international standards.” All this may be part of what rejecting the American model of financial governance looks like: putting the infrastructure in place for the Yuan to become more internationalized, promoting its use a vehicle currency, and encouraging other central banks to hold RMBs as reserves—while retaining some capital controls and other market inhibiting devices. But in whatever form, the bottom line remains that China is moving ahead with a panoply of measures that reflect “a desire to carve out China’s own space within a US-dominated global financial system,” a process that “accelerated with the outbreak of the global financial crisis”

Some scholars have expressed skepticism regarding the import of the measures undertaken by Beijing, suggesting that they are largely nascent, symbolic, and limited. And it is the case that we are early in this game, and that the RMB is currently a marginal presence as a global reserve currency. But these steps are consistent with the pre-positioning of an apparatus that would support the emergence of the Yuan as an important international currency. And, crucially, as noted above, China’s willingness to increase the “supply” of international monetary options has coincided, for similar reasons, with greater demand for alternatives to the dollar and to the ideology of unbridled financial globalization as well. The emergence of the RMB is not simply a “supply side” story—there is a robust “demand side” as well.

Interest in different international monetary possibilities is also on the rise. One manifestation of this—of both disenchantment with the American way and a desire for greater voice—is China’s sponsorship of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), and of the eagerness of others to sign on. Once again, it is important not to let underlying trends run ahead of the facts of the ground, and there is no need to share Summers’ hyperbolic reaction to the AIIB (“This past month may be remembered as the moment the United States lost its role as the underwriter of the global economic system”), but on balance the AIIB will enhance China’s influence at the expense of the United States, Japan, and the international institutions that those two countries dominate. And whatever the stakes, it is notable that the United States tried, and
miserably failed, to undercut the AIIB’s emergence. Summers, likely, was fondly recalling his late-1990s role in crushing Japan’s proposed Asian Monetary Fund, which was also perceived as a challenge to the leadership of the United States and intuitions it dominated. But China will more assertively, and more successfully, seek to establish opportunities to promote its voice and its interests—and likely find willing partners.

In sum, even while keeping new developments in context and recognizing that China faces its own real problems and challenges, the RMB will likely emerge as an important international money, and will be associated with and help reinforce a continued rise in China’s international political power and influence. It should be remembered, in addition, that it is not just China who will be encroaching on the dollar (nor is it solely actors in Asia that will seek greater insulation from potential American financial instability). The World Bank, for example, in its 2011 *Global Development Horizons* report, anticipates an increasingly multipolar world economy, and, notably, a multipolar currency order, with the RMB, and especially the Euro, increasing in importance as international currencies.34

Currently flat on its back, Europe is down but not out, and in the longer run, the Euro will resume its encroachment on the dollar’s international role. Certainly, Europe’s own troubles have exposed the weaknesses of the Euro as a potential peer competitor to the Dollar, a status that the European currency seemed close to achieving before the Global Financial Crisis exposed its own the problems and, not to be underestimated, contradictions.35

To a considerable extent Europe’s crisis has handed (yet another) get-out-of-jail-free card to the profligate dollar, left again as the only game in town. And the Euro’s dysfunction, and the political paralysis of the countries that oversee it, is not to be underestimated. As Randall Germain and Herman Schwartz elucidate in their trenchant inquest into the Euro disaster, the Global Financial Crisis did not cause the Euro’s fundamental weakness, so much as expose it. Monetary integration ran far ahead of political integration in Europe, and “the EU lacks the will, ideas and the capacity to promote the euro into the status of a top international currency.” Germain and Schwartz identify another euro-pathology: Triffin’s dilemma, which holds that
reserve currencies walk a tightrope between too much liquidity, undermining confidence in a system’s key currency, or too little, resulting in strangling deflation. In the 1960s, the United States made its choice, and the Bretton Woods system was indeed unsustainable. But the guardians of the Euro, especially Germany, are choosing death by ice rather than by (even the slightest risk of) fire. Essentially, “the current euro-crisis replicates the deflationary problems” of gold standard. The Euro is committing suicide by asphyxiation—thus the dollar endures, unchallenged.36

But the failure of others offers only a thin reed of support for the dollar. Against all evidence, Europe will eventually come to solve its problems. Especially with regard to the prospects for international money, the crisis will almost certainly force the EU into a “corner solution”: forward or back. The Global Financial Crisis was the stress test that has exposed the fault line of the entire project: the economics of the European Union had run ahead of the politics.37 Either it will have to move forward with greater political integration, or, with regard to the common currency at least, devolve towards a smaller core of participants. But in either scenario, over time the Euro is likely to emerge as an even stronger player on world markets. And, again, in a relative sense, this can only come about at the expense of the dollar’s reach.

PRESSURE ON THE DOLLAR’S ROLE AS AN INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY: SORTING OUT THE RISKS TO THE DOLLAR

What does it matter if the international role of the dollar comes under pressure? Three types of consequences follow: the loss of benefits, the management of new burdens, and challenges specific to the American case. I consider these in the abstract, with illustrative historical analogies, and as applied to contemporary politics.

The main perks of issuing “key” currency are (1) autonomy and balance of payments flexibility, and (2) structural power. With regard to the former, in the United States it is underappreciated the extent to which the special place of the dollar has allowed America to shake off the (often costly) burdens of macroeconomic adjustment and essentially dump them on
In addition, the United States has been able to sustain deficits on its international accounts that other states could not have, and to adopt economic policies that, attempted elsewhere, would have been overwhelmed by a withering “disciplinary” response from international financial markets. The erosion of these perks will circumscribe US power and autonomy, and fights over the burdens of adjustment—the normal stuffing of international monetary politics—will become more a more common and a more salient feature of foreign policy, at least from an American perspective.

The dollar-centric international system has also rewarded the United States with structural power. Structural power is not easily measured, nor obviously “coercive,” but reflects “the power to decide how things shall be done, the power to shape frameworks within which states relate to each other.” Structural power also affects the pattern of economic relations between states and their calculations of political interest. States that use the dollar (and especially those that hold their reserves in dollars) develop a vested interest in the value and stability of the dollar. Once in widespread use, the fate of the dollar becomes more than just America’s problem—it becomes the problem off all dollar holders.

A relative contraction of the dollar’s international role, then, would reduce both the “hard” and “soft” power the United States previously enjoyed—its coercive power enhanced by greater autonomy and its structural power implicitly shaping the preferences of others. Further, the United States would face additional burdens—not from the loss of perks, but from the costs associated with managing a currency in relative decline. For issuers of once dominant international money, those new difficulties arise from what can be called the overhang problem, and from a loss of prestige.

The overhang problem arises as a function of a currency’s one time greatness. At the height of its attraction, numerous actors are eager to hold international money—governments for reserves, and private actors as a store of value (and often as a medium of exchange). But once the key currency is perceived to be in decline, it becomes suspect, and these actors will, over time, look to get out—to exchange it for some other asset. The need to “mop up” all this excess
currency creates chronic monetary pressure on the once great currency; and macroeconomic policy will take place under the shadow of the overhang.40

The loss of prestige is also a crucial consequence of managing a currency in decline. Prestige is a very slippery concept, but it finds a home in monetary analysis under the rubric of credibility, which is generally acknowledged to play a crucial role in monetary affairs (even if it, too, is not easily measured). The unparalleled reputation and bedrock credibility of the key currency during its glory days is a key source of the power it provides. The willingness of markets to implicitly tolerate imbalances in accounts and impertinent macroeconomic politics that would not be tolerated in other states rests on these foundations.

The loss of prestige and reduced credibility (which the challenge of the overhang exacerbates) imposes new costs on the issuer of a currency in relative decline. Whereas in the past the key currency country was exempted from the rules of the game—that is, placed on a much longer leash by international financial markets than other states—the opposite becomes true. With eroding prestige and shared expectations of monetary distress, market vigilance is heightened and discipline imposed more swiftly by the collective expectations of more skeptical market actors. A presumption of confidence is replaced with a more jaundiced reading of the same indicators, and the long leash is replaced by an exceptionally tight choker.

Some of these problems can be illustrated by historical analogies. The experience of the British pound in the decades following World War II offers one such example of the challenges faced by an international currency under pressure. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, sterling served as the international currency of choice, and the pound’s key currency status enhanced British power. But eventually the management of sterling-in-decline became a vexing problem for British authorities, complicating economic management and exacerbating its chronic financial crises in the 1960s. With sterling invariably on the ropes on international financial markets, the demand for a clean bill of macroeconomic health placed British budgets—and British military spending and overseas commitments—under constant pressure as a result.
The limits of British power and the constraints of financial fragility were brought into stark relief with the Suez Crisis in 1956. On October 31 of that year, British and French forces attacked Egypt with the stated goal of seizing the Suez Canal, but with the additional goal of causing the overthrow of Egypt’s President Nasser. But on November 6, just days short of victory, and to the great dismay of the French, Britain called a halt to the operation. Harold Macmillan, Chancellor of the Exchequer (and to that point one of the most forceful proponents of the Suez adventure), informed his cabinet colleagues that a run on the pound, which he claimed had been “viciously orchestrated” in Washington, had become overwhelming, and the country did not have adequate reserves to save the currency on its own. Moreover, the Americans made clear that they would block Britain’s ability to seek help from the IMF. On the other hand, if (and only if) the British agreed to an immediate cease-fire and prompt withdrawal from the Suez Canal zone, the United States would facilitate IMF support and provide additional emergency financial relief of its own.41

Britain caved in, and the entire affair was a formative experience for a generation of British politicians, who came away with an instinctive sensitivity to the economic limits of British power. That sensitivity would be reinforced by decades of less spectacular but nevertheless chronic hard knocks. Currency weakness and resulting pressure on government spending— austerity to balance the budget, austerity to shore up confidence in the pound, always and everywhere, austerity—would become a defining problem for British governments in the mid-1960s (and beyond), ultimately forcing the country to reluctantly abandon its military role “East of Suez.” President Johnson considered sterling’s weakness a “major foreign policy concern” and was eager to take steps that would take the pressure off the British currency and thus “sharply reduce the danger of sterling devaluation or . . . British military disengagement east of Suez.” But economic pressure on sterling, which staggered from crisis to crisis throughout the period, was unrelenting and ultimately decisive.42

Sterling crises in autumn 1964 and again in summer 1965 rocked the British economy. Prime Minister Wilson’s response was to cut defense spending without addressing overall
military posture, a tightrope which could only be negotiated for so long. With the February 1966
defense review the rope frayed further, with defense cuts eroding British overseas capacities. But
sterling crisis and relentless pressure on budgets continued, and 1967 would feature the blows
that finally burst the sterling piñata. Yet another defense white paper bowed to the inevitable and
finally outlined a phased withdrawal from Singapore, Malaysia, and Aden—British forces would
be cut in half by 1971 and gone completely by 1977. Some pretense was maintained regarding
Britain’s positions in Persian Gulf, but these fig leaves were swept aside by the financial crisis
that led to sterling’s devaluation in November. Chancellor of the Exchequer Roy Jenkins insisted
on a fundamental reassessment of defense policy. Not only was military spending cut further, but
the timetable for withdrawal from East of Suez was accelerated and would be complete by the
end of 1971. This met with vigorous opposition from the Tories, but pressure on sterling
presented stubborn truths. Returning to power in 1970, faced with sluggish growth and the need
to fight inflation, the Conservatives could not escape the same financial constraints that had
plagued Labour, and the new posture was retained.43

Notably, even with the East of Suez question settled, the devaluation of sterling, and the
shift to a floating exchange rate, the relationship between Britain’s fragile finances and its
military capabilities remained. The 1976 financial crisis forced Britain to seek help from the
IMF, which insisted on still further cuts to domestic spending. An additional £300 million was
squeezed from the military, despite vociferous protests from the Chiefs of Staff.44

There are, of course, fundamental differences between post-war sterling and the
contemporary dollar. But as a more extreme case, it helps to expose and magnify the mechanisms
by which currency diminution can affect national security. The politics of austerity—
everywhere—will not spare military budgets, especially in peacetime and especially if such
budgets appear large. And it will be generally so that a currency in decline faces increased (and
more skeptical) market scrutiny—especially during moments of international crisis and wartime.
Markets tend to react negatively to the prospects for a country’s currency as it enters crisis and
war, anticipating increased prospects for government spending, borrowing, inflation, and hedging against general uncertainty. In that sense, the Suez analogy is not inappropriate. Nor was this an isolated incident—weak currencies make for timid states.

This axiom is well illustrated by the experiences of interwar France, a case that offers something of a laboratory for the national security consequences of currency weakness. In this instance, the franc came under withering pressure somewhat “voluntarily”—that is, domestic politics in France enforced an almost obsessive fixation on “defending the franc,” which need not have been the only policy choice (indeed, the socialists finally, if very reluctantly, abandoned the cause in 1936). But the pressure, even if to some extent self-imposed, illustrates again two mechanisms via which monetary distress fuels national (in)security—through the relentless march of austerity and existential anxiety about the power of financial markets.

Monetary orthodoxy and thus constant pressure to balance the budget meant that finance was the “soft underbelly” of France’s defense posture. These interconnections cannot be overestimated – it was accepted as an article of faith the franc rested on the foundation of the balanced budget – and defense spending was gutted in an effort to achieve that end. From 1930-1933, defense spending was cut by twenty-five percent —in fact military spending at the 1930 level would not be reached until 1937. Between 1933 and 1938, German defense spending would practically triple France’s, and during roughly the same period, real military spending in Germany would increase by 470%, in France, forty-one percent. Pressure on the franc routinely provided the major impetus for new rounds of deflation and budget cuts, and repeatedly new weapons programs and efforts at modernization were the first, easiest place to find savings from the defense budget.

A commitment to maintaining the convertibility of the franc into gold at the level established in 1928, even more than the budget cuts, circumscribed French foreign policy. In 1933, the Bank of France explained that it was “resolved to consent to no measure whatsoever that could again endanger the stability of the franc.” This contributed to France’s sluggish response to Germany’s rearmament, which was clearly understood in France by the end of 1932.
The constant threat that a financial crisis would force the franc off gold paralyzed French leaders and contributed to a conciliatory bias in French foreign policy. Adherence to orthodoxy in France required, if not appeasement, something very close to it. In 1934, financial journalist Paul Einzig expressed his grave concern that “monetary orthodoxy will be sufficiently influential to delay urgent armament expenditure in order to avoid jeopardizing the stability of the franc.”

But this was the course followed by France until September 1936. Each year leading up to that point France recognized new German challenges and remained passive. A dramatic increase in German military spending in March 1934 had no effect on French policy. In March 1935, Germany announced that its army would expand to thirty-six divisions, more than five times the ceiling mandated by the Versailles treaty. Yet France again stood passively, aside from raising protests and seeking to stitch together a multilateral response, which came to nothing. The threat of capital flight reinforced the policy of appeasement. In the words of one critic, due to such fears, the “government was condemned to a certain impotence.”

This would have more severe consequences one year later. On March 7, 1936, Germany remilitarized the Rhineland. Not only was this in direct violation of the Versailles treaty, it also closed the corridor through which France would have, in theory, come to the defense of its eastern allies. Yet again, France took no action, a policy that has been called “the first capitulation.” Certainly a number of factors involving both domestic and international politics contributed to this outcome. But financial questions were decisive, and essentially ruled out the use of force, or even the threat of force. Worse, mobilization was incompatible with the protection of the franc. It would have required devaluation.

This stark fact guaranteed French inaction. As one student of the crisis observed, “Hitler and the rest of the world knew” that the French government would “above all . . . do nothing that would endanger the franc.” Even couvertures, the state of armed readiness that would precede a general mobilization, would have cost thirty million francs a day, an expense that would “undoubtedly provoke a run on the franc.” Because of the fragility of France’s financial position, full mobilization would have led to an immediate “full-scale monetary crisis,” and would have
“exposed the virtual bankruptcy of the French treasury and toppled the franc.” Any doubts about this relationship were erased as capital flight and pressure on the franc increased in the few days before it was known that France would not take any strong measures of resistance. On Sunday March 8 there were rumors that France might use force against Germany, and on Monday the franc came under renewed pressure in international markets. This pressure did not abate until Wednesday, after the announcement that France would act only with multilateral support and within the framework of the League of Nations, which made it clear that there would be no military response to the German provocation.\footnote{51}

Twenty-first century America is not postwar Britain, nor is it inter-war France. But the experiences of those countries provide important insights into the types of challenges faced by a country attempting to navigate its grand strategy while nursing a suspect currency. And greater skepticism about the dollar is a new fact of life. Actors may continue to hold their dollars, and even accumulate more of them. But they now do so through gritted teeth. Wariness of the American model adds another stone to the burdens borne by the dollar, the future of which will influence US power in the coming decades. As noted above, the “three Ds”—dollars, deregulations and deficits—have left the greenback still exposed; the necessary policy responses to the crisis only increase suspicions about the dollar’s long run health; potential alternatives loom in the distance. Moreover, and crucially, the dollar no longer enjoys the political “safety net” it once enjoyed. Politics always has and will continue to shape the international monetary order. During the Cold War, monetary squabbles took place between the United States and its strategic allies and military dependencies. No longer.

In sum, the dollar is vulnerable in ways that are unprecedented since before World War One. Even in the absence of a major dollar crisis, and even though the greenback will remain the world’s most prominent currency, the relative diminution of the dollar’s international role will present new constraints on US power. This is because American power has been supplemented and at times facilitated by dollar primacy, which has made it easier to project its power abroad and afforded an assortment of other political perks. Were some dollar diminution to take place,
the United States would not only lose that capacity and those perks, it would also face new limitations associated with the macroeconomic management of an international currency in relative decline.

In a scenario where the dollar’s role receded, and especially as complicated by an increasingly visible overhang problem, American policies would no longer be given the benefit of the doubt. Its macroeconomic management would be subject to intense scrutiny in international financial markets and its deviations from financial rectitude would start to come at a price. In the past, periods of notable dollar weakness led to US borrowing via mechanisms that involved foreign currency payments, designed to insure creditors against the possibility of a decline in the value of the dollar. These experimental mechanisms of the late 1960s and 1970s were only used on a modest scale, but they suggest the antecedents of future demands that might be imposed by creditors. It would also become more difficult to reduce the value of US debts via devaluation and inflation, devices which have served the United States well in the past, but which in the future would both work less well and further undermine the dollar’s credibility.

Reduced autonomy, eroding structural power, vanishing prestige, and a growing overhang problem all suggest a challenging general macroeconomic context for American power in the coming years. More specific problems also loom large, in the form of the risk of debilitating crisis and vulnerability to economic coercion. The danger of financial crisis remains—the underlying vulnerabilities of the US financial system have not been addressed. Another crisis could come. And it could arrive during a national security crisis.

The overextended dollar might also leave the United States vulnerable to economic coercion by other states. There is a real threat here, though one less apocalyptic than often suggested by those expressing concerns that China might threaten to dump its enormous dollar holdings as an act of political coercion against the United States. This possibility is severely circumscribed by the fact that it is not in China’s interest to do so, leaving this as a mostly empty threat. China now has, as I have argued above, “buyer’s remorse” with regard to its vast dollar holdings. But it did not accumulate those dollar assets as an act of philanthropy, and it currently
finds itself as a major stakeholder in the future of the dollar and the health of the US economy. China would be a big loser in a confrontation that undermined either the greenback or American consumer demand. Despite its remarkable record of economic growth, China’s economy has visible fragilities. Significant dollar depreciation would be a blow to China’s economy; a collapse in the dollar that reduced American demand for imported goods would be a disaster. Thus China could conceivably dump its dollars, but this would be the economic equivalent of the nuclear option. It is possible to imagine scenarios, especially regarding confrontations over Taiwan, where China might try and engage in dollar brinksmanship or even pull the currency trigger—but short of that, China’s vested interest in the dollar undercuts the potential political advantages of such a gambit.

But this does not leave the dollar in the clear. China has a more subtle lever of monetary power at its disposal. It has the capacity to modulate the rate at which it acquires dollar assets, as well as the ability to manipulate the timing and publicity associated with the rebalancing of its reserve portfolio (an effort already underway). And this channel of influence is more of a one-way street. A more confident—or more aggrieved—China might use this more subtle technique of monetary power to get the attention of US during moments of political conflict. Although the circumstances are (again) notably different, this capacity is parallel to the Franco-British monetary relationship in the late 1920s and early 1930s. In that period, the functioning of international monetary system gave France the ability to draw gold from Britain essentially at will. France rather self-consciously used this power to try and push Britain around whenever the two states came into disagreement on important international political issues. If Sino-American relations deteriorate over economic or international political issues, it is likely that US macroeconomic stability will be ruffled by China shuffling its dollar cards, even if it never folds them. Once again, even though the circumstances are quite distinct, the lessons are relevant—and alarming. France did not hesitate to resort to the exercise of monetary power (and it would be naïve to assume that China would abstain from the practice). France’s efforts at monetary diplomacy ultimately backfired, and contributed to the collapse of the international financial
system and the great depression (a reminder that even though China has every incentive to avoid undermining the world economy, intentions are not always adequate to prevent costly blunders).

In the late 1920s, France was determined to take full advantage of one of the few high cards it held. Towards Germany (and Eastern Europe more generally) France sought to use the financial system, an area of relative strength, as a lever of influence. Towards Britain, as noted, France resorted to boat-rocking—expressing its preferences, as necessary, by exposing the precarious nature of British finances. Whenever Britain and France came into conflict, gold flowed from Britain to France. Those conflicts were invariably over some aspect of the German question, such as negotiations over adjusting reparations.54

Push came to shove, unfortunately, in 1931, during the Creditanstalt crisis, an event with eerie parallels to more recent events. On May 8, the bank informed the Austrian government that it was on the brink of failure. Understanding immediately that the Creditanstalt was a Too Big To Fail institution—it was the largest bank in Austria, indeed, the largest European bank east of Germany—the normally conservative, non-interventionist government immediately went to work on a rescue package. Despite the efforts of the government, runs on banks throughout Austria occurred. Things got out of hand, the Creditanstalt failed, and the crisis spread to Germany, whose financial sector was left in ruins.55 The crisis then spread to London, where, in September, a hemorrhaging of reserves forced the pound off the gold standard for the first time (outside of wartime suspensions) in two hundred years. Major aftershocks from the British break with gold were felt in the United States and as far away as Japan—where they were a decisive factor in the radicalization of politics there.

Why was the crisis uncontained? In a word, politics.56 Once the troubles of the Creditanstalt were made public, it was understood that Germany would be “at once exposed to the danger of panic withdrawal of capital.” Britain, hoping to prevent a generalized European banking crisis, favored finding a way to support the rescue efforts of the Austrian government. France, in contrast, saw a political opportunity. Austria and Germany had been moving towards a Customs Union, but France had argued, reasonably, that such an agreement was forbidden by
the Versailles Treaty. Now France could do more than argue—it made any assistance to Austria contingent on the abandonment of the Customs Union scheme—which it presented as an ultimatum on June 16.57

The Americans and the British, who had, in May, backed an initial loan to Austria through the Bank for International Settlements (more help was now needed), were displeased by what internal US documents described as “blackmail.” Secretary of State Henry Stimson personally told the French Ambassador in Washington that such behavior was not “the proper way to meet a financial crisis.” (Actually, France’s efforts went beyond blackmail; with the banking crisis there was a flight from the Austrian shilling, and France withdrew funds from Austria in an effort to pour gasoline on that fire.) Faced with the France’s demand, the Austrian government announced its resignation, which threatened such chaos that the next day the Bank of England stepped in with a large emergency short-term loan of its own. This temporarily saved the Austrian government, but weakened the position of sterling.58

The British credit provided a respite from the storm but could not restore the continent’s fragile finances, and soon enough Germany found itself tested—and wanting—by the financial pressures unleashed by the Austrian crisis. On June 25th the situation was adequately dire that even France joined in with the Bank of England, the Bank for International Settlements, and the US Federal Reserve Banks to collectively provide a $100 million loan to Germany. But when that proved insufficient, and it was clear that Germany would need more help from abroad, France introduced a range of political conditions on any new loans, including demands for concessions on naval disarmament, reparations, the Customs Union issue (once again), and recognition of French interests in Central Europe and the Balkans. Instead, Germany retreated behind a wall of exchange controls (which would be adapted and integrated into Nazi grand strategy a few years later), essentially divorcing itself from global financial markets. With the German avenue dammed, the crisis floodwaters were diverted to Britain, and the stage was set for the crisis that would be visited upon sterling in September.59
An important difference between the global financial crises of 1931 and 2007 was that in the former case, the perception of intense security dilemmas across Europe inhibited cooperative efforts that might have contained the crisis, and encouraged short-sighted unilateralism that was collectively disastrous. A reminder that politics always has a formative influence on the pattern of international monetary and financial relations; that the relatively benign security environment in 2007 contributed to the containment of that crisis (it could have been much worse); and that there are no guarantees that the international political environment will be as forgiving next time.

**CONCLUSIONS: NEW HETEROGENEITY ABROAD—PARALYSIS AT HOME?**

Before the financial crisis, trends at home and abroad suggested new macroeconomic constraints on American power. Assuming continuity in these underlying factors—though this certainly need not be the case, and International Relations theorists have repeatedly erred in implicitly assuming continuity over change with regard to trends in world politics—60—I have argued that crisis has accelerated those underlying trends, and left the United States more vulnerable to the possibility that macroeconomic factors will inhibit, rather than enhance, its capabilities on the world stage, a reversal of the experiences of the past seventy years.

My principal argument in this chapter is that the Global Financial Crisis will present (like the Great Depression and the inflation of the 1970s) a “learning moment” in world politics, but that much of that learning will take place outside of the United States. And that lesson will be, to varying extent, import, and consequence, that unbridled capitalism (and, especially, unbound finance), does not work, and that the American model is disreputable. The emergence of a New Heterogeneity of thinking about money and finance will mark the end of the Second Post-War American Order. States will increase their demand for autonomy and insulation from global financial instability, and, due to ideological shifts and the acceleration of underlying material trends, US power and influence will be relatively diminished on this new environment.
In addition to changes to the balance of power and political influence, these developments will also contribute to more acrimonious and chronic macroeconomic squabbling between states, which will place additional pressure on the management of the dollar. The underlying problem is that, in general, monetary cooperation is inherently difficult. States invariably seek to shift the burdens of adjustment abroad—costs that can be quite high and politically unwelcome. (Much of Europe’s current crisis is a fight over how to distribute the burdens of macroeconomic adjustment.) Typically, it takes a confluence of exceptional factors for monetary cooperation to be sustained, each of which mitigates the costs of those burdens. A concentration of monetary power can help foster cooperation, because a hegemon can take on a disproportionate share of the costs of adjustment, or it can supervise, police and enforce arrangements about the nature of adjustment. Ideological homogeneity can foster cooperation by giving a cloak of economic legitimacy to the economic distress associated with adjustment. And shared, salient security concerns can increase the willingness of partners to bear the costs of adjustment, because they care more about the security situation.

Note that in contemporary international politics all of these variables are moving in the “wrong” direction. US relative power (and monetary power), is in relative decline. I have argued that there is a New Heterogeneity of ideas about money and finance. And the security interests of key players at the monetary table have not been this divergent (if not necessarily oppositional) in over a century. In particular, it is notable that every major effort to reconstitute the international monetary order in the second half of the twentieth century was undertaken by the United States and its political allies and military dependencies. That is no longer the case.

The implication of these problems can be overstated, and it is important to understand them in context. Dollar “optimists” correctly point to the extraordinary and unique strengths of the US economy, and the additional advantages of incumbency for the dollar as international money. These are good reminders that dollar is extremely unlikely to simply go away, and discussions of its “eclipse” are premature, to say the least. My argument is simply that its international role is very likely to relatively diminish over time, and that this change in status—
even as modest as remaining “first among equals,” will have significant consequences for American power. Optimists also note—again correctly—that for all of the dollar’s observable problems, comparatively speaking, it remains the most attractive international money. That is, it remains champion due to the glass jaws of would-be competitors. Nevertheless, however accurate, such a static observation overlooks the fact that this—the lack of alternatives—is the dollar’s most important remaining foundation. All of the other pillars that served to provide the bedrock support for the dollar order—common economic ideology, the concentration of power, shared security concerns, and faith in the American economy and its unique invulnerability to financial crisis—have eroded away. The dollar dominates, but its exposure and others’ motivations for greater diversity have never been higher.

In sum, the stage is set for chronic squabbling over international monetary and financial cooperation and governance in the coming decades, and the United States will find it harder to simply shrug off the burdens of macroeconomic adjustment (which will inevitably present themselves) onto others. This will compound the new US sensitivity to external constraints. And a key word here is new. It is not just that the United States will very likely face external constraints – pressures for adjustment, new macroeconomic vulnerabilities, the danger of financial crisis – it that such pressures are unfamiliar to the US political system. And that system is already under considerable stress, dealing (or failing to deal) with formidable domestic economic problems, first among which is the need to put its fiscal house in order. Given the strands of unilateralism and isolation that weave their way throughout American history, it is possible that domestic politics will indeed magnify the “real” effect of these new pressures, and present an Achilles heel of American power.

Sustainable national security strategies rest on economic and political foundations. Both global economic trends and domestic political contestation suggest that a careful assessment of the underpinning logics and long run wisdom and viability America’s global strategy—which should reflect its priorities, capabilities and ambitions—is in order. In particular, US planners need to be alert to both the international economic and domestic political consequences of
another American financial crisis—a possibility that, unfortunately, cannot be causally dismissed. As Barry Eichengreen has argued, the success of the emergency measures introduced in the heat of the moment prevented a second great depression, but “their very success encouraged second thoughts,” and “weakened the incentive to think deeply about causes.” This has left in place, Financial Times columnist Martin Wolf a financial structure that is “irretrievably unstable,” and it is “grotesquely dangerous.” Moreover, domestic politics are much more brittle now than they were then. During the 2007–08 crisis, the correct policies were initially chosen; but, applied half-heartedly and incompletely, these measures are commonly considered to have been a failure by the general public. This perception, coupled with (here more accurate) resentment that the tycoons who caused the crisis were largely sheltered from its consequences, has likely exhausted the political will that would be necessary to introduce the emergency measures required to deal with the next big crisis. Thus the economic and political consequences of the next crisis on American national security strategy will almost certainly be even greater.

6 Johnson and Kwak, 13 Bankers, pp. 87, 91.
China's continued economic growth is by no means guaranteed. The People’s Republic faces some formidable economic challenges in the coming years, and its rate of economic growth has decelerated and will most likely not return to the unprecedented, galloping rate of the thirty plus years from the 1980s. Nevertheless, most projections of economic growth — even those that are cautious about China and optimistic about America — suggest that even if US growth tracks toward the high end of its potential, and even if China's growth rate checks in closer to the lower end of its commonly anticipated trajectory, each year (and over the years) China will grow faster than the United States, with long run consequences for the balance of power.

See for example, Rogoff and Reinhart, *This Time is Different*, p. 155.


Cornell University Press, 2014); see also Gregory Chin, “China’s Rising Monetary Power,” also in Great Wall of Money.


35 The Euro was always a *political* project; part of an effort to forge a common European entity and identity. Considered solely from an economic perspective, the Euro project was incoherent. The monetary union had invited problems and allowed pressures to develop, and when faced with real difficulties states found themselves disarmed of essential policy defenses. Joining the Euro meant the abdication of monetary policy and exchange rate policy,
without gaining any new policy levers. On the problems of the Euro, see Martin Feldstein, “The Failure of the Euro: the Little Currency that Couldn’t,” Foreign Affairs 91:1 (January/February 2012), 105-16.


37 Rawi Abdelal argues that the framers of the Eurozone understood that eventually and inevitably some sort of reckoning would force a reassessment of monetary arrangements in Europe. But they also understood that it would take some sort of crisis (if not quite this big) to propel the union forward. Rawi Abdelal, Capital Rules: The Construction of Global Finance (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), chapter 4.


40 In theory, with floating rates, the “overhang” can be ignored and excess currency “mopped up” by depreciation. In practice, states are very sensitive to the management of this type of problem even in the absence of fixed rates.
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61 Participants at every major monetary conference of the twentieth century were by and large political allies.
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A future of limited US defense budgets has triggered anxiety from some quarters of the US national security community. Advocates for a large military argue that the world is safer and more prosperous today precisely because of the United States’ outsized security capacities and deep engagement with the rest of the world. When budgetary constraints began to appear on the horizon in 2010, the presidents of American Enterprise Institute, Heritage Foundation, and Foreign Policy Initiative explicitly argued in the *Wall Street Journal* that “military spending is not a net drain on our economy (Brooks, Fuelner and Kristol 2010).” This argument is one of several that have been made about the positive economic benefits to the United States of possessing military predominance and deep engagement with the rest of the world (Brooks, Ikenberry and Wohlfarth 2012/13; Kagan 2012; Ikenberry 2011; Brooks and Wohlfarth 2008).

Critics, however, have long questioned whether military preeminence yields the benefits claimed by proponents (Jervis 1993; Gholz, Press and Sapolsky 1997; Walt 2006). Those criticisms have only intensified since the 2008 financial crisis (Friedman, Gholz and Sapolsky 2009; Preble 2009; Pape 2009; Gholz and Press 2010; Mearsheimer 2011; MacDonald and Parent 2011; Betts 2012; Posen 2014). While arguments in favor of military predominance are frequently asserted in policy circles, there is less discussion about their theoretical and empirical foundation. What can international relations scholarship say about the relative economic benefits of military primacy?

There are a welter of different causal mechanisms through which military power is hypothesized to lead to positive economic benefits (Norrlof 2010; Drezner 2013; Maass, Norrlof and Drezner 2014). The focus of this chapter will be whether military spending is an attractor for private capital. A staple of international political economy research over the past few decades has been identifying the drivers behind cross-border investment. A number of empirical
investigations have explored the ways in which a country’s resource endowments, political institutions, and external relations affect its ability to attract private capital inflows. Curiously, however, the effects of military power have remained relatively unexplored in this literature. Do a country’s military capabilities enhance or discourage foreign investment?

The absence of empirical inquiry on this issue is curious. Theoretically, there are numerous hypothesized ways in which military power could affect private sector investment decisions. Some argue that the greater a country’s military capabilities, the more it acts as an attractor for private capital seeking security, a form of geoeconomic favoritism. (Norrlof 2010). Others argue that defense spending “crowds out” foreign direct investment by revealing a less friendly business environment for investors (Acemoğlu and Robinson 2012). From a policy perspective, determining the precise relationship between American military power and investment flows is crucial for long-range calculations of US grand strategy and defense planning. If there are positive economic externalities from US defense spending, that kind of “dynamic scoring” should be factored into future budgetary plans. If, however, US military expenditures are negatively correlated with investment flows, that consideration needs to be factored into any determination of the sustainable level of defense spending. At this point, there are merely claims and counter-claims about the alleged economic benefits. Without more rigorous testing, such assertions, accurate or not, can gain traction in the US foreign policy community.

This chapter empirically tests the effect of defense spending on FDI inflows for the post-Cold War era on a set of developed economies, with a special emphasis on North America. Using multiple measures of the dependent variable, the results suggest that high levels of investment in military capabilities do not lead to geoeconomic favoritism. In other words, military expenditures do not act as an attractor for inward flows of foreign direct investment in affluent states. This result, combined with prior research (Drezner 2013), cast significant doubts on the argument that an advanced great power’s military capabilities generate positive economic externalities. For the United States, the policy implications are clear: elevated levels of military
spending crowd out foreign investments. This fact needs to be incorporated into any debate about sustainable levels of defense spending. The econometric results do call into question, however, whether this finding is generalizable is to other states.

The rest of this paper is divided into six sections. The next section briefly reviews the literature on the political economy of FDI, and the relative poverty of analysis connecting military power with foreign direct investment. The third section considers the arguments put forward about the relationship between military power and foreign investment. The fourth section outlines the testing strategy and methodology. The fifth section presents the econometric results. The final section summarizes and concludes.

**The Literature**

The study of foreign direct investment is as old at the international political economy subfield itself (Gilpin 1975). Indeed, the wave of expropriations and nationalizations in the 1960s and 1970s was one of the triggers for the IPE research program. As it has evolved, however, the security questions that initially motivated the research program have faded somewhat. This is surprising. In their survey of the field, Frieden and Martin (2002, p. 131) note that the political and security dimensions of foreign investment have received “relatively sketchy theoretical and empirical work.” Biglaiser and DeRouen (2007, p. 836) go further, observing, “few contemporary studies consider security concerns and FDI inflows, a well–researched topic by scholars historically.” Li and Vashchilko (2010, 765–6) state, “there is very little work on how the quality of interstate security relations influences bilateral investment flows.”

In general, research into the patterns of foreign direct investment can be broken down into three categories. Economists have focused overwhelmingly on the economic and policy conditions of the host country. Beginning with John Dunning’s eclectic “ownership, location and internationalization” (OLI) framework, this vein of research examines the fundamentals of the host economy, as well as the country’s policies towards foreign investment as key drivers of private capital flows. Economic fundamentals include the country’s economic size and growth
rate, inflation, labor costs, and resource endowments (Kinda 2010). Policy variables include the imposition of capital controls, policies of taxation, technology transfer, local content, and the repatriation of profits.

The second category of research examines the institutional dimensions of the host country. As Raymond Vernon (1971) observed more than forty years ago, the “obsolescing bargain” of foreign direct investment means that companies must be concerned about the ability of host countries to credibly commit to not altering the foreign investment climate after the firm has committed to asset-specific investments. In recent years, the treatment of foreign investors in Argentina and Russia have certainly highlighted the ongoing nature of this policy concern. A fair amount of empirical research has been devoted to the effect that investment-specific institutions, such as bilateral investment treaties and preferential trade agreements, have on FDI (Neumeyer and Spess 2005; Kerner 2009; Büthe and Milner 2008).

At a deeper level, there has been a surfeit of studies looking at whether the host country’s regime type and political institutions affect FDI inflows (Oneal 1994; Jensen 2003, 2008; Li and Resnick 2003; Blanton and Blanton 2007; Schulz 2009; Asiedu and Lien 2009). Originally, it was thought that authoritarian institutions would attract FDI because of the host country’s ability to suppress any political or labor discontent (Oneal 1994). Over time, however, the pendulum has shifted in favor of democratic institutions. Because democracies allow political leaders to credibly commit, states with democratic regimes are perceived to be more likely to honor their contracts (North and Weingast 1989; Schultz and Weingast 2003; Besley and Persson 2007; Acemoğlu and Robinson 2012). Foreign investors are thought to be more vulnerable to the development of “extractive” political institutions. Politically powerful actors can exploit the coercive apparatus of the state to develop political institutions that reward members of the selectorate with private goods—rather than the public goods necessary to attract inward capital flows (Bueno de Mesquita, Smith, Siverson and Morrow 2003). As Daron Acemoğlu and James Robinson (2012) have observed, countries based on “extractive” political institutions are more likely to possess comparatively more sclerotic economies.
The final dimension of FDI research has looked at the role of security in affecting FDI flows. Although this dimension has faced comparative neglect in recent decades, there has been some work on this topic. One vein of research follows on from statistical tests showing that trade follows the flag—that is, trade flows are likely to be higher within a security alliance than not (Pollins 1989a, 1989b; Gowa and Mansfield 1993; Gowa 1994; Keshk, Pollins and Reuvney 2004). Some scholars have investigated to see whether foreign direct investment flows also follow the flag (Gupta and Yu 2007). Biglasier and Resnick (2007) suggest that US foreign direct investment flows respond positively to the overseas deployment of US troops. The bulk of this literature does not address the question of military capabilities at all, but rather the connection between investment, alliances, and violent conflict.

A few studies have focused exclusively on the relationship between American military power and the reactions of private capital. Carla Norrlof's (2010, p. 171) work represents the most direct effort to test the relationship between US military prowess and financial strength. She argues, for example, that when the United States has won wars since 1979, “funds have more readily flowed to the United States.” When the United States has gotten bogged down in military quagmires, on the other hand, the reverse has been the true. Her evidence for testing this assertion, however, rests solely on an annual bivariate comparison of US military performance with financial flows into the United States. The failure to consider other causal factors in determining the flow of funds—such as economic growth, monetary policy or fiscal policy measures—introduces significant omitted variable bias into her analysis. Beyond Norrlof, however, there has been no large-n econometric analysis of how a country’s military capabilities affect foreign direct investment inflows.

**HOW CAN MILITARY POWER AFFECT FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT?**

There are ways in which military power can be hypothesized to attract inward foreign direct investment. Private capital, for example, might interpret military power as a powerful market signal. At a minimum, the most obvious benefit from military and paramilitary forces is
the security it provides to potential investors. All else equal, a country is far more likely to attract foreign capital if it is secure from foreign invasion. This security, in turn, can make the country an attractive place for foreign investment (Norrlof 2010, chapter 6; Beckley 2011/12). A country with sufficient military capabilities also possesses a monopoly on the use of legitimate coercive violence within its borders. By bolstering property rights and reducing risk, military capabilities can act as a magnet for foreign capital inflows. We will label the possible positive effects of military power on foreign direct investment as the *geoeconomic favoritism hypothesis*.

At the same time, it is easy to hypothesize how military power would act as a deterrent on foreign direct investment. A large military creates a number of possible problems for foreign investors. From a macroeconomic perspective, a large military leads to large amounts of government spending, which can trigger higher interest rates or inflation. A state that spends more on military power might be underinvesting in civilian public goods such as infrastructure or health care. It is also possible that states with military power might be more likely to take actions that limit the rate of return on foreign investment. Governments that control larger militaries are more likely to be able to expropriate foreign investment by force. They are also more likely to trigger the security dilemma with other states, increasing the likelihood of violent conflict (Jervis 1978). We will label the possible negative effects of military power on foreign direct investment as the *crowding out hypothesis*.

The empirical literature on the effects of aggregate military power on inward foreign direct investment is thin. To be sure, some measure of military power is generally acknowledged to be a necessary prerequisite for developing an attractive climate for foreign investment (Bergsten 1975; Cohen 1977; Helleiner and Kirshner 2007). Since the beginning of the modern Westphalian state system, leaders have equated military power with economic plenty (Viner 1948). As a necessary condition, it certainly must be the case that a state’s ability to defend its borders determines its ability to develop its economy, capital markets and regional economic ties (Gerace 2000; Norrlof 2010). In this way, military capabilities can help to reduce political risk, which is a significant explanatory factor for cross-border capital flows (Papaioannou 2009).
That said, the historical literature does not lend significant support to geoeconomic favoritism. Most analyses of the effect of military power on investment have been on *outward* FDI—namely, the ability of the home country to protect its overseas investments (Lipson 1985; Tomz 2007). Comparatively less work has focused on whether military power or military statecraft affects foreign investment inflows. The direction of causality in this relationship is difficult to ascertain, however. Most historical research draws the opposite conclusion: the primary causal arrow moves from economic vitality towards a strong military. This was Paul Kennedy’s (1987) conclusion in *The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers*, and matches the general consensus of most scholars who work on hegemonic stability, power transition, or long cycles (Organski 1969; Modelski 1978; Gilpin 1981). Jonathan Kirshner’s work (2007, p. 206), demonstrates that financial interests are interested in the minimization of risk. Kirshner shows that, historically, the financial sector has staunchly opposed initiating the use of force in world politics. Even military hegemons must therefore be wary of alienating global capital.

The hypotheses to test the effect of military power on inwards flows of foreign direct investment are straightforward:

**H1 (geoeconomic favoritism):** *Ceteris paribus, military power will be positively correlated with greater inflows of foreign direct investment.*

**H2 (crowding out):** *Ceteris paribus, military power will be negatively correlated with greater inflows of foreign direct investment*

**Empirical Methods and Data**

We construct a unique data set to thoroughly test the hypothesized relationships between foreign direct investment and military power. The data are organized in pooled time-series cross-sectional format (TSCS) covering the post-Cold War era. There is considerable variation in
military spending and FDI inflows across time and space, enabling us to test our hypotheses. We use the Correlates of War project’s data on annual military expenditures to proxy military power. We utilize separate measures of foreign direct investment inflows to insure panel balance and robustness of our findings. The model is tested using multiple controls for both economic and political determinants of FDI. We also incrementally stage the complexity and stringency of the model specification in order to control for heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, and cross-sectional dependence in the data. Because we are principally interested in the role of American military power in attracting FDI, we focus our analysis in this chapter on the relationship across military expenditures and FDI flows into developed economies. Because, almost by definition, developed world governments have investor-friendly policies and institutions, we can focus more on the variation in military power across these economies. The empirical analysis covers 92 countries (see Appendix 1) from the end of the Cold War through 2007.

**FDI inflows**

Our dependent variable is a measure of net FDI inflows into the host country in a given year, measured in current US dollars. We utilize two separate measures of foreign direct investment inflows—one relying on the PRS group and one relying on World Bank data. The PRS group is a subscription-based service that provides data on foreign investment and country-specific political and economic factors. Both PRS and the World Bank utilize the same definition and measures for reporting FDI inflows, with the groups’ measurements co-varying at over 90%. The utilization of two independent measures of FDI helps to ensure the robustness of our results.

**Military spending**

Our military expenditure data are from the National Material Capabilities (NMC), which is part of the Correlates of War Project at the University of Michigan. Its variable `milex` is a country-year measure of military expenditures, measured in current US dollars. Our project
utilizes the most recent version (4.0) that covers 158 countries across our time series from 1990-2007.

**Political and economic controls**

There are many institutional, economic and political factors that account for changes in FDI inflows from one year to the next. Our data set is constructed to comprehensively control for these competing explanations, ensuring that relationships we detect between military spending and FDI inflows are not spurious. We increase the number of controls used in our model specifications in a stepwise fashion.

Our control measure for population, $pop$, is also taken from the Composite Index of National Capability V4. These data are collected annually by individual country and are balanced very well with the military spending variable, $milex$, over the 1990-2007 time frame. In addition to population control, we utilize the CINC’s measure for primary energy consumption- $pec$. This energy consumption variable is measured in thousand coal-tons by country-year.

We use the ICRG-PRS group’s political risk measures for control variables. The International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) collects political and economic information, and converts these into annual “risk points” or indexed assessments of financial risk in a given country along several dimensions. Five of these dimensions are used in our data set. The first dimension is corruption ($corr$), which the ICRG measures annually on a 0-6 scale. This score is based on the “corruption within the political system that is a threat to foreign investment.” Another dimension that we utilize is foreign debt ($f\_debt\_gdp$), an annual measure of gross foreign debt expressed as a percentage of GDP. The third dimension we include is an annual measure of government budget balance ($bb\_gdp$), expressed as a percentage of GDP. Fourth, the ICRG provides a 6-point index measure of “law and order” ($law\_o$). The ICRG calculates this risk point based on a combined score that measures the strength and impartiality of the legal system, along with an assessment of the observance of law in practice. Finally, we utilize the ICRG’s
combined economic risk rating, \((riskr_\_)_\), which rates investor risk for each country yearly from 0 (highest risk) to 50 (least risk).\(^5\)

One of the challenges in constructing the necessary data set for testing our hypotheses was finding available data that cover most of the world’s countries over our time frame (1990–2007). This was particularly true for empirical data on institutions that regulate the movement of capital. We constructed our own data set for bilateral investment treaties (BIT). The variable \(bit\) is a country-year measure of the number of active bilateral investment treaties. The intuition behind our measure is that the greater the number of active BITs a country has in a given year, the more capital investment is likely to follow. We have 4199 country-year observations, with countries in our data set averaging 14 treaties in any given year.

**FINDINGS**

Our analysis leads us to reject the hypothesis that increasing US military spending attracts inward foreign direct investment. However, there is striking evidence that this relationship holds for less powerful states. Our main finding is that military spending and foreign direct investment exhibit a significant non-linear relationship. This non-linearity hinges upon the states’ level of economic development. In advanced economies (including the US), the link between spending and FDI does not hold. Yet, the relationship is positive and significant for many countries in our sample. In these emerging market countries the link is robust and worthy of further exploration.

The following analysis actually provides considerable support for both hypotheses, and hence a non-monotonic correspondence of military spending to investment. Although the overriding relationship between military spending and FDI is positive and significant, there is a subset of countries where the opposite trend holds. In the more diversely represented World Bank data sample the relationship appears to be null, and in some cases, even significantly negative. This suggests that under certain factors, military spending deters foreign direct investment (crowding-out hypothesis). These competing relationships are demonstrated by
comparative analyses utilizing PRS group and World Bank measures of FDI. The PRS data are focused on EMEs, for which the geopolitical favoritism hypothesis is robust. However, when the data analysis is shifted towards LDC and OECD countries using the World Bank data set, the relationship washes out. We contend that there is an underlying factor explaining why military spending functions as an attractor for FDI in emerging market economies, and not among OECD member states.

Table 2.1: Main Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>PRS Group Measure of FDI</th>
<th>World Bank Measure of FDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lmilex</td>
<td>0.226**</td>
<td>0.241***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0854</td>
<td>-0.0784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgdp</td>
<td>2.012***</td>
<td>1.595***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.265</td>
<td>-0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltpop</td>
<td>1.303**</td>
<td>2.074***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.522</td>
<td>-0.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit</td>
<td>0.0208***</td>
<td>0.0263***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00383</td>
<td>-0.00603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr</td>
<td>-0.000761</td>
<td>0.00996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0487</td>
<td>-0.0507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riskr</td>
<td>0.0273***</td>
<td>0.00990*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00814</td>
<td>-0.00513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_debt_gdp</td>
<td>-0.00182*</td>
<td>-0.00162*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.000866</td>
<td>-0.000877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb_gdp</td>
<td>0.00865*</td>
<td>0.00770*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00482</td>
<td>-0.00412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpec</td>
<td>-0.480**</td>
<td>-0.360**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.171</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law_o</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.0603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0316</td>
<td>-0.0397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wdi_ttr</td>
<td>0.00945***</td>
<td>0.00721***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fh_polity2</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>-0.0148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dr_ig</td>
<td>0.0441***</td>
<td>0.0667***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00525</td>
<td>-0.000199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hf_trade</td>
<td>0.000926**</td>
<td>0.000816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int_liq</td>
<td>-0.000222***</td>
<td>-0.000259***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infl</td>
<td>-9.18E-05</td>
<td>-6.87E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdp_grow</td>
<td>0.0534***</td>
<td>0.0646***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fx_res</td>
<td>0.000926**</td>
<td>0.000816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis presented in Table 2.1 above indicates that the relationship between logged military spending and logged net foreign direct investment is significantly and positively correlated. The dependent variable in all six specifications is net foreign direct investment inflows by country-year. The first three columns show model specifications using PRS data for FDI, with the core controls (Model 1), additional economic controls (Model 2) and additional political controls (Model 3). The remaining columns contain specifications using the World Bank as the data source for FDI: core controls (Model 4), additional economic controls (Model 5) and additional political controls (Model 6). The relationship between military spending ($l_{miley}$) and FDI is strongly significant and positive in Models 1, 2, 3 and 6. The additional variables in the expanded economic and political specification pick up some of the variation in the dependent variable. However, comparisons across these models show that the robustness of the military spending–FDI relationship is roughly equivalent across all specifications.

The above results hold with alternative regression models (see Appendix 2). We present the regression results utilizing the xtscc, as it is the most conservative estimator. The xtscc provides Driscoll and Kraay (1998) standard error estimates which are robust to disturbances that are heteroscedastic, autocorrelated and cross-sectionally dependent. By controlling for cross-sectional dependence, xtscc regressions are more stringent than controlling for temporal lags and fixed effects alone. However, it does not appear that the additional stringency is divisive, since the relationships are roughly equivalent with varying estimators. We find that neither exclusion of control variables or relaxing the model assumptions alters our substantive conclusions.

It is worth noting that military spending is strongly associated with FDI inflows in all specifications using the PRS data set, but not necessarily using World Bank data. This contrast in significance holds regardless of which estimator is used (see Appendix 2). This was at first
confusing, given that both sources of military spending utilize the exact same measurement and definition for FDI. The contrasting relationship is explained in part by the countries covered by the PRS versus World Bank data source. The regression tests in Models 1-3 utilize similar numbers of observations and country clusters as the ones in 4-6, but these countries are not the same. The PRS group provides a subscription-based service to international investors. For this reason, their incentive is to focus on data collection in emerging and frontier markets rather than very poor or inaccessible markets. For example, while the World Bank data source covers Guyana, it is not complete in reporting Guyana's FDI during the period 1990-2007. In contrast, the PRS group does not cover Guyana but provides more complete measures of FDI for the smaller set of countries included in their database.

The residual analysis presented in Figure 2.1 highlights the varied relationship across military expenditures and FDI for large markets and emerging markets versus less developed states. The scatter plot displays the average residual for each country on the y-axis and the average logged FDI inflows on the x-axis. Since these are average values, taken over the 1990-2007 time frame, each country represents one data point. The residuals are relatively small for emerging market states, indicating that these data points fit the model specification well. The average residual for the US is large and negative, indicating that the historical variation in US military expenditures does little to explain fluctuations in attracting foreign capital. Visual inspection makes it clear that Japan, Germany, India, China and the United States have the most striking negative residuals. This means that the estimated model does not predict foreign direct investment inflows very closely for these countries. Negative residuals indicate that these countries have on average higher FDI inflows than the model predicts.
To explore this divide in our ability to link FDI and military spending in some countries and not others, we conduct a split analysis. This positive and significant FDI-military spending relationship holds in emerging market countries that typically compete for capital. The analysis in Table 2.2 picks up on an interesting distinction between countries that seem to benefit from greater military spending, and those that do not. Here, we split the sample of countries represented in the data set between the global “North” vs. “South” typology. The first column on the left displays results for the full data set. Again, our main finding is that there is a significant positive relationship between military expenditure and investment inflows. In contrast with our main finding, however, the results in column 2 show that the relationship is no longer valid if one limits the sample to countries in the Global North. The findings for the subset of countries belonging to the Global South are, however, significant. This indicates that the geoeconomic favoritism hypothesis is valid in countries belonging to the Global South. The crowding out
hypothesis, however, applies to the advanced industrialized economies—including the United States. Increasing US military spending is unlikely to generate higher FDI inflows.

Table 2.2: Military Spending and FDI Split Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sample=</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lmilex</td>
<td>0.258***</td>
<td>-0.394</td>
<td>0.296***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0834</td>
<td>-0.368</td>
<td>-0.0488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgdp</td>
<td>1.921***</td>
<td>3.493***</td>
<td>2.010***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.265</td>
<td>-0.503</td>
<td>-0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltpop</td>
<td>1.628***</td>
<td>-1.735</td>
<td>2.095***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.549</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>-0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit_</td>
<td>0.0191***</td>
<td>0.0206***</td>
<td>0.000509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00444</td>
<td>-0.00403</td>
<td>-0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr_</td>
<td>0.00728</td>
<td>-0.0637</td>
<td>0.0532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0523</td>
<td>-0.0886</td>
<td>-0.0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riskr_</td>
<td>0.0220***</td>
<td>-0.0226</td>
<td>0.0296***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00711</td>
<td>-0.0158</td>
<td>-0.00665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_debt_gdp_</td>
<td>-0.00138</td>
<td>0.00807**</td>
<td>-0.00188**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.000889</td>
<td>-0.00355</td>
<td>-0.000656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb_gdp_</td>
<td>0.00890*</td>
<td>0.0270*</td>
<td>0.00714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00507</td>
<td>-0.0149</td>
<td>-0.00414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpec</td>
<td>-0.386**</td>
<td>-0.652**</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.167</td>
<td>-0.298</td>
<td>-0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law_o_</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>0.0725*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0345</td>
<td>-0.0631</td>
<td>-0.0394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int_liq_</td>
<td>-0.0003</td>
<td>0.0411*</td>
<td>-0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00327</td>
<td>-0.0212</td>
<td>-0.00189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-52.43***</td>
<td>-36.67***</td>
<td>-60.47***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.439</td>
<td>-6.068</td>
<td>-4.614</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations | 1,360 | 506 | 854
Number | 89 | 31 | 58
In concluding the analysis section, some modesty is in order. It is worthwhile to delimit what can and cannot be established with the regression methodology at hand. We extensively control for a multitude of factors that predict FDI. Given the extended model specifications and robustness checks, we are confident that a marginal increase in military spending corresponds to marginal increase in inward FDI flows in the developing world. These data provide us insight on the role of military spending in attracting foreign investment during a period of US hegemony.

**Figure 2.2: US Military and Investment primacy**

The scatter plot in presented in Figure 2.2 above, illustrates that the US was the clear frontrunner in both military expenditures and attracting foreign capital. Logged military expenditures are demonstrated on the x-axis whereas logged FDI is on the y-axis. What this shows is that the US (denoted in red) is an outlier. However, we cannot presume that the US is
an influential outlier from this illustration alone. One may be inclined to draw an imaginary line through the scatter plot, estimating a positive slope that cuts straight through the US data. This would be foolhardy since the illustrated correlation does not take into account several important controls, or make adjustments for country fixed effects and time trends. This important work is done by the regression analysis. Table 2.3 shows us why an imagined line connecting the blue dots to the red dots is misguided. The first two columns present the relationship between spending and investment for just North America. Despite having only thirty-five observations, the relationship between military spending and investment is flipped completely. Here we see that there is a negative historical correlation across increases in military spending and inward investment flows. Thus, we conclude that it doesn’t pay to be the leader of the pack.

Furthermore, removing the US and Canada from the data set (columns three and four) does not alter the significance of our finding that military spending attracts investment into less dominant markets.

Our data set enables us to observe the post-Cold War correlation across military spending and inward FDI flow. Our finding that military spending only functions as an investment attractor in less developed nations is born from testing observational data. What we cannot infer from the regression analysis is how geoeconomic favoritism may or may not hold outside of the period of US hegemony.
Table 2.3: Military Spending and FDI Split Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
<th>lfdi_WB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAmerica2</td>
<td>NAmerica2</td>
<td>!NAmerica2</td>
<td>!NAmerica2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lmilex</td>
<td>-1.061**</td>
<td>-1.246**</td>
<td>0.265***</td>
<td>0.0842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.458</td>
<td>-0.459</td>
<td>-0.0787</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgdp</td>
<td>5.434</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>1.899***</td>
<td>2.171***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.584</td>
<td>-3.73</td>
<td>-0.267</td>
<td>-0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltpop</td>
<td>-11.65</td>
<td>-11.24</td>
<td>1.643***</td>
<td>1.848**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10.17</td>
<td>-10.84</td>
<td>-0.547</td>
<td>-0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit_</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>0.0190***</td>
<td>0.0238***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0192</td>
<td>-0.0185</td>
<td>-0.00441</td>
<td>-0.00546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr_</td>
<td>-0.325</td>
<td>-0.333</td>
<td>0.00614</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.284</td>
<td>-0.297</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riskr_</td>
<td>0.0573</td>
<td>0.0541</td>
<td>0.0217***</td>
<td>0.0296***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>-0.0958</td>
<td>-0.0071</td>
<td>-0.00906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_debt_gdp_</td>
<td>0.0288**</td>
<td>0.0343**</td>
<td>-0.00143</td>
<td>-0.00137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0127</td>
<td>-0.0125</td>
<td>-0.000878</td>
<td>-0.000801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb_gdp_</td>
<td>0.158***</td>
<td>0.168***</td>
<td>0.00869*</td>
<td>0.00915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0456</td>
<td>-0.0455</td>
<td>-0.00498</td>
<td>-0.00591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpec</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-1.714</td>
<td>-0.385**</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.887</td>
<td>-1.777</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>-0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law_o_</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.0879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.454</td>
<td>-0.414</td>
<td>-0.0355</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int_liq_</td>
<td>0.125***</td>
<td>0.124***</td>
<td>-0.000481</td>
<td>-0.00391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.00313</td>
<td>-0.00356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>51.95</td>
<td>75.28</td>
<td>-52.11***</td>
<td>-36.06***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-83.29</td>
<td>-79.46</td>
<td>-4.503</td>
<td>-5.468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 35 35 1,325 1,351
Number 2 2 87 87
CONCLUSION

A bevy of domestic and international factors have been used to explain the pattern of private capital flows—and yet, the role of military spending has not been closely examined. Some argue that the greater a country’s military capabilities, the more it acts as an attractor for private capital seeking security. Others argue that defense spending “crowds out” foreign direct investment by revealing a less friendly business environment for investors.

This paper empirically tests the effects of military spending on FDI inflows for the post-Cold War era on a broad-based set of economies. The relationship between military expenditures and inward FDI flows is non-linear. While the geoeconomic favoritism hypothesis does seem to matter for some countries, it does not hold at all for the United States. Indeed, the United States is an empirical outlier that bolsters the crowding out hypothesis.

Our explanation for this finding is that for the United States, its military hegemony means that the law of diminishing marginal returns on geoeconomic favoritism has kicked in with a vengeance. Simply put, if a country is viewed as secure from external attack and has a strong domestic rule of law, then investors will not view any increase in military capabilities as affecting political risk. Host economies that possess secure external and internal environments present little political risk to foreign investors. For these countries, greater military spending generates minimal new information. Rather, investors will discount the utility of any increase in military capabilities from secure great powers. Since the United States possesses a strong domestic rule of law and is the only great power to possess regional hegemony, it gains little economic favor from boosting its defense capabilities any further.

Obviously, further research is needed. Nevertheless, if these preliminary findings hold, the policy implications of these results are clear. The arguments that defense hawks have made about the unexplored economic benefits of military hegemony have been vastly exaggerated. Indeed, it would seem that, if anything, greater levels of military spending generate deleterious economic effects. This is not to say that greater defense military capabilities might not be justified because of shifts in the global distribution of power or the external security environment.
The idea that there are hidden economic benefits from military hegemony, however, is a chimera. More significantly, as Kennedy (1987) and others have noted, military power flows from economic power at the hegemonic level. Military overstretch can, however, act as a drag on a great power’s economy. The hawkish argument that American military spending should be “dynamically scored” to account for positive economic externalities is incorrect. Indeed, the opposite would appear to be true. When applying the lessons from this analysis to debates about American grand strategy, the prescription seems clear. There is an overreliance on military preponderance is badly misguided. The United States would profit more from investing in nonmilitary power resources than in more military assets. An excessive reliance on military might, to the exclusion of other dimensions of power, will yield negative returns.
Appendix 1: Country balance comparison of World Bank versus PRS group FDI data.

Table 2.4

Balance Comparisons with Military Expenditure and FDI Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRS Countries</th>
<th># Obs</th>
<th>World Bank</th>
<th># Obs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Switzerland</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Syria</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Thailand</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Trinidad and Tobago</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Tunisia</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Turkey</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Ukraine</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>United Arab Emirates</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>United Kingdom</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>United States</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Uruguay</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Venezuela</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zambia</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zimbabwe</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,482</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Margins Plot

Figure 2.3: Linear Prediction for logged FDI inflow

The margins plot shows the size of the 95% confidence interval around the linear prediction for logged foreign direct investment inflows at varying levels of logged military spending (lmilex). Note that the predictive band is wider at both relatively high and low levels of military spending. This indicates to us that the model fits more closely for military spending values that are closer to the mean.

Here I regressed our main model:

```
xtreg lfdi_WB lmilex lgdp ltop pop bit corr_riskr_f_debt_gdp_bb_gdp_lpec law_o int_liq_ i.year , fe
```

Drezner & Hite-Rubin | Does American Military Power Attract Foreign Investment?
Figure 2.4: Normality Test

This compares our residuals with the normal density. It appears that the deviation from the normal curve is trivial. This is important to show, since normality is required for our hypothesis tests to be valid.
This graph displays the average residual for each country on the y-axis and the average logged FDI inflows on the x-axis. Since these are average values taken over the 1990-2007 time period, each country represents one data point. Countries Japan, Germany, India, China and United States have the most striking negative residuals. This means that the estimated model does not predict level of foreign direct investment inflows very closely for these countries. Negative residuals indicate that these countries have on average higher FDI inflows than the model predicts.
Figure 2.6: FDI Inflows and Military Spending (1990-2007)

Figure 2.7: Military Spending and FDI Inflows
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1 See Krasner (1978) and Lipson (1985) for examples of this earlier IPE generation of FDI research, and Schneider and Frey (1985) for a fuller review of this generation of economic research.


3 which the group defines as “a measure of corruption within the political system that is a threat to foreign investment by distorting the economic and financial environment, reducing the efficiency of government and business by enabling people to assume positions of power through patronage rather than ability, and introducing inherent instability into the political process.” (Refer to ICRG Methodology for maximum points for this variable, as well as for related formulas for calculating risk.)

4 Two measures comprising one risk component. Each sub-component equals half of the total. The "law" sub-component assesses the strength and impartiality of the legal system, and the "order" sub-component assesses popular observance of the law. (Refer to ICRG Methodology for maximum points for this variable, as well as for related formulas for calculating risk.)

5 Economic risk rating - a means of assessing a country's current economic strengths and weaknesses. In general, where strengths outweigh weaknesses a country will show low risk, and where weaknesses outweigh strengths, the economic risk will be high. To ensure comparability between countries, risk components are based on accepted ratios between the measured data within the national economic/financial structure, and then the ratios are compared, not the data. Risk points are assessed for each of the component factors of GDP per head of population, real annual GDP growth, annual inflation rate, budget balance as a percentage of GDP, and current account balance.
as a percentage of GDP. Risk ratings range from a high of 50 (least risk) to a low of 0 (highest risk), though lowest
de facto ratings are generally near 15.

6 One could argue that the recent increase in the U.S. use of economic statecraft is evidence that the Obama
administration is aware of this tradeoff (Drezner 2015).
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INTRODUCTION

The US government faces a challenging fiscal outlook. Debt held by the public in 2014 was larger as a share of the economy than at any time in US history, with the exception of seven years during and after World War II. Between 2011 and 2013, national leaders took steps to rein in future debt through budget cutbacks and tax increases. Absent further policy changes, however, that debt will mount within a few decades to levels never before experienced by this country. The consequences for the American economy and for the nation’s place in the world could be severe.

If the President and Congress cannot agree within a few years to additional debt control measures, then the choices available to future policy makers as national security challenges emerge will be increasingly constrained. As a result, the growing debt will have serious implications for the military and political strategies discussed in other chapters of this book. On the other hand, if policy makers do take the fiscal measures that are needed during the next few years to hold the debt in check, those actions will in themselves put limits on national strategic choices.

National defense constitutes one of the largest elements of US federal expenditure, in 2013 second only to Social Security. Among the programs that leaders can control through annual budget requests and Congressional appropriations, defense represents the single largest expenditure, comprising more than one-half of appropriated federal funding in 2013.

As such, defense is deeply intertwined with the nation’s fiscal and economic future. Because defense is such a big player in the federal budget, it is an important contributor to the growing federal debt. In fact, at least one-quarter of the $12 trillion federal debt held by the public in 2013 can be attributed to the rise in defense spending between 2001 and 2013.
On the other hand, the military is an important player in the overall economy. The Department of Defense is the largest employer in the United States, with about 1.3 million active-duty service members, 800,000 uniformed members of the National Guard and Reserves, and nearly 800,000 civilian employees. It also supports contracts worth hundreds of billions of dollars annually. Moreover, the linkage between defense spending and the economy is not just one-way. In the future, the federal fiscal situation and the state of the economy will be important factors in decisions about what the nation can afford to spend on defense, and thus on the size and capabilities of the armed forces and the strategy they can support.

This chapter examines the nation’s fiscal challenges and considers what part the defense establishment might be asked to play in addressing them. It explores the potential cutbacks to defense budgets and what they might mean for future national security strategy and for the military’s forces and capabilities. The chapter finds that keeping the economy strong for the future will require improving the government’s fiscal outlook, which in turn is likely to necessitate significant cutbacks in defense spending. To deal with the likely budget reductions, national leaders will face important, strategic choices about the future size and shape of the armed forces, their equipment, and the way they train and operate.

The non-war portion of the national defense budget peaked in 2010 at about $580 billion (in fiscal year 2013 dollars). The Budget Control Act (BCA) of 2011 mandates a reduction of that budget to roughly $500 billion—about fourteen percent below its peak level—for the years between 2014 and 2021. The cuts dictated by the BCA fall short of bringing anticipated future deficits down to sustainable levels, however. As a result, non-war defense budgets may ultimately shrink even further than the levels set under that law—even if the law is ultimately overturned.

Lowering the defense budget to about $470 billion a year—a real decline of about twenty percent relative to the 2010 peak—would be consistent both with the magnitude of the nation’s structural fiscal problems and with historical reductions to US defense spending as wars end.

The United States lays out about forty percent of all the world’s military expenditures (see Figure 3.1). At $470 billion, the US military would still outspend every other military in the
world. The armed forces would be smaller than today’s, but if the reductions are handled sensibly, the US military will remain by far the strongest, best equipped, best trained, and best maintained in the world.

**Figure 3.1: World Defense Expenditures in 2012**

![Figure 3.1: World Defense Expenditures in 2012](image)

US non-war defense spending rose by about fifty percent in real terms from its post-cold war low in FY 1998 to its peak in FY 2010. Part of the reason for that rise was the rapid growth in spending for pay and benefits for military and civilian personnel and military retirees. Absent policy reform, this internal cost growth will crowd out the funds available for force structure, equipment modernization, and training. This chapter considers two policy changes that would reduce the anticipated rise in the costs of pay and benefits.

Even if the department’s internal costs can be brought under control, likely budget cuts will require defense leaders to downsize the force and reexamine plans for new equipment. The changes will restrict the missions that the armed forces are able to undertake at low or moderate levels of risk.
A more restrained mission set is arguably in order in any case. After the Cold War ended, policymakers on both sides of the political aisle embraced an increasingly expansive collection of aims for US foreign and security policy. Beginning in the late 1990s, they gave virtually no thought to cost. In addition to preparing for high-intensity warfare in major military operations, the aims included stopping the spread of nuclear weapons, ending civil wars in distant lands, deposing dictators, conducting stability and counterinsurgency operations, and building market economies and democratic institutions.

Events of the past fifteen years provide a glimpse of the high costs of those expansive aims. The budgetary costs attributed to the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq exceed $1.4 trillion. More than 6,700 US troops have died, and tens of thousands have suffered combat injuries. By some estimates, hundreds of thousands have come home with brain injuries or post-traumatic stress disorder. Many service members have deployed multiple times and spent years away from their families.

Expansive aims have also created problems for the military as an institution. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan took a toll on the numbers and quality of recruits for the army’s active and reserve components. Multiple long deployments also eroded retention. Most fundamentally, a dozen years of training for stabilization, reconstruction, and counterinsurgency operations have left in doubt the army’s readiness for high-end maneuver warfare.

The White House and Department of Defense outlined their most recent national security strategy in January 2012. The strategy calls for reduced emphasis on prolonged stability and counterinsurgency operations and increased attention to Asia and the Pacific. The 2012 update was somewhat more selective in its aims than previous post-Cold War strategy documents. Nevertheless, the update still called on US armed forces to underwrite a “rules-based” international order, to “confront and defeat aggression anywhere in the world,” and to broaden already extensive military-to-military partnerships with other nations.

In July 2013, Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel indicated that the January 2012 strategy was unaffordable under the spending limits of the Budget Control Act, even if Congress helps
the department to bring its personnel costs under control. A more restrained strategy is in order.

A strategy of restraint seems ideally suited to the nation's fiscal picture. Such a strategy would bring an end to efforts to reform the rest of the world's governments in favor of protecting a narrower range of US national security interests—including American safety, sovereignty, territorial integrity, and relative power position. Restraint means that the United States stays its hand from intervening in the internal affairs of other countries, that it goes to war only when necessary to serve its own security interests, and that allies provide more for their own security. Such a strategy is well aligned with the smaller US forces this chapter considers.

A strategy of restraint is not a strategy of military weakness. In fact, restraint today can allow the United States to marshal its economic resources for the future. It can give the armed forces the time they need to regroup and rebuild strength for likely future missions while focusing today's training on a leaner menu of crucial tasks. With smart choices, the United States can retain a very strong military, fully ready, equipped, and capable of succeeding in the most important missions, with budgets significantly smaller than today's.

As they make those choices, leaders face crucial decisions in how the defense budget is allocated among the military services; between the size of the military and the way it is equipped; and between the size of the force that can be brought to bear for immediate operations and the staying power the force might have in the event of longer wars or wars where the nation has more time to prepare. To gain insight into those choices, this chapter explores three options:

- Proportional cuts: Reduce the budget of each military department by the same fraction;
- A rebalanced force: Emphasize forces for rebalancing toward Asia and the Pacific;
- Reversible cuts: Preserve expandability and rotational capacity by adjusting the peacetime staffing levels of some units and retuning the mix between active-duty and reserve forces.

Each of these alternatives has its own merits.

The chapter is organized as follows: The next section briefly reviews the part defense might play in coming to grips with the nation's fiscal challenges. The chapter continues with a
COMING TO GRIPS WITH THE NATION’S FISCAL CHALLENGES

In September 2011, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Mike Mullen cited the growing federal debt as “the biggest threat” to US national security. Indeed, the expanding debt has important implications for the nation’s economy, and the economy is the engine of American power.

In 2013, US debt held by the public was about seventy-three percent of gross domestic product (GDP), larger as a share of the economy than at any point in US history with the exception of a few years during and after World War II (see Figure 3.2). Debt grew rapidly between 2008 and 2013, in part because of the economic downturn that began in 2008. Economic slowdowns typically make it harder to balance the budget; tax revenues shrink as unemployment rises, at the same time that demands for federal benefits increase.

Figure 3.2: US Federal Debt Held by the Public, 1790 to 2013
Not all of the federal debt can be blamed on the weak economy, however. Instead, much of the debt in 2013 is related to a structural imbalance between federal spending and revenues. Since the late 1960s, federal revenues have failed to keep up with spending in most years (see Figure 3.3). On average between 1973 and 2012, tax receipts lagged outlays by about three percent of GDP. Absent fundamental policy changes, those structural fiscal imbalances will persist even as the economy and the employment picture improve.

The future size of the debt will depend on the state of the economy; demands on social programs like Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid; and the laws, including annual appropriations, that govern spending and taxes. It will also depend on the extent to which the debt itself poses problems for the economy.

A large debt that grows year after year poses important fiscal and economic risks. For example, creditors concerned about the ability of the federal government to make good on the growing debt will likely charge higher interest rates on the money they lend; just keeping up with interest payments would become increasingly difficult for the Treasury. There is also a risk that burgeoning debt will crowd out productive investment and thus reduce productivity. High interest rates and low productivity create a drag on the economy, generating a feedback cycle in which the debt worsens the economy and the less productive economy worsens the debt. Moreover, policymakers faced with a future economic or financial crisis will likely find it increasingly difficult to adopt measures like fiscal stimulus or bailouts to help the nation weather the storm.

The BCA’s spending cutbacks and the increased taxes that Congress enacted in January 2013 are far from sufficient to restrain the federal debt at its current level as a share of GDP or return it to historical levels. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) runs simulations to explore how spending, revenues, and debt might unfold over multiple generations under a variety of assumptions. One such simulation assumes that tax and spending laws remain essentially as they are in 2013 for decades. For example, the scenario supposes that the budget cuts mandated by the BCA remain in effect for about a decade; Medicare payment rates to physicians decline...
significantly as currently scheduled, beginning in January 2014; and some seventy-five tax breaks that are set to expire will indeed expire on schedule.\textsuperscript{22}

Under that scenario, expenditures will decline for a few years from the 20.8 percent share of GDP they hold in 2013.\textsuperscript{23} Beginning around 2019, however, federal spending will outstrip economic growth for decades, fueled by the rising costs of federal health programs and, to a lesser extent, Social Security, as increasing numbers of baby boomers retire and the underlying costs of health care grow faster than the economy.\textsuperscript{24} By 2038 spending will climb above twenty-six percent of GDP—a level previously reached only for three years during World War II.\textsuperscript{25} Revenues will not keep up with the rise in spending, as shown in Figure 3.3. As a result, the interest payments the government owes its creditors will rise every year, thus further increasing the outlay total.

\textbf{Figure 3.3: Revenues and Outlays as a Share of GDP (Percent)}

![Figure 3.3: Revenues and Outlays as a Share of GDP (Percent)](image)

Source: Author's graphic based on White House and CBO data. For 1973 to 2013, figures reflect May 2013 revisions to GDP by the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
As a result, even if there is no negative feedback between the rising debt and economic performance, new deficits will accumulate every year, pushing the debt from seventy-three percent of GDP in 2013 to 100 percent of GDP by 2038.\textsuperscript{26} If likely negative feedback is considered in the simulation, debt will grow to 109 percent of GDP by 2038—about the same level as its World War II peak. Unless things change, the debt will continue to climb unsustainably for decades after that, reaching 200 percent of GDP by 2075 if negative economic feedback is not a factor and a larger multiple of GDP if feedback is included.\textsuperscript{27}

Putting the federal government on a sustainable fiscal path will require an increase in taxation, a reduction in anticipated spending, or some combination of the two. The sooner those changes occur, the less money will have to move from one side of the fiscal ledger to another. CBO calculates that if current laws remain in place and economic feedback is not a factor, then policy makers must shift 0.8 percent of GDP out of spending or into taxes by 2015 to hold debt at its 2013 level (seventy-three percent of GDP) for 25 years.\textsuperscript{28} If leaders wait until 2017 to make the fiscal adjustments, then 1 percent of GDP must be shifted from one side of the books to the other.\textsuperscript{29} Restoring debt to the thirty-eight percent share of the economy it held before the financial crisis of 2008 would require a shift of at least 2 percent of GDP, depending on how soon the changes take place.\textsuperscript{30}

It is hard to say what share of any new budget cuts might be taken from defense. In the past, defense has been a major bill-payer for deficit reduction efforts, particularly when those efforts coincide with the ending of wars. Moreover, even the non-war portion of the defense budget grew rapidly between 1998 and 2010, making defense a prime target for cuts. The BCA cutbacks, while significant, only return non-war defense budgets in real terms to their 2007 level (see Figure 3.4).

Two plausible formulas for keeping the debt near its 2013 level as a share of GDP lead to about the same result: The defense budget probably faces additional reductions beyond those of the BCA.
One formula for holding the debt in check for twenty-five years would be to increase taxes enough to take care of one-quarter of the fiscal problem, rein in entitlement spending to deal with another quarter, and deal with the remaining one-half of the problem through cutbacks to appropriated programs. Such a formula echoes the promises of some leaders to cut spending by three dollars for every dollar in raised taxes. A second plausible formula reflects the “no-new-taxes” promise to which some other political leaders adhere. Under this principle, the full burden of fiscal improvement would fall on spending cuts, which would be spread proportionately among the government’s major budget functions. Under the assumption that policymakers wait to act until 2017, either formula would reduce the non-war defense budget to about $470 billion (in 2013 dollars), about $20 billion below the BCA’s limit for 2014 and about $30 billion below the Act’s average limit on that budget over the decade.31

Because the debt in 2013 is near an all-time high, however, policy makers may ultimately want to reduce it below the current level. Returning debt held by the public to the thirty-eight percent of GDP it held before the financial crisis of 2008 would require significantly more aggressive action. Using either of the two formulas described here to allocate the needed fiscal shift among the various contributors to the debt, budgets for national defense might fall to about $430 billion, some $60 billion lower than the 2014 cap set on defense by the BCA.

Given the nation’s fiscal challenges, either of these paths for defense spending seems plausible. The remainder of this chapter considers how national leaders could shape and manage a national defense budget of $470 billion, consistent with holding debt at today’s level as a share of GDP. At that level, defense spending would be about thirty-eight percent lower than at its 2010 peak (including war funds) and nearly twenty percent lower than the 2010 non-war budget. In real terms, the budget would be about the same as it was in 2003 (see Figure 3.4).
Unfortunately, the 2003 defense budget will no longer buy the military forces and capabilities of 2003. This is because in certain categories of the budget, costs grew significantly faster than inflation between 2003 and 2013. This internal cost growth is particularly severe in two areas: military health care and the pay and benefits of military and civilian personnel. Moreover, the costs in those areas continue to grow. Looking to the future, even if the budget remained constant in real terms over the coming decade, forces would still have to be cut significantly just to make room for the cost growth above inflation. Experts have offered numerous ways of achieving control over costs in those areas.

The next section of this chapter looks at two examples.
DEFENSE SPENDING FOR HEALTH CARE AND PAY

Department of Defense spending for pay and benefits grew dramatically between 1998 and 2013. Absent policy changes, continued cost growth in those areas will crowd out spending for force structure, equipment modernization, and readiness in the coming years. This section recommends two illustrative policy changes that would slow that anticipated growth. The first would adjust the cost-sharing arrangements for military health care, particularly for retirees. The second would hold the pay raises for service members and federal civilians to the level of inflation across the economy for four years.

Taken together, the recommended changes would avert an average of $20 billion in anticipated cost growth annually over the coming decade. Those savings are enough to keep at least two active-duty Army brigades, twelve Navy ships, and 3 Air Force fighter squadrons from the chopping block. Absent these and other personnel reforms, the Department of Defense will find itself having to reduce the armed forces much more than the amounts discussed in the next section of this chapter.

The following subsections look at health care costs and pay in turn.

Adjust the cost-sharing arrangements for military health care

Health care for service members, their families, and military retirees is the fastest-growing element of the defense budget. Spending in this category more than doubled in real terms between 1998 and 2013. Absent significant policy changes, it will expand another forty-three percent beyond inflation by 2021, the last year covered by the BCA. Assuming the BCA remains in place, military health care costs alone will at that point comprise about 16 percent of the total budget for the Department of Defense. If defense budgets were then held constant for decade after 2021, military health care would consume about one-fifth of the department’s budget by the end of the period. At some point there will be no money left for the pointy end of the spear.

That military health care costs have grown should come as no surprise; after all, health care costs have grown rapidly across the United States. But the Defense Department’s health care
bills have grown significantly faster than those in the civilian world, for two reasons. The first is a broad expansion of the health care entitlement for military retirees and their spouses who are old enough to qualify for Medicare (typically sixty-five years old). In 2000, Congress authorized the Tricare-for-Life program, which provides wrap-around coverage for those retirees and their Medicare-eligible dependent family members and survivors. The Department of Defense established an accrual account to recognize the future costs of those benefits for service members currently in the force. In 2013, that account cost more than $8 billion.

The second reason for growing costs is that the cost-sharing arrangements for Department of Defense health care plans are much more favorable to retirees’ pocketbooks than those of other plans available to them. For military retirees oversixty-five, Tricare-for-Life charges no premium; for most medical services, it also charges no deductibles or copayments. As a result, almost all Medicare-eligible retirees use the military coverage.

Military retirees under age sixty-five qualify for a different program, called Tricare. When the Department of Defense established Tricare in the mid-1990s, a working-age retiree typically paid about twenty-seven percent of the total cost of the plan through premiums, deductibles, and copays. Between then and 2012, Tricare’s costs to beneficiaries were generally not adjusted for inflation. Recently, Congress has allowed adjustments that reflect the annual change in the overall cost of living. But premiums, deductibles, and copays were never adjusted to reflect the much faster inflation in the medical sector or even to recognize the cumulative rise in the cost of living over nearly two decades. By 2012, working-age retirees bore only eleven percent of the costs of their Tricare plans.

Over the same period, the costs borne by civilians under non-military employer-based policies grew rapidly. The result is that by 2012, Tricare costs paid by a typical working-age military retiree were less than twenty percent of what he or she would pay under a civilian employer’s plan.

More than seventy percent of working-age military retirees can get medical insurance through an employer or professional organization. As the gap between Tricare and private-
sector user fees widened, however, the government plan attracted increasing numbers of retirees who formerly chose that other coverage. Health care costs previously borne by retirees’ post-military employers or their spouses’ employers were transferred wholesale to the Department of Defense.

Since 2006, the Department of Defense has repeatedly asked Congress to adjust the increasingly skewed cost-sharing arrangements for military retirees. With the exception of small adjustments to reflect recent changes in the cost of living, Congress rejected the proposals. In 2014, the department reiterated its request for more sensible cost-sharing, including: impose premiums on new beneficiaries of Tricare-for-Life; add premiums for parts of Tricare that previously did not require them; gradually adjust Tricare premiums to reflect nearly two decades of medical-sector inflation; increase deductibles; and raise copays for prescription drugs and some medical services.38 The request specifically exempts from higher payments the survivors of service members who died on active duty, as well as service members who retired for medical reasons.39

Making those changes would reduce retirees’ incentives to rely on the military plan when other plans are available and would save an average of about $10 billion annually over the coming decade.40 Unfortunately, as in previous years, Congress is poised to reject most of the department’s suggestions.

Another alternative is to require retirees who have other employer-based options to take them instead of turning to Tricare. The department signaled in its 2013 Strategic Choices and Management Review that it is considering that.41 Indeed, the department would save money even by paying retirees to shift to other plans.

The politics behind lawmakers’ reluctance to change the health care cost-sharing arrangements for military retirees are complicated. Part of the reluctance stems from concerns about failing to provide for those who served and sacrificed for their country—particularly in a time of war. But the reluctance also reflects in no small measure the persistent and coordinated prodding by associations that represent military retirees, families, and veterans. Those associations work together through The Military Coalition to orchestrate a unified legislative
agenda, coordinate testimony before Congress, suppress public dissent, shame policy makers who promote changes to the cost-sharing equation, and persuade every member of Congress to adhere to the status quo.42

Limit pay raises for service members and federal civilians for four years

Between 1998 and 2013, military basic pay grew more than sixty percent faster than the consumer price index and significantly faster than pay in the private sector.43 When the cash allowances provided to military personnel to offset the costs of food and housing are included in the calculation, the rise in military cash pay was even more dramatic. Pay for federal civilian workers—including nearly 800,000 civilians who work in the Department of Defense—grew almost as rapidly through 2009.44 As a result, both uniformed service members and defense civilian workers today are substantially better off relative to their counterparts in the private sector than they were in 1998.

Men and women in uniform face risks, hardships, and sacrifices unlike those faced by civilians, and they deserve to be paid well. In fact, US service members are extremely well paid in comparison to their civilian counterparts.

The British government uses a concept called the X-factor, which is meant to recognize explicitly the net differences between military and civilian life. An Armed Forces’ Pay Review Body estimates the X-factor each year. Military pay is generally set to equal the average pay of comparable civilians, plus the X-factor. During the past two decades, British estimates of the X-factor ranged between eleven and fifteen percent.45

In the United States, the pay differential between service members and civilians is much greater than that. Although the United States does not calculate an X-factor, it is possible to impute one by comparing service members’ cash pay to that of comparable civilians. That comparison reveals an implicit US X-factor of ninety to 100 percent for enlisted personnel and seventy to ninety percent for officers.46 In other words, military pay is on average between seventy percent higher and twice as high as that of civilians with similar levels of education and experience.
That comparison looks at average salaries. A different comparison, used by defense planners for several decades, looks instead at wage percentiles. In the past, the Department of Defense aimed to keep military pay near the seventy-fifth percentile for civilians with comparable levels of education and experience. For the enlisted force, the civilian comparison group was high school diploma graduates. For officers, it was holders of college degrees. Today, the military pay advantage far exceeds that aspiration. Indeed, the average pay of enlisted members—most of whom have high school educations but little college—now falls at the 90th percentile of wages for civilians who hold a high school diploma or have an associate’s degree.47 Average officer pay stands at the eighty-third percentile of wages for civilians with bachelors or advanced degrees.48 US men and women are very well paid in comparison with their civilian counterparts.

Good pay is important to the recruitment and retention of high-quality personnel—both military and civilian. At the peak of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, military recruitment was difficult. As of this writing, however, military recruiters are in the position of turning away good candidates for service. On the civilian side, hiring for the Department of Defense is nearly frozen; even employees brought in under the prestigious Presidential Management Fellowship program are not being offered employment beyond the two years of their fellowships. Retention is also strong for both military personnel and civilians.

In the current environment, slowing down military pay growth and limiting civilian raises for a period of several years makes sense. By limiting the annual pay raise for service members and civilians to the rate of inflation across the GDP for four years, the Department of Defense could save an average of ten billion dollars a year between FY 2014 and FY 2023.49

The Department of Defense proposed such limits on military and civilian pay raises in its 2014 budget request. Opposition from the military associations was swift and fierce, however. As of this writing, both chambers of Congress have rejected the proposal. If Congress continues to block these and similar reforms, the nation’s military capability will erode from the inside even if budgets are not cut back.
Slowing the internal cost growth anticipated for the Department of Defense can make room for other areas of spending within a budget that is constant in real terms. Such measures are unlikely to pull defense spending much below today's level, however. The remainder of this chapter explores three options for reshaping military forces to bring spending down to a more affordable level.

OPTIONS TO REDUCE MILITARY FORCES

This chapter looks at three options to reshape the armed forces in keeping with a non-war budget of $470 billion (about a twenty percent real cutback in funding relative to the Defense Department’s peak non-war budget in FY 2010):

- Proportional cuts: Reduce the budget of each military department by the same fraction;
- A rebalanced force: Emphasize forces for fights in the Asia-Pacific region;
- Reversible cuts: Preserve expandability and rotational capacity through reserves and leadership cadres.

All three options fit comfortably with a grand strategy of restraint that emphasizes core US security interests. Under such a strategy, the United States would eschew military intervention to topple dictators or stop civil wars in other countries, stop trying to promote democracy around the globe through military means, and encourage allies to provide more for their own defense.50

The options differ in the degree to which the armed forces would be shaped to address future challenges in the Asia-Pacific region and in their capacity to participate in a large war that unfolds rapidly or one that lasts more than a year or two. Of the three options, the proportional-cuts alternative could put the most active-duty boots on the ground in the event of an immediately unfolding land war, but it is less well suited to fights in Asia than the other two. The second choice would rebalance the armed forces in the direction of the naval and air forces and thus be better tailored to future challenges in Asia. However, its smaller army would have less capacity than that of the proportional-cuts option to conduct extended wars of the sort the
United States fought in Iraq and Afghanistan. The third alternative trades some forces from the active side to provide a deeper bench of reserves and other units that would improve its capacity for a major war and its staying power for longer wars.

For decades, national leaders have allocated funds among the three military departments—the army, the Department of the Navy (which includes the navy and the Marine Corps), and the air force—using nearly the same formula every year. When the overall defense budget dropped, the budget of each military department was cut by the same percentage. If defense budgets rose by five percent, so did the budgets of the army, navy, and air force. The result is that from one year to the next, the share of the budget going to each service remained nearly constant (see Figure 3.5).51

**Figure 3.5: Military Departments' Shares of Total Budget for the Services, Selected Years**
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In January 2012, the White House and the Department of Defense together unveiled the most recent national security strategy. With the war in Iraq ended and combat operations in Afghanistan winding down, the document prescribes rebalancing the national security effort toward the Asia-Pacific region. It suggests that in the future, rising powers like China will pursue a wide range of means to thwart the ability of the US military to operate effectively in distant theaters—what the Department of Defense calls the “anti-access/area denial challenge.” The document sees building the capacity to operate around the globe despite the anti-access challenge as a top priority for the armed forces. It puts the types of military operations of the past decade—stability operations, counterinsurgency, and humanitarian operations—at the bottom of the list of future military concerns.

Many observers believe that a war in the Asia-Pacific region would be fought largely at sea and in the air. Thus, the rebalancing that the department embraced in January 2012 would seem to require relatively more of the navy and to some extent the air force, and comparatively less of the army than the boots-on-the-ground wars of the past decade.

Rather than shifting more money toward the navy, however, the budget plans the Department of Defense submitted after it announced the rebalancing strategy extend the past trend of allocating money to the services in nearly constant shares. Even by FY 2018—well after combat operations in Afghanistan are meant to end—the plan submitted in April 2013 would leave the Department of the Navy with the same budget share as it enjoyed in 2010.

The proportional-cuts option examined in this section assumes that the Department of Defense will continue the same practice through the coming decade. Each military department’s budget will be reduced by the same percentage.

In keeping with its altered strategy, the Department of Defense Strategic Choices and Management Review (SCMR) of 2013 recommended an end to that constant-shares practice. The rebalanced force alternative examined in this chapter assumes that leaders can follow that recommendation. The alternative would increase the Department of Navy’s share of the budget and reduce the share held by the army.
The rebalanced force outlined here would eliminate forty percent of the army’s active-duty combat brigades. Its navy and air force would be more generously funded than those of the proportional-cuts option, and significantly better tailored to operations in an access-challenged environment like the one expected in the Pacific. If the nation’s leaders can hew to the strategic guidance of January 2012 and avoid involvement in stability operations, counterinsurgencies, and nation-building efforts for a decade or two, then the option makes good sense. On the other hand, some experts worry that the nation’s future leaders will not hold back from such involvement, regardless of articulated strategy and despite the smaller ground force. Moreover, as world events unfold in the future, they fear that the United States could find it necessary to mobilize for major war. The reversible-cuts option described here offers ways to hedge against those possibilities by building more expandability into the force through a larger reserve and through a new type of leadership unit in the army. The next three sections explore the three options in turn.

Proportional Cuts

The first option would reduce the budget of each military department—the army, navy, and air force by the same percentage. The option would also adjust Department of Defense spending that falls outside of the military departments—so-called defense-wide spending—by the same fraction. It would hold expectations for force readiness at today’s levels, and generally modernize the remaining units as currently planned. It would reduce the services’ reserve components by about the same fraction as their active components.57

The result would be a military shaped about like the one the Department of Defense plans to keep (as of 2013), but with about sixteen percent fewer active-duty personnel and about twenty-two percent smaller forces. Such a military would be consistent with a grand strategy that is significantly more restrained than that of the past two decades. Like the force of the past two decades, however, this one would support a grand strategy that sees the major risks and threats posed to US interests from various regions of the world as being of about equal likelihood and importance.
This force retains a sizeable nuclear deterrent consisting of a triad of systems: land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles carried on nuclear submarines, and nuclear-armed bombers. It also keeps a significant ballistic missile defense program, a healthy military space program, and an intelligence effort that retains most of the post-9/11 expansion of intelligence capabilities and activities.

The force created under this alternative would be extremely capable in a wide range of operations, including those involving intense combat as well as humanitarian, peacekeeping, or counterinsurgency operations. Of the three options considered in this chapter, this force would keep the largest number of soldiers and the most brigades in the active-duty army. It could thus provide the most land-based international presence in peacetime. It also offers the greatest capacity to put boots on the ground quickly if the United States again becomes involved in wars like those in Afghanistan and Iraq. The force would be well suited to a single, long war similar to the one in Iraq between 2003 and 2011. Without a build-up of units, personnel, and equipment, however, it would be too small to conduct multiple simultaneous wars of that size and duration.

With the navy reduced in lockstep with the other services, this force is not as well suited as the other two options to operations in the Pacific. As such, it is not well suited to the strategy of rebalancing toward the Asia-Pacific that the White House and the Department of Defense embraced in the strategic update of January 2012. Moreover, it lacks the deeper bench of reserves and leaders that the reversibility option offers. Thus it could take multiple years to bring this force up to a suitable level of readiness for a large ground war of long duration.

The following subsections explore in greater detail what each service might look like under a proportional-cuts plan, and considers the future capability of the resulting military. The section ends with a brief summary of the merits and drawbacks of the option.

*The army under proportional cuts*

The plan put forward by the Department of Defense with its budget request for FY 2013 would reduce the size of the active-duty combat army from forty-five to thirty-seven maneuver brigades. It would retain all twenty-eight of the combat brigades currently in the army’s reserve...
The proportional-cuts option would cut eight more brigades from the active force, leaving twenty-nine combat brigades in the service’s active component. The active-duty army would shrink from 562,000 soldiers in FY 2012 to 410,000 troops under this plan.

On the reserve side, this option would eliminate six of the twenty-eight current brigades, leaving twenty-two brigade combat teams in the Guard and Reserve and fifty-one brigade combat teams across the total force. The number of army reserve component personnel would decline from about 563,000 in 2012 to roughly 470,000. Thus the total army—that is, the active plus reserve components—would retain 880,000 soldiers.

The army canceled its most expensive equipment investment programs in recent years, leaving the service with a relatively lean non-war budget for research and development and for procurement of new equipment. Under this plan, equipment purchases would be slowed to match the new anticipated size of the army, but no procurement programs would be canceled. The army will likely find, however, that it cannot afford an expensive replacement for its Bradley Fighting Vehicle, and that a program that upgrades and refurbishes existing Bradleys makes more sense. Research and development programs would be trimmed consistent with the overall budget reduction.

With 410,000 active-duty soldiers, the army would be about fifteen percent smaller than it was in 2001. At that size, it would still be able to provide a presence on the Korean Peninsula. Policymakers would want to reconsider current plans for keeping a two-brigade force permanently in Europe, however; a bare-bones operation to support the occasional rotation of a brigade onto the continent might make more sense. In addition, the army would want to reconsider its plans for exercising with and training foreign troops, cutting back on some of those activities to ensure sufficient time for US units to conduct training in their own critical skills.

The service would still be highly capable of and ready for missions at the lower end of the conflict spectrum, including humanitarian operations, peacekeeping operations, and disaster relief—but using it persistently in those roles would eat into its capacity to fight in a big war. With participation of the Guard and Reserve, the army would be fully capable of conducting an
operation of the combined size of Iraq and Afghanistan that lasted for a year or so. Alternatively, it could conduct two operations, aimed at defending against an enemy invasion, each on the level of the Persian Gulf War of 1991. With participation from the Marine Corps and the Guard and Reserve, US armed forces would still have the capacity to win decisively in one of those wars. Like the force currently planned by the Department of Defense, however, the US military would no longer be large enough to carry out “win and hold” operations—that is, operations in which ground forces must push enemy forces back, make their way to the enemy’s capital, and remain as an occupying presence—in two places at the same time.

This army would not be able to sustain the needed rotations for a long war similar to the combined effort in Iraq and Afghanistan. If policy makers again commit to a war or combination of wars requiring as many as 200,000 ground troops for years at a time, they would need to expand the size of the service.

*The navy and Marine Corps under proportional cuts*

The US Navy has a fleet of 284 warships in 2013. It hopes over the coming decades to expand the fleet to more than 300 ships. The Marine Corps has three Marine Expeditionary Forces (MEFs), with three active-duty divisions and one reserve division.

For decades, the navy has persistently built fewer ships than its plans called for. Part of the reason for this is continual, unanticipated growth in the costs of its ships. Another factor is that the navy makes long-term shipbuilding plans under the assumption that future budgets will be significantly larger than past ones—or that the service itself will be able to devote a larger share of its budget to shipbuilding than it has in the past. For example, the navy’s fiscal year 2013 shipbuilding plan assumes that it will be able to spend about ten percent more on ship construction and conversion during the coming decade than on average over the past three decades—despite the budget constraints already in place in the Defense Department’s fiscal year 2013 plan. The reality is that the budget will likely be ten percent lower than anticipated in that plan. Between 2023 and 2032, the service assumes its shipbuilding funds will exceed those of past decades by thirty-five percent.
Under the proportional-cuts alternative, the navy could afford to build and operate a fleet of about 235 ships. Sized at this level, the navy could fit its shipbuilding program more realistically to its future budget. The number of active-duty sailors and marines would decline from 528,000 in FY 2012 to 440,000 (about 280,000 sailors and 160,000 marines).

This option assumes that the navy would retain ships of various types in the new plan in proportion to their numbers in the navy’s current plan for two decades from now. Table 3.1 illustrates the number of ships of each type the navy would have under each of the options outlined in this paper, compared with the number in the navy’s plan for fiscal year 2032.

The proportional-cuts fleet would eliminate two of the navy’s eleven aircraft carriers and their associated air wings, keeping a total of nine carriers (see Table 3.1). The navy already plans to operate a ten-carrier fleet during FY 2013 and FY 2014, and the Department of Defense has indicated that the risk of that carrier fleet is acceptable in the context of its presence missions, the war in Afghanistan (which at the time of the DoD assessment was still ongoing), and other potential near-term operations.61 With nine carriers and the surface fleet proposed in this option, the navy would likely abandon the goal of keeping a carrier in the Mediterranean or the Atlantic for much of every year. It could still keep the surface elements of one carrier battle group based in Japan and one operating full-time in the Indian Ocean. In addition, the fleet would retain the capacity to surge at least three more carrier groups within about one month.
Table 3.1: Navy Ships Under the Navy’s Plan and Under Three Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship Type</th>
<th>Number of Ships</th>
<th>Proportional Cuts</th>
<th>Rebalanced Force and Reversible Cuts(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Carrier</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Combatants and Mine Countermeasures</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Submarines and SSGNs</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballistic Missile Submarines</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibious Warfare Ships</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Logistics and Support Ships</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Ships</strong></td>
<td><strong>295</strong></td>
<td><strong>235</strong></td>
<td><strong>235</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Under the reversible cuts option, the Navy would also retain nine additional ships in storage.

The proportional-cuts option falls short of the number of attack submarines the navy might need to support nine carrier battle groups and conduct the other operations expected of them. It also deepens a shortfall that already exists in the number of amphibious warfare ships the Marine Corps would like to support its expeditionary operations.\(^62\) This makes the option unsuitable for a strategy that emphasizes challenges in the Asia-Pacific region.

The alternative cuts back the number of nuclear ballistic missile-carrying submarines—the most secure and survivable leg of the nation’s nuclear triad of submarines, long-range bombers, and intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).

The Defense Department’s FY 2013 plan would remove about 20,000 marines from the active side of the Marine Corps between FY 2012 and FY 2017. It would also thin out the marines’ divisions by eliminating four active-duty and one reserve marine infantry battalion as
well as several tactical air and artillery units. The Marine Corps is required by law to retain three divisions, but the department has significant leeway regarding how the divisions are configured.

The proportional-cuts option outlined here would reduce the Marine Corps by another 22,000 marines by removing additional units at the lower echelons. At that point, the Corps would likely find its three nominal divisions so thin that it would prefer to work with Congress to end the legislative mandate requiring the service to retain three divisions.

**The air force under proportional cuts**

The air force in 2012 had 60 combat-coded tactical air squadrons between its active and reserve components. Under the plan put forward with the FY 2013 budget, the service plans to shed six of them, reducing the total number to 54. The proportional-cuts option would quickly eliminate another eleven squadrons, leaving the service with 43 squadrons and about 880 fighter and attack planes. The option assumes proportional reductions to other elements of the service’s force structure, including airlift and air refueling, surveillance aircraft, long-range bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles, and space operations units. Active-duty end strength would drop to 274,000 airmen in the active force and 142,000 in the Guard and Reserve, compared with about 333,000 active-duty airmen and 178,000 guardsmen and Reservists in 2012. Some 416,000 airmen would remain across the total air force.

During the past two decades, the capability of the air force to deliver weapons precisely on targets has grown markedly, despite cutbacks in the size of the tactical force. The same period witnessed the growth of a fleet of unmanned aerial vehicles that increasingly took on combat as well as surveillance and communications roles. The Defense Department’s 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review and the January 2012 strategy update published by the White House and the Department of Defense both note that the advanced technologies incorporated in present and future systems mean the service can do more than before with fewer aircraft.

Moreover, the tactical air force today is greatly oversized for the wars it was called upon to fight in recent years, including the onset of operations in Afghanistan in 2001, support for the initial invasion of Iraq in 2003, and the air war over Libya in 2011. With their short ranges and
land basing, air force tactical aircraft are arguably not well suited for wars that pose significant anti-access challenges—as even a near-term operation in the Pacific might. On the other hand, air force fighters and attack aircraft would be of great use in wars against an enemy like Iran or Syria. Those countries’ air defenses are significant, but defeating them and establishing control of the air would by no means require the air force to be sized at the level envisioned in the FY 2013 budget.

The land-based tactical fleet of the proportional-cuts option would still be able to provide close air support to the smaller army envisioned under the option. It would also retain more than 150 F-22s capable of air-to-air operations against highly capable enemy fighters in a challenging air defense environment. Programs aimed at developing that aircraft’s ability to bomb targets on the ground would be ended.

This option would preserve air force plans to develop a new long-range bomber, but would reduce the total number of bombers in the force proportionally with the cutbacks to fighter and attack aircraft. Given the Defense Department’s concerns over challenged access and area denial, such proportional cutbacks to the bomber force could leave the air force short of assets important to future fights.

The drawdown of air force mobility and tanker assets discussed here could pose a problem for the other services. The air force plan for FY 2013 already calls for the elimination of 150 such aircraft—about fifteen percent of the fleet—during the coming five years. The proportional-cuts option would take another twenty percent. The army is already concerned that air force airlift resources will not meet its needs in a rapidly unfolding ground war. Even at its smaller size, the army may find itself short of the airlift it relies on to flow forces rapidly into theater. Assuming the air force is constrained to a proportional share of budget cuts at the level envisioned here, a better choice for the Department of Defense overall might be for the service to shed more tactical units and retain a larger share of its other fleets.

Reductions under this option would trim the ICBM force consistent with the other cuts to the service. The air force argues that such a reduction is inefficient; eliminating a few dozen
missiles does nothing to reduce the costs of command and control, infrastructure, and upkeep that drive spending for the fleet. Achieving sizeable savings would require the elimination of the entire force, as suggested under the second option.

Intelligence, the defense agencies, and cyber operations under proportional cuts

Intelligence spending reportedly makes up a significant fraction of the Department of Defense budget. By some estimates, as much as ninety percent of the $80 billion total intelligence budget for FY 2012 fell somewhere in the defense budget. Much of it is believed to reside in the budgets of the military departments. The proportional-cuts option would reduce intelligence spending in the Department of Defense by sixteen percent relative to the department’s FY 2013 plan, consistent with cutbacks to the military departments. The resulting intelligence budget would come to about $60 billion (FY 2013 dollars).

Beginning in 1998, the nation’s intelligence spending rose more sharply than the overall military budget, more than doubling in real terms between 1998 and 2010. Intelligence budgets have since declined modestly. The President’s FY 2013 budget called for another twelve percent reduction in real terms, to about $72 billion. Under this option, intelligence spending would still be more than 60 percent higher in real terms than in 1998.

The Department of Defense spends about $4.5 billion annually on cyber security. That money is distributed among the services and defense agencies. In the spirit of proportional cuts, this option would trim cyber budgets along with spending for other activities by sixteen percent relative to their 2013 levels.

The option would also trim the budgets of the independent defense agencies by a total of sixteen percent relative to the President’s FY 2013 plan. (Some of those agencies, such as the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, and the National Reconnaissance Office, are part of the intelligence community and included in the discussion of intelligence spending in the paragraphs above; their budgets would not be cut twice.) Non-intelligence agencies in this group include support agencies like the Defense Logistics Agency and acquisition organizations, such as the Missile
Defense Agency and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. In this option’s spirit of proportional budget reductions, each agency’s budget would be reduced by sixteen percent—though in reality, the Department of Defense could choose to offset smaller cuts to some agencies with larger cuts to others.

In addition, some of the agencies that exist today can be eliminated in the coming years. These include the Office of the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction and the Office of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction.

*Smaller but shaped as before*

The proportional-cuts force is smaller across-the-board than today’s, but shaped about the same as the force inherited from the Cold War. Like any of the forces described in this chapter, this one would be highly capable and still the strongest military in the world. The option could deliver very effective forces to a wide range of military operations, but it is not especially well tailored to any particular mission.

Because the force in 2013 reflects to a large extent its Cold War roots, this force—a smaller version of today’s—in many ways resembles the one designed for the Cold War—ready to fight if needed in a land war in Europe or the Middle East, while retaining presence through maritime forces and some land-based forces in Asia. At only about one-half the size of the Cold War force, however, it is far from capable of sustaining itself through a major ground operation of the sort envisioned in the 1970s and 1980s.

*A rebalanced force*

The second alternative would cut the total defense budget to the same size as under the proportional-cuts option. In contrast with that option, however, it would distribute funds among and within the services to emphasize forces for potential future fights in the Asia-Pacific region. The option rebalances force structure to emphasize the maritime operations that seem more likely in the Asia-Pacific region. It reduces the army more sharply than the other services. In the air force, it reduces land-based tactical air forces that would be most vulnerable to anti-access
challenges in the region, and sizes them to provide battlefield support to a smaller army. The option favors naval forces, particularly those that could be most useful in a maritime war against a rising power in Asia.

This option is well suited to a strategy that is significantly more restrained in its global ambitions than the grand strategy of the past two decades, and that sees future challenges to US core interests as most likely to unfold in Asia. It retains a sizeable nuclear deterrent force. In contrast with the first alternative, however, it eliminates the land-based intercontinental ballistic missile force and relies exclusively on a dyad consisting of submarine-launched ballistic missiles and long-range, nuclear-armed bombers.

The rebalanced force described here would be effective in a wide range of missions and every point on the spectrum of conflict. Though smaller, its land forces would still be the best in the world at high-intensity operations, and also adaptable to smaller-scale missions at the lower end of the conflict spectrum, including humanitarian and stability operations. Its maritime and air forces would be well positioned for future challenges that might arise in the Asia-Pacific region and particularly well suited to fights in access-challenged environments.

Of the three forces described in this chapter, this one would provide the most maritime presence around the globe for today’s missions and the most ready forces for a rapidly unfolding war fought on sea and in the air. It is significantly better suited to maritime operations than the previous proportional-cuts force. It could provide more day-to-day presence and greater readiness for immediate action of any kind than the third option, described in the next subsection. But it also lacks the potential staying power of the third option, which would make more extensive use of reserves and prepare some units to expand quickly.

The following subsections explore what each service might look like in this smaller, rebalanced force. They also consider the future capability of the rebalanced force.

*The army in a rebalanced force*

In the rebalanced force, the army’s non-war budget would fall by twenty percent compared with the President’s request for FY 2013 (about twenty-five percent from its peak in
The result would be an active-duty army of twenty-seven maneuver brigades and about 390,000 soldiers. The service would also eliminate eight of its current twenty-eight combat brigades in the Guard and Reserve, leaving its reserve component with twenty Brigade Combat Teams and 445,000 guardsmen and reservists. The total army would thus retain 47 combat brigades and 835,000 soldiers. At that size, it would still be one of the largest armies in the world and by any useful measure the strongest.

This option would reduce the army’s procurement programs consistent with the new force structure, but does not require the army to cancel key development or procurement programs. As in the proportional-cuts option, however, the service might find its new combat vehicle program to be overly expensive, and choose instead to refurbish and upgrade existing Bradley Fighting Vehicles, or alternatively to enter production of an upgraded version.

With the 390,000 active-duty troops of this option, the army would be nearly 20 percent smaller than it was in 2001. Consistent with the rebalancing toward Asia, the service would remove virtually all permanent presence from Europe. It would still be able to provide a small presence on the Korean Peninsula. In keeping with the rebalancing strategy, the army would no longer be the tool of first resort for solving problems around the globe. Rather, the service would focus on preparing to fight a major war in situations where core US interests come under serious challenge. The service would still be highly capable of and ready for missions at the lower end of the conflict spectrum, including humanitarian operations, smaller peacekeeping operations, and disaster relief—but using it in those roles would reduce its immediate capacity to fight in a big war.

With participation of the Guard and Reserve, the army would be capable of conducting an operation of the combined size of Iraq and Afghanistan that lasted for a year or so. Alternatively, it could conduct two operations, aimed at defending against an enemy invasion, on the level of the Persian Gulf War of 1991. With participation from the Marine Corps and the Guard and Reserve, US armed forces would still have the capacity win decisively in one of those wars. Like the force currently planned by the Department of Defense, however, the US military
would no longer be large enough to carry out “win and hold” operations in two places at the same time.

This army would not be able to sustain the needed rotations for a long war similar to the combined effort in Iraq and Afghanistan. Moreover, the Guard and Reserve would be able to provide at most three brigades at a time to support those rotations. If policymakers again commit to a war or combination of wars requiring nearly 200,000 ground troops for years at a time, they would need to grow a significantly larger army.

The navy and Marine Corps in a rebalanced force

The rebalanced force option would reduce the Department of Navy budget by just ten percent relative to the FY 2013 plan, or about fourteen percent compared with FY 2010. Consistent with a strategy of rebalancing the military for future fights in the Asia-Pacific region, the option makes adjustments within the sea service to prepare it better for a blue-water fight in an access-challenged environment.

This option keeps about 294,000 active-duty sailors in the Navy and 168,000 active-duty marines. It cuts the Navy Reserve to 52,000 sailors and the Marine Reserve to 37,000 Marines.

If the navy cut the number of ships in each class by the same fraction, it could afford about 250 ships under this option. In keeping with the goal of rebalancing, however, the option trims some ship categories less severely, while making deeper cuts to other categories. The result is a fleet that is better matched to anticipated missions and also better organized to make full use of the capabilities of each element.

The rebalanced force option reduces the carrier fleet from the nine ships of the proportional-cuts option to eight ships here. It reduces the number of Littoral Combat Ships from fifty-five ships in the current plan to thirty, but retains enough large surface combat ships to support fully the remaining carriers. It builds relatively more nuclear-powered attack submarines than the proportional-cuts alternative, retaining a fleet of forty-four SSNs for the longer term. It also restores three of the amphibious warfare ships eliminated under the first option, bringing the number of ships supporting the Marine Corps to thirty.
This eight-carrier navy would abandon the goal of keeping a carrier in the Mediterranean or the Atlantic for much of every year. It could still keep one carrier battle group based in Japan and one operating full-time in the Indian Ocean. In addition, the fleet would retain the capacity to surge at least two more carrier groups within about one month, with the potential for a third within two or three months.

The larger attack submarine fleet of this option is better suited to support in full the remaining eight carrier battle groups and conduct other operations that will be crucial in an accessed-challenged environment. The option also sizes the amphibious fleet to match the expeditionary needs of the Marine Corps more closely.68

The rebalanced force option retains a fleet of ten nuclear ballistic missile-carrying submarines—two more than the previous option. The larger fleet recognizes the crucial role of this leg of the triad in nuclear deterrence and offsets the elimination of the ICBM force proposed in the discussion of the air force below. This option retains a Marine Corps modestly larger than that of the previous alternative.

*The air force in a rebalanced force*

The rebalanced force option reduces air force spending by eighteen percent in real terms relative to the President’s budget request for FY 2013, or about twenty-two percent compared with FY 2010. It retains about 267,000 airmen in the active component and 138,000 in the Guard and Reserve.

Compared with the President’s FY 2013 plan, this alternative would eliminate twelve fighter and attack squadrons, leaving the service with forty-two squadrons, with about 850 fighter and attack planes. The option would make smaller cuts to the airlift, air refueling, and surveillance fleets that would provide important support during a major war in an access-challenged environment. Under this plan, air force mobility and tanker assets would be better matched to meet the needs of the army in a rapidly unfolding ground war.

The resulting land-based tactical fleet would be well matched to provide close air support to the smaller army of this option. It would also retain 150 F-22s capable of air-to-air operations.
against highly capable enemy fighters in a challenging air defense environment. Programs aimed at developing that aircraft’s ability to bomb targets on the ground would be ended.

This option would outfit the air force with relatively more long-range bombers than under the proportional-cuts alternative. It would preserve air force plans to build its new bomber, but drop any expectations for all-aspect stealth and focus the research and development program on producing an affordable plane that can be equipped with nuclear as well as conventional payloads. The new bomber would be designed to carry significant numbers of cruise missiles in addition to precision guided bombs, and thus better suited to operations in a severely access-challenged environment.

The reductions and reshaping suggested in this option will result in an Air Force that is still the best in the world. It will be fully capable of supporting ground operations in a major war where land basing is not under serious challenge. Together with the air assets of the navy and Marine Corps, the service will be better positioned to suppress enemy air defenses, establish and sustain control of the airspace, and conduct important air-to-ground missions even when access is challenged.

This option would retain vital space operations elements. It would wholly eliminate the ICBM force. The elimination of more vulnerable ICBMs would be offset by the navy’s retention of a relatively larger fleet of secure and survivable SSBNs, and by the new air force bomber.

Intelligence, the defense agencies, and cyber operations under rebalanced forces

Like the proportional-cuts option, the rebalanced force option reduces intelligence spending in the Department of Defense by sixteen percent relative to the FY 2013 plan, or about twenty percent compared with FY 2010 budgets. This would bring intelligence spending to a level about sixty-two percent higher in real terms than in 1998. The option would also trim the budgets of the independent defense agencies by a total of sixteen percent relative to the President’s FY 2013 plan (with care not to assess the intelligence agencies twice). Reflecting the option’s focus on Asia and emerging concerns about China’s offensive cyber capabilities, the option would increase the share of total defense spending devoted to cyber operations.
A smaller force, better suited to the future

The rebalanced force outlined here reflects more clearly the Defense Department’s shift in emphasis toward Asia and the Pacific. Compared with the FY 2012 budget, it shifts two percent of the total defense budget away from the army and into the air force and navy. It expands the Department of Navy’s share of total defense spending from about twenty-nine percent under the President’s plan to thirty-one percent.

The option results in a military significantly smaller than today’s, but one that is shaped more in keeping with the missions currently envisioned by the Department of Defense. It is suited to a grand strategy much less ambitious and interventionist than that of the past two decades; in particular, it is decidedly less ready to undertake a long counterinsurgency war than the military of 2012. This force should not be called upon routinely to settle problems around the globe that are not directly tied to US vital interests. If it is, there is a risk that it will not be ready to fight and win the major wars for which it is shaped.

Nevertheless, the force retains the capability to win decisively in a major theater war, while conducting a smaller operation elsewhere. Even under this option, the United States will retain by far the most powerful military in the world.

Reversible Cuts

The rebalanced force outlined in the previous section would eliminate about forty percent of the army’s active-duty and reserve component combat brigades. If the nation’s leaders adhere to the strategic guidance articulated by the White House and the Department of Defense in January 2012 and avoid future involvement in stability operations, counterinsurgencies, and nation-building efforts for a decade or two, then the option makes good sense.

On the other hand, future leaders may ultimately press forward with such operations despite the published strategy and even though the ground forces are not sized to support multiple rotations for long expeditionary wars. Moreover, as world events unfold in the future, the United States could find it necessary to mobilize for major war. The reversible-cuts option offers several ways to hedge against those possibilities. The option is well suited to a grand
strategy that is significantly more restrained in its ambitions for foreign military intervention and
global shaping than that of the past two decades and emphasizes challenges in the Asia-Pacific
region, but wants to hedge against other possibilities.

Compared with the rebalanced force discussed in the previous section, this option beefs up the army and Marine Corps reserve components. Since the end of the Cold War, the reserve component has functioned increasingly as an operational reserve, routinely making important contributions to wars, stability operations, humanitarian operations, and disaster relief efforts. This stands in stark contrast to the Cold War concept of a strategic reserve designed largely to supplement and backfill the active forces in the event of a global war.

The army and Marine Corps reserve components were an important part of the rotation base for operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. In the wake of those wars, the Guard and Reserve are arguably better equipped and better trained than they have been for decades. Moreover, the Guard and Reserve are significantly less expensive in peacetime than their active-duty counterparts.

Both the proportional-cuts option and the rebalanced force would reduce each service’s reserve component by about the same fraction as its active component. In contrast, the reversible-cuts option trims the army’s reserve component by a smaller fraction than its active component and improves Guard and Reserve training relative to current practice. More plentiful and better trained reserves can serve as a hedge in the event that more ground forces are needed during the coming decades—either to fill in a rotation base in the event of a war that lasts for multiple years or to expand the size of the force that can be brought to bear in a major mobilization.

Second, the reversible cuts option develops active-duty units of a new type within the army: leadership cadres consisting of officers and senior noncommissioned officers, with very limited staffing at the junior level. In peacetime, those units would allow the service to keep relatively more officers and senior enlisted soldiers than in today’s hierarchy. Mid-grade officers and non-commissioned officers would rotate through the units, where they would do the
planning needed to bring the units up to full speed in the event of a war; they would also continue to develop the skills honed during their regular rotations with fully staffed units. In the event of a long war or mobilization for major war, they would form the leadership and training backbone for units that could be staffed up to full strength by bringing in new recruits or recently discharged soldiers. Third, the option takes steps to place into storage nine ships that the navy currently plans to retire before the end of their useful lives. Finally, it readjusts the active-reserve mix for fighter and airlift squadrons in the air force.

The following subsections consider what the services would look like and what their capabilities would be under this option.

*Reversible cuts in the army*

The reversible cuts option provides the army with the same total budget as the rebalanced force option, but devotes more of that budget to the Guard and Reserve than the previous alternative. It also creates new leadership units in the active force as a way of developing officers and senior enlisted troops who could lead and train additional units should they be needed for a larger or longer land war than the force could otherwise support.

The result is an active-duty army consisting of twenty-four brigade combat teams and six thinly-staffed brigades that consist principally of officers and senior noncommissioned officers. In contrast to the proportional-cuts or rebalanced force alternatives, this option would preserve all twenty-eight of the brigade combat teams currently in the army’s reserve component. Under this option, the active-duty army would shrink to 370,000 soldiers; the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve would have about 550,000 soldiers. The option also expands the training schedule for the reserve component to provide one extra month of training every five years for every Guard and Reserve combat brigade.

While the active-duty army would be smaller than in the other options, the total army would be larger, with 920,000 troops instead of the 835,000 of the previous option. In the event of a large or long war, it could expand relatively quickly to provide significantly more combat
capability, with the potential for fifty-eight combat brigades as compared with 47 brigades under the rebalanced force.

The Army National Guard and the Army Reserve made substantial contributions to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. One result is that today, the service’s reserve component is arguably better trained and more ready than it has been for generations. Another result is that it is better equipped than it was for most of the Cold War.69

Unless steps are taken to preserve those gains, the peacetime readiness of the Guard and Reserve is likely to erode rapidly as units revert to their former training schedule of one weekend every month and two weeks in the summer. The army hopes to avoid some of that erosion, and capitalize on the gains in readiness made during the wars, by expanding the training schedule for some units.70 The reversible cuts option would extend the army plan to all reserve-component combat units, allowing for one extra month of training every five years for each brigade.71 Under the option, every brigade would get six weeks of summer training, instead of the two weeks formerly provided, in the year before it is meant to be available to deploy. The change should greatly improve the readiness of the reserve component to provide rotational forces in the event of a long war. It will also mean that as many as one-half of the reserve component’s brigades can quickly be readied to contribute to the fight in the event of a rapidly unfolding war with heavy troop requirements.

In addition, this option would keep all twenty-eight combat brigades presently in the army’s reserve component. The equipment for twenty-eight brigades already exists, and it could be supplemented as needed with equipment from disbanded active brigades.

A reserve force is one way to retain capacity that is not as ready for immediate action in peacetime as its active-duty counterpart. Under the US Guard and Reserve model, forces are close to fully staffed in peacetime, but most of the members serve part-time. A different model for storing useful capacity for wartime is to create forces that are partially staffed in peacetime with members who serve full-time.72 The reversible-cuts option would create several partially staffed brigades in the active-duty army.
The army can train a newly recruited private to be ready for action in less than a year. In contrast, it takes many years to develop its officers and senior enlisted leaders. In past years, the army stockpiled more captains and lieutenant colonels than it needed to command its companies and battalions, to provide a base for expansion and mobilization in the event of major war. That practice caused significant career dissatisfaction and turbulence, however, as large numbers of officers had to rotate through a small number of open positions to get the leadership experience they needed. The practice was arguably detrimental to force quality as well, because command tours had to be shortened to make room for the next round of officers.\(^73\)

To expand the pool of leaders in a shrinking army and avoid problems associated with the former pattern of stockpiling officers, this option creates six new leadership brigades in the active army.\(^74\) Those leadership cadres would be manned at about the twenty-five percent level with officers and senior enlisted members, but would lack the junior-ranked soldiers who constitute the bulk of an ordinary brigade. They would be outfitted with equipment drawn from the active brigades that will be eliminated under any of the options considered in this paper. Most of their equipment could be placed into storage, though it might make sense to keep some of it to be maintained by the cadre or by Guard and Reserve units with which the cadre trains.

These understaffed brigades would lack the junior soldiers it would need to deploy in peacetime, and would not be expected to fight in their understaffed configurations. Instead, the leadership cadres would concentrate in peacetime on planning and preparations for expanding their brigades and readying them for action in the event of war. A leadership brigade could also be attached in peacetime to a Guard and Reserve brigade, where it would provide core, full-time leadership and expertise to the part-time force.\(^75\)

No individual would be assigned permanently to a leadership cadre. Rather, in peacetime, the cadres would draw on officers and senior noncommissioned officers from across the active-duty force. An individual might expect to rotate into a leadership cadre about twice during his or her career.\(^76\)
In wartime, each leadership cadre would become the core around which a full brigade could be formed. The junior soldiers needed to fill out each brigade could come from those members of the Individual Ready Reserve who separated recently from active service, or by expanded recruiting, or using a combination of the two.\(^77\) (In the event of a major war, the nation’s leaders could also opt to restore the draft or to use the Selective Service System for a more limited call-up.)

In wartime, it would take more than a year to fill the cadres and train them up. If world events signal that the nation needs to prepare for a major war, national decision makers could take the personnel actions needed to bring cadres up to full strength. In that event, the cadres could be ready for action even on day one of the war. If major war unfolded with little warning, on the other hand, the cadres could be made available by the second or third year of the war. In the event of a war like the ones in Iraq and Afghanistan—for which rotational forces are needed over a period of several years—the filled-in cadres would provide added units to rotate into the fight, perhaps beginning in the third year of combat.\(^78\)

Leadership cadres would be significantly cheaper than fully manned units in peacetime. The full-time but under-filled cadre model complements and offers some advantages over the part-time but fully staffed reserve model, in that it retains more of the army’s most precious resource—experienced officers and noncommissioned officers. It offers a more organized and useful way of retaining the leadership capacity that might be needed in the future than the former turbulent practice of rotating excess captains and lieutenant colonels quickly through leadership positions in fully staffed units.

Like the army of the other two options, this army would be one of the largest in the world and by an appropriate measure still the most capable. Like that of the balanced-cuts option, it would be well suited to a strategy more restrained than today’s, particularly one that emphasizes operations in the Asia-Pacific region. It would be extremely capable of high-intensity combat but still useful and ready for humanitarian or stability operations at the lower end of the
conflict spectrum. The choice to use it persistently in those lower-end operations would limit its capacity to swing quickly to combat operations in the event of a larger regional war, however.

This army’s active-duty force would be smaller than that of the previous balanced-cuts option and thus ready to put fewer boots on the ground into an immediately unfolding war. The total Army would be significantly larger, however, and reserves would be well prepared to enter the fight relatively quickly if needed. While smaller in peacetime than the armies of the other two options, this one could expand relatively quickly to a significantly larger force if needed for a large war and for wars of long duration. Thus while it is well suited to a restrained strategy that emphasizes the Asia-Pacific, it offers leaders a more rapid path to expansion for larger ground wars should the international environment change.

The navy and Marine Corps under reversible cuts

As part of its cost-cutting effort, the navy currently plans to retire seven cruisers and two of the older dock landing ships that support the Marine Corps. All nine ships still have several years of useful service life remaining. The reversible cuts option would require the navy to retain those ships in storage, to be brought back into service in the event of war. To offset the costs of ship storage and maintenance, the option trims the number of sailors in the active-duty navy by 4,000.

The result is a 235-ship peacetime navy that can be expanded, perhaps within a year, to a 244-ship navy. Bringing the stored ships to readiness might take from six months to a year. Personnel for the expanded force could be drawn from the Individual Ready Reserve, with leaders coming from cohorts that separated most recently from service. In the event of a major war, national leaders would need to call such personnel up expeditiously, to give them an opportunity to retrain while the ships are restored to readiness.

Like the navy of the previous balanced-cuts option, this navy would be the strongest in the world. It is very well suited to deal with future challenges in the Asia-Pacific region. It sacrifices a small amount of near-term presence to ensure a larger fleet should the navy find itself in need of the ships it plans to retire.
The air force under reversible cuts

Today, about seventy percent of air force tactical squadrons reside in the active component. Yet reserve component squadrons are cheaper and in most regards just as ready as those of the active force.\textsuperscript{81} Retaining a relatively larger reserve and a smaller active force would increase the number of squadrons in the total air force, potentially expanding the service’s capability in both peacetime and war.

Compared with the rebalanced force alternative, this option retains twelve additional tactical squadrons in the reserve component while eliminating eight squadrons from the active force of the previous alternative. It thus reverses the mix from an active-duty-heavy tactical force to one weighted toward the reserves. The result is a total air force with forty-six tactical squadrons—four more than under the previous option. The reversible cuts option also adjusts the personnel mix, with 255,000 airmen in the active force and 156,000 in the reserve component.

Air force mobility forces could also be redesigned to place more emphasis on the reserve component, which is arguably more cost-effective in peacetime than the active component.\textsuperscript{82} That change would expand the number of airlift squadrons in the total air force, while adding several thousand airmen to the reserve component and modestly reducing the number active-duty airmen, in comparison with the rebalanced-force option.

Like the air force of the rebalanced-force option, this one will still be the most powerful air force in the world. Compared with the proportional-cuts option, it is better suited to fights in an access-challenged environment and significantly better tailored to support the other services with close-air support, airlift, and space operations. Compared with the rebalanced-force option, it provides more rapid generation of additional force should it be needed.

Intelligence, the defense agencies, and cyber operations under reversible cuts

The reversible cuts option treats the intelligence budget, the defense agencies, and cyber operations in the same way as the rebalanced force option outlined in the previous section.
Smaller active forces with more room to grow

The reversible-cuts force is ideally suited to a strategy that emphasizes challenges in the Asia-Pacific region and eschews wars to topple dictators, bring democracy to countries around the world, and intervene in civil wars in distant lands—but that views future events as uncertain and wants to preserve a wide range of options for future leaders. The active-duty force of this option is smaller than that of the first two options, but its total force is larger, making it better suited to larger wars for which the nation has a year or so to prepare, or for longer wars in which frequent rotations become burdensome for active-duty units to sustain.

Three Strong, Highly Capable Forces

Table 3.2 summarizes the force structure and end strength for each service in the force of 2012, the force as envisioned by the Department of Defense, and the force under each of the three options considered in this paper. All three armed forces are quite large by international standards and significantly stronger than any other military in the world. The proportional-cuts option results in the largest active-duty force and the greatest potential for putting boots on the ground quickly in the event of war. The rebalanced force is better suited to the maritime fights that seem more likely in Asia and the Pacific.

The reversible-cuts option retains the largest total force, with nearly as many troops in the Guard and Reserve as anticipated under the Defense Department’s current plans. While that option could not provide as many units into theater as quickly as the rebalanced force, it would have more staying power and greater rotational capability for a long war, and be more readily expandable in the event of a war for which the nation had warning time of a year or more.

None of the three options cuts the number of active-duty troops by more than eighteen percent relative to the department’s planned force. The total force in each case is at least eighty percent as large as the one the department currently plans to keep.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012 Force</th>
<th>Planned Force</th>
<th>Proportional Cuts</th>
<th>Rebalanced Force</th>
<th>Reversible Cuts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army Brigades</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24 (+6 cadres)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army End Strength</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>562,000</td>
<td>490,000</td>
<td>410,000</td>
<td>390,000</td>
<td>370,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>563,200</td>
<td>558,200</td>
<td>470,000</td>
<td>445,000</td>
<td>550,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Navy Ships</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy End Strength</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>325,700</td>
<td>319,500</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>294,000</td>
<td>290,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>66,200</td>
<td>57,100</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>52,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Corps Divisions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air Force Tactical Squadrons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active and Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force End Strength</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>332,800</td>
<td>328,600</td>
<td>274,000</td>
<td>267,000</td>
<td>255,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>178,100</td>
<td>170,700</td>
<td>142,000</td>
<td>138,000</td>
<td>156,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total End Strength</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Component</td>
<td>1,422,600</td>
<td>1,320,200</td>
<td>1,124,000</td>
<td>1,119,000</td>
<td>1,083,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Component</td>
<td>847,100</td>
<td>825,600</td>
<td>697,000</td>
<td>672,000</td>
<td>795,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Force</td>
<td>2,269,700</td>
<td>2,145,800</td>
<td>1,821,000</td>
<td>1,746,000</td>
<td>1,878,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Under any of the three options, the United States will retain the strongest, best-funded, best-equipped, and best-trained armed force in the world, with significant operational and strategic depth provided by a sizeable and well equipped reserve component. In all of the cases, the force will be fully capable of winning decisively in at least one major theater war. Units will be highly ready to deploy to a distant theater. In addition, leaders will be able to send multiple ground-force brigades to conduct humanitarian or peacekeeping missions far from home. The navy will sustain significant presence in areas of high interest. But none of the active-duty forces outlined here will be able to sustain a long, large occupation or counterinsurgency operation without drawing heavily on the Guard and Reserve and without additional military buildup.

**Strength in a Time of Austerity**

The Budget Control Act of 2011 significantly reduces federal budgets for defense and domestic programs relative to earlier expectations. Despite the Act’s cutbacks from previously anticipated budgets, however, the nation still faces a debt that will grow within three decades to the largest share of the economy it has ever held.

Policy makers have a range of choices to bring future debt under control. Unfortunately, one of those choices—raising taxes—is anathema to Republicans. The second—reining in the growing costs of entitlements like Social Security and Medicare—is very hard for Democrats to accept. If the two parties cannot come to some bargain in those areas, then they will continue to look to non-entitlement expenditures as a preferred area of savings. Defense will likely continue to be a prime target for deficit reduction efforts.

How much defense will ultimately be cut depends on the future state of the economy, the international situation, the seriousness with which political leaders choose to confront the growing debt, and whatever compromises they can make on taxes and entitlements. This chapter explores how the Department of Defense could deal with a ten-year budget that cuts a bit deeper than that of the BCA, returning non-war defense spending to its 2003 level in real terms.
Such a cut will not be easy for the department, in part because the costs of pay and health care benefits grew much faster than inflation between 2003 and 2013. If no action is taken to slow the future growth of those costs, then as the defense budget pie shrinks they will consume an increasing slice of it.

Since 2006, defense leaders have asked Congress repeatedly to trim the pay raises offered to military personnel and to ask military retirees to pay a larger share of the costs for their health insurance. Until now, Congress has refused. With the war in Afghanistan coming to a close and the defense budget shrinking, however, the time is right for Congress to reconsider.

By accepting the modest changes to pay and benefits that this chapter describes, lawmakers can save at least two active-duty army brigades, twelve navy ships, and 3 air force fighter squadrons from being cut. If lawmakers decide not to act, then the Department of Defense will have to cut more from the forces than discussed here.

Defense leaders face important strategic choices as they shape the force for a more austere future. Whatever path they decide on, the strategy will have to be much more restrained than that of the past two decades.

If leaders follow past practice and spread the pain of budget cuts evenly among the services, then armed forces a decade from now will look like a smaller version of today’s. The United States will still have the most capable military in the world, effective at a wide range of missions and capable of putting hundreds of thousands of boots on the ground into the Middle East or other regions at a moment’s notice. That force would not be as ready as it could be to respond to challenges in the Asia-Pacific region, however.

Alternatively, leaders could take the opportunity of downsizing to reshape the armed forces in line with the emerging international environment. By spending relatively more of the reduced budget on the navy and air force and less on the army, policy makers can tailor the armed forces to deal more effectively with the anti-access environments expected in Asia and the Pacific.
Finally, leaders need to think about how much of the force must be ready to go to war at a moment’s notice. The reserves are significantly cheaper in peacetime than active-duty forces. As a result, if they are not called up persistently, the nation can afford more Guard and Reserve units than active-duty units for the same dollar. The same can be said of suggested new leadership units that allow the army to retain extra officers and senior noncommissioned officers in case they are needed to train and lead new units. A larger but less ready force could be particularly useful if, after adopting a more restrained strategy, the nation nevertheless finds itself in a major war or a sizeable military operation that goes on for years at a time.

The Department of Defense has already started down the path toward a more sustainable future. Budgets are significantly lower in 2013 than they were in 2010. The strategy update of 2012 and the 2013 discussion of the strategic choices and management review make clear that the tighter budgets of the future demand a more focused and restrained strategy.

The Department of Defense is also ready to get better control over rising personnel costs, if it can persuade Congress to agree to changes in that area. With the war in Afghanistan still ongoing, however, shifting the defense budget into lower gear has been hard both for the department and for Congress. The end of the war offers an important opportunity for leaders in the department, the White House, and the Congress to bring national security budgets and strategy fully into line with a sustainable fiscal future.

---

2 In the federal budget, the national defense category includes spending for the Department of Defense, programs related to nuclear weapons in the Department of Energy, and national defense programs in other federal agencies, particularly the FBI. Unless otherwise stated, all years discussed in this chapter are fiscal years.
3 US Office of Management and Budget, “Fiscal Year 2014 Mid-Session Review,” July 8, 2013, Table S-4. Expenditures controlled through annual appropriations are termed “discretionary.” Other programs, termed “mandatory,” receive funding in accordance with extant law; examples include Social Security, Medicare, and pension programs for federal workers. In 2013, discretionary programs comprised about thirty-five percent of total
federal spending. Mandatory spending, including interest payments on the federal debt, accounted for the other sixty-five percent. National defense made up some fifty-two percent of discretionary expenditures.

4 The $1.4 trillion cost of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan is widely reported. Non-war spending above the 2001 level added about another $1.4 trillion. Since taxes did not rise to pay for the wars or the added non-war military spending, defense contributed $2.8 trillion plus accumulated interest to the debt.

5 Unless otherwise stated, all spending and revenue figures discussed in this chapter are adjusted for inflation to fiscal year (FY) 2013 dollars.

6 Since the Act took effect, Congress has granted partial reprieves from its limits through a series of appropriations, but it has not overturned the requirement to reduce budgets in accordance with the BCA in later years.

7 Including the costs of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan brings the 2010 figure to about $749 billion. Assuming no war costs for the future, the $470 billion figure represents a thirty-seven percent drop in spending. In the aftermath of World War II, the military budget plummeted to a fraction of its wartime high. It dropped nearly forty percent following the Korean War, thirty percent after Vietnam, and thirty-three percent as the Cold War ended.


9 James Hosek and Francisco Martorell, “How Have Deployments during the War on Terrorism Affected Reenlistment?,” (Santa Monica, CA: Rand, 2009).

10 “To again become masters of combined arms maneuver will require revitalizing home-station training, modernizing the Army’s training centers and preparing our soldiers to confront enemies equipped with the most advanced weaponry” (Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta as quoted in Chris Carroll, “Army Must Maintain Conventional Warfare Skills, Panetta Says,” Stars and Stripes, October 12, 2011; see also Gian P. Gentile, “The Death of the Armor Corps,” Small Wars Journal, 2010.


13 “Sequester-level cuts would break some parts of the strategy, no matter how the cuts were made,” Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel and Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral James A. Winnefeld, “Department of Defense Briefing By Secretary Hagel and Adm. Winnefeld From the Pentagon,” July 31, 2013.


16 Congressional Budget Office, The 2013 Long-Term Budget Outlook (Washington, DC: CBO, September 2013), Fig. 1-1. Debt was higher than the 2013 level between 1944 and 1950. The federal government draws a distinction between debt held by the public—virtually any entity other than the government itself—and debt held by government accounts, largely what the US government owes itself as a result of borrowing from trust funds like the
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ones for Social Security. Debt held by the public is typically of more interest to economists, but total debt (which includes both debt held by the public and debt held by government accounts) is the measure subject to the congressionally mandated debt ceiling. In 2013, debt subject to the ceiling is expected to reach about $17 trillion, about the same size as the GDP. Unless otherwise stated, GDP figures in this chapter reflect the technical changes announced by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the US Department of Commerce on July 31, 2013. Those changes in the way GDP is calculated make historical and current GDPs appear somewhat higher than previous calculations. As a result, measures expressed as shares of GDP look a bit lower.

18 While the size of the debt depends on the state of the economy, it also affects the economy, as discussed later in this chapter.
20 The most recent of these is Congressional Budget Office, The 2013 Long-Term Budget Outlook (Washington, DC: CBO, September 2013).
27 The debt picture could be much worse. In an alternative scenario, CBO assumes that Congress overturns the BCA’s remaining budget cuts; that consistent with past practice, Medicare’s payment rates are spared from planned reductions; and that lawmakers ultimately extend the seventy-five tax breaks now scheduled to expire. Under those circumstances, and including economic feedback, debt held by the public will grow to 190 percent of GDP by 2038, far higher than ever before experienced by the United States. Congressional Budget Office, The 2013 Long-Term Budget Outlook (Washington, DC: CBO, September 2013), p. 114.

31 Author’s calculation based on Congressional Budget Office, *The 2013 Long-Term Budget Outlook* (Washington, DC: CBO, September 2013), p. 11-12. CBO assumes that war spending continues at about its 2013 level for decades. The calculation here assumes that war spending can be reduced to zero and held there, and that the eighty billion dollars CBO counts toward the wars is treated as savings across the entire non-interest budget.


41 Deputy Secretary of Defense Ashton B. Carter and Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff James A. Winnefeld Jr., Prepared Testimony, House Armed Services Committee, August 1, 2013.


44 In 2010, the civilian pay raise was smaller than that of the military. Civilian pay was frozen at the 2010 level between 2011 and 2013.


46 Author’s calculations, based on Department of Defense, *Report of the Eleventh Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation*, June 2012, pp. 27-29. Pay here is so-called regular military compensation, which includes basic pay, allowances for housing and food, and the tax advantage that accrues because the housing and food allowances are not taxable. The comparison is between enlisted personnel and civilian high-school diploma graduates, and between officers and civilian holders of bachelors degrees.


Not all of the defense budget goes to the services. In 2013, nearly one-fifth of the non-war budget for the Department of Defense went to so-called defense-wide activities that are managed outside of the services. Defense-wide programs include those of defense agencies like the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Missile Defense Agency, and the Defense Commissary Agency. They also include most of the Defense Health Program.


While the document is not explicit about whether the list of missions it offers is meant to be in priority order, much of the official discussion upon its release indicated that the order in which missions occur on the list is meant to reflect their priority.

The air force argues that its actual spending power is significantly less than the share reflected here. Indeed, in FY 2012, nearly $34 billion—about twenty-one percent of the total air force budget—falls into a category that the service calls “non-blue” or “pass-through funding.” This category includes spending for intelligence agencies like the CIA, whose funding resides largely inside the Department of Defense budget but is not controlled or managed by the department. It also includes funding for health-care accounts that the air force does not control. For a discussion of the non-blue budget, see Adam J. Hebert, “Beyond the Blue Budget,” *Air Force Magazine* (Vol. 93, No. 4: April 2010). For the purposes of this chapter, the actual share of defense spending devoted to each military department does not matter; the question is whether that share rises or falls in successive budgets. In fact, air force non-blue funds rose between FY 1990 and FY 2012 from seventeen percent to twenty-one percent of the budget, indicating a shift out of service-controlled accounts in the air force budget of about one percent of the total defense budget. This rise in non-blue funding may thus have caused the air force to suffer a small decrease in the share of the defense budget that it actually controls, relative to the other services. On the other hand, the other military departments also hold pass-through accounts, and it is possible that those accounts also grew disproportionately during the past two decades. What we can say is that if the air force-controlled budget has suffered disproportionately in comparison with the budgets of the army or navy, the damage since 1990 is no more than one percent of the total defense budget. Data on Air Force blue and non-blue spending since FY 1990 were provided to the author by Air Force Public Affairs and the Office of the Air Force Comptroller.
56 Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel and Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral James A. Winnefeld, “Department of Defense Briefing By Secretary Hagel and Adm. Winnefeld From the Pentagon,” July 31, 2013.

57 The army’s reserve component consists of the Army Reserve and the Army National Guard. The navy’s consists of the Navy Reserve. The Marine Corps’ is the Marine Reserve. The Air Force Reserve Component includes the Air Force Reserve and the Air National Guard. In this article, the number of troops in the Guard and Reserve represents the number in the so-called selected reserve—those who are paid and who train regularly; it excludes the 220,000 members of the Individual Ready Reserve.

58 In addition to eliminating eight brigades altogether, the army has announced plans to disband another five of the remaining thirty-seven brigades and shift their units and people to expand each of the thirty-two brigades that will then remain. The thirty-two restructured brigades would return from the current configuration that includes just two maneuver battalions to a model more like what the army had before the so-called modularity reform of the 2000s, in which each combat brigade held three maneuver battalions. The plans for how to make the change are not complete, however, and the army may decide not to restructure its brigades because of the budget cuts imposed by the BCA. For those reasons, the numbers of combat brigades discussed in this chapter are not adjusted for those structural changes.

59 Ron O’Rourke, "Navy Force Structure and Shipbuilding Plans: Background and Issues for Congress" (Congressional Research Service, August 9, 2012), p. 9

60 Congressional Budget Office, An Analysis of the Navy’s Fiscal Year 2013 Shipbuilding Plan (July 2012), p. 11.


63 Combat-coded squadrons are those not held solely for training.


66 In 1998, the Director of Central Intelligence disclosed a total intelligence budget of $26.7 billion current dollars, about $37 billion in FY 2013 dollars. In recent years, the Director of National Intelligence has routinely released total figures for intelligence spending. In 2013 dollars, the FY 2010 intelligence budget came to nearly $85 billion. The figures discussed here include spending attributed to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

67 The President’s budget for fiscal year 2014 requests $4.7 billion for investment in cyber operations.


69 For example, Army National Guard Equipment On Hand is now ninety-two percent, compared with just sixty-five percent in 2005. The National Guard is scheduled to receive even more new equipment during the coming year as a result of the reset program. See Statement by Lieutenant General William Ingram, Jr., Director, Army National
In recent years, the army shifted its concept for preparing its active and reserve forces for war to a rotational model called Army Force Generation, or ARFORGEN. For the reserve component, ARFORGEN puts each combat brigade on a five-year cycle of reset, readiness, and availability, with the expectation that units in the final year of the cycle would be called up first should the need arise. The army currently plans to expand training, from the usual one weekend per month and two weeks in the summer, for some units during their fifth year of the cycle. The specific amount of added training and what it will cost are not yet clear to the author. See Statement by Lieutenant General William Ingram, Jr., Director, Army National Guard, before the Subcommittee on Defense of the Senate Appropriations Committee, “The Fiscal Year 2013 Guard and Reserve Budget,” May 23, 2012, pp. 2-3.

I estimate that the costs of the added training could be offset by eliminating one-half of one active-duty brigades.

For this insight, see Christopher Ordowich, “Considering a Cadre Augmented Army,” Dissertation for the Pardee Rand Graduate School (Santa Monica, CA: the Rand Corporation, 2008).


I estimate that the costs of eight reserve component brigades could be offset by eliminating two active-duty brigades. This is consistent with an examination of the relative operation and support costs of the active and reserve components of the army in recent budgets. It is a bit more conservative than estimates prepared by the Congressional Budget Office during the early 1990s. See Robert D. Reischauer, Statement before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, May 10, 1990, p. 31. The cost of the new cadre units could essentially be offset by eliminating one active-duty brigade. This calculation is consistent with the estimate of costs for such cadre units presented in Christopher Ordowich, “Considering a Cadre Augmented Army,” Dissertation for the Pardee Rand Graduate School (Santa Monica, CA: the Rand Corporation, 2008).

For a discussion of how such brigades might function, see Christopher Ordowich, “Considering a Cadre Augmented Army,” Dissertation for the Pardee Rand Graduate School (Santa Monica, CA: the Rand Corporation, 2008).

For an excellent and comprehensive discussion of what cadres might cost and how the cadre concept could operate in peacetime and in war, see Christopher Ordowich, “Considering a Cadre Augmented Army,” Dissertation for the Pardee Rand Graduate School (Santa Monica, CA: the Rand Corporation, 2008).

The Individual Ready Reserve consists of former active-duty service members who are not assigned for training to reserve units and are not paid unless called to active service.

The schedule for bringing a leadership cadre into the fight depends heavily on the timing of the decision to do so. See Christopher Ordowich, “Considering a Cadre Augmented Army,” Dissertation for the Pardee Rand Graduate School (Santa Monica, CA: the Rand Corporation, 2008).

I estimate that each ship can be stored and kept at a modest level of readiness for an annual cost of less than $10 million. This is consistent with estimates (adjusted for inflation) from Lane Pierrot, Structuring U.S. Forces After the


81 I estimate the cost of a reserve squadron to be about seventy percent of the cost of an active squadron. This is consistent with Robert D. Reischauer, Statement before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, May 10, 1990, p. 31. For an excellent discussion of the readiness of Air National Guard units, see Luke Ahmann and Liesl Carter, “Total Force Optimization,” paper for the National Security Fellows Program, Harvard Kennedy School, 2012.
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Power Fallacies

Foreign policy analysis is only as good as the empirical foundation on which it stands. Policy-makers need sophisticated theories to make sense of the deluge of information they confront on a daily basis, but theories that misread basic global dynamics are like business plans that misinterpret the market. Impressive ideas and shiny products elicit bankruptcy, rather than profit, when they are out of touch with their surroundings. Understanding the trends in the external world—what Hegel called the “spirit of history”—is more important than building the best model.

For about a generation, scholars of foreign policy (including both political scientists and historians) have written about national power with little attention to the most important recent empirical insights concerning the actual content of national power. In particular, scholars of foreign policy have treated national power as an end rather than a process, as a largely fixed and quantifiable measure rather than a set of evolving and ever-changing relationships. The noun "power" sounds fixed and firm, but the concept is, in historical terms, much more fluid and changeable on short notice.

Ubiquitous discussions of “hard” and “soft” power reinforce the false assumption that power is something discrete, measureable, and modular. The categories themselves seem fixed and ahistorical. According to many writings, power is a direct object of state policy: it is “built,” it is “deployed,” and it “declines.” Power often sounds like savings in the bank: you can have more or less; you can save it or spend it; and you can gain or lose interest on it, depending on how you invest.¹
This logical but empirically questionable way of talking about power contributes to three guiding assumptions that are, on closer inspection, largely unfounded. First, common discussions of power assume that having more stuff is good. We might call this the materialist fallacy. The general argument is that if you have more weapons, more resources, and perhaps more people (large populations appear good, crowded populations appear bad), you are likely to be more powerful. The intuition is that someone with plentiful capabilities can mobilize lots of stuff to make more of what he or she needs, and conquer others at little cost. Material definitions of power call for an accounting of who has more or less than another.

For Americans—who are blessed with material abundance—assessments of this kind make sense. Historical evidence, however, points the other way. As often as not, those societies with the most stuff have found themselves facing defeat at the hands of adversaries with so much less. Think of the Athenian defeat by Sparta and the Roman collapse to a collection of roaming paramilitary groups. The early modern world replayed this pattern with repeated victories by the cold, wet island of Britain over richer, better-endowed empires centered on Spain and France. The rise of the island nation of Japan in nineteenth century East Asia is a similar story, contrasted with the latent power of the huge mainland empire of China. Other things being equal, having more stuff is preferable, but it is not a clear path to lasting power.²

The second flawed assumption concerns technology. Observers of foreign policy generally assume that more advanced technology contributes to international reach and effectiveness. According to this argument (which I will call the innovation fallacy), scientific and engineering innovations offer the societies that excel in these areas a big advantage. This is a powerful argument for explaining why Britannia dominated ocean trade and warfare in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The British had the most advanced ships, navigational instruments, and seaborne weapons. The British invested consistently in maintaining this technological edge, at least until the rise of a German naval challenger in the 1890s.³

Americans idealize inventors. We like to think that the innovators always win. That is simply not true. As often as not, innovators suffer from indiscipline, over-commitment, and
hubris. Innovators often believe that they can find a “solution” to any problem. In foreign policy, innovators have frequently failed to achieve their aims, and they have hurt their societies in the stubborn quest for a game-changing breakthrough against great odds. Historians Geoffrey Parker and John Elliott have described this phenomenon for Imperial Spain, and its efforts to bring innovation to the management of a vast and unwieldy empire that included Northern Europe and South America.4 T.E. Lawrence famously exposed how British efforts in the Middle East were indeed clever, but still inappropriate for such a diverse and complex region.5 Closer to our present time, David Halberstam was the first in a long line of distinguished authors to show how “the best and the brightest” Americans endeavored, unsuccessfully, to substitute innovation for good sense in Southeast Asia during the Cold War.6 Some observers have made similar observations about the less-than-successful efforts of America’s talented counterinsurgency innovators (John Nagl, Raymond Odierno, David Petraeus, and others) in twenty-first century Iraq and Afghanistan.7 Innovation does not always increase national power. It often has the opposite effect.

Culture, for some observers, is the key to making innovation produce positive results. This is the third flawed assumption about power, what I will call the cultural fallacy. According to this argument, labeled “soft power” by Joseph Nye and others, countries gain international leverage from the consent, or at least acquiescence, that emerges from the spread of ideas, images, and practices.8 Widely circulating ideas and images also empower new groups who evoke sympathy while the same ideas and images challenge assumptions about the legitimacy of traditional rulers, practices, and laws. Foreign citizens and leaders, by this logic, are less likely to resist and more likely to cooperate when they are convinced that they are on the popular side of a conflict. Entertainment and persuasion are more effective than guns and threats for those that treat power as culture.

More often than not, according to this argument, the popular side is the American or at least the “Western” side. Think of youth culture, rock n’roll music, and fast food as primary examples of Westernization through cultural diffusion. Behavior patterns often follow images
and sounds that are widely circulated in traditional and especially social media. In the words of one scholar, popular culture frequently makes American interests “irresistible” abroad.¹⁹ Some writers refer to an “Americanization” of the world by largely non-military means.¹⁰

The spread of American-influenced popular culture is undeniable, but so is the evidence that popular culture does not necessarily increase national power. Popular culture often empowers resistance against its initial source. This is the old pattern of rising expectations that Alexis de Tocqueville first articulated in his analysis of the French Revolution. Masses of citizens revolt when they see that they can have more, and they feel that someone, or some state, is standing in the way.¹¹ For African slaves in Haiti, the promise of French liberté and égalité inspired a bloody revolt against Paris.¹² For British settlers in North America, the expectation of property ownership free of onerous taxes, as advocated by British “country radicals,” also encouraged rebellion.¹³

Surveying the spread of American ideas and images of freedom in the twentieth century, one observes similar phenomena. The deeper the penetration of American culture, the more likely one finds active, sincere, and popular figures commanding local influence by their open challenge to American power. The Arab Uprisings of 2009-2012 are a recent example of this dynamic: courageous citizens in Iran, Tunisia, Egypt, and other societies performed protests that appealed to the “democratic” aspirations of foreign viewers, but they also condemned the local leaders and interests most closely tied to foreign interests. Cultural diffusion encourages simultaneous imitation and resistance, focused on the same sources. As Tocqueville recognized, those who inspire protest soon find themselves the target of the men and women making revolution.¹⁴

The common but questionable assumptions about the nature of national power—the materialist, innovation, and cultural fallacies, as I have called them—are sometimes true and sometimes false. They are fallacies because they assert a universal validity when they are, more accurately, contingent and context specific. They are neither “independent variables” in the parlance of political science, nor laws of change in the conversation of some historians. The
fallacies have little inherent predictive value for assessing the growth or decline of national power. They work as post hoc explanations for the rise and fall of states only because we already know the results. On close inspection, the winners of international politics only become more wealthy, innovative, and culturally attractive after they have won. To the winner go the spoils of historical inevitability.

**POWER CAPACITIES**

States do not “innovate” their way out of difficult circumstances, despite claims to the contrary. States also cannot reverse geopolitical shifts, especially when they have contributed to these shifts through their own behavior. What states can do is adapt and adjust to challenges, mobilizing new domestic capacities for cooperation, competition, and sometimes war-fighting. A successful international state is, therefore, a regime with effective internal political capacity. A failed international state is one that cannot draw on organized and consistent capacity at home.

Although poets, novelists, journalists, and movie-makers often dramatize the popular convulsions that make for social and political upheaval in long stagnant societies, historians have argued that silent transformations in the management of finance have a much greater effect on national power, and its global expressions. Similarly, ambitious ideological projects and impressive territorial conquests have less enduring influence on the leverage of states than the mobilization and management of capital. Power turns out to depend less on common displays of charisma and strength, and more on unseen manipulations of markets and money.

According to what is now a large and impressive literature, banking, taxation, and government spending have had greater influence on the international reach of states than regime type, aggregate production, or even military aggrandizement. The institutions for acquiring, deploying, and managing revenue have been more important than the obvious and often commented-upon attributes of political, industrial, and military force. From early modern Britain to the modern United States, the bankers and accountants frequently trumped the politicians, the industrialists, and the generals in determining the contours of national power.
Analysis of foreign policy has, to date, failed to focus appropriately. Too many pundits are enthralled with those who speak loudly, rather than those who allocate the real currencies of international influence.¹⁵

Finance is not determinative of state power. It is, of course, deeply connected to the material endowments, innovative capacities, and cultural resources of a society. The availability of inexpensive capital for investment and spending, however, is the necessary foundation for all manifestations of state power. Without sufficient capital, even the most advanced, cohesive, and legitimate government cannot sustain continued expansion of its capabilities. Available capital will not substitute for the other attributes, but it will allow the possibility for more state activity in pursuit of security and prosperity. A functioning system of finance is fundamental to sustained state power. The historical record is quite clear on this point.¹⁶

Effective state finance involves credible and competent institutions, and practices of governance and commerce that affirm the role of those institutions. Simply explained, the government must tax consistently, investors must believe that their loans will be honored, and consumers must trust that their property will be protected. Institutions, however, are only one part of finance. State leaders must attract and manage available capital to support productive uses, especially for economic growth and military security. This is the key historical variable: are effective institutions managed to encourage the allocation of capital for growth and security? Do citizens and investors have confidence that state institutions will continue to encourage effective capital accumulations and allocations for the public good?¹⁷

State power is, in the long-run, a reflection of financial capacity (embedded in institutions of banking and taxation) and forward-looking leadership (exercised by figures who use their authority to incentivize productive capital investments.) Effective leaders must do more than rule; they must attract wealth and encourage its uses for the improvement of the population and the state. Effective leaders are builders and protectors of national (and international) financial institutions that increase the capacity of the state and its people to push their self-
interested agendas. Power is, ultimately, found in the acquisition, management, and deployment of capital for strategic purposes. Finance is the lubricant for all parts of state power.

There are many different theories for state power in the modern international system: realist, constructivist, and liberal, among others. This focus on finance does not necessarily privilege one of these theories over another. What close attention to finance argues is that all descriptive and normative accounts of state power presume capital for mobilization of military, political, and cultural resources. To paraphrase Machiavelli, a prince can neither be feared nor loved if his treasury is barren. The successful prince must find ways to generate new wealth. Taxation and expropriation are two common mechanisms employed by many leaders for this purpose, but they are not sufficient in a competitive international system, and they are frequently counter-productive. The historical record since the eighteenth century points to an alternative path, beginning with what some have identified as the first modern “financial revolution.”

THE “FINANCIAL REVOLUTION” OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Writing almost fifty years ago, British historian P.G.M. Dickson described what he called the “financial revolution” in England during the early eighteenth century—the period when the small island nation began its rise as an international power. Dickson observed the continued inferiority of English manufacturing and military activities in comparison to Spain and France. Both of the continental states had larger, richer populations and larger, richer empires. The English defended themselves against difficult odds and they leaped ahead of their competitors because of one major development in the late seventeenth century: the creation of a new system for the management of revenue and credit, centered on London. This new system did not arise overnight, and did not reflect the “genius” of any particular figure. The new system of credit emerged from conditions encouraged by the new English monarchy, after the Glorious Revolution, and the collection of North European bankers and businesspeople who sought better investment opportunities for their capital, and more long-term profit.
Before these changes in the late seventeenth century, English investment deficiencies contrasted with the surplus capital that flowed into Spain from its Latin American silver mines. While the English were resource poor, living on a cold wet island, the Spanish benefited from an abundance of resources, extracted from a large mineral-rich empire. The French had similar advantages over England, especially based on the Bourbon monarchy’s large territorial holdings within continental Europe. The English also were not “natural” bankers; they did not have a historical advantage in this area and their monarchy, like others, had relied on foreign financiers.

The “financial revolution” was born of a specific time period, and the pressing necessity for English economic reform in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution. English leaders recognized that their new monarchy needed new tools of power if it was going to compete with neighbors who were growing stronger and more aggressive. English citizens, through Parliament, demanded levers to control the new monarchy and insure that it used its powers for the common good. The “financial revolution” was the most enduring outcome of the political upheavals that, in the end, transformed England’s position in the world. It was neither planned nor anticipated, but it quickly became an emerging competitive advantage for England. The “financial revolution” had wider immediate effects in boosting state capacities than the new claims of political rights in England, and it provided a secure context for new political rights to gain permanence in domestic and imperial practice.

Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson appropriately call this transformation “the turning point” for the remarkable centuries-long rise in British prosperity and security. Through an empowered parliament, a consensual monarchy, an expanded banking system, and a well-regulated market for economic exchanges the “capability and capacity of the state increased in all directions.” In the eighteenth century the English government was simultaneously able to tax and spend more than ever before. The oversight of Parliament after the Glorious Revolution meant that the capital acquired by the central government was allocated for productive public investments, and the organized merchant and labor groups throughout the country insured that taxes were not too destructive to commerce. The rough balance struck in England between the
need to tax capital and encourage its investment, with government support, contributed to the development of powerful new resources for expanding wealth and security throughout the country. The “financial revolution” constituted a new set of fiscal practices that strengthened state and society in enduring ways. The “financial revolution” had two key components: credit and taxes.

**Credit**

England, according to Dickson, converted its penury into prosperity by developing the first modern system of credit. The new king, William III, and his successor Queen Anne, encouraged the formation of a vast banking sector centered in London, where men (some Jewish exiles from the continent) exchanged loans of cash for contracts on agricultural and manufactured goods that would be produced in the future. Savvy investors also traded on risk, insuring one another’s shipping and production against uncertainty, in exchange for up-front fees. England provided a stable political environment for finance capital, and government figures welcomed bankers and brokers (“jobbers”) in London. The Bank of England (founded in 1694) and the infamous South Seas Company (founded in 1711) provided government sanction for finance capital, and direct avenues for investment by international traders assembling in London.²¹

Amsterdam had been the previous European center for these activities, but late seventeenth century London quickly became a more attractive locale because of its friendly business climate, combined with greater separation from French and Spanish threats. England also had the advantage of a sizeable hinterland and extensive ocean access, with a growing Navy, financed in part by new credits. The political disunity of the United Provinces and their strategic vulnerability made them a less attractive investment hub when London opened, after the Glorious Revolution, as a welcoming alternative.²²

The capital market in what became known as the “City” created numerous opportunities for the English government to borrow more money at lower cost than ever before. This is what
made the “financial revolution” a significant geopolitical phenomenon. The crown had procured loans in prior wars at an average rate of eight percent on short-term obligations. These loans came due as soon as a war concluded, and they placed an enormous immediate burden on the monarchy, especially when wars did not produce promised profits—as was almost always the case. The cycle of war, bankruptcy, and more war that characterized seventeenth Europe was a result of recurring debt burdens. After fighting one war on credit, monarchs had to find new wars that promised to pay off their debts. The cycle thus continued.

With new capital instruments around early eighteenth century London, the English crown gained access to loans on much better terms. The state began to borrow at about three percent (rather than eight percent) on long-term (rather than short-term) obligations. These debts were denominated in bonds and other paper instruments that allowed for a pooling of capital from diverse investors, and a flexible negotiation of terms. Government obligations could be traded and re-negotiated in what became an active secondary credit market.23

Although London bankers were mostly independent profit-seekers, they attracted more money to London than ever before, and they managed an organized and predictable system of exchange. This system made borrowing easier for families and businesses—the most important of which was the monarchy. The system also encouraged a rational allocation of resources to public and private endeavors that promised real returns, not simply glory or other illusory gains. In return for favorable terms as a respected and credible borrower, the governments of William III and his successors provided legal sanction for London credit markets and judicial enforcement of contract obligations, even those that bound the crown. Increased access to credit was accompanied by more creditable behavior, and one attribute reinforced the other.24

In this credit-rich context, during the eighteenth century the crown accumulated an unprecedentedly high national debt. The large national debt was, however, easier and less costly to service than in the past. At a lower interest rate, servicing the debt required a smaller proportion of the crown’s annual budget. In a fluid market of financial instruments, the crown could also borrow readily to pay off unexpected obligations, re-finance existing debt, and re-
negotiate more favorable loan terms. The credit market in London gave the crown flexibilities that greatly strengthened its options in war and other forms of international competition.\textsuperscript{25}

William III and his successors allocated their borrowed capital to a series of wars in what was a period of intensive conflict and empire-building on four continents. They also invested in new institutions to manage the combination of capital and warfare that defined emerging English state power. In 1757 the crown successfully extended its rule over parts of the Indian subcontinent through the East India Company with extensive military deployments paid for on credit. In 1783, in contrast, the crown withdrew from what became the independent United States after a costly war, also paid on credit. The Indian and American wars had different outcomes, but a small island nation could fight both of them (and other costly conflicts) because of extensive credit availability.\textsuperscript{26}

The key point is that the English government could borrow enough money to fight these wars, despite a poor resource base, and continue to invest in basic needs at home. The wars produced mixed outcomes for English national interests, but the crown remained solvent and continued to borrow at low rates. Credit allowed England to grow at home and punch above its weight abroad. It allowed England to address major challenges, and weather the mixed results of war.

The French monarchy, in contrast, had a much larger resource base, but went bankrupt because it could not service its existing debts or borrow new money at reasonable rates. The Spanish monarchy faced a similar credit crunch. Access to credit, more than domestic resources or traditional military capabilities, determined national power in the eighteenth century. Finance forged enduring state capacity.

**Taxes**

Historians following Dickson have expanded our understanding of national power and state capacity beyond credit to focus on taxation. John Brewer has written about what he calls the “sinews of power” that extend into the ability of the state to mobilize capital directly from the
citizen body. The true revolution in eighteenth century England, according to Brewer, was that the crown could draw in more capital from its citizens on an annual basis, while simultaneously gaining increased allegiance from the taxed population. This was particularly striking because increased crown taxes followed the Glorious Revolution, when English parliamentarians and subjects had, in fact, overthrown a monarchy that tried to increase taxes.27

Brewer argued that the genius of English power in the eighteenth century was the increased role of parliament as a taxing institution, raising revenue for the crown through mechanisms that promised more public accountability and service of the national interest. Parliament relied on increased trade tariffs, according to Brewer, but it used this taxing mechanism sparingly. Members of Parliament recognized that they wanted to encourage trade, not over-tax it. They also wanted to maintain their control over the crown through taxes that were less automatic, and required the monarch to make a direct case to the legislature, on an annual basis, about the needs and uses of tax revenue. Parliament relied heavily on excise taxes—surcharges on purchases, landholdings, and transactions—that were renewed annually to provide the crown needed revenue, but also affirmed parliamentary consent. Increased excise taxes raised capital from the population, and they gave the population more say in policy through the annual debates in Parliament.28

Propertied male citizens paid more to the state, but they felt empowered to believe that the state would be more responsive to their needs. Taxation was not a tribute to the monarch; it was now a contract between the governors and the governed. In this contractual arrangement, the English state could tax more in the common defense than most of its peer competitors. And, in fact, it did that throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Brewer described this phenomenon as both the triumph of democracy and the rise of the “fiscal-military state.” These were mutually reinforcing developments.29

From the perspective of creditors, the new tax regime in England made the state a more attractive borrower. Bankers believed that the state had the capacity to raise internal revenue, when necessary, to service loans. Bankers also recognized that parliamentary consent limited the
adventurism of the crown, encouraging wise investments of borrowed capital and less waste. Most of all, the tax regime gave everyone an interest in the growth of English national power. If the crown fought and won its wars at low cost, creditors would profit and citizens would pay less tax. If the crown squandered its resources, the pain would be distributed among citizens and creditors alike. Taxation gave credit a firm foundation in national consent, rather than elite whims.

National power for Dickson, Brewer, and the many historians who have followed their lead was constituted by the deep connection between credit and taxation. National power was the state’s capacity to raise money for weapons, investments, and trade. National power was about processes of resource procurement and management by government, not aggregate resource production. Money required territory and goods for trade, but it also mattered more than either or both together.

France had a much larger gross domestic product than England in the eighteenth century. France had a much larger army. France also had a greater basic resource endowment. Those attributes did not give the Parisian government the upper hand against a small, weaker, and poorer England. The government in London outstripped Paris because it had easier access to money raised on credit markets and taxed from its population. The capacity to raise money through a centralized government meant more than anything else.

During the Napoleonic Wars of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when Britain’s security was most imperiled by a massive French army rolling over the European continent and an attempted French naval blockade of the British Isles, the London government was able to tax its population more than any of its peers. A succession of prime ministers used that domestic capital to finance, often through direct foreign subsidies, a coalition that ultimately defeated Napoleon’s dominant military juggernaut. Britain financed the victory in a way that none of the other richer European states could at the time. London was remarkably effective at converting taxes and credits into guns and subsidies over more than two decades of prolonged warfare.
The state's capacity to raise money was the foundational source of national power. In these terms, no one had a better system for producing power capacities than England in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The English borrowed more than their peers, and they paid more taxes than most of their peers. They raised the capital to exert international power with a consistency and a geographical breadth that no one with lesser financial capabilities could match. This was quite an achievement for a small, wet island near so many bigger states.\textsuperscript{31}

**Gentlemanly Capitalism, Empire, and the Great War**

Until the First World War the English processes of credit and taxation fueled the growth of empire. Historians P.J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins, in what is now the authoritative history of British imperialism, document how finance centered in London gave the crown and its leading representatives the ability to maintain a dominant Navy, a profitable global trading system, a far-flung land empire, and a universally respected currency. Even as late as 1914, the British could borrow more money at less cost than any other society. Great Britain also had a citizen body that paid high taxes, and accepted limits on domestic consumption for the sake of managing a worldwide empire. Over two centuries, the British financed growing state capacities more efficiently than any of their peers.\textsuperscript{32}

Cain and Hopkins remind us that British power did not turn on the Industrial Revolution or the experience of military prowess at sea, as some have claimed. The British could lead in these two areas because they had the best finances for technology, training, and production. Britain’s comparative advantage was fundamentally financial, and it was self-reinforcing in a way that industrial and military advantages were not. Other states—France, Germany, Russia, Japan, and the United States—caught up to British production and military capability at times. They could not supersede the accumulated credibility that London had established as the safest, most creative, and most attractive financial center in the world. The money flowed most freely to London from home and abroad, and the crown deployed that capital as no one else could. Cain and Hopkins aptly call this the triumph of “gentlemanly
capitalism”—the fusion of sophisticated finance with a landed elite that was willing to work with the market to maximize state capacity.33

The Glorious Revolution empowered the gentlemanly capitalists around Parliament and the court of the new king. The First World War, however, destroyed the gentlemanly capitalists and their effective processes of credit and taxation. Fighting for four years at unprecedented cost, Britain ran out of credit. By 1918 London could no longer borrow at affordable rates from the United States and other capital markets. The center of global finance shifted from London to New York. The bloody nature of the war also smothered the British tax base. The most able-bodied citizens—including the gentlemanly capitalists—gave their lives on the battlefields of Northern Europe. Britain lost the citizens in war who had paid the high taxes that had financed the empire.34

England’s rise and fall as a global power was about the rise and fall of English finance, more than anything else. Credit and taxation were the essential instruments of power, as Brewer has argued. Efficient and attractive processes for credit and taxation, developed around late seventeenth century London, fueled the state capacities that the crown deployed for naval strength, imperial conquest, extended warfare, and economic gain. Efficient and attractive processes for credit and taxation turned a small island into a world power. When these processes crashed in a long and destructive total war, they reduced British world power to second-rate status. After 1914 Britain lacked the capacity to finance its global role. For the next century, it needed the financial (and military) assistance of the United States, as never before.

**Qing China’s Failed Modernization**

In the late nineteenth century China faced a series of strategic challenges on an even larger scale than Great Britain. The empire that had dominated the Asian mainland for at least five hundred years suffered from military and political vulnerabilities that imperiled its basic security. Great Britain, France, Germany, Japan, and to a smaller extent the United States, were carving up pieces of Chinese territory. The external powers formed an archipelago of “concession
areas” that they controlled in and around the Chinese Pacific coastline. The foreign powers
grabbed these territories through the use of superior military technology, organized economic
incursions, and forceful political intervention.35

British seizure of Hong Kong after the “First Opium War” of 1839-42 was an extreme
example of how other countries demanded access to the Chinese market for their exports, with
special “extraterritorial” protection for foreign workers, control over local policing, and the
imposition of foreign law.36 The United States even created a federal district court in the early
twentieth century to adjudicate legal disputes in American-controlled parts of China.37 In the
case of Japanese-controlled areas, Tokyo pursued brutal settlement policies designed to eliminate
local Chinese populations and replace them with Japanese colonists. This was a “century of
humiliation” as remembered in Chinese historical accounts today.38

From the early twentieth century to the present, Chinese and foreign observers have
blamed the weakness of the Middle Kingdom on the obvious failings of the Qing regime. First,
writers have pointed to the tradition-bound nature of Chinese society, with a bureaucracy still
built around mastery of Confucian texts and an economy dominated by conservative landed
elites. Second, observers have emphasized the isolationist and ethnocentric qualities of Qing
China. According to William H. McNeill and others, these qualities discouraged innovation and
growth at a time when Japan and the West were, in contrast, mobilizing innovation and growth
for the purposes of state power.39 Third, and perhaps most obvious, commentators have argued
that the Qing dynasty entered a period of rapid decline as the imperial family became
progressively isolated and ill-equipped for managing the complex pressures that accompanied a
more competitive international system.40

Bernardo Bertolucci’s stunning film, “the Last Emperor,” captures this last point with
memorable scenes of the final child monarch, Pu Yi, struggling to understand modern society as
his state crumbles around him. Pu Yi spent some of the last years of his life in a communist
prison camp. He symbolized the end of an old, tradition-bound China. Mao Zedong’s
government released Pu Yi from prison in 1959 after he renounced his own family and embraced
the new world order of the Chinese Communist Party. Mao Zedong’s government was catastrophic in the death and destruction that it spread, but it was modern, internationalist, and vigorous in all the ways that the late imperial regime was not. The failure of a backward-looking, isolated, and leaderless China inspired a nightmare of the opposite qualities, according to the conventional wisdom articulated by Bertolucci and so many other observers.41

There is, of course, some truth to this depiction. There is also a lot that is misleading in this standard account. Odd Arne Westad’s recent study of Chinese society persuasively argues that Qing China was filled with many modernizing, cosmopolitan, and capable figures who worked to reform the Chinese state and economy in parallel with their counterparts in Europe and Japan. Westad shows how diverse and international figures brought a creative mix of ideas and policy proposals to a frequently receptive regime. Westad claims that Qing China was a dynamic “hybrid” society, not the isolated, tradition-bound, self-enclosed kingdom of retrospective depictions. China’s “backwardness” is largely a post hoc explanation for the chaos and collapse of the twentieth century, and the rise of the Mao’s Chinese Communist Party.42

The evidence for this historical revisionism about China is overwhelming. Historians have analyzed the dynamic and promising efforts at “self-strengthening” in China during the second half of the nineteenth century, led by impressive figures like Li Hongzhang, Liang Qichao, Li Dazhao, and many others. These men had traditional credentials as Confucian scholars, but they also studied foreign ideas (especially through education in Japan) and brought them into Chinese policy discussions. Li Hongzhang, in particular, led Qing efforts to reduce opium abuse, improve general literacy, modernize military training, and negotiate effective alliances with foreign powers—especially Russia and the United States. Li was the first Chinese official to visit St. Petersburg and Washington D.C. in 1896. He met with U.S. President Grover Cleveland to discuss enhanced Sino-American economic and political cooperation, and he allegedly introduced chop suey to New York City audiences.43 Li Hongzhang, Lian Qichao, and Li Dazhao were part of a growing group of self-conscious international modernizers with a wide following in late Qing China.44
Jung Chang has recently published an impressive biography of Empress Dowager Cixi, who largely controlled the Chinese imperial regime through a series of young and ill Emperors, during the four decades after 1861. Drawing on a wealth of newly accessible Chinese documents, Chang depicts Cixi as an astute and cagey modernizer, encouraging men like Li Hongzhang to learn from the West and reform antiquated Chinese educational, military, and business institutions. During Cixi’s reign, Chinese international trade grew and the Empress imported foreign experts, most famously Robert Hart, to manage this process. Chang shows how the duties on foreign trade, collected by Cixi, allowed her to finance other modernizing activities that ran against the interests of the established mainland families and bureaucracies.45

Empress Cixi’s nearly fifty years of power—roughly parallel to Queen Victoria in Great Britain—clearly affirm that Chinese leaders were not necessarily tradition-bound or “behind” their counterparts in other countries. They were, in some ways, more advanced in their intellectual sophistication and their efforts to bridge the old with the new. Li Dazhao, for instance, helped to found the Chinese Communist Party through a small study group that articulated a vision of peasant transformation and nationalist assertion. Li Dazhao and his fellow communists, including young Mao Zedong, were easily as sophisticated and forward-looking as Woodrow Wilson, Vladimir Lenin, and Benito Mussolini.46

The chief hindrance confronting the Chinese modernizers was the absence of state capacity. Their ideas floated through Chinese society without a strong set of institutions on which they could rely for practical implementation. Compared to the states of Western Europe, Russia, Japan, and the United States, Qing China had the weakest institutions of governance. For all the pomp and circumstance surrounding the Emperor as the “Son of Heaven,” he reigned but he hardly ruled.
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, China suffered from ineffectual state institutions. Many parts of mainland China, along the coast and within the interior, were largely ungoverned by a central administration between 1912 and 1949. This fact explains the survival of Mao’s Communist Party as an insurgent force, despite decades of effort by the Guomindang regime and Japanese invaders to crush it.47

The weaknesses of the Chinese state were structural and historical. The Qing imperial court had very limited revenue-generating authority. It had massive accrued wealth in land and jewels, but few mechanisms for annual taxation. The Emperor could collect trade tariffs, but even these were difficult to enforce when many coastal trade ports cut their own deals with foreign shippers and businesspeople. In fact, precisely when Empress Cixi turned to trade tariffs as a new revenue-generator, political turmoil gave local figures more leverage to assert their own decentralized control over exchanges with foreigners. During the second-half of the nineteenth century, the Emperor lacked the policing power, institutional reach, or public legitimacy to demand that merchants and officials pay the central government for the right to trade.

These were governing powers the Emperor never possessed in the recent past. They were nearly impossible to create in a time of increasing state fragmentation. Although the Emperor continued to receive tribute as the titular leader of China, his receipts paled in comparison to the revenue-generation of trade for other central governments at the time, especially Japan and the United States.48

**QING TAXES**

The Chinese central government had relied for at least a century on a very low and unchanging land tax. That was the main source of annual revenue for the imperial regime. The Emperor also maintained a small tax on salt, and he received tribute from wealthy families, traders, and foreign representatives who approached the Middle Kingdom with decreasing deference. Tax extraction, as a whole, was very low. State institutions for regulating wealth and procuring resources from the public were weak and ineffectual. By the second half of the
nineteenth century, the Emperor’s reach was highly constrained, and his authority over the country’s economy was more symbolic than real.

In some interior regions, local families and officials controlled fiscal resources. In many coastal areas, foreign groups increasingly dominated economic decisions and revenue allocations. In marked comparison to the “fiscal-military state” that evolved in eighteenth century Great Britain, Qing China devolved into a hollow and bankrupt state in the nineteenth century as it sought to modernize from the center without sufficient mechanisms for extracting resources from the coasts and hinterlands. As Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson explain, nations with traditionally strong leaders who lack effective institutions for investing resources are bound to fail, often precipitously.49

Although the taxes and tribute added to the Emperor’s riches, they offered little capital for building a modern military or investing in domestic economic development. Even in earlier centuries of Qing power, the central government had operated with little capital. In war and in peace, the Emperor’s presence in China was powerful, but his direct control over resources was very limited. Qing China had impressive rulers but emasculated institutions for doing anything more than maintaining the status quo. The primary limitations did not come from Chinese traditions, which were largely adaptable, but from Chinese governing institutions which were capital poor.50

The “self-strengtheners,” of the late nineteenth century, like Li Hongzhang, learned this hard lesson when they tried to create an advanced military, along with modern schools and factories. Li had political authority and support from the central government, but he did not have the money to pay the army, hire the teachers, and build the factories that he sought for China. He faced resistance from the established bureaucrats who had access to the few available government resources. Li could not buy them off, and he could not hire a new governing corps to supplant the established officials. In contrast to the more intrusive Meiji regime in Japan, the Qing state did not have the internal reach it needed to mobilize the country’s vast resources for
centralized development. The failure of Qing China was the failure to become sufficiently extractive.\(^5\)

Historian Huaiyin Li has shown that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the low taxes of the Qing regime produced enough revenue to cover the small costs of maintaining the state and fighting border wars in the East. The central government, in fact, had a surplus of reserves until the end of the eighteenth century. Tribute from citizens and neighbors provided additional resources and assured stability in a Sino-centric regional order. The Emperor asserted his authority as a symbol and a broker, rather than a dynamic state ruler. Foreign threats to Chinese territorial integrity were not significant in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.\(^5\)

The nineteenth century brought a crisis of governance as Chinese citizens and neighbors began to demand more from the Emperor and the state. The Chinese population grew rapidly, especially in poor rural areas. With more pressure on the land, landholders had trouble paying their taxes to the state. Local authorities looked to the central government, as they had not before, to maintain basic order. This was especially true as a series of popular revolts spread across the mainland. The longest and most devastating of these revolts was the Taiping Rebellion, which over the course of 15 years (1850-64) resulted in more than 20 million deaths.\(^5\)

The Emperor had to pay for costly military forces to put down these rebellions as he also built new defenses against the foreign incursions on the Pacific coast. Modernizers like Li Hongzhang simultaneously demanded government capital for new military academies, basic infrastructure, law enforcement, and diplomatic activity. By the middle of the nineteenth century, the revenue-constrained Chinese Emperor could not possibly cover the multiplying demands on his treasury. The central government lacked money and it did not have an institutional mechanism for raising new capital. If anything, the old processes for land taxation and imperial tribute were producing less revenue just when the Emperor needed so much more. The Chinese state was in crisis because it lacked sufficient taxing power.\(^5\)
QING CREDIT

Unlike Great Britain (which also faced tax deficiencies in the late nineteenth century), the Chinese Emperor could not borrow money. The Qing court refused to participate in the standard practices of international banking: transparent accounting, commitment of collateral, and promise of contract. The Emperor’s legitimacy as the “son of heaven” meant that he was above these worldly agreements. Holding the Emperor to contract—through bonds or other loans—was not possible because he did not acknowledge accountability to any secular institutions or groups. Chinese Emperors did not engage in market commerce; they lived in a world of tribute and gift-giving. In the terms of anthropologists, the financial economy of credit contradicted the moral economy of imperial beneficence.

Despite their efforts to imitate foreign economies, the Chinese modernizers failed to create a banking system that would attract capital. They made very little progress in building new financial institutions or practices. Foreign capital came into China for railroads, shipping, and some manufacturing, but investors held tight control over their capital because they did not trust local institutions to manage finances in a credible and competent way. In many cases, established Chinese financial institutions could not even process the new quantities of currency and other investment coming into the mainland in highly decentralized ways after the Opium Wars.55

Foreign investors had no reason to invest in government bonds or other instruments for public finance used so frequently by Great Britain and other European states at the time. China benefited from enormous cash remittances flowing back to the mainland from workers overseas, but this money also stayed within tightly controlled family networks. Foreign remittances were private. They lacked a public market for credit, or even public savings.56

The only available source of cash for the Emperor was, ironically, the sale of the Chinese territory that he sought to protect. From the time of the First Opium War in the 1840s he began ceding land to wealthy families and foreign powers in return for payments and promises of security. The Emperor used land as his only reliable source of credit. There was a severe limit, of course, to the amount of land the Emperor could convert to capital when his highest goal was to
control, not cede, Chinese territory. The dense Chinese population also made land transfers of any kind incredibly difficult.

The modernizers tried to use land capital to strengthen the state, but the method of acquisition discouraged productive investments. If territorial concessions were the most lucrative source of money, then it made sense to refrain from territorial investments and export capital instead. Short of money at home, the Chinese quickly found that their territorial deals encouraged an increase in capital flight. Appeasement of foreign powers was not a viable financial strategy in this context.

**QING COLLAPSE**

The complete financial collapse of the Chinese state in 1911 marked the end of the Qing dynasty. Pu Yi and the imperial family had gone bankrupt, they could not raise new money, and they could not command basic loyalty from the population. None of the foreign powers were willing to loan the last Emperor enough money for the survival of his government. He was a ruler who still commanded the awe of many citizens, but he had lost all of the financial tools that were necessary to convert status into governing power. Pu Yi’s financial fall left a political vacuum throughout society.

During the next four decades, different groups of domestic strongmen and foreign actors struggled for control of the Chinese mainland. They established small “warlord” areas of authority where they could finance institutions of local governance. The Guomindang, under the leadership of Sun Yatsen and then Chiang Kai-Shek, relied largely on the seizure of local resources and aid from both the United States and the Soviet Union, especially during the Second World War. The Chinese Communists, under Mao Zedong, implemented their strategy of peasant mobilization, encouraging local citizens to join a popular effort to nationalize all wealth in a people’s party. Mao’s strategy succeeded, in the years after 1945, because it provided a firm basis in local peasant revenue to finance a revolution. Mao and the Chinese Communist
Party had more consistent access to domestic capital than the better armed, but bankrupt, Guomindang.57

Looking back two hundred years from the day the Chinese Communists seized Beijing on October 1, 1949, there was little reason to believe that the government in Great Britain would survive while the one in China would come to such dismay. Both states faced growing external threats, and both states had difficult domestic challenges. Both states were in decline by the last decades of the nineteenth century. Great Britain survived because it could continue to rely on effective inherited systems of taxation and credit. Qing China disintegrated because it could not tax sufficiently and it could not raise credit. Financial capabilities were the margin of difference between survival and defeat. Financial capabilities were the crucial hinges of state power in the cut-throat competition of early twentieth century international politics.

THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1941

Mobilizing for war on two fronts amidst the after-effects of the worst economic downturn in American history, the United States benefited from the exact state capacities that Qing China lacked a half-century earlier. The United States had strong and active state institutions, furthered beyond precedent by the expansion of the federal government through various New Deal programs. The United States also had a chief executive who was willing and able to manipulate the capacities of the strong American state for clear purpose.58

President Franklin Roosevelt did not command a large experienced military in 1941. He did not have a rapidly growing domestic economy from which to draw needed resources. Above all, he did not have a firmly united population, committed to a common vision of international change. President Roosevelt had one primary source of power: the ability to raise credit and to tax. He did not have surplus cash in the treasury in December 1941, but he could rapidly borrow money and increase domestic revenues for the purpose of preparing for war. Roosevelt could also borrow and tax to re-allocate capital from peacetime consumption to war production.
Within a few short years, the laggard post-Depression American economy became a dynamic engine of growth because of the wartime capital borrowed, taxed, and re-deployed by the U.S. government. The fascist regimes in Germany, Japan, and Italy also mobilized capital to finance their wars, but they could not borrow as cheaply as the United States and they had much smaller tax bases at home. By the early 1940s, they had already drawn out much of the domestic wealth in their societies for foreign military purposes. As a consequence, Germany, Japan, and Italy had to look to conquered territories for resources, while the United States could build efficiently from within.\textsuperscript{59}

Between 1942 and 1945 the American position strengthened as Washington drew more aggressively on its financial capacities. In contrast, the economies of the fascist states precipitously declined as they ran out of financial capacities. Effective American borrowing and taxation allowed for the gargantuan spending that underpinned the successful democratic war effort. There could be no “Four Freedoms” without strong state-run finance. The American ability to attract and mobilize money won the war.\textsuperscript{60}

The same was true for much of the Cold War. Historians have noted that despite the anti-statist ideology of American rhetoric after 1945, citizens paid higher personal taxes than ever before and they authorized the federal government to borrow more than ever before as well. Presidents from Dwight Eisenhower to Ronald Reagan lamented the growth of government, but they consistently added to the revenue-generating capacities of the American state for the purpose of building weapons, assisting allies, investing in infrastructure, and supporting poor and aging American citizens. The ingenuity and expansion that allowed the United States to defeat the Soviet Union took trillions of dollars, raised and spent by Washington D.C. The wealth creation that greatly improved standards of living from the era of the Depression took trillions of dollars, also raised and spent by Washington D.C.\textsuperscript{61}

No other government raised as much capital as the U.S. government during the Cold War. Washington could do this because it had institutional capacities that allowed for effective taxation on personal incomes and business profits. Washington could also borrow easily and
cheaply because the United States attracted so many investors, and because the American banking system inspired more trust than any other. After the United States abandoned the Bretton Woods system of fixed currency exchanges in 1971, people around the world continued to hold dollars and treasury bills, considering them “as good as gold” because the American financial system stood behind them. As in the Second World War, financial resources and management constituted the core of American strength in the Cold War. The Soviet Union could never compete in this area.62

Since 1991 the United States has remained a beneficiary of seemingly endless capital investment at very low interest rates. Under Presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton the United States increased its tax collections to allow additional domestic and international spending, as well as balanced budgets. When the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 occurred, the United States was in a very strong position to take on vast new spending obligations for security, assistance (domestic and foreign), and warfare. Americans were able to affirm all of these new obligations without any diminishment in their consumption. The strength of American finance underpinned expansive “guns and butter” policies in the early twenty-first century.

The challenge after the Great Recession of 2008 is continuing to finance all of these obligations. Even with necessary fiscal austerity and strategic retrenchment, the United States will still maintain costly domestic and international obligations for the foreseeable future. The security threats (traditional and non-traditional), the domestic demographics, and various popular political commitments point toward more spending, not less. American power will continue to rely deeply on finance—on the capacity of the United States government to borrow and spend efficiently.

The key question for current policy-makers, therefore, is whether we are nurturing the correct financial capacities. This is the vital national security question. Does our current system of taxation allow for the appropriate revenue streams to finance our national power? Does our system of budgeting protect our access to capital at low borrowing costs?
CONTEMPORARY IMPLICATIONS

Too much of our current debate in the United States focuses on questions of austerity: what should we cut? Frugality is a definite virtue, but the historical record does not tell us that penny-pinching and power are one-and-the-same. They often are not. The secret to sustaining national power since the eighteenth century has revolved around finding low cost capital to spend on more things. That was the English strategy after the Glorious Revolution and the American strategy after the Great Depression. Qing China and the Soviet Union failed because they could not do the same.

Powerful states grow, innovate, and expand because they raise the money to do more. Declining states are the ones that run out of money and start doing less. Low taxes and small deficits are not the historical formulas for continued national power. Taxing more to buy more security and growth, and borrowing more to increase productive investment—those are processes that have seeded national power in the past.

The historical record does not offer license to legislate smothering taxes or carry crippling debts. Just the opposite: profligate taxing, borrowing, and spending can rapidly ruin a country's credit and corrupt its values. The historical record does, however, warn against the seductive assumption that taxing less and borrowing less are necessarily good things. The alternative to too much tax is not tax-free living. The alternative to too much borrowing is not an avoidance of credit. The correct balance involves adequate taxation and borrowing to increase the capacities of a society. Doing less undermines national power in the long-run.

National power is fundamentally financial. National power requires more money, not less. The strongest states are the ones that use their capacity to tax and borrow for dynamic purposes—not empty clichés about frugality, freedom, or social justice.

---
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I. INTRODUCTION

An article in *Foreign Affairs* on the need for a major reform of the American national security system argued that

Recommendations for fundamental reforms in the organization and administration of foreign affairs have been made by high-level committees and task forces on the average of every two years since World War II. Despite the near unanimity of diagnosis, little has been done to deal with the serious problems uncovered; they are still with us, unsolved and debilitating...The advent of a new Administration, both popular and Congressional disenchantment with the results of America’s involvement in the world over the last two decades, and the growing sentiment that we must put our domestic house in order as a matter of first priority, all suggest that the country can no longer afford the inefficiencies which too often have characterized its foreign programs in an era of rising budget curves.¹

The article was published in January 1969. If nothing else, the fact that it could just as easily appear in the January 2016 issue of *Foreign Affairs* serves as a reminder that lamentations over the alleged inadequacies and dysfunctions of America’s national security institutions are nothing new. Similar articles and studies could be cited from just about every decade from the 1940s up to the present day. The Protestant Reformers of the sixteenth century adopted the motto *ecclesia semper reformanda est* (“the church is always to be reformed”); perhaps its modern American national security counterpart is “the government is always to be reformed.”
However, if dissatisfaction with government and demands for reform are virtual constants, substantial actions for reform are merely episodic. This chapter will examine the most consequential and paradigmatic period of institutional reform in modern American history, amidst tremendous international flux: the end of World War II and beginning of the Cold War. To explore the questions of continuity and discontinuity in reform efforts, it will also look briefly at two other periods, the end of the Cold War and the era following the September 11, 2001 attacks. These eras are chosen not because they are exhaustive of reform efforts, but because they provide interesting case studies and disproportionately influential reform efforts that took place amidst considerable geopolitical ferment.

There are few topics more soporific than bureaucratic process and organization, and if that is all this chapter explores than it has little basis, or even hope, to claim the reader’s time and interest. But bureaucratic organization is merely the surface issue. The deeper questions animating this study are what is the nature of power and how does the American government wield it? The exercise of power for the purpose of national interests lies at the heart of how national security institutions are constituted and organized, and their effectiveness should be judged by this standard. How an American president imposes his will on his own government and directs the power of his nation in the international arena are some of the most persistent challenges and defining aspects of any presidency.

Yet even here the historian encounters a paradox. In national security terms, some of the most consequential and arguably effective American presidents of the modern era, such as Franklin D. Roosevelt, Richard Nixon, and Ronald Reagan, all presided over administrations whose national security organization and processes were at best less than ideal, and at worst downright chaotic and dysfunctional. Despite these organizational inadequacies and failures—or possibly because of them?—these three presidents were still able to wield their power and implement their foreign policies effectively, and all left substantial legacies. Scholars continue to debate the reasons for the peculiar successes of these administrations, a question that is beyond the scope of this paper but likely involves some combination of presidential personality, ideology,
force of will, the presence of a small number of highly capable lieutenants, and the elusive tides of history. Nor should one disregard the counterfactual that these presidencies might have been even more effective had they created a well-organized national security interagency system.

Nevertheless, two modest assumptions inform the purposes of this chapter. First, that the repeated, almost perpetual efforts to reform and improve American national security institutions reveals a general consensus among national security professionals that an organized and well-crafted system is a desirable goal. Second, that an organized and well-crafted set of national security institutions are a help to effective national security policy. With them, poor policies can be avoided or mitigated, and wise policies can be created and implemented. Without them, the consequences of poor policies have the potential for greater damage, and the benefits of wise policies have less opportunity to be realized. Perhaps Sen. Henry “Scoop” Jackson said it best in 1961 when he concluded his Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery’s two year review of the US government’s national security system: “Good national security policy requires both good policymakers and good policy machinery. But organizational changes cannot solve problems which are not really due to organizational weaknesses. More often than not, poor decisions are traceable not to machinery but to people.”

This chapter will not attempt an exhaustive and comprehensive assessment of every aspect of national security institutional reform during the periods in question—a subject that alone merits an entire book or even series of books. Rather it will distill and highlight particular episodes or themes that are judged to be especially revelatory and potentially relevant for today’s context. The National Security Council will receive a special measure of attention, as it is the institutional epicenter for the wielding of national power and often illustrative of broader reform efforts across government.

The following points summarize the main conclusions that emanate from this historical survey:

- Significant reforms most often result from a major shock, such as a surprise attack or a scandal. These shocks have a catalytic effect in revealing inadequacies in prevailing
institutions, and generating sufficient political will to force major changes on entrenched bureaucratic interests.

- Major reforms usually have multiple authors and multiple constituencies. In the short term this makes for a messier process, but in the long term it makes reforms more sustainable because permitting multiple authors up front often creates multiple stakeholders at the end. The primary authors of reform can include Congress, expert commissions, eminent leaders, and the departments and agencies of the Executive branch itself.

- The inflection points considered in this paper all occurred during times of crisis yet also times of relative US power ascendance, rather than austerity and decline. This is not determinative, but at least suggestive that the times of crisis and ascendance may have a more catalytic effect on institutional reform efforts, whereas times of stagnation and decline may stifle institutional reform efforts and instead produce a cautious, status quo, even bunker mentality. Yet some of the insights drawn from successful reform efforts during times of power ascendance can also apply to reform efforts when a nation is not internationally ascendant. International change (whether ascendance or decline) seems to be the most important geopolitical factor spurring reform. In turn, successful institutional reforms can take place during times of international ascendance, stagnation, or decline.

- Institutional reforms occur in real time, in the context of unfolding global events, and these events further shape the reform trajectory.

- The reform of US national security institutions is best considered as an ongoing, episodic process rather than a series of discrete outcomes.

- Unintended consequences. Reforms often evolve and function in ways different than their architects originally intended, and with sometimes ironic outcomes and consequences.

- Institutional structure is often secondary to individual will. Each president and his senior team ultimately seek to bend the institutions of government to their particular purposes, no matter how well or how ill-suited those institutions might be.
II. 1942–50: EXPANDING “NATIONAL SECURITY” AT THE OUTSET OF THE COLD WAR

Japan’s attack on the American fleet at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 brought the United States into World War II, and brought in a new paradigm of national security institutions. The strategic shock of Pearl Harbor revealed not only an intelligence failure but also wholesale inadequacies in the ways that the American government was organized to wield power and protect its interests.3 Even as the US mobilized to fight the war, some American leaders began thinking about how their government should be reorganized not just for the war effort but especially for the post-war world. In hindsight, three challenges loomed especially large. These included resolving what might be called the “Roosevelt Problem” of a strong presidential personality and weak institutional system; devising an institutional mechanism to coordinate political and military affairs; and equipping the United States to exercise all elements of national power in its new role as guarantor of global security. Numerous other nettlesome organizational issues also preoccupied policymakers, such as the relationship between the Army and the Navy, and the creation and organization of a permanent intelligence agency. Undergirding all of these issues was an emerging geopolitical and existential reality: the United States was entering a new era, historically without precedent, as a global superpower with permanent international commitments. To be fit for its new role, the American government needed not merely to reform but to fundamentally reinvent itself.

At the center of this stood the beguiling figure of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The Roosevelt White House is pivotal in many ways; he stands simultaneously as the last president of the pre-modern era and the first president of the modern era. He strengthened the presidency in many enduring ways, including through pioneering mass communication techniques, overseeing a massive expansion in the size and scope of the federal government and federal power, and leading the United States to becoming the world’s dominant military power. Yet he was also the last president to govern during a time when the United States had a relatively weak standing military and no alliances or permanent international commitments, with a small White House staff, and without a national security bureaucracy as an instrument through which
he could wield presidential power. Despite these latter limitations—or perhaps even because of them, as scholars such as Matthew Dickinson have argued—Roosevelt masterfully oversaw the integration of political and military power during America’s participation in the Allied victory in World War II.4

The “Roosevelt Problem” that resulted, of course, was the near impossibility of maintaining this system without a uniquely-gifted and crafty president such as Roosevelt. Moreover, even some of Roosevelt’s biggest supporters quietly shared the concerns of his most vociferous critics that under him the presidency risked being more about the man than the institution—it had become the “imperial presidency” in Arthur Schlesinger Jr’s famous formulation.5 In Dickinson’s description, “despite the successful Allied military collaboration, many of those who worked most closely with FDR thought his administrative system poorly suited for the postwar era.”6 Wilson Miscamble’s nuanced study of the transition from Roosevelt to Truman renders the verdict thus: “Roosevelt’s personalization of his office and of American foreign policy made his juggler’s act an especially difficult one to follow. Truman possessed none of his predecessor’s nimbleness, nor did he desire to be such a solo or dominating performer. Roosevelt’s death therefore immediately and inevitably prompted a major change in the way in which foreign policy was formulated.”7 Hence the problem: how to maintain the institutional strength of the presidency without leaving it susceptible to potential demagoguery from future aspirants, or hindering the effectiveness of subsequent presidents who lacked Roosevelt’s singular wiles?

World War II also revealed a second challenge that was at once as old as warfare itself yet also novel to an American government accustomed to separating military and political matters: how to ensure coordination of political and military means and ends? In 1955 Earnest May observed that “long years of isolated safety smothered the idea of political-military collaboration” throughout American history. The ordeal of World War II and the dawn of the Cold War and the nuclear age changed this. “Not before the 1940s would the majority of Americans have endorsed the rationale that underlies the National Security Council.” But now, “living in a world
as sensitive as a can of nitroglycerin, Americans accept the need for exact weighing of political
and military factors before each policy decision.” This change in strategic philosophy also
needed a corresponding change in institutions, to ensure the integration of political and military
considerations.

The third challenge perhaps loomed largest. It was not just a matter of coordinating
political and military action, but of equipping the United States to play an unprecedented role on
the global stage, in an era when the nature of power itself became more multi-dimensional. This
meant expanding the very meaning of “national security” and the concept of national power. No
longer would “national security” mean only the military defense of the nation’s borders, and no
longer would national power be regarded merely as the strength of arms.

While the needs described above may appear clear in hindsight, the actual motives and
mechanisms for the creation of these new national security institutions varied greatly at the time.
Each actor brought a set of parochial concerns and motives. The Army and Navy each sought
jealously to guard their traditional prerogatives (and in the Navy’s case its independence);
Congress sought to assert its authority; the White House sought to protect its executive role;
numerous other strategists and statesmen injected their convictions and concerns. Expert
commissions and study bodies such as the Eberstadt Report and the Joint Committee Hearings
on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack injected additional ideas into the process, as well
as serving as proxies for other agendas. Looming over all of this were the acute existential
concerns—held not just by average citizens and editorial boards, but also by some of the nation’s
most influential political leaders—that the United States not become a “garrison state” of stifling
federal power, bureaucracy, and militarism.9

All of this occurred in the crucible of global crisis. The various efforts to research, debate,
and draft legislation creating the new institutions of national security did not enjoy a sabbatical
repose from history. Rather they took place as new threats loomed and demands for American
leadership and intervention grew louder around the world. Just months after the final surrenders
of World War II had been signed, and as most Americans hoped for nothing but demobilization
and a return to peace and prosperity, the fragile world order appeared to crumble anew before it
had even been rebuilt. Civil war resumed in China as the Communists renewed their campaign
to defeat the Nationalists. Stalin appeared to press for more Soviet control in places like Iran and
Eastern Europe. In late February 1946, George Kennan sent his “long telegram” from Moscow
seeking to disabuse official Washington of any naïve hopes for a conciliatory relationship with
the USSR. Two weeks later, Winston Churchill visited Fulton, Missouri and warned that “from
Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain has descended across the
Continent.” As the year went on, communist insurgencies grew in Greece and Turkey, and by
the end of 1946 a severe winter had descended on western Europe that threatened millions with
starvation in the still war-torn land.

Even as it engaged in negotiations on multiple fronts over the provisions of what would
become the National Security Act, the Truman Administration was designing and launching
some remarkably ambitious initiatives that would define the Cold War and permanently
transform American national security policy. These included President Truman’s landmark
address to Congress on March 12, 1947 inaugurating the Truman Doctrine and calling for
American support against communist insurgencies in Greece and Turkey, and the June 5, 1947
Harvard commencement address by Secretary of State George Marshall announcing what would
become the Marshall Plan of massive aid for reconstructing Europe. Both serve reminder that
the reform of national security institutions takes place not only amidst the tumult of world events
but also amidst the ongoing conduct of statecraft. No analogy can fully capture the complexities
of this situation in the years 1946 and 1947, but it is as if the Truman Administration was
hurting down a highway in a bus that was still being assembled while its passengers squabbled,
as the highway itself was being paved, amidst a simultaneous earthquake that shifted the ground
underneath while a thunderstorm darkened the skies overhead. What may appear in the
hindsight of history as a smooth process with a clear outcome was anything but at the time. Yet
as important as these international challenges were in shaping the environment in which
America’s national security institutions were created, this context is curiously absent from most of the academic literature on the National Security Act.10

The acute sense of crisis that beset these years should not obscure an equally important fact: at the time the United States stood at the zenith of its international power and influence. Indeed these immediate postwar years may mark the relative high point of American geopolitical power at any point in history before or since. At the end of 1945, the United States alone produced about half of all global economic output, possessed the world’s most dominant military with a global reach, and would enjoy a monopoly on atomic weapons until the end of the decade. This hard power leverage translated into substantial soft power as well (the concept existed at the time even if the term itself would not be popularized for another half century), which the US mobilized in leading the construction of the postwar international economic and political order through new institutions such as the United Nations, World Bank, and International Monetary Fund.

Amidst this peculiar combination of strength and vulnerability, America’s leaders realized the need to reform, even create, new institutions designed to wield power effectively. The puzzle had one additional dimension: the relative weakness of the office of the presidency. Ironically, while governing the most powerful nation in the world, the president of the United States faced considerable constraints on his power, including the checks and balances provided by Congress and the judiciary, federalism’s decentralization of power to the states, and the federal bureaucracy’s resistance to presidential direction. How could the American president be better equipped to wield national power in this new world, while maintaining constitutional fidelity?

The specific provisions of institutional reform exemplified by the National Security Act did not arise ex nihilo, but reflected ideas and predecessor institutions that had existed for years, even decades, before. Ernest May credits Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt with first suggesting the concept of a National Security Council in 1919 when he wrote to the Secretary of State proposing a “Joint Plan Making Body” comprised of senior officials from the Departments of War, Navy, and State. In a historical episode replete with irony, Roosevelt’s
letter appears to have been misrouted to the Latin American Affairs division and was never read or even opened by the Secretary of State. Thus a clerical error may have prevented the young Roosevelt’s idea from coming to fruition, and in turn may have spared what became his institution-averse presidency two decades later from having to deal with a coordinating body that hindered the president’s flexibility.11 The eve and then advent of World War II did produce some efforts at coordination. In 1938, Roosevelt agreed to the proposal of his Secretary of State Cordell Hull for the creation of the Standing Liaison Committee comprised of the Under Secretary of State, the Army Chief of Staff, and the Chief of Naval Operations. Once the war began, the informal yet regular meetings of the leaders of the relevant departments eventually became institutionalized in 1945 in the creation of the State, War, Navy Coordinating Committee (SWNCC).12 The SWNCC impressed new President Harry Truman with its smooth functioning at the Potsdam conference in 1945, and laid the foundation for his eventual support for the creation of the NSC.13 Another important actor emerged towards the war’s end in the person of Navy Secretary James Forrestal, whose diary entry of November 23, 1944 noted “I talked with Harry Hopkins tonight about the necessity for creating something similar to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the civilian side of the American government. I said I felt that if we did not create something similar to the British system for coordinated and focused government action we should not be able to deal with the problems and relationships arising during the postwar period.”14

Meanwhile, these efforts at executive branch policy coordination took place amidst growing calls in some quarters for more military unification. Representatives of the Army often led these efforts, exemplified by General George C. Marshall’s development of an ambitious plan towards the end of World War II for unification of the military services under one combined branch. In this Marshall found a supporter in Truman, especially once the latter assumed the presidency in 1945. Not that these sentiments were entirely new to Truman. A few months earlier as the vice presidential nominee he had penned an article in Collier’s magazine titled “Our Armed Forces Must Be Unified.” Truman wrote that “proof that a divine Providence watches
over the United States is furnished by the fact that we have managed to escape disaster even though our scrambled military set-up has been an open invitation to catastrophe.” He then called for “the integration of every element of America’s defense in one department under one authoritative, responsible head.”

Ironically, these two needs—for military unification and for greater executive branch policy coordination—may have complemented each other in Truman’s mind, but they became competing demands in the hands of adversaries contending over how to reform American national security institutions. Even though the focus of this paper is on reform of civilian institutions, the eventual outcome of civilian institutions cannot be understood apart from contests over military institutions. Thus in 1945 as Navy Secretary Forrestal observed with alarm what appeared to be a growing political consensus for unifying the Army and Navy (a prospect anathema to the Navy, which feared that unification effectively meant subordination to the dominant Army), he attempted the diversionary maneuver of commissioning an expert report. For this Forrestal chose his longtime friend and collaborator Ferdinand Eberstadt, a New York investment banker who had helped lead the military’s industrial policy during World War II. In June, 1945, Forrestal requested that Eberstadt produce a study on the questions of military unification and executive organization for the postwar period. Three months later Eberstadt and his team delivered and widely disseminated their conclusions. Aside from its predictable recommendation against unification of the Army and Navy, the Eberstadt Report also urged the creation of a National Security Council “to afford a permanent vehicle for maintaining active, close, and continuous contact between the departments and agencies of our Government responsible, respectively, for our foreign and military policies and their implementation.” Crucially, the report added the caveat that the NSC “would be a policy-forming and advisory, not an executive, body.” This last point anticipated a recurring tension over the role and responsibilities of the NSC.

The vast majority of political energy and contention on all sides was devoted to the titanic struggle over the structure and organization of the US military. Those few figures who did pay any attention to the proposed NSC were concerned to keep it institutionally weak and thus
unable to challenge the prerogatives of the President or the responsibilities of the State Department for conducting diplomacy. Much of this centered on defining the NSC’s responsibilities to be merely “advisory” and not “executive”; in other words, the NSC would not have any decision-making authority. For example, early in 1947 Secretary of State Marshall wrote to Truman of his concerns that the proposed NSC would undermine both the authority of the State Department and the presidency, complaining that it was a “critical departure from the traditional method of formulating and conducting foreign policy” and that it would “dissipate the constitutional responsibility of the president for the conduct of foreign affairs.” Mindful of such fears, during the Senate debate on the National Security Act, Senators Leverett Saltonstall (R-MA) and Raymond Baldwin (R-CT) engaged in a revealing colloquy. Saltonstall asked of Baldwin “Does the Senator agree with me when I say that the purpose of creating the National Security Council is not to set up a new function of government with extraordinary powers, but solely to provide an organization to give advice to the President . . . ?” To which Baldwin replied “I agree wholeheartedly…it is not essentially an administrative agency. It is an advisory council.”

The inordinate amount of attention devoted to the military unification provisions of the National Security Act and the comparative neglect of its provisions creating the National Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency reveal one of the ironic themes of institutional reform: sometimes what become the most significant developments are little-noticed or appreciated when they occur. If the NSC received little attention during the negotiations over the Act, what became the CIA received even less. The creation of the CIA came out of a rough consensus on the need for some manner of coordination of intelligence, but little appetite for the creation of a strong new intelligence organization, especially since each service branch and the State Department all sought jealously to preserve control over their own respective intelligence units (each one relatively weak already). In Amy Zegart’s description, “the original CIA was never supposed to engage in spying. It was never supposed to sponsor coups, influence foreign elections, or conduct any other kind of subversive operations. It was never
supposed to be more than an analysis unit. To put it plainly, the CIA was supposed to be weak.” Moreover, “its provision in the National Security Act was among the least noticed and least debated of all.”²⁰ In sum, according to the statute a weak NSC oversaw an even weaker CIA.

On July 26, 1947, Congress passed the National Security Act. In addition to establishing the Department of Defense, NSC, and CIA, it also created a “National Security Resources Board” to advise the president on the mobilization of domestic resources for national security needs. Truman signed the bill at the airport while preparing to fly home to Missouri to visit his ailing mother, who died that same day. In his diary entry that evening Truman described the Act merely as the “Unification bill,” revealing his belief at the time that the law’s main significance lay in its provisions bringing the service branches closer together under the newly created office of the Secretary of Defense.²¹ Overall, Douglas Stuart’s verdict on the Act is apt: “No one really understood what had been agreed upon on July 26, 1947. The legislation had established a new institution to assist the president in the coordination of foreign and defense policy, but it was up to the president to decide how to use it, or whether to use it at all.”²²

Two weeks after the law’s passage, George Kennan took up these questions. In his new capacity as the inaugural Director of the State Department’s Policy Planning Staff, Kennan wrote a memo to Truman titled “Suggestions Regarding the National Security Council and the National Security Resources Board.” Reassuring Truman that the creation of these bodies “has in no way either increased the President’s authority or decreased his responsibility,” Kennan stressed the merely advisory nature of the NSC and said it “should in no sense restrict or circumscribe [Truman’s] freedom to reach a ‘Presidential position’.” Instead Kennan surmised that the NSC would be most effective “if the President refrained from attending the majority of Council meetings. This would assure the advisory nature of the Council’s actions and guard against its becoming an operating body.” Instead Kennan suggested, no doubt with Marshall’s approval, that the Secretary of State serve as chair of the NSC meetings. Accurately anticipating what lay
ahead, Kennan noted the uncertain relationship between the NSC and the rest of the Cabinet, which “must be worked out on an evolutionary, trial-and-error basis.”

Kennan’s memo also highlighted the expanding nature of national power and its ramifications for the concept of national security.

In appraising the recommendations of the Council, however, the President will need to assess political capabilities, financial capabilities, and consider security objectives in the light of other objectives. The subject of the national security, broadly viewed, is a matter of concern to all the departments of the Government. But the inclusion on the Council of all Cabinet members who have an interest in national security would actually entail recreating the full Cabinet.

American national power was no longer merely synonymous with its military and economic resources. And national security was no longer confined merely to the military's defense against aggressors. Rather, national power comprised all of the resources of the nation, material and ideational, natural and manufactured, coercive and seductive, that would be developed and employed on behalf of national security. National security, in turn, meant not just defending the nation’s borders but protecting the values and identity of the United States, what came to be known as the “American way of life.” The emerging global contest with the Soviet Union encompassed all of these dimensions of power and security: economic, diplomatic, ideological, and military. It only followed that every cabinet secretary would have an interest in it. The law itself sought, however imperfectly, to establish this concept, stating that the function of the NSC “shall be to advise the President with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies relating to the national security.”

Truman appears initially to have agreed with Kennan’s advice against attending many NSC meetings. The President chaired the inaugural NSC meeting two months later on September 26, 1947. At the meeting Truman reminded all present that “the Act establishes this Council purely as an advisory body, with no policy-making or supervisory functions except in its direction of the Central Intelligence Agency.” Or as Secretary of Defense Forrestal put it more
pungently in his diary, “the President indicated that he regarded it as his council, and that he expected everyone to work harmoniously without any manifestations of prima donna qualities.” Truman also announced that he intended only “to sit with the Council on an average of once every month.” In asserting these terms, Truman should not be misunderstood as not valuing the NSC. Yes, he was wary of its potential dilution of his executive authority, but at the same time his deliberate absence from most NSC meetings by no means deprived him of the utility of the NSC. He would still benefit from the results of its deliberations as options and decisions developed at NSC meetings were presented to him—perhaps even more so than if he were present, since his valuable time was spared and his national security team would be able to deliberate freely without his presence potentially coloring their debates.

His stated intention to attend once a month notwithstanding, Truman attended no other NSC meetings thereafter for almost a year. In Truman’s stead and at his direction, Secretary of State Marshall served as chairman, or if Marshall were absent then Secretary of Defense Forrestal filled the chair. This changed the next year with the first of what would become several Berlin crises during the Cold War: the Soviet Union’s blockade of West Berlin. Following the June 27, 1948 termination by the Soviets of all rail and road traffic to West Berlin, the American commander Gen. Lucius Clay immediately launched an airlift to resupply the isolated city. The NSC first took up the case of Berlin at its July 15 meeting, and began working on a strategy for the growing crisis beyond the immediate tactical necessity of air supply. Truman began a more active involvement with the NSC, chairing three of the next five NSC meetings from July to September. His participation in these meetings is all the more remarkable considering that he was also consumed by campaign travel in the closing months of one of the most fiercely contested presidential elections in American history, when November would bring his narrow victory in the famed “Dewey Defeats Truman” race.

The Berlin Airlift became a pivotal episode in the evolution of the NSC, more so than has been appreciated by most scholarship. It catalyzed Truman’s reengagement in chairing meetings, required deft political and military coordination such as the decision to deploy atomic-
capable B-29 bombers to England as a show of political resolve, and represented the integration of several elements of national power: the military’s airlift capability, economic resources in the provision of food, diplomacy in the delicate signaling of firmness without escalation, and an ideological offensive displaying the American commitment to defend free societies as well as the propaganda value of displaying Soviet malevolence to the world. This comprehensive view of national security and national power was also reflected in the range of tools being used in the emerging Cold War, such as the Truman Doctrine’s provision of aid to anticommunist forces in Greece and Turkey, and the Marshall Plan’s massive support for the reconstruction of Europe—an economic program with a substantial political impact.

Douglas Stuart has called the National Security Act “the second most important piece of legislation in modern American history—surpassed only by the 1964 Civil Rights Act.” But as landmark as it was, what is striking in hindsight is how little of the National Security Act’s original provisions survived intact within the first few years after its passage. This illustrates an important reality about institutional reform. It occurs more in periods than moments, in windows of years before and after the passage of new measures. In the case of the National Security Act, almost as soon as it became law it began to change. Several factors drove these changes, factors that would recur over time as the primary drivers of institutional reform. These included the external demands of geopolitics, the internal demands of Congress, the input of expert commissions, the continued bureaucratic maneuvering of military and civilian national security officials, and the executive branch’s own ongoing assessments of what did and did not work. Undergirding all of these factors were the needs of the president for institutions he could wield effectively as instruments of comprehensive national power.

Truman made some of the changes unilaterally, such as when he expanded the membership of the NSC in late 1948 to include regular participation by the Treasury Department, as well as occasional participation by the Commerce Department and the Attorney General. This inclusion of officials responsible for the nation’s economic and legal policies further institutionalized an expanding view of national power. Other changes were prompted in
1949 by outside reviews, principally the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of Government headed by former president Herbert Hoover, with a subcommittee headed by Ferdinand Eberstadt. Taken together, the findings of the second Eberstadt Report, the Hoover Commission, input from the Truman Administration, and strong opinions of leading members of Congress all led to the passage in 1949 of a substantial package of amendments to the National Security Act. The most meaningful effect shifted more power from the military services to other civilian national security leaders, exemplified by the statutory elimination of the three service secretaries (Army, Navy, Air Force) from NSC membership and the addition of the Vice President. The previously limited authority of the Secretary of Defense was also expanded, as the erstwhile National Military Establishment became the Department of Defense.

The understanding of national power to include intelligence and ideological warfare led to further institutional changes. In January 1949, another expert commission on intelligence led by Allen Dulles, William Jackson, and Mathias Correa produced an exhaustive study recommending increasing the authority and activities of the CIA. The Truman Administration implemented some of these changes under the existing, ambiguous language of the 1947 Act, while Congress institutionalized other provisions with the passage of the 1949 Central Intelligence Act. Individual leadership made a difference as well, as the ambitious Walter Bedell Smith replaced the ineffective Roscoe Hillenkoetter at the helm of the CIA, increasing its influence and operations. The escalating contest of ideas with communism led to an expansion of the NSC’s role in ideological warfare. This had been a concern from the beginning. One of Secretary of Defense Forrestal’s earliest memos to the NSC in 1948 urged “that our foreign information activities be effectively developed and that they be coordinated with the other phases of our foreign and military policies.” The Truman Administration’s efforts in this regard led in 1951 to the creation of the Psychological Strategy Board under the NSC, with its own full-time staff overseen by interagency representatives of State, Defense, and the CIA.

If the Berlin blockade of 1948 provided the first external catalyst that elevated the NSC’s prominence, North Korea’s invasion of South Korea on June 25, 1950 was the strategic shock
that solidified America’s Cold War institutional posture. In response, Truman began regularly chairing NSC meetings and increased their frequency to a weekly basis, and increased its permanent staff membership while decreasing the number of meeting participants (to keep discussions focused and at a suitably high-level). The Korean War galvanized other dimensions of the Cold War as well, most famously resolving the internal debates over NSC-68 in favor of its recommended massive increases in defense spending. Consistent with its expansive views of national power and national security, the Truman Administration worked with Congress in 1951 to pass the Mutual Security Act, creating a new foreign assistance organization whose director would sit on the NSC. This trend towards expansion and addition of agencies was not irresistible, however. The National Security Resource Board, initially envisioned by the 1947 Act’s architects as almost equal in importance to the NSC, withered under the pressures of domestic political resistance and lack of support from the Truman Administration, until it was eliminated altogether by the Eisenhower Administration.

The Truman Administration’s project of national security institutional reform is best understood as a discrete process that unexpectedly began at Pearl Harbor, accelerated with the advent of the Cold War, and was consolidated in the shadow of the Korean War. Within the US Government, multiple factions brought multiple agendas, but what united them were the beliefs that national power now encompassed diplomatic, intelligence, military, economic, and ideological resources, and that national security meant protecting and promoting democratic capitalism in a global conflict. As chief executive, Truman himself worked with and sometimes worked against the system until it became the instrument that he desired.

Though Truman did not appreciate it at the time, the success of his institutional reforms also depended on his detested successor in the Oval Office, the Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower. In one of presidential history’s recurring ironies, Eisenhower campaigned in 1952 as a critic of Truman’s national security system and policies, only to largely adopt that same structure once in office. It was this embrace of Truman’s institutions by a successor of the opposing party that in turn helped institutionalize Truman’s reforms and give them bipartisan
legitimacy. Admittedly, Eisenhower made his share of modifications, to the strategic framework of containment and to the actual functioning and structure of the NSC. But these were modifications, not rejections. As Joseph Nye observes, the key decisions of American strategy—“containing the Soviet Union and maintaining a permanent presence abroad—were made by Truman, but they were consolidated into a prudent and sustainable system by his successor, Dwight Eisenhower.” Specifically, Eisenhower “consolidated and improved Truman’s institutional changes, such as the National Security Council (NSC) process.” Eisenhower’s adoption of this system thus ensured that it would be preserved intact, albeit with continual modification, by every subsequent president.

Nevertheless, in the ensuing decades few of the system’s architects, including Truman, would have recognized it as it evolved to produce a National Security Advisor of equal stature with cabinet secretaries, or an intelligence community dominated by the CIA, or an NSC staff involved in the creation and execution of national security policy. But they would likely have recognized some of its results, such as American victory in the Cold War, and some of its problems, such as perpetual bureaucratic turf wars, and periodic scandals.

III. THE END OF THE COLD WAR

The NSC as an institution evolved throughout the rest of the Cold War. The Eisenhower Administration expanded the staff size and adopted more formal procedures, the Kennedy Administration elevated the role of the National Security Advisor to be essentially co-equal with cabinet secretaries, and the Nixon Administration saw Henry Kissinger consolidate power in the NSC to an unprecedented degree. These various incarnations of the NSC at times produced policy successes and other times failures, yet all were adaptations of a fairly functional system. Until the breakdown that took place during the Reagan Administration.

The strategic shock that shook the American national security system in 1986 came not from a Soviet surprise attack but from a homegrown scandal. In an ironic twist of history, it was a rogue operation spanning multiple continents of trading arms for hostages to fund a guerrilla
war that led to the birth of the modern NSC system. The details of the Iran-Contra scandal have been related exhaustively elsewhere and need not concern us here. Rather, its significance for the question of institutional reform is twofold. First, that an internal scandal emanating from the NSC, rather than an external threat, prompted a major reform effort. Second, that reform effort was completed just in time for a second strategic shock: the sudden collapse of the Soviet bloc and the end of the Cold War.

The geopolitical context is important. The Iran-Contra scandal was largely a self-inflicted wound during a time when the United States was re-ascendant as a global power. By 1985, a revived economy and military expansion had improved the nation’s confidence and credibility abroad, just as its Soviet adversary was showing signs of brittleness. Conciliatory gestures from the new Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev provided further cause for optimism. As foolish and damaging as the Iran-Contra episode was, it also occurred at a time when America was otherwise well-positioned and on a positive trajectory. The domestic political conditions for reform of civilian national security institutions were especially ripe given the passage in 1986 of the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act, which substantially revised the organization of the military to achieve greater operational jointness, unity of command, and ultimately combat effectiveness.

To investigate Iran-Contra and draw some constructive lessons from it, the White House created the President’s Special Review Board, known informally as the “Tower Commission” after its chairman, former Senator John Tower of Texas. Political expediency certainly played a role in Reagan’s decision to create the Commission, as his Administration faced pressures on multiple other fronts including Congressional investigations and the appointment of an Independent Counsel. Taken together, these various investigations also produced the requisite political will and consensus for needful institutional reforms. Brent Scowcroft was the only one of the three members of the Tower Commission to have previously served on the NSC staff, including as National Security Advisor for President Ford. In writing the Tower Report, Scowcroft and his colleagues focused on the role of the National Security Council system, the
breakdown of which lay at the core of the scandal. Importantly, in the words of the report their conclusion “validates the current National Security Council system,” and its recommendations were for reform of the system rather than a wholesale scrapping of it.\textsuperscript{35} These reforms included a strengthened role for the National Security Advisor and NSC staff in serving as “honest brokers” of interagency positions, clarified lines of authority and responsibility, and an end to any operational duties or covert actions overseen by NSC staff. The Reagan White House embraced the Tower Commission’s recommendations, and a chastened Reagan ordered them implemented during his last two years in office.\textsuperscript{36} In turn, by almost all accounts the Reagan Administration NSC system—in both of its incarnations as the gathering of cabinet-level principals and as the NSC staff—functioned quite smoothly under the Tower Commission reforms. Under National Security Advisors Frank Carlucci and his successor Colin Powell, the staff refrained from operational mischief and returned to a more coherent structure. Meanwhile, when Carlucci replaced Casper Weinberger as Secretary of Defense, the once toxic feuds between State and Defense abated, as Carlucci, Powell, and Secretary of State George Shultz forged a collegial partnership through the duration of the Administration.

\textbf{The Bush and Clinton Administrations and the Post-Cold War World}

Two paradoxes stand out about the George H.W. Bush Administration’s national security policy and institutions. First, while the Bush Administration is known for a substantially different foreign policy approach than the Reagan Administration, it largely maintained the same national security institutions that were inherited from the Reagan White House. Second, while the Bush Administration presided for four years over some of the most profound shifts in the international order that world history had ever seen, the Administration largely eschewed any profound institutional reforms within its own government. Instead, it used status quo institutions to manage revolutionary global change. It later fell to the first exclusively Post-Cold War era presidency, the William J. Clinton Administration, to adopt more substantial institutional reforms.
Bush’s choice of Scowcroft to be Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs largely explains the first paradox. What he had conceived in the Tower Commission report, Scowcroft was able to put into practice as the National Security Advisor. This structure became the modern NSC system that has continued to this day under the three administrations that followed. It is based on a process structure organized around four tiers of escalating rank that extend across the relevant agencies involved in national security. Each tier considers and resolves issues in its domain, and then sends unresolved issues or issues needing higher-level attention up to the next tier. The initial entry point is the Policy Coordinating Committee, consisting of Assistant Secretary-rank officials. The next level is the Deputies Committee, chaired by the Deputy National Security Advisor and comprising officials of the Deputy and Under Secretary-rank. The next level, a Scowcroft innovation, is the Principals Committee (PC), chaired by the National Security Advisor and consisting of cabinet secretaries. The top level is the formal NSC meeting itself chaired by the President. Notably, the PC in a certain manner resembles a return to the earliest days of the NSC under Truman, when the Secretary of State or Defense would often chair NSC meetings in the president’s absence. Rather than indicating a lack of presidential interest or support for the NSC, the PC was designed to make efficient use of the most precious presidential resource—time—by having senior officials first process the relevant issues and then present them in appropriate form for presidential deliberation and decision.

The Scowcroft reform of the NSC system took place just before the strategic shock of the collapse of the Iron Curtain and the end of the Cold War. The Bush Administration’s national security team by and large performed ably, even expertly, during this seismic turn of events, as well as in its handling of the subsequent Persian Gulf War. In this they were helped by a reasonably well-functioning set of national security institutions. The Bush Administration is remarkable for how little it did to reform and update institutions. Rather it appears the Bush Administration became so immersed in the whirling maelstrom of world events that it had neither the time nor the bandwidth to engage in a sustained institutional reform project.
While in one sense the Bush Administration’s relative disregard of institutional reforms was very understandable given the overwhelming demands of the turbulent global landscape, the contrast with the Truman Administration is still notable. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the Truman Administration created new national and international institutions while simultaneously navigating profound global policy challenges. The Bush Administration perceived no need to reform institutions amidst unfolding events because the institutions seemed to work, whereas the Truman Administration had to create new institutions precisely because it otherwise lacked the tools to deal with the revolutionary new world it encountered.

Yet what in hindsight appears as the smooth and peaceful denouement of the Cold War should not obscure the profound uncertainty, friction, and drama that faced President Bush and his team. After all, at the time they did not know how the story would end. And they knew that any misstep could bring serious, even catastrophic consequences.

A memo from Scowcroft to Bush on January 16, 1990 about the American defense budget encapsulated these challenges. In the previous three months alone, the Berlin Wall had crumbled and the Iron Curtain had dissolved. The Soviet Union, however, still loomed as a nuclear-armed superpower adversary, even under the more benign rule of Mikhail Gorbachev. Scowcroft’s memo wrestled with “characterizing defense budget reductions,” specifically whether and why the Administration should reduce the Pentagon budget at this critical juncture. The memo is suffused with the language of uncertainty. The weakening US economy placed additional fiscal pressures on defense spending, especially after its boom during the Reagan years. Even larger loomed the question of the type and size of military needed for what Scowcroft already called “a ‘post-containment’ world” with “revolutionary changes that are happening all around.” Hence Scowcroft recommended that while economic realities dictated some pruning, “we should characterize the defense budget request as the first step in restructuring our defense program and military capabilities in ways that position us for ongoing and prospective changes in the security environment.” In an eerily prescient sentiment, considering that Iraq’s surprise invasion of Kuwait would take place several months later, Scowcroft cautioned that “our forces must
continue to deter the Soviets, but also have increased utility for other, more likely, conflicts.” Moreover, “over the longer term we will continue to build a certain degree of reversibility into what we do as a hedge against unforeseen changes.” Scowcroft concluded that “such an approach is inherently cautious but ties the defense program to real changes that are occurring in the world . . . it allows the Administration to occupy some strategic high ground and use it as a defensible position from which to dampen unrealistic expectations for an immediate and large peace dividend.”

As they agonized over the defense budget, Bush and Scowcroft wrestled with an even more basic question: how should they talk about this uncertain global situation? Ideas precede policy, after all, and language helps translate ideas into policy. A revealing moment came on September 11, 1990 (a date now replete with historical irony) as Bush prepared to address a joint session of Congress in the wake of Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait. One early success, thanks largely to Secretary of State James Baker’s deft diplomacy, came when the Soviet Union supported a UN Security Council resolution condemning Iraq’s aggression. Yet this also sharpened the geopolitical uncertainty facing the Bush Administration: was the Soviet Union still a foe, now a friend, or something else altogether? Referencing the decline of East-West antagonisms, Bush’s speech draft triumphantly cited the USSR’s unprecedented cooperation in opposing Saddam Hussein as evidence that “we could put forty-five years of history behind us. At long last: The Cold War is over.”

But Bush never said those words. The day of the speech, Scowcroft deleted those lines in a last-minute set of edits. In sending the revisions forward, NSC Executive Secretary William Sittmann informed White House Deputy Chief of Staff James Cicconi that “General Scowcroft feels very strongly about his changes.” Bush evidently agreed with his National Security Advisor’s caution. The more anodyne version of the speech that he actually delivered made no dramatic assertions about a Cold War victory, and noted only that “a new partnership of nations has begun.” The speechwriting and editing process provided a poignant illustration not only of the
White House’s ambivalence about how to describe the world, but also its confusion over the very nature of that world.

The world as it was may have been unclear, but not so the world they wanted to create. The Bush Administration’s chosen phrase to describe their ambitions became “a new world order.” The origins of the term itself remain murky. Scowcroft seems to have come up with the phrase while fishing with Bush on August 23, 1990 in Kennebunkport, Maine, and first used it speaking to the media later that day. Yet even as it became more widely adopted, Scowcroft remained ambivalent about its implied utopianism and admitted it could sound “gimmicky.” Bush’s first public use of it came a week later during a press conference on August 30, 1990 concerning the Persian Gulf Crisis, when he described the potential significance of the multilateral coalition opposed to. “As I look at the countries that are chipping in here now, I think we do have a chance at a new world order.” Bush elaborated on this in his September 11, 1990 address to a joint session of Congress in what became known as the “new world order” speech. In it Bush asserted “out of these troubled times . . . a world order can emerge: a new era—freer from the threat of terror, stronger in the pursuit of justice, and more secure in the quest for peace.” Bush’s frequent invocation of this phrase over the duration of his presidency demonstrated its resonance in his mind. By the count of his own White House staff, he used it in public statements at least 42 additional times over the next eight months alone.

This phrase may be one of the most emblematic terms of Bush’s presidency, yet in another paradox the Administration failed to ever define it, let alone translate it into meaningful new institutions. Eventually the Administration stopped even using the phrase, and moved away from the idea behind it. According to Sparrow, “Scowcroft accepted responsibility for the idea’s demise. The administration let it ‘drift,’ he conceded, and ‘never invest[ed] in a new program’.” Senior staff such as Richard Haass and Dennis Ross lamented the failure of the Bush Administration to develop a coherent strategic vision. Haass later commented that “I wrote memos, suggested presidential speeches, but Bush wasn’t comfortable with grand doctrine. His anti-grandness gene kicked in.” In the words of Derek Chollet and James Goldgeier’s otherwise
sympathetic portrayal, “Bush’s exhortations about a new kind of global politics implied more
forethought and planning than actually existed. He and his advisers were largely making it up as
they went along.” While this prudence and caution in the face of revolutionary global change is
understandable and in hindsight appears vindicated, it also poses a notable contrast to the
Truman Administration’s ambitious development of the containment strategy and construction
of new national security institutions during the equally tumultuous early Cold War era.

With the Soviet Union’s final dissolution on Christmas Day 1991, the United States
emerged in 1992 as the world’s hegemonic superpower, possessing a proportion of global power
not seen since the end of World War II and perhaps never before. While the Cold War’s final
dénouement provided its own strategic shock (albeit a positive one), even at this juncture the
Bush Administration still did not initiate any substantial reforms of America’s civilian national
security institutions. This was in part because of the Administration’s judgment that the
prevailing institutions worked sufficiently well, and in part because after three exhausting years of
managing profound global change, domestic politics returned with a vengeance. Bush found
himself facing an economic recession, plummeting approval ratings, and electoral challenges
from the right, left, and center in the respective candidacies of Patrick Buchanan, Ross Perot,
and Bill Clinton. Any questions of institutional reform in a second term were answered in the
negative by Bush’s 1992 reelection loss, and inherited by the Clinton Administration.

The judgments of history are rarely kind to one-term presidents who lose re-election. This
makes the recent favorable reassessments of the George H. W. Bush Administration’s national
security policy all the more remarkable. While this chapter contends that the Bush team did not
possess an overarching strategic vision nor advance any significant institutional reforms, this does
not render them a failure. In the tasks history handed them—of navigating a peaceful end to one
of the most terrifying conflicts the world had ever seen, of helping usher in democracy,
prosperity, and peaceful reintegration to a divided Europe, of rolling back tyrannical aggression
and restoring a stable balance in the Middle East—the Bush Administration was equal to the
moment. As Joseph Nye contends, some acute historical challenges demand a “transactional”
rather than a “transformational” president, and he lauds Bush as an exemplar of the former. In managing the fraught transactions of international politics that ended the Cold War, Bush and his team performed remarkably well.45

When Bill Clinton took the oath of office on January 20, 1993, he embodied another paradox: a president with little preparation or interest in national security policy inherited a nation at the zenith of its global power. His relative inattention to foreign policy mirrored that of an American public feeling dispirited by their country’s economic recession and more relieved than triumphant about the Cold War’s end. As Chollet and Goldgeier describe, “the new president didn’t want to make…any global issue the center of attention when he came into office…Clinton believed, with reason, that the election had been fought and won on domestic issues and argued privately that international issues had come up on the campaign trail only in questions from journalists who cared about foreign affairs.”46 Partly because national security was not a priority, and partly because he did not want to tamper with what he saw as a successful model, the new National Security Advisor Tony Lake decided to preserve the basic structure of the Scowcroft NSC system. David Rothkopf describes this as an “act of political courage,” because “past Administrations had seen tinkering with the NSC structure as a way of imposing their identity on the process.”47 Clinton’s embrace of the Bush NSC system also mirrored Eisenhower’s adoption of the Truman system. Once again, a successor president of the opposing party helped ensure bipartisan support and continuity of institutional reforms.

“It’s the economy, stupid” was the memorable mantra invoked by the Clinton team throughout the 1992 campaign. Ironically this focus on domestic policy led directly to what became one of President Clinton’s most consequential institutional innovations on international policy. The NSC structure itself may not have been changed, but instead it received an imitator and in some ways even a bureaucratic competitor with Clinton’s creation of the National Economic Council (NEC). The new team began to implement the NEC during the presidential transition, designing it as an entity within the Executive Office of the President to coordinate all economic policy, domestic and international. This also reflected Clinton’s fascination with the
the then-new concept of globalization and the growing interdependence of the United States and the world. Clinton shrewdly realized that the efficacy of new institutions depends as much on personnel as on structure. Within weeks of his election, he phoned Goldman Sachs co-chairman Robert Rubin and asked the investment banker to head the new NEC. Rubin eagerly accepted this new role and made it work, enjoying considerable success first in leading the NEC and eventually as Secretary of the Treasury as well. Analyzing why the new NEC survived and even thrived when many other institutional innovations do not, Rothkopf observes

the most successful reforms of this sort require the absolute commitment of a major source of power, such as the president; an exceptional champion for the reform in its early days, such as Bob Rubin was; and a little bit of luck, skill, or both. The birth of the NEC needed to have all these things going for it, vulnerable as it was of being killed off by those on the NSC or those in individual departments who saw it as diminishing their power or cutting into their turf.48

The Clinton era also witnessed a recurring theme in post-war institutional reforms: the role of Congress. Just as Congress had played a significant part in past reorganizations such as the 1947 National Security Act and especially the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department Reorganization Act, Capitol Hill emerged as an influential actor in a substantial reorganization of multiple Cold War-era agencies. Under the chairmanship of the venerable conservative Jesse Helms, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee developed legislation to abolish the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), the United States Information Agency (USIA), and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) by merging their functions into a (presumably) strengthened and streamlined State Department.49 On one level this proposal demonstrated the changed geopolitical landscape with the end of the Cold War. No longer did the United States face an adversary armed with a massive nuclear arsenal and a competing ideological system, the respective domains of the ACDA and USIA. In this case Sen. Helms also resurrected an idea that the Clinton Administration had once conceived but then dismissed. Secretary of State Warren Christopher had first proposed this merger, only to have
Vice-President Al Gore, who was overseeing the Administration’s government-wide reform efforts, reject it. In convening his first hearing on the issue in 1995, Helms complained to Christopher that “I have had the majority staff look into the way our government executes decisions the President makes in foreign affairs. The way it is now structured, it is a mess.” Helms particularly lamented that “No one person is in charge—and I firmly believe that one person must be in charge of all actions that take place outside (the United States), except for military operations, and that one person is the secretary of state.” Even though Helms’ criticisms were directed in part at the Clinton Administration, they likely pleased Christopher in that they reflected his original ideas and sought to strengthen his cabinet position.

Congress passed Helms’ first reorganization bill in 1996, but it suffered a Clinton veto as the president worried it went too far in usurping executive branch management and eliminating agencies that still enjoyed considerable bureaucratic support. Undeterred, Helms secured the Clinton Administration’s support for a revised version of his State Department reform measure the next year, in exchange for an agreement to allow the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) treaty to come to the Senate floor for a ratification vote. Helms had long opposed the CWC, but agreed to a tactical defeat as it passed the Senate in exchange for what he saw as a strategic victory in the dissolution of the ACDA and USIA and subordination of USAID under the State Department. Though both the Clinton Administration and Senator Helms had to compromise on certain points, overall both parties saw the final package of reforms as a necessary measure to bring American diplomacy from the Cold War into the 21st century.

IV. INSTITUTIONAL REFORM IN THE PRESENT ERA: SEPTEMBER 11TH AND BEYOND

The strategic shock of the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001 was accentuated by the searing exposure of the nation’s vulnerability during a time when America otherwise still occupied its post-Cold War position as the dominant global power. From this paradoxical position of national strength and vulnerability, under the George W. Bush Administration the United States the most extensive set of institutional reforms since the beginning of the Cold
Yet as extensive as these new reforms were, it should not escape notice that this Bush Administration also preserved several of the institutional reforms it had inherited from the Clinton Administration, including the National Economic Council, and the merger of USIA and ACDA functions into the State Department. Once again, the pattern of a president of an opposing party adopting his predecessor’s reforms helped ensure their bipartisan continuity.

As the Bush Administration grappled with its response to the September 11th attacks, it self-consciously drew on the historical analogy of the early Cold War years. Just as the Truman Administration had constructive a new set of institutions for the global contest with communism, so did the Bush Administration see its own efforts to create a new set of national security institutions for the 21st century global conflict with Islamist terrorism. Bush frequently expressed this theme, such as in a 2006 commencement address at West Point that drew explicit parallels with the Truman Administration and the early Cold War:

President Truman launched a sweeping reorganization of the federal government to prepare it for a new struggle. Working with Congress, he created the Department of Defense, established the Air Force as a separate military service, formed the National Security Council at the White House, and founded the Central Intelligence Agency to ensure America had the best intelligence on Soviet threats… Today, at the start of a new century, we are again engaged in a war unlike any our nation has fought before—and like Americans in Truman’s day, we are laying the foundations for victory.

Both of the Bush Administration’s National Security Strategy (NSS) documents, issued in 2002 and 2006, respectively, included an entire chapter entitled “Transform America’s National Security Institutions to Meet the Challenges and Opportunities of the 21st Century.” Each NSS, especially the 2006 edition, described the creation of new institutions such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Director of National Intelligence, the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC), the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), the
President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), the Director of Foreign Assistance, and the Office of Reconstruction and Stabilization.54

The similarities between the George W. Bush Administration and the Truman Administration on institutional reform may have been even closer than the Bush Administration realized. Like in Truman’s day, the Bush White House faced considerable external pressure for some of the reforms—and like the Truman Administration, the Bush Administration resisted many of these reforms, until compelled to accept them. Thus it was the relentless demands of Congress for the creation of the Department of Homeland Security that caused the Bush Administration to drop its opposition and agree to the passage of the Homeland Security Act of 2002. And it was the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (the “9/11 Commission”), created over the Bush Administration’s objections, that demanded reforms such as the creation of a more integrated intelligence system. The 9/11 Commission Report led directly and rapidly to the passage of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, which among other provisions created the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) and the National Counterterrorism Center.55 Just as in Truman’s day, there was a rough consensus on the necessary elements of national power to be brought to bear on the new conflict, but fierce disagreements over how that power should be institutionalized and wielded. In 1947 and in 2003, institutional reforms occurred as contested processes, with competing stakeholders and multiple catalysts, and with a president determined to protect his prerogatives while wielding whatever instruments of power available to him.

The verdict is still unfolding on these reforms, and the reform processes themselves may not be complete. Thus far the results are mixed, though many of these Bush-era reforms have benefitted from the Obama Administration’s continuation of a notable historical pattern. After campaigning in 2008 on an explicit repudiation of Bush foreign and defense policy, once in office President Obama has largely preserved most of the institutions created under the Bush Administration. Some of these are unsurprising, such as Bush’s “smart development” initiatives exemplified by PEPFAR and MCC, which Obama has continued albeit with reduced funding.
due to budgetary pressures.\textsuperscript{56} Much less expected has been the Obama Administration’s embrace of the Bush Administration’s intelligence and counterterrorism infrastructure, which if anything has been expanded and used with considerable effect.

The Bush-era intelligence reforms themselves did not have an auspicious beginning, although perhaps initially too much emphasis was placed on new institutional structures rather than personnel and leadership. Commenting on the institutional ambiguities and tensions inherent in the O/DNI and CIA relationship, Paul Pillar has observed that “Even poorly designed institutional structures can be made to work with enough skill and will from the people at the top. Individual working relationships that those people forge are critical, and different people in the same positions might not be as good at forging such ties. Nonetheless, the tone that the people at the top set shapes the work habits of the folks lower down in their organizations. Once formed, the habits can persist even after leaders change.”\textsuperscript{57} In this vein, current DNI James Clapper, who has held the position since 2010, has taken a cooperative and collegial posture towards the other heads of the intelligence agencies, especially the various CIA Directors. Clapper has focused on the developing the coordination and budget responsibilities of his office, and thus cultivated more institutional credibility and respect for the O/DNI that make its longer term viability much more promising.\textsuperscript{58} Likewise the various NCTC directors have adeptly concentrated on the coordination and analysis responsibilities that the law provides, rather than picking what would have been losing bureaucratic fights with operational entities like the CIA’s Counterterrorism Center. Now that a decade has passed since the creation of the ODNI and NCTC under Bush, both entities function as integral parts of Obama’s national security system, and will very likely continue under the next presidency.

The verdict on the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) remains uncertain but early indications are not promising. The disparate mélange of agencies, offices, and institutions that were forcibly merged under the DHS umbrella have largely resisted true integration of functionality or mission. As one critic recently observed, a “cautionary tale, recently reviewed by the Government Accountability Office, is the eight-year-and-counting attempt to realign the
Department of Homeland Security’s field office structure. The GAO’s review recounted two major reorganization efforts, in 2004 and 2010, both of which were substantially abandoned. It was unable to find enough documentation to even evaluate whether the benefits of these reorganizations would have justified the costs.”

For all of its ambitions of transforming institutions, the Bush Administration still preserved intact large swaths of the system first created under Truman. From their gruesome nativity in the strategic shock of the Pearl Harbor attack to the vantage point of the 21st century, the reforms of civilian national security institutions during the Truman Administration remain the most consequential and enduring in American history. The process lacked a grand design, and its multiple architects competed as much as they cooperated, but in the end resulted in a system that enabled the Truman Administration to establish not just the ideas but also the means for a Cold War grand strategy. The institutions had flaws from the outset, and some of those flaws would bedevil the national security system throughout the Cold War and even up to the present day. However, for all of its weaknesses, the system bequeathed to us then still works, for two fundamental reasons. First, it contained enough flexibility and internal adjustment mechanisms that subsequent Administrations could continue to revise and update the national security system to suit the preferences of each president and the changing landscapes of international politics. Second, it succeeded in its most basic purpose, of enabling the President and his lieutenants to wield all instruments of national power on behalf of a broad vision of national security. Put another way, the system may not be good, but for almost 75 years it has been good enough.

Yet now, “good enough” may no longer be, in fact, good enough. Further reforms may be necessary as the United States enters an uncertain new era in which our national power may not be as dominant or enduring, and the international security environment encompasses a complex array of possible threats ranging from great power peer competitors to pariah states pursuing weapons of mass destruction to non-state actors such as terrorist groups. This is where the concept of “sustainable security” becomes most relevant. National security needs to be sustained
even when prevailing distributions of power are shifting, and new threats are emerging. However, two cautionary notes are in order. First, while global power distributions are shifting, this does not necessarily mean that American power is substantially declining. Second, the fact that the previous institutional reforms discussed as historical case studies in this chapter generally took place during times of relative power ascendance does not mean that the insights from those reforms do not apply during times of power stagnation or decline.

On the question of American power, this author does not share the premise of some other contributors to this volume that the United States is a declining power. While global power balances are in flux, with the trend appearing to include China’s power increasing as that of Japan and the European Union diminishes, overall the United States still retains a position of predominance across several domains such as economic power, military power, and diplomatic power. In economic terms, while America’s challenges include anemic growth and a ballooning debt, they pale in comparison with the Eurozone’s simmering crisis and economic erosion, or with China’s economic slowdown and stalled transition from a low-cost manufacturing and export economy to a domestic consumption economy, or with Russia’s continued overreliance on hydrocarbon exports and slow-motion demographic suicide. Setting aside China’s slowing growth rates, themselves a crude and imperfect indicator of future trends, Beijing’s more enduring economic problem remains the failure to develop a system of widespread innovation. Extrapolating on this, Michael Beckley recently observed that “the United States is now wealthier, more innovative, and more militarily powerful compared to China than it was in 1991.” In military terms, the United States remains the dominant global hegemon, even as the declining defense budget of the past few years is now beginning to grow again. Diplomatically, while under the Obama Administration the United States has sought to reduce its commitments abroad, no other nation has emerged to replace the United States as the diplomatic convener of first resort, and most other nations in every region still look to America as an essential diplomatic participant in addressing regional and global crises. In international politics, the United States
fills the role of what Josef Joffe terms the “default power…a nation to which others look when nobody else steps forward.”

This is not to assert that the United States will inevitably remain the dominant global power for the next half century, but only that predictions of inevitable American decline or even power stagnation are not warranted. Lamentations over nation declension have been a perennial feature of American public consciousness since the Puritan new world settlements of the 17th century, a phenomenon that Samuel Huntington labeled “Declinism.” Yet they have very often proven unwarranted. As Joffe contends in his 2014 book, *The Myth of America’s Decline: Politics, Economics, and a Half Century of False Prophecies*, across a preponderance of metrics that capture not only static capabilities, but more crucially the capacity for dynamism and renewal, the United States is poised to remain the dominant global power for the foreseeable future.

Yet what if this time the grim, gloomy prophets are correct, and American primacy is coming to an end? Here the second point emerges: shock and flux, not power ascendance, matter most for spurring institutional reform. For purposes of this chapter’s historical analysis and current prescriptions, when it comes to reform of civilian national security institutions the lessons still hold. The key determinant of the past phases of institutional reform assessed here— principally the beginning of the Cold War but also the end of the Cold War and the post-9/11 period—was not abundant and increasing national power, but rather strategic shocks and system flux. It was the shock of the Pearl Harbor attack followed by the systemic flux of the emergence of the Soviet threat after World War II that spurred the creation of the NSC, CIA, Defense Department, and related reforms. It was the shock of the Iran-Contra scandal, the Cold War’s end, and the systemic flux of globalization that drove the modernization of the NSC and the creation of the NEC. It was the shock of 9/11 that drove the creation of O/DNI, NCTC, DHS, and so on.

And so, if further reform of national security institutions is undertaken, such efforts and those leading them should bear in mind the following principles, borne of history:
• *First do no harm.* If poorly conceived, sometimes the creation of new institutions can be deleterious to national security. The perpetual impulse to build something new should be carefully examined before being acted on. This prudent insight in part shaped Brent Scowcroft’s reluctance to replace or completely recreate the NSC in the wake of Iran-Contra and the end of the Cold War.

• *Strengthen what remains.* Just as the Tower Commission and then the Clinton Administration found with the NSC, it may be that the current institutions are the best option, and merely need to be updated and strengthened.

• *Define first principles.* Institutions are tools, and before new tools should be designed and used, their purpose needs to be defined. What is the nature of power in the 21st century, and how do we ensure that our national security institutions wield it most effectively? What are the strategic goals that our national security institutions are designed to attain? It was in part these questions that shaped the creation of the NSC and related institutions under Truman. His Administration and its Congressional allies determined that the nature of power itself was changing as the Cold War emerged, that economic, diplomatic, and ideological power needed to be integrated with military power, and that the projection of force needed to be better subordinated to political goals determined by the president.

• *Secure bipartisan presidential support.* No reform can succeed without the support, engagement, and commitment of the Oval Office as an institution, beyond individual presidents. The president is not only the chief executive but also the diplomat-in-chief and the commander-in-chief, and all of these roles must align in supporting new or reformed institutions. Yet new presidents can often undo the actions of their predecessors, so enduring institutional reforms will be most viable when they are embraced by successive presidents, especially of opposing
parties. The examples of Truman to Eisenhower, Bush 41 to Clinton, Clinton to Bush 43, and Bush 43 to Obama all illustrate this.

- **Enlist multiple stakeholders.** Important actors such as Congress, expert commissions, existing departments and agencies should be enlisted early in the process, to solicit ideas, generate political will, and ensure sustainability. They will insert themselves anyway, so better to invite them at the outset. From the Eberstadt Commission to the 9/11 Commission, from Forrestal to Kennan to Scowcroft, this characterizes the institutional reforms pursued in every era described in this chapter.

- **Institutionalize adaptation.** In other words, reform and build institutions in a way that allows them to be further revised and adapted by succeeding generations. “Built to last” means “built to be reformed later.” Today’s NSC little resembles the NSC in its nativity under Truman, yet the 1947 law governing the institution remains the same. It gave the NSC its mandate yet remained either vague or sufficiently silent in other provisions to empower every president since to refashion the NSC according to his preferences.

- **Put people first.** Yes, this is a platitude, but in this case it has the specific purpose of remembering that quality personnel are more important than quality institutions. Good leaders can make bad institutions work; bad leaders cannot make good institutions work. Priority should first be given to recruiting, training, and empowering capable new national security leaders. The real success of the early Cold War era is not just the 1947 law, but the presence of giants such as Marshall, Kennan, Forrestal, Acheson, and Truman himself.
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Curiously, as substantial as this interagency reorganization effort was, it receives no mention in two of the standard books on Clinton-era foreign policy, by Chollet and Goldgeier, and Rothkopf.


While Helms’ concerns about a multiplicity of voices claiming to speak for American foreign policy were directed at the heads of these three agencies, ironically he did not address the position that had emerged as a much more visible challenge to the Secretary of State’s primacy: the National Security Advisor.
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To Starve an Army: How Great Power Armies Respond to Austerity

John W. Hall
How have military institutions in great powers adjusted to severe budget constraints in the past? What can we learn for today?

As the United States slowly crawls its way out of a global recession, extracts itself from the longest war in American history, and attempts to resolve a colossal (and partly derivative) deficit, few responsible observers question the prudence of cuts to the American defense budget. On the magnitude of such cuts or where they should fall, however, there is less agreement. Since 2013, America’s armed services have contended with the fiscal bogeyman “sequestration” and jockeyed against one another for their respective slices of a diminishing pie. Grown fat by supplemental funding and a favorable base budget over more than a decade of war, the US Army has found that the navy and air force have closed ranks against it, offering operational concepts that promise to secure America’s future interests with high-tech capabilities that are at once economical and alluring. The army, meanwhile, is relegated to its traditional role of waging conventional or counterinsurgent wars and occupying terrain—competencies for which Americans presently have no enthusiasm, whether because of their high cost and meager dividends or (in the case of conventional warfare) their perceived irrelevance to the future operating environment. Compounding the army’s problem is its own rhetoric regarding civilian soldiers over the past forty years. Having extolled the virtues of the National Guard and the Army Reserve in order to grow these components, the army must now justify the preservation of a large regular force to do things that part-time soldiers seem capable of doing for a fraction of the price. Thus, it appears inevitable that while all of the services will have to surrender their pound of flesh, the army will have to give several.
The army’s protestations to the contrary, this is not necessarily a bad thing. To a far greater extent than the other services, the army relies on the most expensive element of American force structure: manpower. Historically, Americans have been loath to pay for big armies in times of relative peace because, despite their positive impact on local economies, they represent torrential drains on public revenues without offering any appreciable return on the nation’s investment, save in the exceptional event of war. When it erupts, the republic pours funds into the army for the duration of hostilities—and cuts them off once they have concluded.

Having endured it for nearly two and a half centuries, the US Army is very familiar with this cycle but protests that it hardly provides a model for sustainable national security. In the mid-1980s, the army commissioned an edited volume titled America’s First Battles, in which respected military historians examined the army’s performance in the first engagement in each of America’s major wars. With only a handful of exceptions, the army performed very poorly, and the principal inference by the volume’s editors was that, by their misguided frugality, the American people and Congress had routinely set their army up for failure. The book found a receptive audience among army officers, making its way onto the Chief of Staff of the Army’s reading list and burrowing itself into the curricula at nearly every level of professional military education.¹ Perhaps the most assigned chapter from the volume is Roy Flint’s survey of the US Army’s abysmal performance at the beginning of the Korean War. The United States threw an understrength, poorly trained battalion in the path of a North Korean juggernaut that brushed aside “Task Force Smith” and the rest of the 24th Division and nearly completed its conquest of the Korean Peninsula.² Particularly after the Cold War, army leaders used the expression “no more Task Force Smiths” to warn about the dangers of cutting army spending too drastically or assuming that ground combat power would not be needed again in the future.

But the other “lessons” we might draw from America’s First Battles are more ambiguous. After all, the United States categorically lost only one of the wars addressed in the volume. Ironically, the American army that deployed en masse to Vietnam in 1965 was one of “the best-equipped armies in history.”³ Conversely, the United States’ most sweeping and complete
victory—that over Mexico in the mid-nineteenth century—was won by a perpetually underfunded and widely maligned army that surprised everyone with its magnificent performance. So whatever lesson army leaders and their lobby would like for us to draw from history, one point seems clear: robust peacetime spending is no guarantee of future performance or, for that matter, salutary to national interests. Far more important than the gross flow of dollars to the army or other elements of the defense establishment are the ways that those dollars are put to use.

Rather than revisit each of these chapters of American history to evaluate the prudence of interwar defense allocations, this chapter will examine two broad case studies that bear certain similarities to the current fiscal and strategic environment. Broadly speaking, retrenchment in defense spending occurs for one of two reasons, sometimes in combination: economic considerations create an imperative for cost savings, or a nation’s assessment of the strategic situation warrants a reduction in military capabilities or capacities and, by extension, expenditure. Arguably, the United States presently finds itself in both situations; the relevant question now is not whether the nation should cut defense spending but rather how deeply and at the expense of what capabilities.

To shed some light on these questions, this chapter will examine how effectively the armies of several great powers responded to the austerity of the 1920s and the Great Depression and how the US Army in particular dealt with the Eisenhower administration’s discretionary cutbacks under the “New Look” of the 1950s. Collectively, these case studies suggest that responsibility for the prudent commitment of scarce resources is shared by civilian policymakers (and the domestic constituencies to which they answer) and military leaders who develop doctrine and capabilities. Perhaps not surprisingly, nations fare best when they enjoy a reasonably accurate estimate of the strategic situation; a consistent, feasible strategy for safeguarding national interests; and the military capabilities to implement it.

No less surprisingly, nations rarely draw such a winning hand. Indeed, its essential components—strategic clarity and doctrinal flexibility—are largely countervailing forces, one
achieving its fullest realization only at the expense of the other. Nations facing a single strategic threat are prone to construct military capabilities optimized for that threat alone, while those confronted with an ambiguous strategic environment are likely to hedge their bets, building a range of general (and sometimes competing) capabilities optimal for no single contingency. Each course is fraught with danger. In the former case, any misreading of the strategic situation or misjudgment of the military capabilities required to meet it can result in catastrophic failure (such as France endured in 1940). On the other hand, jacks of all trades are usually masters of none—unless they possess the time, perspicuity, and resources to reorient on threats as they become salient. Complicating matters further, the militaries of democratic nations are rarely able to devise their capabilities in a theoretical vacuum, for they are beholden to public sentiments born of recent conflicts and borne by emotion as much as reason. Similarly, military services are prone to subordinating genuine requirements to parochial interests when they perceive political-fiscal threats to their wellbeing.

It is therefore not surprising that history is replete with examples of nations and armies that fail to prepare adequately for the future, however astute their reading of the strategic environment. Of the five cases examined here, not one may be judged an unqualified success story, and in no instance were shortcomings attributable solely or even primarily to inadequate peacetime spending. Raw levels of funding proved less important than the projects to which armies applied their limited resources. Ultimately, the nations that fared best possessed armies with learning cultures and enough political security to tolerate—indeed, harness—ambiguity, dissent, and innovation. They also enjoyed enough freedom from operational demands to undertake serious reflection and experimentation. Unfortunately, the United States Army today is overextended in the role of a global constabulary even as many Americans question the need for substantial ground forces. Although it tries to look to the future, the army is preoccupied with threats to its immediate front—and bottom line. Compounding matters, American partisan politics no longer stop at the water’s edge, making it increasingly difficult to craft a consensus strategy and identify the requisite military capabilities. To achieve sustainable security, the
United States will have to contend with each of these problems, the most pressing of which is the need to define strategic requirements that realistically serve American interests and ideals.

**GERMANY IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD**

While sustainable security demands strategic clarity and doctrinal flexibility, these attributes are by themselves insufficient guarantors of national ambition, which may itself be irrational and self-defeating. Such was the case with Germany, which enjoyed exceptional strategic clarity (shared broadly by the national leadership, the military, and society at large) and an almost mythological military culture of innovation. Yet Germany suffered complete defeat by the summer of 1945 because Hitler miscalculated the military and industrial means required to achieve his otherwise-clear strategic vision of overturning the Versailles Treaty and establishing Germany as a global hegemon.7

From a strictly military point of view, however, the German Army was more successful than any other great power military establishment at anticipating the requirements of the next war and—despite crippling austerity measures imposed at Versailles and exacerbated by the Great Depression—building the requisite military capabilities. The army certainly benefitted (at least in the short run) from the ascension of Adolf Hitler to Reich Chancellor in 1933 and his aggressive rearmament program, but the money Hitler lavished on the *Wehrmacht* was akin to water spread over seeds planted years earlier. Hitler neither planted these seeds nor, in the case of the army, had any substantive role in their development.8 The foundations of that force had been laid a decade earlier by a generation of officers determined to both learn from and rewrite the history of the Great War.

Stereotypes notwithstanding, most German were not technophiles hoping to manufacture a “revolution in military affairs” that would render obsolete the lessons of the past. To the contrary, the German doctrinal renaissance of the interwar period was a product of intense historical study, opportunity afforded by the Versailles Treaty (which wiped clean the German army’s slate), and an abiding desire on the part of the military to overturn that treaty.
Ironically, the austerity imposed by the Treaty of Versailles in some ways, at least, fostered doctrinal innovation in the German Army. Firstly, it deprived that force of the matériel of modern warfare, which allowed the staff to envision ideal technological solutions to future operational problems rather than binding them to stockpiles of legacy equipment. To bend Donald Rumsfeld’s infamous phrase, Germany would not have to go to war with the army it had because it had no army to speak of. Instead, it could design the army it wished it had—and build it once Hitler provided the funding for rearmament. Similarly, the absence of a large body of men under arms relieved the officers of the Reichswehr of responsibility for training those men and allowed them more time for theoretical-doctrinal reflection.9

The Germans established a deserved reputation for tactical ingenuity and imagination during the Great War.10 By 1918, the German Army had essentially arrived at its doctrinal solution for restoring mobility and operational maneuver to the battlefield. Yet despite unprecedented success (as measured in depth of penetration) in their 1918 spring offensive, the Germans could not maintain offensive momentum or translate tactical gains into operational success. How to solve this problem became the overriding concern of the German Army’s General Staff after the war.11 Its chief, General Hans von Seeckt, commissioned no less than fifty-seven committees to study the “lessons” of the last war.12 Out of this ferment arose a commitment to restoring mobility to the battlefield.13 While their own experience in motorization and mechanization was limited, the Germans were profoundly impressed by the potential of the tank as demonstrated by the British in 1918.14 Versailles Treaty restrictions reduced the Germans to conducting armored warfare experiments with cars fitted with prosthetics that made them look like tanks, but it did not prevent them from paying close attention to the experiments of other nations, especially the United Kingdom. The Germans devoured the writings of British armor pioneers J.F.C. Fuller and Basil Liddell Hart and keenly observed the British Army’s realistic experiments in the late 1920s. In 1935, the commander of Germany’s first Panzer unit was entirely sincere when he told Sir John Dill “with some pride that the German tank corps had been modelled on the British.”15 Soon afterward, the British lost
their enthusiasm for the tank while the Germans assumed the global lead in developing armored formations and doctrine.16

This is not to say, however, that all German commanders were sold on the revolutionary potential of the tank. Whereas General Heinz Guderian and his disciples forwarded an “armored idea” of rapid, strategic penetrations by panzer units, the senior leadership of the Germany Army remained committed to a more traditional strategy of annihilation carried out by a mass army. Guderian railed especially against the apparent conservatism of Chief of the General Staff Ludwig Beck (1935-1938), whom he accused of retarding the development of Germany’s armored potential and rejecting a supposedly superior form of war. So blinded was Guderian by his enthusiasm for the armored idea that he failed to appreciate its risks, limits, and (for Germany in particular) unbearable costs. With a better appreciation of the German Army’s logistical limitations and strategic vulnerability, Beck rejected Guderian’s radical vision but underwrote continued experimentation and development of mechanized forces, generating the army that enjoyed so much operational success in 1939 and 1940. If he was not a revolutionary himself, he was hardly a reactionary. Nor did he (or for that matter von Seeckt) insist upon a single doctrinal template without room for dissent or innovation. “What separated the German army from the other European armies,” writes Williamson Murray, “was the fact that most German army leaders, while remaining skeptical about the armor school’s extravagant claims, acquiesced in the development of the new arm.” Once this arm demonstrated its potential in combat, former opponents (among them Erwin Rommel and Gerd von Rundstedt) were quick to change their positions and become champions of the new capability, which they continued to refine through rigorous after-action reviews.17 This open-mindedness and commitment to professional learning extended to all other domains of the German army, and largely explains its astonishing success throughout the first two years of the war.

But tactical acumen obscured fundamental problems that ultimately spelled defeat for the Third Reich. In 1938, Hitler purged the senior leadership of the army (prompting Beck to resign in protest) and began replacing military professionals with fanatics and stooges. Yet this is not to
suggest that German Army officers were blameless in the tragedy that befell their nation. According to Manfred Messerschmidt, the Weimar-era army “laid the foundation for political military order that aimed at ignoring the aims and values of republic in order to organize a thoroughly militarized society and a modern army ready to wage an industrialized war.”

Thus, the officers of this army were more than receptive to Hitler’s aggressive rearmament programs—but thoroughly disappointed to learn that they had no strategic voice in the Third Reich.

From 1936 through the commencement of the Second World War, moreover, rearmament occurred in a void of strategic planning and guidance. There was perfect clarity when it came to the strategic ends desired, but none whatsoever when it came to the ways and means required to achieve them. Predictably, the various services of the Wehrmacht gobbled up whatever funds Hitler fed them, building forces that served their professional ambitions more than any unified strategy (which Hitler kept to himself). When Hitler at last committed these forces, none of them were deemed operationally ready by their commanders, who had been left to speculate (or fantasize) about their ultimate role. Perhaps the least prepared was the German Navy, prompting its commander, Erich Raeder, to exclaim in 1939, “the navy is not ready for the great fight with England. The only thing the fleet can do is to prove that it can sink honorably.”

Nevertheless, the army and Luftwaffe’s exemplary performance in the first years of the war is a testament to a professional military culture that had distinguished Germany from its adversaries. More ably than most, they reexamined the apparent lessons of the Great War and synthesized a new (if not revolutionary) vision of modern warfare. Strapped for resources, they read widely and carefully observed the experiments of other nations. Whether or not the German military actually benefitted from the forced austerity of the Weimar era, the paucity of resources certainly did not hinder its ability to innovate. Unfortunately for the rest of Europe, Germany drew not only tactical and operational lessons from the Great War but also the ill-begotten moral lesson that it had endured an historic injustice. With currency across most of German society, this “lesson” engendered a strategy that was as clear as it was morally bankrupt.
FRANCE IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD

Of course all nations derived their own moral lessons from the Great War; that which predominated amongst the western Allies was “never again.” Victory had come at such an immense human and material cost that it seemed war was no longer a constructive tool of statecraft, let alone the gymnasium of fit nations extolled by fin-de-siècle intellectuals. None of these nations had sacrificed or suffered more than France, yet France alone among the western allies could not simply withdraw from the Continent and make “never again” a functioning component of national strategy.

France provides perhaps the most interesting case study, as it maintained the highest level of defense spending throughout the interwar period and yet had the least to show for it once the smoke cleared. The failure was clearly not one of failing to anticipate strategic requirements. Despite the trauma of the Great War, all French political and military leaders recognized the imperative of preparing for another war with Germany. Nor did they underestimate the potential power of a rearmed Germany. Indeed, they assumed that, in the next war, Germany would again mobilize the entirety of its society to launch an offensive against France, which prepared itself accordingly.

With only a single contingency to plan for, we might well wonder how the French got it so wrong. We may discount out of hand the popular explanation that France was so traumatized by the experience of the Great War (and, in particular, the bloodletting at Verdun) that it adopted a passive, defensive strategy that was bound to fail when tested by the “revolutionary” Blitzkrieg methods of the Germans. After all, the Germans also fought at Verdun and, in fact, suffered more dreadfully. If the psychological scars on France were for some reason more severe, we would expect to see this reflected in their post-war military doctrine—but we do not. Indeed, according to Eugenia Kiesling, “Few armies have emerged from a major war with greater confidence in the future than the French Army felt in 1918.” For the next ten years, moreover, French military leaders generally embraced (albeit not without some dissent) an offensive doctrine, and their war plans envisioned the strategic penetration and division of Germany.
Yet where was this confidence and offensive spirit in 1940? Some scholars blame the French Left, which assumed control of the government in 1924 and, they contend, committed a pair of cardinal errors. The first, according to Elizabeth Kier, was to reduce the term of conscription for the French Army to twelve months out of an abiding mistrust for professional (and presumably fascist) forces. Deprived the ability to properly train and indoctrinate their troops, officers of the French High Command scotched their plans for an offensive war against Germany in favor of a static defense—with doleful consequences in May and June 1940.24 According to Williamson Murray, the Leftist government compounded this error by allocating insufficient resources to rearmament after 1935, setting back the development of French armored and air forces. “Unfortunately, French military leaders never confronted political leaders about the serious imbalance between requirements and funding levels.”25

But these explanations are insufficient by themselves, and they shift too much blame to the usual patsies for military disasters: Leftist politicians. It is quite true that the French High Command preferred that professional soldiers make up a larger component of the French army and that they felt that two years were necessary to transform reservists into effective soldiers. But no one in France (save the iconoclast Charles de Gaulle) envisioned any defense policy that did not rest almost entirely on a massive conscript army.26 Moreover, the Popular Front government actually gave the French military more resources than they requested.27 According to Robert Doughty, “the dominant characteristics of relations between civil and military leaders between 1919 in 1939 were of accord and accommodation, rather than discord and defiance.”28 Indeed, if there were problems in civil-military relations in the interwar period they were that the French government deferred too much to military judgments and that the French army suspended disbelief regarding manpower policy rather than intrude on the civil domain.29 Finally, the shift to a predominantly defensive strategy had as much to do with the withdrawal of French forces from the Rhineland and the construction of the Maginot Line as it did changes to the conscription law. Throughout the interwar period, a consistent imperative was to fight the next war somewhere other than France. With the Maginot Line protecting France’s Rhine frontier,
the French army no longer had to rush into Germany to save the French people the horror of another war fought on French soil. Instead, it merely had to win a race into Belgium, where it would occupy defensive positions and wait for the inevitable German attack. After letting the Germans wade against torrents of overwhelming firepower for two or three years, the French and their allies would launch a counteroffensive and complete the destruction of a battered and demoralized German force.30

Despite Barry Posen’s postulation that defensive doctrines are less expensive than offensive ones, this concept required the commitment of substantial resources, and one French general advocated an offensive alternative on the grounds that it was more economical.31 Channeling the Germans into Belgium and defending the French heartland demanded the construction of the exorbitantly expensive Maginot Line, which (popular memory notwithstanding) performed exactly as intended. Winning the race to the Belgian frontier, moreover, required the development of expensive mobile forces. Accordingly, the French fielded the world’s first truck-borne infantry units and armored division.32 Although the French strategy generally depended on quantity over quality, the French Army sometimes achieved both. When Germany invaded in 1940, the French had more tanks than the Germans, and their SOMUA-35 was the best on the battlefield.33 Such capabilities did not come cheaply. Indeed, from the conclusion of the Great War until 1935, no World War II combatant spent as much of its GNP on defense as France. The Depression momentarily set French defense spending back to 1927 levels, but by 1938 the French were spending (in real francs) 2.6 times as much on defense as they had on the eve of the Great War.34 Despite his criticism of laggard French rearmament in the 1930s, even Williamson Murray acknowledges that “The problem…was not so much a lack of funding, but rather how the French prepared.”35

In their preparation for the next war, the French were no less attentive to the past than were the Germans, but they derived what we might call “negative” lessons from the Great War. Whereas the Germans focused their attention on possibilities that were not quite within their grasp during that conflict, the French instead fixated on the apparent constraints of
industrialized warfare. At the level of policy, the French military and government concurred that any future war with Germany would be total in nature, requiring the complete mobilization of French society. In their experience, there was no longer room for partial mobilizations or limited war waged by small professional forces. Thus, when Germany remilitarized the Rhineland in 1936, France had two options: mobilize the entire nation for war or acquiesce. It chose the latter. In the strictly military domain, the French learned one overriding lesson from the Great War: firepower kills. Unlike the Germans, French officers were content to plumb to the past for truisms such as this and did not undertake genuine historical studies of the Great War. Consequently they failed to perceive that technology, which had created the stalemate on the Western Front, also had the potential to restore maneuver to the battlefield. Instead, French officers predicted that advances in technology would only compound the horror of the Western Front many times over.

These lessons—although drawn from a past shared with Germany—took the French Army in a completely different direction. Whereas the Germans assumed that armored and air formations would make operational penetrations and exploitations feasible once more, the French concluded that attackers would wreck themselves on walls of concentrated firepower. In the German conception, the key to success was decentralizing command and control so that subordinate commanders could develop the situation and seize opportunities as they developed. Conversely, the French assumed that they could position their conscript units and mass their fires only by centralized command and control. The result was a doctrine of “methodical battle,” which—as the name implies—was very nearly the polar opposite of what the Allies would term “Blitzkrieg.” Judged by the blinding light of May 1940, historians have been quick to assert the superiority of the German method. Yet as Douglas Porch reminds us, the German “Blitzkrieg” faltered after two years and some version of the much-maligned “methodical battle” eventually carried the Allies to victory. Nor have historians convincingly suggested that some alternative strategy or doctrine was more appropriate for France in 1940; had the French Army actually been trained in its doctrine, the outcome might have been much different.
Ultimately France fell not because of inappropriate strategy or inadequate funding but because fragile civil-military relations inhibited professional discourse and learning. Whereas the German Army enjoyed a revered station in its society and could subordinate purely parochial concerns to professional inquiry, the French military was much less secure. Although the historical tension between the rightist officer corps and the Left relaxed somewhat during the interwar period, military leaders proved unwilling to challenge French military policy for fear of upsetting the détente they had achieved. Hence, while officers knew that the government’s manpower policies (which were, in fact, predicated on a mistrust of the military) precluded the army from adequately training either individual conscripts or the units in which they would serve, they dared not protest. Similarly, a staff college established in 1936 to provide the nation with civil and military experts to superintend the nation’s mobilization for total war deliberately avoided the sorts of exercises and wargames that might have laid bare the weaknesses of French military policy. Nor would the army tolerate critical reappraisal of the French doctrine of methodical battle or the place of tanks within it. Out of fear of repeating the bloody mistakes of the last war and subjecting itself to renewed attacks from the Left, the high command squashed dissent, requiring officers on active duty to submit virtually any writings on modern warfare to the Ministry of War for approval. Politically insecure, the French Army was unwilling to ask uncomfortable questions and thereby deluded itself (and most foreign observers) that it was ready for the impending showdown with the Wehrmacht.

**Great Britain and the United States in the Interwar Period**

Whereas France’s shared boundary with Germany provided the war-weary French with an imperative to prepare for the next war, Great Britain and the United States could withdraw beyond the English Channel and the Atlantic and vow “never again” with sincerity. In both nations, isolationist and pacifistic sentiments rose while defense budgets fell. With far-flung and largely insular empires to maintain, the navies of each nation retained a clear sense of purpose and at least a modicum of funding. The US and British armies, however, enjoyed neither. A
shared Whig political tradition rooted in seventeenth-century England contributed to a historical mistrust of the army in each nation, and neither the disappointments of the Great War nor the Great Depression did anything to improve the soldiers’ standing in either society. Not that the soldiers knew exactly where they stood or were supposed to stand in the event of another war. The strategies of the two nations were remarkably similar, each affording priority to the defense of the homeland and the preservation of their overseas empires but generally forsaking another Continental, great-power war.\(^{43}\) As a consequence, both nations maintained capable (albeit insufficient) naval forces during the interwar period but left their ground forces starved for resources and otherwise to their own devices. In the latter regard the two armies provide a study in contrasts, as the Americans navigated austerity more successfully than their British cousins thanks to a marginally better organizational culture and the blessings of geography.

**The British Army**

After the Great War, Britons resolved to never again relive its horrors and substituted the sentiment “never again” for a viable strategy. Such a strategy asked very little from the British military, which in turn could expect very little from Parliament. All of the services were neglected, but none more so than the army. The “Mistress of Seas” enjoyed both a robust lobby and a special place in Britain’s conception of itself as an empire, and the Royal Air Force captured the imagination—and with it the solicitude—of the British people.\(^{44}\) But while the Royal Navy and Air Force represented the ghosts of British military greatness past and future, the British Army remained nothing more than a necessary evil. Exactly *why* it was necessary remained open to question—even within the army. According to one defense planner, “the salient difference between us and Germany… [is that] they know what army they will use and, broadly, how they will use it and can thus prepare… in peace for such an event. In contrast, we here do not know what size of army we are to contemplate for purposes of supply preparations between now and April 1939.”\(^{45}\)

When Britain began rearming in 1935, it hoped to deter Japan and Germany with seapower and airpower, respectively. Having withered on the vine for nearly twenty years, the
British Army was unfit for actual deployment by design. It therefore was unconvincing as a
deterrent and received minimal funding even as Europe rearmed. Neville Chamberlain did
nothing to improve the situation upon becoming prime minister in the spring of 1937. Instead,
he decisively committed Britain to a strategy of “limited liability,” reaffirming the following
priorities: (1) defending the British Isles, (2) protecting trade routes, (3) maintaining the Empire,
and (4) upholding obligations to allies. In no case could Chamberlain envision a situation that
required the commitment of a large British ground force to the Continent, so he slashed £70
million from the army’s budget even as Germany was building a juggernaut in plain view.
Although British Army officers themselves had extolled the virtues of a strategy of limited
liability, de-armament was, under the circumstances, too much to bear quietly. After all,
Chamberlain’s top priority—protecting the home isles—demanded the capability to keep
Channel ports in the Low Countries out of German hands. Their French allies shared this
objective but depended on the contributions of Belgium, which declared neutrality in 1936, and
Great Britain, which foreswore Continental intervention in 1937. In short, Chamberlain had
opened cavernous capability gap and left the army without the means of closing it. Its leaders
duly protested, albeit meekly considering the gravity of the situation. The fact of the matter was
that most British officers shared their countrymen’s aversion to preparing for another
Continental war. “In fact,” conclude leading scholars of the interwar British Army, “the whole
sorry story of the interwar period suggests that British military institutions, like British society in
general, made every effort to escape the realities of the last war and to forget the hard lessons of
that conflict.”

Thus, while the British government (particularly under the leadership of Neville
Chamberlain) may be faulted for providing the British Army with inadequate funding, the army
itself was culpable for a complacent, unprofessional service culture that retarded strategic thought
and doctrinal innovation. The British Army did not undertake serious study of the Great War
until 1932. When the new Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Field Marshal Archibald
Montgomery-Massingberd, found the results unflattering to the British profession of arms, he
suppressed the report. This is not to say that the British Army was devoid of intellectual talent during the interwar period, but it lacked both the means and motivation to harness it. As already addressed, the Germans built their armored formations and doctrine largely by reading the seminal works of Britons J.F.C. Fuller and Basil Liddell Hart. Their ideas were too radical for the conservative hierarchy of the British Army, however, and few senior commanders paid them much heed in matters of tactics. One exception was Field Marshall Sir George Milne who, during his 1926-1933 tenure as CIGC, underwrote some of the most demanding and realistic armored experiments ever conducted. Unfortunately, the armored warfare pioneers were displeased by Milne’s measured approach and the (far more numerous) skeptics were unimpressed by the demonstrated potential of the tank. Once Milne left office, the British Army largely abandoned the development of armored doctrine and forces. In 1938, the British Army allocated less than £8 million for the acquisition of tracked vehicles – and over half as much for horse fodder! The following year, British Army cashiered one of its most innovative armored commanders, General Percy Hobart, who had been in Egypt training the 7th Armoured Division. Although Heinz Guderian recognized Hobart’s genius and had his writings translated to German, the British cavalry establishment (and their allies in Parliament) considered Hobart a heretical nuisance. “The Army must stand together and show a solid front to the politicians,” admonished one CIGS. Hobart did not relent, and by 1940 he found himself a corporal in the Home Guard. The force he had trained went on to win glory and distinction as the “Desert Rats.”

For the most part, however, British feats of arms during the Second World War resulted from (in Lord Tedder’s words) “an excess of bravery and a shortage of brains.” The venerable British military historian Michael Howard has acknowledged that the interwar British Army “contained a high proportion of men of deep and far-ranging intelligence,” but he questions how much influence these men wielded in an establishment that was “as firmly geared to the pace and perspective of regimental soldiering as it had been before 1914.” “Too many of its members,” Howard concludes, “looked on soldiering as an agreeable and honourable occupation rather than
a serious profession demanding no less intellectual dedication than that of the doctor, the lawyer, or the engineer.”55 Part of the problem was the British regimental system, which promoted esprit but did little or nothing to advance modern notions of professionalism.56 “They are such nice chaps, socially,” Hobart wrote of his subordinate officers before his relief. But they were “so conservative of their spurs and swords and regimental tradition” that it was hard to get any real work out of them. For this leisurely lifestyle, the soldiers of the British Army paid a steep price during the Second World War.

Yet it is perhaps too easy to caricaturize the “gentleman-officers” of the British Army and to hold them exclusively accountable for its lackluster performance in 1940 and afterward.57 Fundamentally, Britain’s disappointments during the Second World War were a product of leaders—political and military—willfully misreading the nation’s strategic requirements and failing to generate even a modicum of the military capabilities needed to fulfill them. Whether a more professional officer corps might have more carefully studied the past and developed appropriate, skeletal capabilities during the lean years is largely beside the point. The entire nation was in the thrall of a powerful moral lesson that precluded a rational assessment of the nation’s strategic situation until the last moment. Then, the British adopted the most rational strategy available: they turned to the United States for deliverance.

The US Army

Like their allies, most Americans were thoroughly disillusioned with the dividends of the Great War. While their sacrifices paled in comparison to the other combatant nations, none of the domestic constituencies Woodrow Wilson cobbled together to support the war got what they wanted out of it.58 Disillusionment with the outcome collided with fiscal retrenchment to create a climate of austerity that, according to Army Chief of Staff Peyton March, punished the US Army more severely than the Versailles Treaty had the Germans.59 After their 1924 convention, Republican Party leaders crowed that “our standing army is now below 125,000 men, the smallest regular military force maintained by any great power.”60 The consequences for the readiness of that force were perhaps predictable. According to Russell Weigley, “the Army
during the 1920s and early 1930s may have been less ready to function as a fighting force than at any time in its history.”61 The situation had not materially improved by the beginning of World War II. According to the relevant chapter of America’s First Battles, “the US Army was still seriously undermanned and underequipped, practiced obsolete procedures with outmoded weapons, and from 1933 ranked seventeenth in size among the armies of the world.”62

Yet within three years, this army would prove itself capable of conducting large-scale combat operations against veteran German forces and demonstrate a capacity for operational learning that eluded most other forces. How did this come to pass? Did the Americans, like the Germans, commit themselves to the rigorous study of the Great War and devise concepts that required only the addition of dollars to blossom into an effective warfighting doctrine? Not quite. Instead, the US Army squandered much of the interwar period by maintaining the hulks of understrength divisions and clinging to doctrine that would have little place in the Second World War. The American army provided an intellectual climate that was somewhat (and sometimes) more receptive to new ideas than that of the British Army, but it performed better in the Second World War largely due to factors beyond its institutional control. Alone among the interwar cases examined here, the US Army did not need to be ready for a European war in 1939. Ultimately, it performed better than the British Army because it had more time and space to prepare.

Like the Germans, the Americans studied the “last war,” but they did so without the introspective curiosity born of defeat. Studies abounded, but different officers embraced whichever lessons resonated with them most. Officers who had endured frontline combat frequently emphasized the importance of firepower to modern warfare while traditionalists and many senior commanders asserted that the war had validated the Americans’ prewar doctrine of infantry-centered “open warfare.”63 These divergent interpretations were reflected in two of the army’s most important doctrinal publications of the interwar era, the 1923 edition of Field Service Regulations and the 1930 The Manual for Commanders of Large Units.64 Citing “the glaring inconsistencies in doctrine” reflected in those two publications, one chief of infantry complained
that they were “based on two distinct military philosophies as opposite as night and day.”65 The army’s belated effort to resolve these discrepancies, FM 100-5, Tentative Field Service Regulations, Operations (1939), amounted to little more than an expanded version of the 1923 manual. It failed to account for any significant military advancements since World War I and had no bearing on the army’s materiel acquisition strategy.66 As a consequence, the US Army would deploy to North Africa with outdated, contradictory doctrine and equipment reflecting the traditional American preference for highly mobile operations. The consequences for American tankers and tank destroyer crews were dreadful.67

They were not, however, strategically significant. Indeed, General Dwight D. Eisenhower was unaware his tanks were inferior until late 1944.68 Ultimately, the Americans improvised a combined arms doctrine that mitigated the army’s failure to develop it (and better armored vehicles) before the war. Yet why, with so much time to observe developments in other countries and to prepare for an explicit strategic threat did the US Army fail to do so? According to one historian, the blame falls largely on the US Congress, which assigned the army immense responsibilities in the 1920 National Defense Act yet subsequently cut defense spending to the bone.69 Nevertheless, army leaders own responsibility for the decision to prioritize force structure and end strength over all other concerns. A principal reason for this decision was the US Army’s traditional fixation on manpower policy. Since the 1790s, army leaders had lobbied for more control of militia regulation and training, but they made little headway against the popular view that un-indoctrinated citizen soldiers were paragons of republican virtue. These popular prejudices slowly eroded over the course of the nineteenth century and were, by 1920, at last subordinated to reason. The National Defense Act of that year provided for a three-tiered mobilization scheme comprising the active duty US Army, the National Guard, and a skeletal Organized Reserve. The army was to maintain nine full-strength divisions and was responsible for the training of the Guard and Reserve units assigned to its nine corps commands. Unfortunately, Congress began whittling away the end strength of the army as early as 1921. By 1927, less than 120,000 men filled formations designed for 280,000. Rather than reduce the
number of formations, the army clung to its nine divisions, compromising not only their deployability but also their ability to conduct realistic training. Indeed, “[b]y 1939, the Army had virtually forgotten how to conduct training on a broad scale.”

As Army Chief of Staff from 1930 to 1935, Gen. Douglas MacArthur had tried to address this problem by focusing resources on select units that would form an “Instant Readiness Force.” He also instituted a research, development, and re-equipment program designed to improve the army’s material readiness, but MacArthur could stretch sparse funds—and his imagination—only so far. He foresaw the potential of motorized warfare but opposed spending army money on research and development or “expensive toys” (such as tanks) because, in the event of war, America’s automotive industry would provide the requisite hardware. When, according to Brian Linn, “congressional reformers tried to cut personnel and obsolescent organizations in order to fund tanks and airplanes, MacArthur fought them with a crusader’s zeal.” MacArthur retarded the development of armored doctrine by disbanding an experimental mechanized force in 1931 and relegating its future development to the Cavalry and Infantry Schools. In 1928, the General Staff had entrusted the direction of this force to its brilliant operations officer, Major Adna R. Chaffee, Jr. His command consisted of little more than the decrepit relics of the last war, yet he was able to recognize the potential to create a wholly new combat arm characterized by speed and shock power. By letting the Infantry and Cavalry schools generate their own concepts, MacArthur essentially placed Chaffee’s vision at the mercy of branch parochialism. Nevertheless, Chaffee was retained first as the executive officer and later as the commander of the Cavalry School’s test outfit, the 7th Cavalry Brigade (Mechanized). In this capacity, he was able to further his own ideas against organizational conservatism. When General George Marshall reversed MacArthur’s decision and constituted a new Armored Force in 1940, Chaffee commanded it.

To the credit of the US Army, it empowered Chaffee to develop an American vision for independent mechanized warfare even when the chiefs of staff, cavalry, cavalry and infantry viewed tanks merely as tools for the traditional branches. To Chaffee’s credit, he continued to
toil within the system and make a difference rather than making himself a pariah (as in the cases of de Gaulle and Fuller).\textsuperscript{75} It is worth considering the extent to which the United State’s relatively “free security” provided the space for competing ideas to coexist and compete. Outside those forces assigned to the Pacific theater, the army did not design their capabilities against a single most-likely threat.\textsuperscript{76} Undeniably, American forces paid a heavy price for mismatched doctrine and equipment, but the consequences might have been much worse had army leaders (like the French) actually achieved a unitary vision of future warfare. Whether by design or accident, ambiguity allowed the development of competing models that, once tested in combat, could be modified to suit the actual conditions.

Of course, it is questionable whether France had the luxury of pursuing such an option. The United States’ relative geographic isolation and awesome industrial capacity allowed it to overcome the “lost years” of the 1920s and 1930s, during which the army officer corps at least envisioned the force it would eventually command. This was in many respects an intellectual exercise that demanded little in the way of resources, which had always been sparse in peacetime. The “board system” by which branch chiefs established requirements and the army chief of staff set priorities worked reasonably well and provided the mold into which Congress eventually poured dollars to cast a warfighting army. The officers who would command it, meanwhile, received a rigorous education at the army’s service schools, where the army sent its top officers both as students and faculty. As in the French case, students learned a “school solution”—but without the political imperative of conformity as war approached.\textsuperscript{77} At the Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, the future commanders of regiments and divisions learned the rudiments of combined-arms operations that, while incomplete and conflicted, would eventually defeat Nazi Germany.\textsuperscript{78}

In the twenty-seven months between the German invasion of Poland and the US-British invasion of North Africa, the Americans dramatically expanded their armed forces, fielded equipment that existed only in prototype just a few years before, and conducted realistic
combined arms training on an unprecedented scale. Culminating in the Louisiana and Carolina maneuvers of 1941, these exercises not only trained legions of newly-inducted soldiers but provided an opportunity to test and revise theoretical doctrine against the then-manifest capabilities of the German Army. The army that landed in North Africa in 1942 was undertrained and inadequately equipped to employ a doctrine that remained fraught with problems, but it proved equal to the task at hand. In this regard, it was fairly typical of all American armies up to that time.

**The Pentomic Army**

Soon after World War II, the proliferation of long-range strategic bombers and nuclear weapons deprived the United States of the luxury of preparing for the next war after it had begun. Disillusioned with the United States’ lackluster performance in the Korean War yet demanding a curtailment in defense spending, the American people in 1952 elected Dwight David Eisenhower to the presidency with a mandate to at once enhance the nation’s security and reign in run-away defense spending. Despite the paradoxical nature of such sentiments, they were entirely in line with Eisenhower’s thinking on the subject. In accordance with traditional Republican fiscal conservatism, he regarded a strong economy as the foremost guarantor of national security. In accordance with American political thought dating back to the eighteenth century, any drain on the national treasury that did not at least pay for itself in the long run was prejudicial to the public weal. And nothing fit this description more squarely than a standing, professional defense establishment, which was considered both fiscally and ideologically odious to the republic. Now and again, navalists and shipbuilders would make a compelling case that overseas trade depended on a strong navy—but the army could muster no such arguments. For most of its existence, the US Army had coped with acute fiscal austerity during peacetime, but its leaders were nevertheless surprised when one of their own threatened to reduce the force to something approaching irrelevancy.
But here also Eisenhower’s views accorded with those of the population at large. The Korean War suggested to most Americans the limited utility of ground combat in the nuclear age. Years of desperate fighting had produced only stalemate and—in Truman’s relief of MacArthur—a national scandal. When contrasted with the dazzling, high-tech capabilities of the newly independent US Air Force, the army appeared at once unglamorous and incompetent. The overriding moral lesson from Korea was not “never again” but rather “not that way again.” As Eisenhower saw it, his principal duty as commander in chief was to prepare the nation and the military for a single contingency: an unrestrained nuclear war against the Soviet Union. Eisenhower hoped very much to avoid this, so he and his secretary of state threatened the Soviet Union with “massive retaliation” as a means of deterring such an event. Naturally, this strategy relied on a strong US Air Force to make the deterrent threat credible, and it relied on the army only as a theoretical afterthought. Eisenhower could envision calling on the army to establish military rule over a land devastated by a nuclear attack (whether the homeland or a foreign country), but the prospects of participating in another maneuver-based land war were exceedingly slim.81

Thus under Eisenhower’s watch, the army entered what one chief of staff termed its “Babylonian Captivity.”82 Along with funding, the morale and prestige of the force plummeted. Quality recruits flocked to the air force and navy but left the army well enough alone, and junior officers resigned their commissions in droves.83 One major who stayed in the service and went on to become a general officer lamented, “I do not know what the army’s mission is or how it plans to fulfill its mission. And this, I find, is true of my fellow soldiers. At a time when new weapons and new machines herald a revolution in warfare, we soldiers do not know where the army is going and how it is going to get there.”84

Led by Chief of Staff Matthew B. Ridgeway, the army confronted this existential crisis by attacking the concept of massive retaliation on the grounds of morality and practicality, in the latter regard asserting that it would be nearly impossible to forward any genuine national interests in a post-apocalyptic world. Indeed, the army recommended forswearing the use of
atomic weapons or, at the very least, restricting their use to tactical targets. To Eisenhower these protestations were as ridiculous as they were insubordinate. He shared Ridgway’s doubts about the dividends of a post-nuclear “victory” but considered it fantasy to assume that any war with the Soviet Union would not involve nuclear weapons.85 In any event, the concept of massive retaliation was intended primarily to serve a strategy of deterrence. Eisenhower could envision no war with the Soviets but a nuclear one—and his goal was to avoid it altogether.

Frustrated by their commander in chief, army leaders next argued that, once the Soviets achieved parity in nuclear forces, deterrence would fall apart. Stalemated at the highest end of the spectrum of conflict, the initiative would fall to the antagonist with asymmetric capabilities elsewhere. With a manifest superiority in conventional forces, the Soviets would be able to pursue a campaign of subversion and revolution with relative impunity.86 The most logical course available, argued army leaders, was for the United States to grow “balanced” forces capable of countering the Soviets and seizing opportunities across the spectrum of potential conflict. Eisenhower disagreed, but on 3 December 1954 he allowed Ridgway to make his final case to the National Security Council. He impressed the president as sincere but unrealistic. To the economically minded Kansan, “the United States could not afford to prepare to fight all kinds of wars and still preserve its free economy and its basic institutions.”87 Treasury Secretary George Humphrey emphatically agreed: maintaining “all kinds of forces designed to fight all kinds of war at all times . . . was absolutely impossible.”88

Ridgeway saw it differently and continued to be a thorn in Eisenhower’s side beyond his June 1955 retirement as chief of staff of the army.89 His successor, Maxwell Taylor, shared most of Ridgeway’s misgivings about the “New Look” but proved receptive to candid advice offered by the President and his secretary of defense. If the army wanted money, it was going to have to sell itself as something other than the force that had recently bogged down in Korea. Eisenhower was not entirely unsympathetic to the plight of his old service, and he urged Taylor to “sex up” the army’s public image as a means of winning congressional support.90 Defense Secretary Wilson issued similar guidance after reviewing an army budget request that appeared too
conventional. According to Taylor, the secretary directed him “to substitute requests for
‘newfangled’ items with public appeal instead of the prosaic accoutrements of the foot soldier.”91

Unable to convince the administration that the United States needed the capabilities the
army offered, the army changed its tack under the leadership of Taylor. For the duration of the
Eisenhower administration, at least, the army would develop the capabilities Congress appeared
willing to buy and worry afterward about how they would fulfill strategic requirements. The
result was the “Pentomic” division, a neologism coined by Taylor as a means of staking the
army’s claim to the nuclear pie. Armed with “Honest John” nuclear rockets and the ludicrous
“Davey Crockett” nuclear recoilless rifle, soldiers of the Pentomic division were to fight from
dispersed positions on an atomic battlefield out of the recognition that most of them would die
in the initial attack. Those who survived would form islands of resistance against attacking Soviet
forces; relief would come in the form a tactical nuclear counterattack that would likely expose the
defenders to as much radiation as the enemy. Were the Pentomic soldiers to live long enough to
assume the offensive, they would wait for nuclear missiles to blast holes in the Soviet defenses
before plunging forward in a frontal attack reminiscent of World War I.92

The absurdity of such a concept was not lost on most army leaders, who railed against it
in later years. When the army undertook earnest studies of tactical nuclear warfare, it concluded
that tactical nuclear weapons would not be able to offset the Soviet manpower advantage and
that forces built around such capabilities would have to be larger rather than smaller.93 This did
not accord with the political imperative of reducing end strength, however, so the army shrank
most of its divisions. Most officers doubted the prudence of these reductions, but Maxwell
Taylor’s principal concern in 1956 was not generating a combat-ready force but rather to combat
the growing popular opinion that “sizable Army forces may no longer be required.”94 According
to Ingo Trauschweizer, the Pentomic division was a political ploy designed “to enhance the
army’s position with respect to the other armed services, to help redefine the role of the
institution in the Cold War, and to contribute to a change in national military strategy.”95

Indeed, even while committing exorbitant resources to the development of a force that he and his
colleagues knew to be deeply flawed, Taylor began to articulate the alternative strategy of “flexible response,” which was essentially the same strategy for which Ridgway had argued in 1954. With the election of John F. Kennedy, Taylor got his way—but only after squandering millions of dollars rather than letting them go to another service or some other purpose.

**Observations**

Collectively, these case studies do little to inspire confidence in professional militaries’ ability to prepare for the next war—an endeavor that nearly always occurs under conditions of peace and, by extension, austerity. In reflections on a study of military effectiveness during the Second World War, retired Lt. Gen. John H. Cushman noted that the evaluated officer corps demonstrated “for the most part less than general professional military competence and sometime abysmal incompetence.” It is doubtful that the US Army’s ministrations during the Eisenhower years would rate any more favorably. Indeed, it is apparent from these case studies that there are no exemplars worthy of emulation. For this we may be thankful, however, as the formulas derived from these unique cases would undoubtedly be found wanting once applied to contemporary problems. Nevertheless, we may venture some observations.

The principal of these is that robust peacetime defense spending is not necessarily an indicator of performance in a future war. The real issue, unsurprisingly, is how the dollars allocated are actually spent. Two considerations prevail: the accuracy of a nation’s perception of strategic requirements and the adequacy of the military capabilities generated to fulfill them. During times of peace (and thus relative austerity) these capabilities are never fully developed; some remain theoretical abstractions, and the rest lack the capacity (i.e. numbers of platforms, men, etc.) demanded of a major war. Typically, the allocation of funds to realize or expand these capabilities is belated and insufficient—but this is true for all nations and rarely spells the difference between victory and defeat. Far more important is the organizational culture of the forces that design and employ military capabilities, specifically their tolerance for innovation.
Of the nations analyzed, only the British drew a losing hand on both the counts of recognizing strategic requirements and generating the relevant military capabilities. Arguably, only the British were guilty of the fundamental error of miscalculating the strategic situation. This shortsightedness, when combined with a hidebound army culture, resulted in “the scandalously bad performance” of the British Army in World War II. Fortunately, the British were delivered by something old, something new, something borrowed, and something blue: respectively, the Royal Navy, the Royal Air Force, American largess in the form of Lend-Lease assistance, and the English Channel.

As the other cases make clear, however, strategic clarity is, by itself, insufficient to guarantee the creation of appropriate military capabilities. Indeed, the distinction between strategic clarity and myopia is very fine. If a nation and its military have a clear, common conception of their interests and the military means of safeguarding them, the production of relevant military capabilities may be reduced to an engineering problem. One error in calculation or implementation (to say nothing of the emergence of new strategic problems), however, and the solution will not work. The error in this case is not of recognizing strategic requirements but in designing and building the appropriate military capabilities to fulfill them. There are perhaps no clearer examples than the French army of 1940 and the Pentomic army of the late 1950s. Closing their eyes to all contingencies but (respectively) a German invasion of France and total nuclear war with the Soviet Union, these armies developed forces that were presumed optimal for these purposes and adequate for all “lesser included” missions. In hindsight, we can appreciate that they were instead (to borrow Washington’s phrase) incompetent to every exigency.

Indeed, these cases suggest that too much strategic clarity removes the impetus for innovation as well as toleration for competing ideas. None of the nations addressed here tolerated dissent that threatened to subvert civil control of the military, as the American aviator Billy Mitchell and the French armor pioneer Charles de Gaulle could well attest. But strategic myopia had a tendency to squelch productive debate within the services as well. This was especially so when the affected services felt cornered or neglected by their civilian masters. The
imperative of “closing ranks” against presumably hostile administrations produced in the French and Pentomic armies almost fatalistic resignation to defense policies that were not of their own design. The result was, in each case, a carefully engineered yet inflexible doctrine and a force ill-prepared for the challenges of modern warfare.

Conversely, the most effective armies were those afforded sufficient leeway to grow their own, competing conceptions of future warfare. As the contrasting cases of the interwar Germany and American armies suggest, it did not really matter whether this professional space was a product of social deference or neglect; nor did it require robust funding. (Indeed, Samuel Huntington has argued that the isolation and austerity of the late-nineteenth-century Western frontier provided the US Army with an ideal crucible for professionalization). Nor did competing ideas demand resolution before the next war. Far more important were professional minds conditioned to tolerate ambiguity and dissent and to capitalize on the ideas of others once their merit became apparent. It is worth remembering that as late as 1939, the infantryman Erwin Rommel was highly skeptical about the potential of tanks. Within every service, proponents for new capabilities developed their own consensus about how to optimally employ those capabilities—and they never got it entirely right. Naval commanders considered aircraft carriers and submarines as auxiliaries to battleships, most armies thought of tanks primarily as reconnaissance and infantry support vehicles, and aviators were steadfast in their commitment to strategic bombing at the expense of all other missions. In war, each of these communities proved stubborn in their convictions, but visionaries among them were allowed to assert themselves—provided they had been able to develop their alternative visions in the years before the war.

Significantly, the most accurate of these visions were historically based yet aspirational. Their authors studied the last war carefully—not with an eye to refighting its battles but to identify needs and opportunities for innovation. Fixated on the disastrous Nivelle Offensive of 1917, the French “learned” the putative limits of maneuver in an age of overwhelming firepower. The Germans likewise studied their failed offensives but drew completely different conclusions. Instead of looking for “lessons,” they identified tactical and operational problems as a means of
designing their solutions. Popular misconceptions notwithstanding, the resulting “blitzkrieg” formations and doctrine were anything but revolutionary. They were historically derived and evolutionary.

Problems arose for armed forces, however, when they assumed that new technology would render old methods (and their historical study) obsolete. This is a perennial vice of aviators who, from the earliest days of military aviation, have espoused millenarian views about the promise of airpower.102 Especially in Britain and United States, they captured the imagination of the broader public and assured themselves at least a modicum of funding in an era of austerity. Popular enthusiasm also granted them, to one degree or another, independence from the armies that spawned them.103 Untethered, the acolytes of Hugh Trenchard and Billy Mitchell advocated strategic bombing as the one true use of air power, and they generally ignored the development of doctrine or aircraft for close air support or air defense. Moreover, they dogmatically clung to the theory of strategic bombing well after experiments and experience demonstrated its shortcomings.104 If most of the cases examined here suggest that overly conservative organizations have a tendency to suppress or marginalize their visionaries, the cases of the Royal Air Force and US Army Air Forces reveal the danger of giving the visionaries too much leash. By the time the Second World War erupted, their once original and provocative ideas had hardened into dogma. Indeed, the most innovative officers in each of these air services represented Thermidorian reactions to organizational revolutions gone too far. In their respective development of Britain’s air defense system and America’s pursuit tactics, Hugh Dowding and Claire Chennault labored against the grain of the airpower community and in so doing attempted to compensate for its failings.105

Perhaps the most alarming observation from these studies is the extent to which perceived moral lessons from past wars can influence military policy – rarely for the better. Indeed, these cases suggest that we should perhaps revisit and revise the old saw about generals preparing to fight the last war. As already suggested, the more careful the generals’ attention to the last war, the better their performance in the next tended to be. Societies, on the other hand,
are not configured like general staffs and have a harder time extracting meaningful lessons from the past. To the contrary, they are prone to draw sweeping moral lessons from the last war that tend to distort the past and complicate the formulation of strategies that actually serve the national interest.

**CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATIONS**

As the United States enters another era of uneasy peace and uncertainty, it should strive for as much strategic clarity as possible without ever looking for certitude. Certain Cold Warriors wax nostalgically about the days when the United States had a clear-cut enemy and a well-defined strategy for confronting it. They neglect to consider the enormous cost, fiscal and social, incurred in that contest or how America’s myopic attention to a single strategic problem helped created the multitude of challenges the United States confronts today. We should be thankful that the strategic environment is less clear than it once seemed, if only so we can avoid building forces such as the French Army of 1940 or the US Army of 1955.

Yet as the world’s lone superpower in an age in which two oceans no longer provide a strategic buffer, the United States is unlikely to revert to the pre-World War II practice of building combat-ready forces and developing a strategy for their employment only in the event of a national emergency. Prudently, the United States seeks not merely to monitor but to shape the strategic environment, and it quadrennially reviews the priorities and programs of the Defense Department as a means of ensuring that its limited (if considerable) resources are being well-spent on capabilities that fulfill strategic requirements. Unfortunately, such measures are prone to producing modern equivalents of the Pentomic army. By subjecting the services to what is essentially a competition for slices of a fixed pie, the government incentivizes them to promote concepts and weapons that appear most relevant to the existing strategy or congruent with popular sentiment. Neither is necessarily constructive, particularly when strategy reflects an aversion to ground combat, counterinsurgency, or any other mission that the American people ostensibly will not tolerate—until they must. In those instances in which the services win
funding for future-looking programs of questionable relevance to the contemporary environment, they prove tenacious in their defense regardless of cost or merit.\textsuperscript{107}

As with military forces that feel politically insecure, it is beyond the ken of organizations engaged in such budgetary contests to be genuine learning organizations. Wargames and experiments intended to generate new ideas and challenge existing paradigms are likely to become charades designed instead to “validate” favored concepts. Moreover, the necessity of fielding combat-ready forces places a premium on training that, while entirely warranted, acts as a brake on meaningful innovation and intellectual reflection. Rather than staffing their schoolhouses with the “best and brightest,” the services expect their “best” to stay in command of troops. When they do go to school, they are encouraged to “recharge their batteries” (recuperate) and reconnect with the families they have neglected—perfectly understandable priorities, but not those associated with a learning organization.

The greatest challenge currently confronting the armed forces of the United States is neither uncertainty nor austerity. Rather, it is the preoccupation with what amount to global constabulary obligations and the constraint of being perpetually ready for a major war against every identifiable threat. As the service chiefs brace for further “sequestration,” they have made clear their priority of providing the president with the broadest range of strategic options now. Doing so requires the recapitalization of aging equipment vice modernization and prioritizes the training of warfighting units over the education of their leaders. In other words, they are mortgaging the future viability of the force in the name of operational readiness for the moment. Far from happy about this state of affairs, the chiefs have been very vocal about the strategic risks it imposes.\textsuperscript{108} They are chary of admitting, however, that the cuts imposed by sequestration have thus far been less severe than the drawdowns following each of America’s twentieth-century wars.\textsuperscript{109} In fact of matter, the US military is not entering an era of austerity at all. Rather, it is resuming its nineteenth-century role as a constabulary force (albeit on a much larger scale) with the late-twentieth-century conviction that it must be prepared for conventional warfare at all
times. Not surprisingly, it is discovering that even the defense budgets of a decade ago cannot accommodate both traditions.

Reconciling them and achieving sustainable security will demand a strategic consensus that the United States presently appears incapable of achieving. Partisan politics have, for the past generation, exerted an increasingly powerful and dysfunctional force on the formulation of national foreign and military policy. Since the 1980s, the Republican Party has all but abandoned its traditional fiscal conservatism regarding defense spending (which contributed to each of the eras of austerity addressed in this chapter). It has replaced it with a narrative that American military might has made the world safe for democracy and that only American “leadership” can keep it so. A competing narrative—more popular on the left—maintains that American military misadventures since 1945 have engendered instability and that the American people will not tolerate another Korea…or Vietnam…or Beirut…or Somalia…or Iraq. Betwixt these problematic moral lessons there is little common ground upon which to achieve a rational appreciation of the United States’ strategic requirements.

Yet beneath disagreements about ways and means, there exists greater consensus about the United States’ strategic aims than is readily apparent. Ultimately, the United States seeks to maintain the global order it has constructed over the past seventy years, mitigate threats to it, and maintain a position of preeminence. The problem, therefore, is not fundamentally the absence of strategic clarity; it is the lack of strategic realism. These interests are—practically speaking, if not morally—indefensible in the long term. If, as many argue, the threats to American interests are greater today that at any time since World War II, it is principally because the United States has defined its interest more broadly than ever before. While most Americans deny that the United States exercises imperial power, they are loath to surrender the privileges it conveys. Hence, the United States today implicitly defines its interest as the preservation of a favorable status quo that will be—inevitably and perpetually—challenged by “revisionist” powers. Countering them at every turn and in every domain is infeasible, so the Defense Department has proposed that it instead devise “offset” strategies that play American strengths off of competitor weaknesses.110
But such strategies are most effective when wielded by the revisionists—not the guardians of the status quo—and they are unlikely to close the gap between America’s strategic aims and the means it is willing or able to commit. Solving this dilemma will require nothing less than a reassessment of the United States’ truly vital interests and place in the world. Until then, the US Army will dutifully perform the constabulary mission it has been assigned while preparing for its next major contest: the next quadrennial defense review.
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As global negotiations over addressing climate change lumber on, the problem itself has increasingly moved from a long-run threat to a more urgent problem.¹ Scientists put this starkly when they say that current concentrations of carbon dioxide, the main greenhouse gas, are higher than they have been for 800,000 years.² The effects of climate change are already manifesting in higher temperatures as well as extreme weather events that scientists can increasingly attribute to climate change.³ Since the 2007 release of a series of think tank reports on climate change and national security, the US national security apparatus has moved to incorporate climate change into its strategic planning, both in terms of preparing for direct threats to the homeland and indirect threats to the country’s overseas interests.

How should the United States properly align means and ends at a time of constrained resources? In a world of pressing security problems, how can those concerned about climate change make a compelling case for dedicating scarce resources to this problem? This volume has an expressed aim of encouraging triage and goal-setting: that some problems are more important than others and “all of the above” is not a national security strategy.⁴ Climate change is a problem that asks the United States to do more at a time when public opinion, military exhaustion, and domestic economic imperatives counsel doing less.

This chapter seeks to reconcile that tension, beginning with the general case for incorporating climate change into the broader strategic calculus of the United States, given concerns about imperial overstretch and the need for more selective engagement on the world stage. My general argument is that self-interest and preservation demands US leadership on climate alongside China, which has now superseded the United States as the world largest emitter of greenhouse gases. Changes in relative economic power between the United States and
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China create a danger of the equivalent of the interwar period between World War I and World War II, with both countries unable and unwilling to provide sufficient leadership to generate the global public good of climate protection. While the breakdown in cooperation on climate change is a possibility, US-China policy coordination in the lead up to the 2015 Paris climate negotiations suggest this is not destiny.

At the same time, even as climate change demands more attention, US policymakers have to be mindful of the risks of threat inflation by “securitizing” climate change. Labeling climate change a security threat has a certain attraction, as it may increase attention, resources, and support for action, particularly among conservatives. However, advocates of this strategy may have to be careful what they wish for. While it might deliver new efforts to mitigate climate change (that is to reduce greenhouse gases), the climate security agenda will likely lead to attention to homeland security and the consequences for the American military at home and abroad. A climate security agenda might also lead to a narrow agenda. Most academic studies focus on whether climate change will lead to conflicts such as civil wars, for which the evidence is mixed and the causal chains complex and poorly understood. Climate change already poses a present security danger through extreme weather events and their direct effects on populations and critical infrastructure. While a wide variety of climate security concerns have been incorporated into national security planning documents, major investments in climate proofing infrastructure and investments domestically and internationally have only just begun. More attention needs to be paid to understanding the full set of risks, including potentially catastrophic impacts of low or unknown probability such as ocean acidification and permafrost melt.

In this chapter, I first discuss the origins of climate security both among practitioners and academics before synthesizing the state of knowledge on climate change and US national security, drawing from both US government assessments and the wider academic literature on climate and security. I focus on three dimensions of the problem, the direct effects on the US homeland, the indirect effects on US national security through overseas impacts, and the geostrategic implications of the policy environment as climate change becomes an increasingly
top tier issue in international relations. For each, I review the claims about the security connections and the state of knowledge. I close with some thoughts on US policy, risk assessment, and the meaning of sustainability and security.

THE ORIGINS OF CLIMATE AND SECURITY

To know what level of self-protection against climate change is warranted, it is helpful to understand the origins of the interest in environmental and, in turn, climate security. This section walks through the turn to climate security both among practitioners and scholars that began in the mid-2000s.

Environmental security has an established pedigree dating back to the 1990s and 2000s in policy and academic circles, led by the likes of the scholar Thomas Homer-Dixon who sought to demonstrate that environmental stresses had a major role in triggering conflicts. The Woodrow Wilson Center's Environmental Change and Security Program was founded in 1994 as a transmission mechanism for connecting this kind of academic work to policy audiences. Environmental scarcity was explicitly explored as a cause of conflict and state collapse in the work by the State Failure Task Force in 1999 (later renamed the Political Instability Task Force), a US government sponsored research project. Given data availability, much of the environmental security literature was based on qualitative case studies, and ultimately, the efforts were somewhat inconclusive, with the association between environmental factors and security outcomes, notably conflict, contingent on other political phenomena such as the degree of government inclusiveness and the extent of societal cleavages.

The connections between climate change and security did not emerge until later in the mid-2000s. In the face of political opposition to addressing the climate problem, climate advocates, particularly in the United States, began casting about for new ways to frame climate change as a way to broaden their coalition. One way was to frame climate change as a security threat. In the aftermath of the 9/11 terror attacks, Tom Friedman and others began this framing,
linking fossil fuel dependence to unsavory regimes and also highlighting the connections between climate change and security outcomes at home and abroad.\textsuperscript{10}

One of the early efforts to connect climate and security was a piece I co-authored with Nigel Purvis in 2004, commissioned by the Woodrow Wilson Center for the UN Secretary General’s project on Threats, Challenges, and Change where we emphasized that the most important emergent threat was increasing humanitarian crises that might require military support.\textsuperscript{11} The climate-security drumbeat began to accrue a constituency in policy circles in Washington beginning with some think tank studies in 2007 and 2008 by the CNA Corporation,\textsuperscript{12} my paper for the Council on Foreign Relations,\textsuperscript{13} and an edited volume from the Center for a New American Security and the Center for Strategic and International Studies.\textsuperscript{14} All of these studies tentatively approached the causal role of climate change in security outcomes, notably conflict, by referring to climate change as a “threat multiplier” and as an additional “stressor.”

Governments began commissioning studies on the effects of climate change and security such as the 2008 National Intelligence Assessment on climate and security by the National Intelligence Council,\textsuperscript{15} its subsequent report on water security,\textsuperscript{16} as well as reports and meetings by the Defense Science Board\textsuperscript{17} and the National Academy of Sciences.\textsuperscript{18}

While this interest in climate and security may not endure across presidential administrations if a Republican is elected in 2016, the Obama administration’s incorporation of climate change in national security planning documents sprawls across multiple executive branch agencies. Prompted by an Executive Order from the president in 2009 (followed by others in 2013 and 2014) and the work of the Interagency Climate Adaptation Task Force, the Obama Administration directed executive agencies to take climate change adaptation concerns into their operations.\textsuperscript{19}

Climate change has thus subsequently been incorporated into US Pentagon planning documents like the Quadrennial Defense Review (2010, 2014)\textsuperscript{20} and the 2014 Department of Defense Adaptation Roadmap\textsuperscript{21} as well as planning documents by other agencies, including the
2012 Department of Homeland Security Climate Change Adaptation Roadmap\textsuperscript{22} and the 2010 and 2014 Quadrennial Homeland Security Review.\textsuperscript{23} The US also issued strategic documents on the implications of climate change as part of the 2010 and 2015 national security strategy documents\textsuperscript{24} as well as more focused investigations for the Navy and the Arctic.\textsuperscript{25} USAID has also carried out research projects to assess the significance of climate change for state fragility,\textsuperscript{26} and climate security concerns were incorporated in to the 2015 Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review (QDDR), a State Department planning document.\textsuperscript{27} In May 2015, President Obama pulled these threads together in a 2015 commencement speech at the US Coast Guard academy.\textsuperscript{28} Subsequent speeches by National Security Advisor Susan Rice and Secretary of State John Kerry reinforced these themes.\textsuperscript{29} As of fall 2015, most of these appear to be planning documents with multi-billion dollar investments in protecting critical infrastructure and spending patterns for combatant commands and foreign assistance yet to materialize.

Outside of government, in addition to the long-time work of the Woodrow Wilson Center, there is a newer policy community in Washington that works on climate change and security nearly full-time, including at the CNA Corporation, the Center for Climate and Security,\textsuperscript{30} the American Security Project,\textsuperscript{31} and various universities. These professionals meet regularly to mainstream climate considerations into policy, mostly in terms of an adaptation and response agenda for the traditional US national security establishment. There are similar constituencies in other countries, notably the United Kingdom. Internationally, the UN Security Council held its first ever debate on the topic in 2007.\textsuperscript{32} The European Union,\textsuperscript{33} the G-7,\textsuperscript{34} and various other governments also began engaging on the security dimensions of the problem.\textsuperscript{35}

Alongside this policy preoccupation with climate and security, academics have also engaged on the topic with a large literature proliferating since the late 2000s, much of it quantitative in nature and narrowly focused on whether or not climate change causes internal conflict within countries.\textsuperscript{36} A broader more qualitative literature has focused on the “human security” implications of climate change and wider harms to human welfare. From this perspective, in addition to food security and climate-induced migration, the cultural integrity of
communities and the effects of climate change on livelihoods are threats to human security.37 The surge in academic research on the topic was sufficient to elicit a full chapter on human security in the 2014 IPCC Fifth Assessment Report.38

This background is important because the diverse motivations for framing climate change as a security problem and the various ways climate security is understood have major implications for how the problem is currently dealt with. Importantly, in order to justify action in this space, either to address the security implications themselves or to trigger a broader commitment to mitigation, climate security professionals have strong incentives to dramatize the problem and make sweeping claims about the contribution of climate change to global conflict trends39 or the contribution of climate change to particularly salient geo-political events such as the Arab Spring40 and the conflict in Darfur.41

This effort to “securitize” climate change is a familiar project that groups seeking policymakers’ attention have engaged in to jump their particular issues up the queue. As Daniel Deudney noted in a 1990 Millennium article, evoking security allows normal politics and the standard policy process to be swept aside in favor of extraordinary measures. These may be expensive and focus on parochial national interests at the expense of wider global public goods concerns.42

Aside from these risks, securitizing a problem potentially leads to threat inflation as groups hype their preferred cause du jour because they think the instrumental use of security language will generate more interest and resources for their problem. The downside is that if those security consequences do not materialize, the issue might not have staying power on the international agenda. Though HIV/AIDS remained a high priority in the 2000s for other reasons, the security dimensions of HIV/AIDS largely dissipated as an active area of research and policy despite earlier claims that AIDS orphans were being recruited to become child soldiers and other ills.43 The other negative consequence of successful securitization is that it identifies the military as primarily responsible for addressing the security consequences of climate change, even if other agencies and instruments are more appropriate for dealing with the issue.
This is not a negation of the connections between climate change and security but a recognition of incentives and motivations that have impelled the security cast of the problem to prominence.

**The Security Consequences of Climate Impacts**

From the previous discussion, the strategic imperative that emerges is to review and evaluate the specific consequences of climate change that pose a real threat to US national security. This requires a tractable definition of national security that is both consistent with practice in policy circles and logically defensible. This section begins with a review of definitions of national security and provides a conceptual framework for thinking about climate security threats, distinguishing between direct threats to the homeland, indirect threats to a country’s interests overseas, and the geostrategic implications of responses to climate change.44

**Definitions of national security**

Historically, national security threats were narrowly construed as armed external attacks by state actors against other states. Post 9/11, where non-state actors carried out attacks against the United States, that definition appeared anachronistic. However, even expanding the definition to include terrorists and other non-state actors as security threats still implies human agents actively seeking to harm another state. Some threats, such as diseases like Ebola, might not be directed by human agents but still constitute security threats to the United States. The consequences of a disease outbreak could kill large numbers of Americans and disrupt national confidence and stability enough to constitute security threats.45

By the same token, climate change might also give rise to consequences of similar severity to disease outbreaks. Put more generally, a threat that potentially causes massive challenges or disruptions to a country’s way of life and poses a danger to the survival of large numbers of people is a national security threat. Another way of imagining security threats is to ask if those consequences were wrought intentionally, what would the state’s response be? If a state, in other circumstances, would be prepared to use military force to prevent such an outcome, that would
also signal that the problem is severe enough to constitute a threat to national security, even if
the tools required to address that challenge are not necessarily military ones. Indeed, if the
military is required to deal with these threats, then that in and of itself is an indicator of failure of
civilian early warning systems and humanitarian action to prevent hazard exposure from
escalating into disasters that require emergency military mobilization.

There are two main ways that climate change could constitute a national security threat,
as a direct threat to a country’s homeland and as an indirect threat to its overseas or international
interests.46 This distinction between directs threats to the homeland and indirect threats overseas
is largely consistent with how the wider policy community conceptualizes the nature of the
threat. For example, the report that accompanied the 2015 commencement speech by President
Obama emphasized this perspective, “The implications of climate change on national security are
not all beyond US borders—they pose risks here at home.”47

For both direct and indirect threats, I consider the causal connections between climate
change and security outcomes, focusing on the claims and the state of knowledge for a select few
processes along with some policy recommendations.

**Direct threats to the homeland**

For both direct and indirect security threats of climate change, we can identify the main
potential pathways and evaluate the available evidence connecting each threat to security
consequences that policymakers might care about given their relatively short-term time horizons.
Climate change could conceivably constitute a security threat to a homeland if it threatened (1)
the existence of the country, (2) its seat of government, (3) the state’s monopoly on the use of
force, (4) disrupted or destroyed critical infrastructure, (5) led to catastrophic short-run losses in
human life or well-being to call in to question the legitimacy of the government (6) spurred
sudden large-scale internal or cross-border refugee movements, or (7) altered a country’s
territorial borders or waters.48

For the United States, four physical forces might bring about some (though certainly not
all) of these consequences, including: (1) abrupt climate change, (2) sea-level rise, (3) extreme
weather events, and (4) Arctic ice melt. Of these, extreme weather and Arctic ice melt are two physical phenomena for which scientific evidence suggest a high probability of occurrence in the following one or two decades (though the pace of sea-level rise is accelerating quickly). Focusing on the more probable consequences of climate change creates space for climate change as a security problem using conservative assumptions.

**Extreme weather events**

*The claims:* Physical phenomena of extreme weather can be connected to possible security consequences for the United States. These included the effects of swift onset hazards like cyclones and floods on major urban populations, military bases, and critical infrastructure. Such events can lead to domestic humanitarian emergencies and compromise law enforcement and public safety in affected communities subject to looting, vandalism, and other damage to property. Moreover, failure by government to respond effectively can lead to protest and loss of public confidence.

*The state of knowledge:* Hurricane Katrina, for example, killed more than 1,800 people and dislocated another 270,000, caused eighty billion dollars in damages, and took offline critical energy infrastructure. Moreover, the mobilization of thousands of members of the National Guard diverted resources and attention that otherwise could have been dedicated to important national security priorities such as the on-going conflict in Iraq. Indeed, the government’s ham-handed response to that episode was a stain on the George W. Bush presidency and created on-going challenges for the federal government’s relationship with the New Orleans populace.

This take on the threats posed by extreme weather events are mirrored in official documents from the US government. Drawing on evidence from the third national assessment of climate change impacts on the United States, the Obama Administration warned of the risks by mid-century of flooding and sea-level rise in coastal areas:

Critical infrastructure, major military installations, and hurricane evacuation routes are increasingly vulnerable to impacts, such as higher sea levels, storm surges, and flooding exacerbated by climate change. Sea level rise, coupled with storm surge, will continue to
increase the risk of major coastal impacts on transportation infrastructure, including both temporary and permanent flooding of airports, ports and harbors, roads, rail lines, tunnels, and bridges.\textsuperscript{53}

The White House referenced the response to Superstorm Sandy that affected the eastern seaboard in 2012, leaving 8.5 million without power and causing tens of billions of dollars in damage. Like Hurricane Katrina, the storm required mobilization of the National Guard, the Coast Guard, and other elements of the defense establishment to lead domestic humanitarian response, including delivery of emergency supplies and efforts to restore infrastructure.\textsuperscript{54}

The Obama administration noted that these effects potentially go beyond humanitarian emergencies and storms. The Department of Homeland Security flagged the effects of heat, “In Western States, higher temperatures and more frequent or severe heat waves could buckle railways, damage roads, and strain power systems.”\textsuperscript{55} Together, the effects of storms, floods, sea-level rise, and irregular rainfall pose problems for energy production, electricity grids, and threaten to “overwhelm the capacities of critical infrastructure, causing widespread disruption of essential services across the country.”\textsuperscript{56} Particular military installations such as the naval base in Norfolk, Virginia are often identified as at risk from frequent flooding.\textsuperscript{57}

Though climate-induced migration is frequently identified as an international problem likely to affect countries overseas, the United States itself might experience some cross-border migration of this nature.\textsuperscript{58} The Department of Homeland Security for its part also recognized domestic threats from regional migration, noting that extreme weather events ultimately could spur migration to the United States: “More severe droughts and tropical storms, especially in Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean, could also increase population movements, both legal and illegal, across the US border.”\textsuperscript{59}

Slow onset hazards such as droughts arguably too may constitute security concerns of a different nature. In the late 2000s and early 2010s, the Southwest, from Texas to California, has experienced devastating droughts. There are fears among scientists that these drought conditions across parts of the Southwest may endure for extended periods, perhaps for several decades.\textsuperscript{60}
While on some level this is a domestic economic problem, an issue of water resources and agriculture, a multi-decadal megadrought could have wider ramifications for power generation, water access, and agriculture. Some cities and states could face existential questions for human habitability, requiring concerted efforts that go well beyond reforming decades old water withdrawal rights for farmers.

Policymakers would have to consider providing emergency water provision in the short-run and expensive investment in desalination in the long-run. While some residents might vote with their feet in a reversal of historic Dust Bowl migration, the US government might have to engage in more proactive efforts to facilitate population movements out of affected areas. With numerous military bases and training facilities dotting Western states, the confluence of persistent droughts, inadequate power generation from hydropower, declining agricultural yields, and insufficient drinking water might elevate aridity in the Southwest to a chronic national emergency.

Some scholars, such as Roger Pielke, Jr., downplay the significance of climate change as a driver of more storms and damages, instead attributing these changes to increasing numbers of people living along coasts and more valuable infrastructure to lose. Indeed, he notes, improved humanitarian response capacity and early warning systems have resulted in declines in mortalities caused by natural hazards. While that perspective itself has been disputed by those who see a clearer signal in the empirical record for climate change’s role in increasing the number and intensity of cyclones, the reality is that America’s coastal cities, infrastructure, and bases are vulnerable to extreme weather and the Boy Scouts motto “Be Prepared” is apropos regardless. On-going reviews of national vulnerabilities to climate hazards should create additional impetus for billions of dollars to climate-proof infrastructure investments as New York initiated in the wake of hurricane Sandy.

Arctic ice melt

The claims: In terms of Arctic ice melt, the risks are distinct from extreme weather, as the opening of possible sea lanes and territory is leading to jockeying by various countries with claims
to the Arctic, including Canada, Russia, Norway, and Denmark. Climate change is contributing to more ice-free days in the Arctic, making it possible to navigate, at least for more days in the summer, the two Arctic sea routes, the Northern sea route and the Northwest passage. The Northern route could potentially cut by two weeks the travel time from China to Europe in lieu of the longer route through the Suez Canal. With Russia investing in ice fleet capabilities and exercising control over the route, there is concern that Russia could impede or impose costs on the movement of goods as this route becomes increasingly viable in coming decades.

The state of knowledge: While an increasing number of ships have been able in recent years to make it through the Northern route that connects the Atlantic to the Pacific above Siberia, they often require icebreakers to accompany them. Analysts have raised concerns about whether the United States (with one, possibly two icebreakers) and regional ally Canada (with six) possess adequate numbers and quality of icebreakers to defend their claims to the Arctic or respond to accidents, especially compared to Russia’s more robust fleet of eighteen to twenty-seven icebreakers and China which has commissioned a second icebreaker. While the Department of Homeland Security in December 2013 suggested that three heavy and three medium icebreakers might be required, the expense of a single heavy icebreaker could be nearly equivalent to the Coast Guard’s entire annual budget of $1.1 billion.

With the Arctic a source of valuable hydrocarbons, the risk of disputes over territory and sea lanes harkens back to the kinds of disputes that had resulted in armed conflict in previous centuries. The Arctic has seen a spate of action by states anticipating more regular access as sea ice melts, including plans approved by the Obama administration in May 2015 to allow Shell to drill for oil.

Though institutions like the Arctic Council likely will help facilitate transnational cooperation to minimize the risks of conflict, increasing ease of transit, albeit seasonal, is creating new sources of friction between states. The Obama Administration downplayed the risk of conflict over the Arctic but noted that melting ice will open the region will require more international cooperation:
While the Region is expected to remain a low threat security environment where nations resolve differences peacefully, the Navy will be prepared to prevent conflict and ensure national interests are protected. In the coming decades, the Arctic Ocean will be increasingly accessible and more broadly used by Arctic and non-Arctic nations seeking the Region’s abundant resources and trade routes.68

The administration concluded that increased traffic will potentially lead to disruptions in marine food systems as well as more accidents:

As ice coverage in the Arctic continues to recede and shorter shipping routes become more accessible and more profitable, increased ship traffic and human activity in the region will require that the United States be more prepared to respond to emergencies in this remote region.69

Beyond investments in ice-breaking technology that could help shore up the US ability to defend its interests in the Arctic, another policy that the US should move forward on is ratification of the Law of the Sea Treaty. Russia pushed forward its territorial claims to the Arctic by submitting claims to the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf. Other countries like Denmark are poised to do the same. By not being party to the Law of the Sea Treaty, the United States cannot put forward its own claims for jurisdiction of an extended continental shelf.70 The potential loss of influence over the fate of the Arctic ought to be the final impetus the long-delayed US ratification of the Law of the Sea Treaty. In asserting its own territorial claims, the US also needs to work with other countries on measures to discourage oil exploration in the Arctic, which would only make the climate problem worse. After having earlier authorized drilling in the Arctic, the Obama in October 2015 cancelled planned future lease sales.71

Official government statements asserting future security risks do not necessarily make them true. Some of these potential effects such as migration are arguably more speculative than others or depend on longer causal chains and perhaps less predictable human behavior. While the fingerprint of climate change on the magnitude and number of extreme weather events
remains a source of debate, we already have vivid examples in Hurricane Katrina and Superstorm Sandy that underscore the risks of inaction. The potential effects of climate change on US national security extend beyond direct effects on the US homeland but also to the country’s interests abroad. Again, it is important to examine the validity of potential threats that analysts have raised, reviewing the claims and the available evidence.

**Indirect threats to the United States**

Much emphasis in the climate security literature has been placed on the potential effects on US security interests overseas as a consequence of climate effects abroad. Climate change poses at least four sets of potential problems for US interests including: (1) US overseas assets including embassies and military bases, (2) violent conflict, (3) state failure, and (4) humanitarian disasters.\(^72\) Migration, whether or not it leads to conflict, is often evoked as an independent climate security concern. Others include changes in the operating environment for the military and disruptions to strategically important raw materials and global supply chains. Of these, the connections between climate change and conflict have received the most attention, particularly by scholars.

**Overseas Assets and Operations**

*The claims:* In terms of US assets vulnerable to climate change, low lying military installations such as Diego Garcia and Guam are exposed to extreme weather events.\(^73\) This mirrors the emphasis in discussions of homeland security on vulnerable physical infrastructure and bases.

*The state of knowledge:* The 2014 Department of Defense Adaptation Roadmap discussed an on-going assessment of 7,000 military installations and flagged the need to assess what significance “the changes in storm patterns and sea levels will impact the Department's Pacific Island installations, including their water supplies.”\(^74\) In addition, embassies located in countries vulnerable to climate change such as Bangladesh might face high physical exposure themselves, or, at the very least, be called upon to coordinate or assist humanitarian responses.\(^75\)
The Obama administration has identified additional challenges, that of the effects on military operations, training and testing equipment, and provisioning and supporting military missions, coming from increasing temperatures, changes in precipitation patterns, increases in the frequency or intensity of extreme weather, and rising sea levels and storm surge. The Adaptation Roadmap argued: “sea level rise may impact the execution of amphibious landings; changing temperatures and lengthened seasons could impact operation timing windows; and increased frequency of extreme weather could impact overflight possibility as well as intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capability.” In terms of supply chains, the Obama administration highlighted the risk of “Reduced or changed availability and access to food and water sources to support personnel.” Pending the outcome of the various infrastructure vulnerability assessments, the likely outcome is the need for investments that would enhance the resilience of facilities to climate damages, through relocation, refurbishment, enhanced building codes, physical barriers, and improved emergency response measures.

**Conflict and State Failure**

*The claims:* The contribution of climate change to the increased likelihood of conflict has been the central analytical focus of much academic and think tank work in the climate security space and to a lesser extent government studies. This research has focused largely on internal conflict, namely civil wars; communal conflict; and protests, strikes, and riots. While there has been some limited discussion of disputes over shared aquifers and up-stream-downstream tensions as a consequence of dam construction along the Nile, the Mekong and other rivers, most work in this space is rather dismissive of the prospects for inter-state conflict. This is likely a function of the decline in inter-state wars as well as the history of inter-state cooperation over river basins and aquifers, even in highly adversarial political situations such as between Israel and Palestine.

While inter-state war is frequently discounted, tensions and conflict emanating from the cross-border movement of people is often evoked as a specific risk, but these risks are seen less as transnational or international conflicts and more as internal ones between migrants and their new host states and populations. Migration, particularly from low-lying island countries in the Pacific
as well as Bangladesh, is often identified as a likely consequence of climate change independent of whether or not it escalates to conflict. There is extensive debate about the likely magnitude of climate-induced migration and its consequences, as in many cases the climate signal driving migration is but one of many factors.\textsuperscript{80}

The state of knowledge: As I noted earlier, based on the challenges of teasing out the specific contribution of environmental factors to conflict, the think tank community initially used the language of “threat multiplier,” “stressor,” “exacerbate,” and “conflict accelerant” to describe the risks posed by climate change to the increased likelihood of conflict. That language and approach to the problem has permeated policy documents. For example, in the public Congressional testimony that accompanied the classified 2008 National Intelligence Assessment, the National Intelligence Council’s Tom Fingar argued:

We assess that climate change alone is unlikely to trigger state failure in any state out to 2030, but the impacts will worsen existing problems—such as poverty, social tensions, environmental degradation, ineffectual leadership, and weak political institutions. Climate change could threaten domestic stability in some states, potentially contributing to intra- or, less likely, interstate conflict, particularly over access to increasingly scarce water resources.\textsuperscript{81}

In its 2012 successor report on water, the NIC and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence emphasized the near-term risks from too much and too little water and how this would translate into problems of food and energy production for particular places of interest to the United States in North Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia:

During the next 10 years, many countries important to the United States will experience water problems—shortages, poor water quality, or floods—that will risk instability and state failure, increase regional tensions, and distract them from working with the United States on important US policy objectives.\textsuperscript{82}

The Navy’s 2009 climate roadmap made a similar case: “Economically unstable regions will be more vulnerable to the effects of climate change, and climate change will be one of several
factors that may increase instability." Policy documents like the 2010 QDR evade the challenge of establishing causality by saying that climate change on its own is not likely to cause conflict, but in concert with other factors will increase, magnify, or accelerate the risk.

In its 2011 report, the Defense Science Board also exercised caution in its statements attributing causality to climate effects, focusing on the “indirect effects” on conflict in countries with low state capacity, where climate stresses likely to be an “an exacerbating factor for failure to meet basic human ends and for social conflict, rather than the root cause.” The 2014 QDR adopted the language of “threat multiplier” and sought to identify the potential pathways between physical effects of climate hazards and conflict emergence from the effects on water and food to local scarcities and competition for resources.

While the policy community is largely content with this formulation of the problem, the academic community has plowed ahead to assess whether the likely future consequences of climate change (extreme temperatures, rainfall volatility, droughts, extreme weather events, etc.) historically have been correlated with the increased likelihood of different forms of conflict. That peer-reviewed literature has somewhat ambiguous and conflicting findings. In their review of the scholarly literature on the connections between climate and conflict, a 2013 National Academy of Sciences study stressed the nuanced nature of the connections, emphasizing that climate change together with other “socioeconomic and political conditions” can lead to social and political stresses and concomitant security risks. The 2014 IPCC Fifth Assessment echoed this conclusion, focusing on “a need for theories and data that explain the processes that lead from changes in climate to violence, including on the institutions that help avoid violent outcomes.”

Most of the new work on climate and conflict is quantitative statistical research that seeks to test the direct relationship between a climate variable of interest (such as rainfall scarcity) and conflict onset (such as civil wars). Many take Africa as their specific region of focus. Initially, studies focused on national level analyses and found promising results that suggested rainfall volatility in particular might be an important trigger for conflict. Improvements in data made disaggregated sub-national analysis increasingly possible. Studies found different effects for
different kinds of climate-related phenomena. Some studies found no association between
drought and civil wars in Africa. Others found evidence that undermined the nascent theory
that scarcity was driving conflict. Rather, it appeared that abundance might be a more potent
mechanism triggering certain forms of conflict as groups had more reason to clash in time of
plenty. Indeed, better rains might give groups, particularly raiding parties engaged in communal
conflict, more forage cover to conceal attacks.

Despite these findings, some scholars made broad claims of a causal connection between
climate impacts and violence. For example, a 2009 Miguel paper found a strong correlation
between temperature and civil war onset and concluded that for every 1 degree increase in
Celsius, there was a 4.5% increase in the incidence of violent conflict. Using climate projections,
Miguel estimated that Africa would experience a fifty-four percent increase in civil conflict by
2030 and nearly 400,000 additional battle deaths based on average conflict deaths. Those
claims were rejected by Halvard Buhaug who suggested the results did not hold up when one
included additional data or used alternative model specifications.

A follow-on meta-analysis by Solomon Hsiang and co-authors bundled a variety of
climate effects (temperature increases, positive deviations in rainfall, negative deviations in
rainfall) and sought to examine the average effect on violence across sixty different studies. They
examined both “personal violence” (which included studies of baseball pitchers beaning more
batters on hot days) as well as “inter-group” violence (which included studies of state collapse,
civil wars, and other measures). Their provocative claim in Science was that: “For each one
standard deviation change in climate toward warmer temperatures or more extreme rainfall,
median estimates indicate that the frequency of interpersonal violence rises four percent and the
frequency of intergroup conflict rises fourteen percent.”

This particular study came under criticism again from Halvard Buhaug and others on
methodological grounds that resulted in a series of point counterpoint arguments about model
specification and other arcana. The Hsiang et al. piece included studies of ancient Egypt and
fifteenth century China, whose relevance to the contemporary period is questionable. In
addition, in the meta-analysis, the authors combined a number of different climate phenomenon together to try to establish some average effects across studies at a time when the field was increasingly moving to try to establish differentiated causal pathways between specific climate phenomena (such as too much rain) and specific categories of conflict outcomes (such as increases in communal violence). On some level, this meta-analysis resembles early debates of the “democratic peace,” the empirical finding that democracies almost never go to war with each other, which was likened to a finding in need of a theory.

The emergent findings in the climate security literature, to the extent they are robust, still lack clear causal arguments that link climate hazards and security outcomes. As I mentioned earlier, most of the academic studies have tested direct relationships between a physical hazard and conflict, rather than indirect pathways through plausible mechanisms such as economic growth or food prices. As the IPCC chapter on human security noted, climate hazards are correlated with effects that are known correlates of conflict: “Though there is little agreement about causality, there is robust evidence that shows that low per capita incomes, economic contraction, and inconsistent state institutions are associated with the incidence of civil wars. These factors are sensitive to climate change.”

Some policymakers are ready to accept that climate change will be a conflict accelerant in the absence of scientific guidance on the specific connections. However, without clarity of the conditions under which climate hazards might lead to conflict, it is impossible to identify nodes of leverage by which one might intervene to make conflict less likely.

A number of questions still beg answers: Under what climatic or weather conditions do people fight? When it is hot? If so, why? Do they become more aggressive in the heat? How hot is too hot? Do people fight when it is wet? Does wetness increase forage and pasture, leading to more abundant valuable resources that triggers competition? Does rainfall scarcity lead to conflict by lowering the opportunity costs of fighting? Does rainfall scarcity affect conflict patterns through agricultural production or economic growth? Do extreme weather events trigger conflict resolution or escalation? Are certain kinds of states more subject to these kinds of problems than
others? Without better understanding of the configurations of factors that together yield violence, policymakers could invest in efforts to reduce imaginary or misplaced vulnerabilities for the wrong threats and places.

This challenge is made all the more difficult by the fact that the historic data testing correlations between climate phenomena and conflict may be a poor guide to future patterns. The geographic distribution and intensity of weather events (of rainfall, temperature) may not resemble past patterns, making causal inference from history a problematic basis for planning for the future. In terms of policy, this is an area where greater research on the causal pathways linking climate hazards to conflict outcomes could help identify the various factors that conjoin to make conflict onset more likely. With more robust understanding, it may be possible to identify indicators of early warning as well as investments that might mitigate conflict potential. Absent this improved comprehension of the conditions under which climate hazards trigger different forms of conflict, policymakers may be hard-pressed to identify appropriate interventions.

**Humanitarian Emergencies and Natural Disasters**

**The claims**: With the causal connection between climate outcomes and conflict difficult to disentangle, perhaps more proximate security threats of climate change for US national security are the effects of climate change yielding more humanitarian emergencies from natural disasters, leading to more demands for US military mobilization for humanitarian assistance.

**The state of knowledge**: While scientists continue to dispute whether or not climate change will yield more numerous or intense cyclones and other extreme weather events, the world has ample evidence of climate-related hazards causing massive dislocations requiring emergency response from the international community, from Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in 2013, to the famine that afflicted Somalia in 2011, to the floods that displaced millions in Pakistan in 2010 to Cyclone Nargis that killed thousands in Myanmar in 2005.

In these cases, the United States government was frequently called upon (or offered) to provide lift support, relief, and logistics. For example, after Haiyan, 9500 military personnel
helped respond to the crisis, with delivery of 750,000 pounds of relief supplies and airlift of almost 6,000 survivors from the affected city of Tacloban.\textsuperscript{102} In response to the 2010 floods that affected some twenty million people in Pakistan, the United States delivered approximately $390 million in aid and 20 million pounds of relief supplies.\textsuperscript{103} After both the Somalia and Myanmar disasters, the international community had difficulty delivering aid supplies. In the case of the 2011 Somalia famine, the Islamist al-Shabaab militia impeded relief supplies, resulting in the excess deaths of some 250,000 people.\textsuperscript{104} Similarly, in Myanmar, offers by the US to provide relief, including landing 4,000 Marines to deliver aid,\textsuperscript{105} were partially rebuffed, with an estimated 140,000 deaths.\textsuperscript{106}

More broadly, between FY 2000 and FY 2009, the US government spent some $25.3 billion on disaster response globally (in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars). That includes funding for complex emergencies, particularly for the conflict in Darfur (which some attribute to resource conflicts between herders and grazers as a result of drought conditions), though aid for explicitly climate-related disasters was about one out of ten of the overall total.\textsuperscript{107}

Although the contribution of anthropogenic climate change to those particular events is debatable, they remind us of the terrible power of nature. Some of the places affected are locations of strategic interest to the United States. And, while the literature on whether disasters contribute to conflict remains contested,\textsuperscript{108} the US government and the military in particular is increasingly called upon to play a supporting role in major humanitarian emergencies.

While academics have been slow to recognize this dynamic, the US government has integrated this concern centrally in to its planning documents with the 2010 QDR and the 2014 Pentagon Adaptation both recognizing that extreme weather events at home and abroad will lead to increased demands for humanitarian assistance.\textsuperscript{109} For its part, the 2013 National Academy of Sciences report concluded that these complex emergencies are likely to become more frequent and “produce consequences that exceed the capacity of the affected societies or global systems to manage and that have global security implications serious enough to compel international response.”\textsuperscript{110} As the 2008 NIC report noted, the implications of increased demands of disaster
response could be potential strains on US capacity, readiness and strategic depth for combat operations.\textsuperscript{111}

Beyond these concerns, leaders have periodically invoked the wider strategic implications of disaster relief for public diplomacy. After the 2004 Asian tsunami, the 2006 earthquake in Pakistan, and after the 2010 Pakistani floods, the US saw opportunities for improving its image in the region. However, a 2012 Pew study found that Indonesian attitudes towards the US improved slightly after the 2004 tsunami but deteriorated thereafter and only returned to pre-Iraq War levels when Barack Obama was elected president. Pakistani public opinion deteriorated further despite America’s flood relief.\textsuperscript{112}

The United States could reject or scale back such global responsibilities if it were to find its military too stretched in a world of many severe humanitarian emergences. The experience in South Asia suggests that there is no automatic or durable public favorability boost from relief efforts, but it is not clear if failure to respond to a humanitarian emergency would have \textit{no} effect on the country’s international reputation. States may not get a lot of credit or permanent boosts in international goodwill from a single act of altruism or enlightened self-interest, but they potentially face international opprobrium for failure to act (or act with sufficient vigor, as China experienced in response to its lackluster support for efforts to suppress the Ebola virus in West Africa).\textsuperscript{113} The United States, as the architect of the liberal international order, would potentially face greater international condemnation than other countries if it decided that it had to scale back its disaster response. As a matter of policy, the US should minimally identify the places most likely to be severely affected by such climate-related humanitarian disasters through vulnerability assessments. Beyond this, the US should use such assessments to pre-position humanitarian supplies for likely hot spots of vulnerability and support civilian efforts by local actors to shore up resilience.

\textbf{Geostrategic implications}

The previous observation raises a third dimension where actions or inactions on climate change could have wider strategic significance for the United States. I address the reputational
consequences of climate diplomacy before turning to the potential strategic considerations of policies that countries might pursue to either mitigate climate change or adapt to its consequences such as geoengineering, territorial claims, land concessions in other countries, border tax adjustments, divestment campaigns and bans on international finance for carbon-intensive energy sources, and possibly even more coercive measures to keep fossil fuels in the ground.

Climate diplomacy and reputation

The claims: The elevation of climate change to the sphere of higher if not high politics potentially affects US standing in the world and pursuit of its national interests. While the Bush administration was able to endure nearly a decade of international opprobrium for its hostility to action on climate change, failure in the future could engender negative reputational consequences for the United States.

The state of knowledge: What significance does negative international standing have on the US power position in the world, if at all? States that are powerful, determined, and view acquiescence to international opinion as costly can endure international disdain and even sanctions (witness Vladimir Putin in Russia). Normative pressure and shame on their own are weak signals. Even when accompanied by material punishment, the costs may ultimately be modest since punishment is costly.114 However, states with bad reputations face higher transactions costs of achieving cooperative outcomes on issues they care about.115

George W. Bush was able to pursue the Iraq War despite the hostility of traditional European allies. A future US administration that takes a hard line on climate policy, as the Bush administration did, may raise the costs of securing cooperative agreements with others on defense, trade, etc. It is an interesting counterfactual to ask if the Bush administration been less obstructionist on climate and other multilateral initiatives, might it have had an easier time leveraging the support of its European allies for the war effort in Iraq or at least the rebuilding phase?
We will never know, but as concerns about climate change increase and expectations of progress rise, international processes like the climate negotiations in Copenhagen in 2009 and in Paris in 2015 create opportunities for politicians to either burnish or damage their international standing with repercussions for their room for maneuver at home.

Thus, when it appeared that the Copenhagen climate negotiations would fail to reach an agreement or an agreement that met advocates’ expectations, the Obama administration sought to deflect blame for the outcome on China. The US delegation suggested that the United States was prepared to leverage $100 billion in public and private money to assist developing countries, but China was blocking a final agreement, thus pitting the rest of the developing world against China.\textsuperscript{116} As China’s carbon dioxide emissions now dwarf those of the United States, that strategy of blame defection may increasingly work (some twenty-eight percent of the global total for China in 2013 compared to fourteen percent for the US), but will not solve the problem.

At the same time, it is not as if the United State can avoid blame. It is still the second largest emitter, and the country’s cumulative emissions between 1870-2013 lead the world at twenty-six percent. Countries will still be prepared to label the United States a climate scofflaw, more so because its per capita emissions exceed much of the rest of the world by orders of magnitude. Moreover, the US contribution to current emissions rises still further if one includes the carbon content of imported products from countries such as China.\textsuperscript{117}

From a strategic perspective, countries, the United States included, will not do things that are very costly for them even if highly desirable by other states, unless other states possess tremendous coercive power. That said, countries facing high climate exposure will increasingly look for venues to remind the world of their plight, as the Philippines did after Typhoon Haiyan at the 2013 climate negotiations. Even if the science of event attribution is not settled, vulnerable countries will blame climate change for disasters and in turn implicate countries responsible for the problem.

The United States and China are going to be the primary recipients of that finger-pointing. Climate change presents a curious problem for the two countries, especially given the
power transition process that is currently underway with the United States experiencing relative
decline and China a rapid ascent. We know from history that such moments are especially
dangerous times when fading hegemons face revisionist challengers seeking to re-make the world
in their image. Yet, that logic of relative gains and preoccupation with narrow national self-
interest runs against the wider liberal logic of mutual gains from trade.\textsuperscript{118}

Moreover, climate protection is a global public good; neither the US nor China, despite
being the largest emitters, can resolve the problem on their own. From the standpoint of self-
protection against global climate change, states have strong incentives to band with coalitions of
the relevant (i.e. the major emitters) to stave off suboptimal outcomes for everyone. Despite its
relative decline, the United States is, as Bruce Jones notes, “the largest minority shareholder” in
the international order, and, as such, still possesses sufficient capability to lead by example and
shepherd consolidation of a the liberal international order in which China is embedded.\textsuperscript{119}

As a consequence, even as there is inevitable friction over China’s ambitions in the South
China Sea, the US and China possess shared goals and vulnerabilities because of economic
interdependence and exposure to climate hazards. In this context, the countries need to rise
above their sources of discord and enter into a mature relationship of quasi-rivalry on some
dimensions of policy and cooperation on others. Even in the climate space, the United States
may have to engage in technical cooperation on emissions monitoring, but at the same time
prepare for differential ambition on climate change by exploring coercive instruments such as
border tax adjustments to induce greater Chinese engagement.\textsuperscript{120}

There are positive signs that the US and China are heeding this advice. In November
2014, China and the United States reached a potentially historic agreement on greenhouse gas
emissions. China for the first time pledged to peak its greenhouse gas emissions by around 2030
and to increase the share of non-fossil energy (nuclear and renewables) to twenty percent by that
same year. The US, for its part, extended its target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
twenty-six to twenty-eight percent below 2005 levels. This agreement put pressure on other fast
developing countries such as India to play a constructive role going in to the 2015 Paris climate
talks where a new kind of climate agreement based on country pledges of action was set to be negotiated.\textsuperscript{121}

That dynamic of somewhat competitive and virtuous promise-making over climate change with China, what Levy called tote-board diplomacy, may be a useful one if ultimately followed up by action.\textsuperscript{122} This approach might need to extend beyond the mitigation (emissions reduction) agenda to support for adaptation (preparing for climate change), particularly in East Asia. For example, outside of Guam, small island countries in the Pacific may not be all that consequential for US national security or the world. That said, the United States will have stronger incentives to react to claims from larger, more populated countries in the region like Indonesia and the Philippines. Those countries have historical and ongoing value to the United States, in terms of concerns about Islamist radicalization, bases, and Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea. Densely populated countries in South and Southeast Asia may be valuable partners on other issues of importance to the United States, and if they come to believe that their future security depends on climate adaptation and mitigation efforts, then the United States may have compelling reasons to do more.

Beyond its own actions to mitigate its own greenhouse gas emissions, the United States should also put a high priority on overcoming its own domestic impasse over providing climate finance. In 2014, the Obama administration committed three billion dollars to the Green Climate Fund over four years, but found its contributions snared in partisan politicization over the budget.\textsuperscript{123} Moreover, at the 2009 Copenhagen meeting, the Obama administration created political space for a new bottoms up process of country commitments on climate change based on the promise to leverage by 2020 $100 billion annually in public and private money to address climate change in the developing world. Failure to make good on that commitment would undermine the credibility of the US response but also limit the international community’s ability to invest in climate and conflict management.
Unilateral climate mitigation and adaptation

The claims: From the perspective of system and order maintenance, the United States also risks damaging the legitimacy of international, rule-based processes if the climate arena, like other domains, increasingly is seen as irrelevant and ineffectual. If that outcome of “ossified” zombie politics returns to the climate arena, individual countries or groups of countries may take matters in to their hands, by seeking to shore up their own position through resource and territorial claims, acquisition of access rights to land in other countries, and through dam-building to the detriment of downstream users.

The state of knowledge: Though somewhat far-fetched, people are beginning to worry about the legal regime to regulate how countries engage in geo-engineering, efforts to alter the atmosphere to insulate countries from the effects of climate change. If left as an ungoverned free-for-all, such schemes might be highly risky and lead to unanticipated and catastrophic global consequences, including counter-measures by states trying to stop others’ geoengineering projects. Other policy responses to climate change, such as foreign land acquisitions to shore up domestic food security, may become contested as "land grabs." In this context, the United States has an interest in steering these unilateral or small group impulses in a constructive direction as it has on hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), potent contributors to the greenhouse effect, through the Climate and Clean Air Coalition. While some of these various unilateral initiatives remain on the horizon, the United States has an interest in establishing multilateral codes of conduct and dialogue to ensure that states do not seek to shore up their own protection with disastrous consequences for others.

Conclusion: US policies, risk assessment, and sustainable security

The starting premise of this volume when we began our collective deliberations was based on a sense of US overextension and diminished national capacity. Since then, the country’s economic recovery from the 2008 financial crisis and new-found domestic energy supplies may have eased some of the exigency and urgency of a retrenchment agenda. At the same time, the
rise and specter of ISIS in Syria and Iraq have frightened the American public, providing them with renewed appetite to engage internationally. Moreover, as the introduction to this volume noted, even if one acknowledges the need for selective engagement, that is distinct from counseling isolation and withdrawal from the international scene. What that means, however, is that climate change, arguably a more long-run threat than many contemporary emergencies, has to compete for attention with other pressing concerns. In this crowded landscape with increased competition for resources, the justification for acting now to combat climate change is to minimize later costs that would be considerably more expensive, highly undesirable, and/or irreversible. \(^{128}\)

The previous sections included a range of policies that the United States should pursue to address specific threats to the homeland, its overseas interests, and wider geostrategic position. Beyond this, there is a wider philosophy of governance, namely risk management, which ought to infuse US approaches to climate, much as it already does for defense establishment and the corporate sector.

Those concerned about climate change increasingly have justified action by evoking the language of managing risk. While many climate impacts are known and highly likely, some of the most severe potential impacts of climate change such as melting permafrost, changes to the Gulf Stream, or more catastrophic sea-level rise are likened to the threat of nuclear war during the Cold War, presenting so-called “tail risks” of low probability but very high impact. \(^{129}\) A challenge is that some of these most extreme consequences are highly uncertain, but may become more likely at higher temperatures and concentrations of greenhouse gases. Some kinds of climate events have an irregularly high likelihood of catastrophic consequences, what are referred to as “fat tails” of the probability distribution. Others reference similar kinds of high impact but hard to predict “black swan” events. \(^{130}\) Under such circumstances, a risk management perspective would invest in contingency plans to ensure that the worst consequences do not come to pass. \(^{131}\)

Preparing for contingencies and investing in risk management are familiar practices for national security officials. During the Cold War, the US invested vast amounts of money and
intellectual energy to ensure that the (generally) low probability but high consequence risk of a nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union did not come to pass. Similarly, in the contemporary era, the US military has to prepare for possible contingencies of war-fighting in multiple theaters and the remote possibility of military conflict with a rising China over flashpoints such as the South China Sea. In addition to regional deployment of troops through the Pacific Fleet, the US military also engages in regular military exercises with allies.132

One of the challenges of this “fat tail” problem is that it becomes difficult to anticipate how much preparation is enough. Traditional cost-benefit analysis based on expected outcomes may lead us to be insufficiently prepared for the Hurricane Sandy and Katrina type events. On the other hand, we cannot spend an infinite amount of money to prepare for possible climate catastrophe. The strategic dilemma is ultimately calibrating the appropriate level of insurance given other competing priorities.

With such considerations, how should we conceive of “sustainable security” amidst a world that manifestly appears to be on an unsustainable path with respect to nature? In this book, sustainability refers to the material resources that sustain US national security and the reservoir of public support to use those resources for their intended purposes. However, in environmental circles, the word “sustainability” has a historically contingent meaning referencing the work of the 1987 World Commission on Environment and Development. The commission’s report *Our Common Future* introduced the concept of “sustainable development” in to the lexicon, defining it as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”133 Since its introduction, sustainable development has become an elastic concept with little operational value, simultaneously used by people to support environmental protection and by those who favor human development at the expense of the environment.

There is an effort to reclaim the environmental roots of “sustainability.” Indeed, *In Pursuit of Prosperity*, a 2014 book from the environmental advocacy group WWF, sought to put environmental sustainability at the heart of US foreign policy. That project is an explicit framing
attempt to convince national security elites to care about conservation and the environment. While that project may be successful, connecting environmental issues to security consequences potentially has unintended effects. On climate change, the security discussion has, alongside an expanded set of actors interested in the issue, brought attention and resources to an array of other concerns, from climate and conflict to defending US sovereignty over the Arctic. For advocates of using climate and security as a means to boost support for climate mitigation, that may not be what they had in mind.

While sustainable development has little analytical leverage, it would be ironic if a book on sustainable security was devoid of that environmental connotation. What then does sustainable security look like with an environmental sensibility? Sustainable security must mean calibrating ends and means in the current period with the need to sustain the planet’s core life-sustaining ecological functions in the future. This dynamic view of security has to anticipate future risks to humanity and the natural world arising from demographic change and increasing consumptive possibilities, particularly in Asia where demand for resources has led to unprecedented air and water pollution and pressures on global stocks of fish, wildlife, timber, and other resources. Without dramatic decoupling of economic growth from carbon-based fuels, adoption of modern pollution control, improvement in the productivity of agriculture and aquaculture, and change in the consumptive patterns of individuals, the 21st century may yield a dystopian polluted and degraded future.

For the United States, the challenge narrowly is how much insurance is necessary to protect the country from catastrophic damages from global public bads like climate change. Economists will counsel some cost-benefit calculus such that the discounted future benefits of avoided climate damage exactly equal the costs of action. However, this quickly devolves into a somewhat unproductive discussion about the appropriate discount rate by which we value future benefits. It also requires burden-sharing with other major emitters and confidence that our actions are being matched by others.
In this context, political leaders have established a somewhat artificial goal of preventing global greenhouse gas emissions from reaching concentrations that would cause global average temperatures to rise two degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. This goal was somewhat informed by scientists who described it as a threshold above which the world might experience dangerous climate change. The reality is that so little has been done that this goal is unlikely to be achieved, and it is unclear if it in fact represents a singularly critical threshold.\textsuperscript{136}

In general, on the mitigation front, there is consensus that the world needs to move dramatically towards decarbonization of the energy supply by the mid 21\textsuperscript{st} century. What that means for policy is ultimately a price on carbon and other incentives to keep hydrocarbons in the ground and technological innovation to either sequester carbon dioxide underground or to have some biological or chemical process for taking it out of the air. Putting a price on carbon through a tax or establishing some sort of quantity limit on emissions (and allowing for actors to trade emissions permits depending on their costs of mitigation) are thought of as cost-efficient strategies, relative to other efforts that have been tried. A comprehensive survey of the various actions major emitting economies are pursuing on this front is beyond the scope of this chapter, but the hardest part of the mitigation challenge has simply been getting started and being able to send clear, consistent signals to the private sector that greenhouse gases are pollution and need to be eliminated.

In terms of adaptation and preparation for the security consequences of climate change, which is really the heart of this chapter, we do not know how likely certain outcomes will be, either in terms of direct impacts on the homeland or US overseas interests (some are known better than others). In terms of domestic infrastructure, we will ultimately have to make some rules about what flood, storm, and other extreme weather risks the country’s infrastructure specifications should be built around. New York, after Hurricane Sandy, adopted new building codes to ensure resilience of new construction, such as wind-resistant windows and elevation of base level construction to account for flood risks.\textsuperscript{137} New York is better positioned to adopt such
changes given its relative wealth, but poor countries in the developing world facing high exposure to climate risks lack the capacity to afford or implement such measures.

While the US and other rich countries pledged to mobilize up to $100 billion in public and private finance annually for climate mitigation and adaptation by 2020, it is difficult to see those amounts fully materializing. Indeed, the US three billion dollar pledge to the Green Climate Fund housed in Korea is in doubt, given President Obama’s difficulty in securing appropriations in the US Congress.\(^{138}\) Beyond these challenges, the international community under-invests in disaster risk reduction (DRR) because the political rewards for emergency response, despite being more expensive, are greater than preventive activities. Voters do not necessarily reward decision-makers for averted disasters.

There is a robust international framework in place to encourage more front-end investments in DRR, which began with the ten-year Hyogo Framework for Action in 2005.\(^{139}\) In March 2015, a new commitment was developed in Sendai, Japan.\(^{140}\) The challenge going forward is both analytical and financial. To start with, the United States can and is supporting analytical work to identify the places where large numbers of people could die from exposure to climate hazards. Second, the US should use leverage resources from the World Bank and other multilateral bodies to help communities plan for those situations. Finally, the US should work with other donors and financial institutions, including the Asian Infrastructure Bank, to find additional support to fund early warning systems, infrastructure investments and capacity building so communities and countries can protect themselves in times of need.

The United States, as the most influential state in the international system, can at least rally the resources to begin the process of better understanding the vulnerabilities and helping countries jump-start the planning process.\(^{141}\) In June 2015, the Obama administration announced a new thirty-four million dollar initiative with partner organizations that included in-kind contributions from the Red Cross, Google, and ESRI to support climate contingency measures in three vulnerable developing countries, Bangladesh, Colombia, and Ethiopia.\(^{142}\) Such investments in the millions can minimize if not eliminate the number of multi-million and/or
billion dollar emergency disaster responses later, conserving US strategic assets and financial resources for other purposes. All of this is happening at a potentially dangerous moment in the international system as the relative economic advantage of the United States declines as China rises. As the United States becomes more selective in its choice of areas of strategic investment, climate change has to be one of those areas.
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Section II Introduction: Regional Security Commitments

Benjamin Valentino
The foundation of American foreign policy is America’s network of overseas alliances and defense commitments. As of 2014, the United States maintained defense pacts with over sixty-eight countries, totaling twenty-five percent of the world’s population. The United States has over 160,000 troops deployed abroad in more than 150 countries, not including those deployed on operations. These foreign commitments are where the rubber of any sustainable security strategy hits the road of the world beyond our shores. Strategic principles that look good on paper must be matched with the reality of constrained resources and regional politics. Critical choices about diplomatic initiatives, military budgets and force structure proceed from the requirements of protecting specific commitments against specific threats. The forces, assets and diplomatic agreements needed to assist Japan in a naval conflict with China are not the same as those needed to help defend South Korea in a War against the North or disrupt terrorist groups in Pakistan.

In recent years, scholars have begun to focus increased attention on the long neglected debate about America’s grand strategy. Virtually all parties to the current debate concur that a careful reevaluation of America’s strategy is long overdue in light of the dramatically changed international environment. For some, like Steven Brooks, John Ikenberry, and William C. Wohlforth, such a reevaluation leads to the conclusion that United States must remain deeply engaged militarily around the world, preserving most of its current allies and overseas bases. This position is supported by policy makers on both sides of the political spectrum, with only a few exceptions. As the Obama administration declared in its 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review, “America’s interests and role in the world require Armed Forces with unmatched capabilities and a willingness on the part of the nation to employ them in defense of our national interests and the common good.” Others, like Barry Posen, have argued that such a revaluation makes clear
that many of America’s current commitments are unnecessary to American security in the post-
Cold War era and that some may be fundamentally unsustainable in the long term. Although
few policy makers support retrenchment of the kind Posen advocates, many have expressed the
fear that the public may soon demand it. Speaking to a gathering of NATO ministers in 2011 on
the eve of his retirement as Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates warned “The blunt reality is that
there will be dwindling appetite and patience in the U.S. Congress - and in the American body
politic writ large - to expend increasingly precious funds on behalf of nations that are apparently
unwilling to devote the necessary resources or make the necessary changes to be serious and
capable partners in their own defense.”

Despite this renewed attention on the grand strategic debate, few scholars have focused
their attention on a careful reevaluation of the specific commitments that alternate grand
strategies might entail. For the most part, the argument has been conducted in general terms,
with scholars debating whether America’s allies in general tend to “free ride” or entrap the U.S.,
and whether the overall benefits of an engaged foreign policy outweigh its costs. But all of
America’s commitments are not created equal. Proponents of deep engagement may agree to
scale back commitments to some allies and proponents of restraint may wish to retain some.

What is needed now, therefore, is a careful reexamination of American commitments to
specific countries and regions. This section begins to fill that important void in the debate. The
section begins with an analysis of public opinion on American foreign commitments, to help
assess whether the fears of policy makers’ fears of rising isolationism are well founded. In
subsequent chapters, regional experts examine America’s commitments to Europe, the Middle
East, East Asia and South Asia. The authors forward a diverse set of recommendations for
reforming or maintaining alliances in different parts of the world, but this exercise serves to
emphasize the insights that can be gained by approaching each region on its own terms.
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On November 23, 2010, North Korean troops fired over 150 artillery shells at Yeonpyeong Island in South Korea, killing two South Korean soldiers and two civilians. Within hours, President Obama condemned the attack, reminding the DPRK and the rest of the world that “South Korea is our ally. It has been since the Korean War and we strongly affirm our commitment to defend South Korea as part of that alliance . . . Along with our alliance with Japan, this is the cornerstone of US security in the Pacific region.”1 The following day, Obama ordered the aircraft carrier USS George Washington to the region to emphasize US resolve.

Fortunately, there were no further hostilities in November 2010. But we will never know how close the United States came to war, potentially a nuclear war, with North Korea during that confrontation. What may be most remarkable about the incident, however, were the events that did not occur. Despite the fact that the United States was already embroiled in two major wars in the Middle East, neither the President nor his top advisors felt pressured to explain in any detail to the American people exactly why South Korea was a “cornerstone” of American security or how American interests would be harmed if American leaders decided not to help defend it. No Oval Office speech or major press conference with the President was called. Indeed, the incident passed with little reaction from the press or the public and is now mostly forgotten. After fifty years, the alliance with South Korea did not seem to require further justification. No one suggested that the fact that the alliance was formed so long ago might actually have been reason to question whether the arrangement still made strategic sense today.

Indeed, the domestic reaction (or non-reaction) to the North Korean attack seems to reflect a broader pattern of American attitudes towards its overseas commitments. Although political leaders, scholars, pundits, and America’s foreign allies have been warning that the public
might embrace a “new isolationism” since the end of the Cold War, no significant argument for retrenchment has entered the public discourse on American foreign policy. In recent years only a handful of political leaders—including Patrick Buchanan, Dennis Kucinich, and Ron and Rand Paul—have advocated a meaningful reduction of America’s foreign commitments. None of them has attracted a significant national following. Commenting on Rand Paul’s 2016 Presidential prospects, William Kristol, an influential neoconservative commentator told The Washington Post that “Rand Paul is a lonely gadfly . . . Rand Paul speaks for a genuine sentiment that’s always been in the Republican Party, but maybe it’s ten percent? Fifteen percent? Twenty percent? I don’t think he’s going to be a serious competitor for guiding Republican foreign policy.”

Some observers have pointed to the declining support for America’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as evidence of growing isolationism, but ending these costly wars cannot be said to constitute a fundamental shift in American grand strategy. In fact, there remains a significant possibility that the United States will establish new defense commitments to the governments we promoted in Iraq and Afghanistan, binding America to the defense of these countries for many years to come. Still others have suggested that the lingering effects of the 2008 financial crisis or America’s continuing fiscal problems may yet tempt the public to retreat into isolationism. To date, however, few political leaders have proposed of the kinds of defense budget cuts that would necessitate a fundamental shift in American foreign policy.

Understanding the nature of public attitudes about American foreign policy is critical if the United States wishes to craft a more sustainable national security strategy. Whether America seeks to achieve sustainability by reining in American commitments or by significantly reorienting them, in the long run, new policies must be accepted by the American public. Although it is sometimes asserted that the public plays little role in the realm of foreign policy, the consensus among recent scholarship is that public opinion has a significant influence over America’s foreign policy decisions. Contrary to conventional wisdom, attitudes about foreign policy can sometimes be an important determinant of voting behavior, which means that decision makers who seek to maintain their positions ignore it at their peril. For this reason,
every American President since Franklin Roosevelt has closely tracked public opinion on important foreign policy decisions. Because the public is generally not well informed about foreign affairs, elites probably do have a greater opportunity to shape public opinion on foreign policy than they do in the domestic arena. Over the longer term, however, if elites cannot convince the public to support their policies or if the public becomes convinced the policies have failed, they will be punished at the polls. Indeed, numerous studies have found that public opinion can affect important foreign policy choices, including the timing, duration and conduct of war.

This chapter, therefore, investigates American attitudes towards US foreign commitments, drawing on recent public opinion polls including the results of an original foreign policy survey conducted on a representative sample of Americans in the spring of 2012. We know surprisingly little about US public opinion on these issues. Although pollsters frequently survey American attitudes regarding ongoing military conflicts, the American public is only rarely asked its opinions on longstanding security commitments to places like Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Europe, or Kuwait—and even then, often only during times of crisis. Surveys that do explore foreign policy attitudes tend to address these issues only at the highest level of generality, such as gauging overall levels of public support for a particular military intervention, public fears about terrorism, presidential approval in the conduct of foreign policy, American favorability towards specific foreign countries, and attitudes about the defense budget. To understand how the public is likely to react to proposals for significant changes in American grand strategy, however, we need to know not simply what the public thinks, but why.

The results of the 2012 survey and other related polls provide clear evidence that the American public is not ready to support a major foreign policy retrenchment. On the contrary, although Americans seem to recognize that our foreign commitments are expensive and worry about free riding by our allies, sizable majorities continue to support all of America’s major commitments from Asia to Europe to the Middle East. Americans see the current world as even more dangerous than it was during the Cold War and believe that our allies and alignments help
to guard against these dangers. They do not favor significantly reducing our alliance commitments in the effort to help balance the federal budget. Although Republicans generally favor a significantly more expansive, forceful, interventionist foreign policy than do Democrats, attitudes are not as polarized as in domestic politics. Large numbers of Democrats support preserving our long-term alliance commitments as well.

On the other hand, the survey also reveals that Americans have a relatively poor understanding of the nature and extent of America’s commitments. Many Americans could not identify which countries the United States has formally pledged to defend and which it has not. On most questions in the survey, a significant percentage of respondents answered “don’t know” or indicated they did not have an opinion about the foreign policy issue mentioned in the question. These results suggest that public opinion remains at least somewhat malleable on these issues and strong political leadership or dramatic external events could still undermine the internationalist consensus in the years ahead. The current internationalist consensus, after all, emerged in America in the early years of the Cold War not due to pressure from the public, but only after a coordinated effort on the part of elites to convince the American people of the need for international engagement.

The Internationalist Consensus

One of the most well-known and consistently asked survey questions on American attitudes towards foreign policy asks respondents whether they agree or disagree with the statement that “the United States should mind its own business internationally and let other countries get along the best they can on their own.” By this measure, support for isolationism seems to be at an all-time high, with fifty-two percent of Americans agreeing that the US should “mind its own business” in 2013 (see Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Majority Says U.S. Should ‘Mind Its Own Business Internationally’

[This figure cannot be reproduced here due to limitations in the agreement with the Pew Research Center. It can be viewed online here.]
On closer examination, however, it seems likely that this trend primarily reflects growing dissatisfaction following America’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan rather than a significant decline in support for America’s international leadership role. Indeed, as shown in Figure 8.2, responses to another even longer-running survey question—“Do you think it will be best for the future of the country if we take an active part in world affairs or if we stay out of world affairs?”—suggest only a small decline in internationalism, while a sizable majority of Americans continues to support a substantial international role for the United States.\(^\text{11}\)

**Figure 8.2: Support for an Active Part in World Affairs**

In 2012, seventy-four percent of the public agreed that it is very or somewhat important “for United States to remain the world’s number one military power.”\(^\text{12}\) More to the point, when the public was asked specifically about support for “long-term military bases the US has overseas,” large majorities approve of maintaining or expanding the number of US bases (see Figure 8.3).\(^\text{13}\)
Polls show strong support for a variety of specific military commitments as well. Fifty-six percent of Americans agree that NATO is “still essential to our country’s security” compared to only thirty-five percent who say it was no longer essential. A May 2012 Gallup poll found that nearly ninety percent of the public believes the Japan-US Security Treaty, which commits the US to the defense of Japan, “should be maintained.” In April 2013, sixty-one percent of Americans said they would support using “military troops to help defend South Korea” in the event of an invasion by the North (only thirty-six percent would not support using troops). Thirty-one percent of Americans reported that they would be less likely to vote for a candidate who “proposed to end the current US military alliance with South Korea,” while only twelve percent said it would make them more likely to vote for the candidate. Forty-one percent even favored establishing “new military alliances to help defend emerging democratic states like Brazil and India,” with only nineteen percent opposing such alliances. Americans appear less enthusiastic about Taiwan than our formal Asian alliance partners, but a plurality in 2012 (forty-
eight percent in favor to forty-three percent against) still favored using military force to defend Taiwan in the event of an attack by China.\textsuperscript{18} 

In the Middle East, support for America’s close ties with Israel also remains strong. In March 2015, only eighteen percent of Americans indicated that they felt the United States has been “too supportive” in its relationship with Israel, while twenty-nine percent felt America had not been supportive enough and forty-eight percent said the level of support was “about right.”\textsuperscript{19} In 2012, a \textit{CBS News/New York Times} Poll asked Americans “If Israel were to attack Iran to prevent Iran from developing nuclear weapons, then what should the US do?” Fifty-five percent said the United States should “support Israel's military action” and only thirty-eight percent said the United States “should not get involved.”\textsuperscript{20}

**COMMITMENT COSTS**

Despite the public’s endorsement of internationalism, most Americans acknowledge that America’s overseas commitments come at a high price. Sixty-one percent of Americans agree that “The United States can no longer afford to maintain its commitments to defend all of its current allies around the world” compared to only thirteen percent who disagree.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, Americans remain concerned that our allies are not bearing a fair share of the burden of our alliances. Seventy-seven percent of respondents, for example, believe that “most of America’s allies get more help from the United States than the United States gets from them.”\textsuperscript{22} Americans overwhelmingly agree (fifty-three percent to nine percent) that “Japan spends less on its own defense than it should because of the security provided by Japan's military alliance with the United States.”\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, fifty-nine percent agree and only seven percent disagree that “America’s European allies spend less on their own defense than they should because of the security provided by the NATO military alliance with the United States.”\textsuperscript{24}

In addition to these financial costs, the public also concedes that some of America’s commitments have political/strategic costs. Sixty-one percent, for example, agree that “current US military, economic and political support for Israel angers many Muslims and makes terrorist
attacks against the United States and our interests more likely,” while only seven percent disagree.

Despite the recognition of these costs, the public mostly opposes specific measures to reduce the costs of America’s foreign commitments. Only thirty-five percent say they would support “major cuts in military spending” and only thirty percent would support any level of tax increase “to help keep the United States military the strongest in the world.”25 Just twenty-five percent support the establishment of a “war surtax” to “pay for [future] war[s] and avoid adding to our nation’s debt,” while fifty-three percent oppose it.26 Although some scholars have suggested that the United States should not oppose or might even encourage allies like Germany and Japan to build nuclear weapons, only twenty-one percent agreed (and forty-two percent disagreed) that “it would be a good thing if countries like Germany and Japan had their own nuclear weapons since then they would not have to rely as much on the United States for their defense.”27

A DANGEROUS WORLD

Why does the American public continue to support our overseas commitments in spite of these serious costs? There is no single answer to this question, but the results of the original survey described in this paper suggest that most Americans perceive the world as an exceptionally dangerous place and believe that our foreign alliances continue to play a vital role in protecting the United States and its vital interests. Perhaps most strikingly, more than sixty-three percent of Americans agreed that “The United States faces greater threats to its security today than it did during the Cold War,” while only fourteen percent disagree.28

Much of this concern probably stems from Americans’ persistent fears of terrorist attacks. Seventy-five percent of Americans believe that it is very or somewhat likely that a “terrorist attack causing large numbers of American lives to be lost will happen in the near future.”29 Fifty-five percent believe that it is very or somewhat likely that “the United States will be attacked by terrorists using nuclear weapons in the next decade.”30 The fear of terrorism may be intensified
by Americans’ views of the causes of terrorist attacks directed against the United States. Forty-nine percent of Americans (including seventy-one percent of Republican respondents) agreed that “terrorists attack the United States mostly because they hate America’s values,” while just thirty-seven percent said that “terrorists attack the United States mostly because they hate America’s foreign policies.” The view that terrorism is primarily motivated by a hatred of American values suggests that terrorists will continue to target the United States until we either change our values or defeat them. Perhaps this is also why ninety percent of Americans polled in April 2013 agreed that “Americans will always have to live with the risk of terrorism.”

Another possible explanation for Americans’ sense of insecurity could be that Americans lack faith in the power of deterrence to keep America safe. For example, sixty-nine percent of the public agreed that if Iran succeeded in developing a nuclear weapon it would be very or somewhat likely to use it against Israel. Only seventeen percent said it was not too likely or not at all likely. A separate poll found that only thirty-two percent of Americans believed that if Iran developed nuclear weapons it “would be deterred from striking Israel for fear of being destroyed in a nuclear retaliatory strike” by Israel. Indeed, arguments about the futility of deterrence figured prominently in the Bush administration’s case for war against Iraq in 2003 and in the administration’s wider policy of preempting military threats, which came to be known as the “Bush Doctrine.” Subsequent polls have continued to show that a majority of Americans agree that the use of military force can at least be sometimes justified “against countries that may seriously threaten the US, but have not attacked,” although support for preemption has declined from sixty-six percent in 2003 to fifty-two percent in 2009, the last time this question was polled.

Americans see our foreign alliances as important to protecting the United States from these threats and minimizing the chances that the United States will be directly attacked. For example, fifty percent of Americans agreed and just twenty-five percent disagreed that “the United States must keep a strong military presence in the Middle East to prevent terrorist attacks against the United States homeland.” Fifty-two percent also agreed that “the United States
depends on the support of Israel to protect vital US interests in the Middle East,” with only eighteen percent disagreeing.

In Asia, on the other hand, Americans see our commitments as vital to protecting important economic interests. Americans agreed by a margin of sixty-four percent to nine percent that “The US must maintain its current naval forces in Asia and the Pacific to protect the cargo ships that carry most of trade between the United States and Asia.”

Americans also registered concern that failing to support our formal or informal commitments would deal a serious blow to US credibility. Americans agreed by a margin of fifty-eight to twelve percent that “if the United States decided to end its commitment to help defend South Korea, our enemies would doubt America’s resolve to defend other American allies and interests in the future.” Thirty-nine percent agreed and only seventeen percent disagreed that “if China attacked Taiwan and the United States decided not to help defend Taiwan, our enemies would doubt America’s resolve to defend our key interests in the future.” Americans were also skeptical that our allies would stand up for themselves in the absence of American support. Thirty-six percent agreed (compared to twenty-two percent who disagreed) that “most of America’s allies, even the wealthy and powerful ones, fear war so much that if they are threatened by a determined enemy, they will give in, unless they are defended by the United States.”

**CONCLUSION**

The survey results reviewed in this paper strongly indicate that the American public has not embraced a “new isolationism,” the rise of which has been forecast repeatedly since the end of the Cold War. Although there is some evidence that the public has begun to move away from the most expansive and interventionist varieties of US foreign policy in recent years, these shifts have been relatively subtle and seem just as likely to reflect a reaction to the increasingly unpopular wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as the early signs of a larger shift towards isolationism. Americans do not appear to have chosen these views uncritically. They recognize that our
commitments come with substantial economic, political and military costs but Americans seem to believe these costs are worth paying to defend the United States from what they see as a highly threatening world.

These findings have important implications for the effort to produce a more sustainable security strategy for the United States. For supporters of America’s current forward-leaning foreign policy, a group that includes the leaders of both Republican and Democratic parties, these findings suggest that they can largely put aside concerns that the public will soon demand a fundamental reevaluation of our foreign policy. Although the public may question the wisdom of particular policies or military interventions, the belief that America must retain its overseas commitments and its leadership role in global affairs remains largely unshaken more than two decades after the Cold War. For those who believe that substantial retrenchment is necessary for sustainability, on the other hand, these results suggest that if a fundamental change in US foreign policy is to occur, the impetus for change is not likely to come from the public.

Although the surveys reported in this paper show that public support for a forward leaning foreign policy is wide, it is not as clear how deep this support runs. Many of the questions elicited a very high rate of “don’t knows” or “neither agree nor disagree” responses—often more than twenty percent. This pattern is consistent with the often-observed lack of American public interest in and knowledge of foreign affairs. Indeed, the survey revealed that most Americans have a very poor understanding of our foreign commitments. When asked to choose from a list of countries which ones the US has pledged via a formal treaty to defend, only 4.8 percent of Americans correctly identified that America is committed to defend Latvia as part of the NATO alliance. More the fifty-five percent incorrectly assume that the United States has a treaty to defend Israel—significantly more than correctly identified America’s treaty commitments to Germany or Japan.
Table 8.1: Percent of respondents who believe “the United States currently has a formal treaty that pledges the United States to help defend _______” (italicized countries are correct)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>55.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>46.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>42.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>36.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>27.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>23.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>21.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>20.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>17.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>11.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>10.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>4.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that public opinion on America’s foreign commitments does not rest on particularly well-informed foundations reminds us that we should not conclude that our current, forward-leaning foreign policy is the best one for America simply because a majority of the public supports it. In this case, as with many complex foreign policy issues, public opinion may be more likely to represent a reflection of the elite consensus rather than an independent affirmation of it.43

This is, after all, how America’s current international consensus was fashioned. In the years immediately following the Second World War, most Americans longed for a return to isolationism and were not prepared for the idea of large peace-time armies and their associated budgetary expenses. America’s post-war foreign policy, first articulated in NSC-68, represented a
major departure from the public consensus. Secretary of State Dean Acheson, one of the key authors of NSC-68, worried that “the American people have a false sense of security and… must be made to realize the gravity of our situation and must become reconciled to the fact that we must make certain sacrifices in order to meet the problem of Soviet aggression.” Senator Arthur Vandenberg famously urged Truman to “scare the hell out of the American people” if that is what it took to get them to accept the new internationalist strategy.

The challenge for proponents of major change in American foreign policy, then, is either to fracture the current elite consensus about American grand strategy, or to convince the public that our current strategy has failed, thereby putting pressure on elites from below. Both strategies are likely to prove difficult. Change from above is improbable because powerful political, organizational and psychological pressures in favor of the status quo make major shifts in elite opinion exceedingly rare. Change from below also seems unlikely. Since the end of the Cold War, the American public has been shielded from the direct costs of the current policy since the country’s current wars have been waged by a small, all-volunteer military and paid for through borrowing rather than tax increases. The most painful costs of an unsustainable grand strategy, therefore, will be borne in the future when American debts come due or when American alliance commitments compel the United States to fight a war it would have rather stayed out of. It is possible that only a major crisis, such as an even more serious economic calamity or failed military adventure abroad, will prompt elites and the public to consider a change of course.


9 Thus survey was conducted with the support of the Tobin Project. Numerous scholars submitted questions for the survey. The full results of the poll are available at http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html. The survey interviewed 1056 respondents and has a margin of error of +/- 3.16%.


12 Eleven percent said it was “a little important,” and only five percent said it was “not important at all.” Eleven percent chose “don’t know.” Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).


http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html

http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html

17 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html). Fifty-seven percent, however, reported that it would make them neither more nor less likely to vote for the candidate.

http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html


21 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

22 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

23 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

24 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

25 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

26 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

27 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

28 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

29 23 percent said it was “not very likely” or “not likely at all.” Fox News Poll, Aug, 2011. Retrieved Nov-21-2012 from the iPOLI Databank, The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, University of Connecticut.
http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html

30 30 percent said such an attack was “not too likely” and 15 percent said it was “not likely at all.” CNN/Opinion Research Corporation Poll. April 9-11, 2010 (http://www.pollingreport.com/defense.htm).

31 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).

http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html

http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/ipoll/ipoll.html


35 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
36 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
37 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
38 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
39 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
40 Valentino poll (http://www.dartmouth.edu/~benv/data.html).
41 This may reflect in part the structure of the YouGov survey which, unlike many other surveys, explicitly invited subjects to answer “don’t know” rather than only recording that response if the subject spontaneously offered it.
42 The Taiwan Relations Act is not considered a formal defense treaty. As part of the agreement, the U.S. pledges to “make available to Taiwan such defense articles and defense services in such quantity as may be necessary to enable Taiwan to maintain a sufficient self-defense capability” but whether or not to do so remains at the sole discretion of the President of the United States.
43 See for example, Eric V. Larson, Casualties and Consensus: The Historical Role of Casualties in Domestic Support for U.S. Military Operations (Santa Monica: RAND, 1996).
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The case for an agonizing reappraisal of the US security commitment to Europe has never seemed stronger. In the early 1990s, the costs and risks of preserving NATO after the disappearance of its Soviet raison d’être were still matters of speculation. Now critics can point to concrete evidence. The huge and growing gap between US and allied military capabilities shows that the free-rider problem that has dogged the alliance from its earliest days is not going away. NATO’s 2011 intervention in Libya exposed Europe’s critical dependence on US capabilities even against a militarily weak opponent close to Europe’s shores in an operation the United States was trying not to lead. In Georgia in 2008 and more dramatically in Ukraine in 2014, the impulse to expand the alliance played a role in exacerbating tensions with Russia. With the expected costs of sustaining US security commitments in East Asia rising along with intense pressure on the Pentagon’s budget, the United States confronts newly salient incentives to scrutinize the value-added of its legacy commitment to Europe.

Russia’s new assertiveness has transformed the debate on European security, but, for the purposes of this volume, the essential question remains: would a reduced US role increase, or at least not unduly harm, US security interests? This chapter makes the case—heretical in many corners of academe and increasingly outside it as well—that America’s core NATO commitment continues to serve its national interests. Radical policy departures, moreover, are unlikely to be necessary in order for the alliance to continue to work. The United States should not attempt to shock its allies into radically increased military spending or intra-European defense cooperation by threatening to radically restructure or abrogate its security commitment. Nor certainly should it seek to solve NATO’s problems by promulgating new, expansive roles and missions for the alliance, as was its habit until recently. Instead, it should refocus on the essential NATO purposes of deterring Russia while not foreclosing cooperation with Moscow, providing a hedge
against other threats to European security and serving as a useful if somewhat inefficient institution for inter-allied security cooperation. Not only is this what the United States *should* do about NATO, it is what it *is* doing. For the path I find optimal is simply muddling through. It is the “strategy” that emerges willy-nilly from budget pressures, domestic distractions, ad hoc responses to the new challenges from the east, embedded institutional and bureaucratic interests, and the whole ghastly orrery of democratic politics and myopic satisficing that grand-strategic scolds love to excoriate. In this case, muddling through is not just expedient, and it’s not just what will happen. It is in fact optimal.

I make this case in four steps. First, I establish the necessary background concerning the nature of the commitment. Second, I provide a preliminary assessment of the commitment’s costs and risks. I find that the costs and risks are low but vary with the alliance's objectives. The more policy makers insist that the alliance must expand its objectives or die, the more costs and risk they assume. The contretemps with Russia over Ukraine may have the salutary effect of driving this point home. In addition, if the free-riding problem is considered a cost, it must be acknowledged that it is endemic to the alliance and no feasible solution is available. Third, I outline the array of policy options that currently preoccupy the expert debate. Here I show that the real choice is muddling through versus “shock therapy”: making a substantial policy departure from the status quo intended to reduce US costs and risks while simultaneously creating incentives for the Europeans to up their defense game. In the concluding section, I compare the likely gains and losses the two main policy options would generate. I argue that shock therapy would marginally reduce US costs, but the probability of its working optimally by producing a military capable, independent Europe is low, yielding a different and not necessary better set of risks than the current policy. Muddling through, therefore, preserves a useful array of benefits—deterrence of and leverage on Russia, a hedge against future threats, a vehicle for inter-allied security cooperation, a potential legitimacy enhancer, a major logistical hub for operations around Eurasia, etc.—at an acceptable level of costs and risk.
THE US COMMITMENT TO NATO

US security commitments to Europe fall into three categories: Article 5 commitments, expanded Article 5 commitments, and non-Article 5 commitments. Under Articles 5 and 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty, the United States is explicitly committed to assist in the defense any of its 27 NATO allies should they come under “armed attack.” The treaty’s text limits the commitment in three key ways: only classical cross-border armed assault is covered, as opposed to more ambiguous threats; only attacks in the North Atlantic area are covered; and the United States, like all members, is obligated only to take those actions in response to an attack on an ally “that it deems necessary.” The point is so often missed that it bears repeating: actual treaty text does not commit the United States to war should any many be attacked. The obligation is to consider doing something in response.

The United States also promoted and endorsed successive NATO “strategic concepts,” issued in 1991, 1999, and 2010, that set forth a hugely expanded set of less explicit commitments. Each document endorses commitments of increased geographical and functional scope. Some of these commitments count as expansions of the notion of territorial defense beyond conventional armed attack, encompassing the security challenges posed by civil wars or humanitarian crises in Europe (Bosnia, Kosovo) and such modern threats as ballistic missile attacks, terrorism, cyber attacks, nuclear proliferation, and trans-national activities such as human, narcotics, and weapons trafficking. The 1999 and 2010 strategic concepts enshrined additional commitments to crisis prevention, response to humanitarian emergencies, post-conflict stabilization, and a raft of other global objectives that go well beyond even a most expansive interpretation of Article 5.

While the obligations undertaken in Article 5 seem clear, the nature of the expanded commitments is ambiguous, reflecting NATO’s ad hoc evolution from a collective defense alliance into a cooperative security institution. A reading of the 2010 concept, and official commentary surrounding it, suggests that the United States’ Article 5 commitments would come into play if the “fundamental security” of a member state were threatened by conventional threats.
or “emerging security challenges.” President Barack Obama reiterated this commitment when addressing the Baltics allies after Russia’s intervention in Ukraine, promising in a speech in Tallinn in September 2014 that “We'll be here for Estonia. We'll be here for Latvia. We'll be here for Lithuania. You lost your independence once before. With NATO, you'll never lose it again.” That followed NATO’s summit in Wales, where the allies stressed that “the greatest responsibility of the Alliance is to protect and defend our territories and our populations against attack.” But the stress on independence and protection of populations from attack provides some wiggle room. NATO's muted response to the cyber attack on Estonia in 2007 further suggests the limits of Article 5, which has thus far been invoked only once, after the 9/11 attacks. Collectively over the years, the alliance's actions appear to have erected a something of a firewall around Article 5, reserving it for the most serious threats.

Most of the real NATO action over the last two decades is the product of its “cooperative security institution” side as opposed to its “collective defensive alliance” side. The major NATO missions of this period include: Military and Peace Support Operations in the Balkans: SFOR, KFOR (1996-present); Counter Terror Operations in the Mediterranean: Operation Active Endeavor (2003-present); International Security and Assistance Force (ISAF): Afghanistan (2001-present); Training Support for the International Force in Iraq: NMTI (2003-2011); Counter Piracy Operations in the Gulf of Aden: SNMG (2008-present); No-fly zone/civilian protection in Libya: Operation Unified Protector (February-October 2011).

The obligations the United States undertakes as a part of its commitment to NATO as a cooperative security institution are much harder to establish than in the case of NATO as a defensive alliance. In some of the operations noted above (Iraq, Afghanistan), NATO is clearly operating as an appendage of US strategy. In others (Mediterranean, Somalia) it is a coordinating mechanism for deploying forces in a common objective. The US commitments to the Balkan and Libyan operations were, however, partly the result of its alliance obligation. While US officials had other reasons to intervene in these cases, the incentive to maintain alliance cohesion and credibility played a role.
These commitments reflect an evolving constellation of interests. The original Article 5 goal, thought to be a necessary condition of US territorial security, was to prevent Soviet hegemony in the region. Because neither Russia nor any other power has the potential capability to physically conquer Europe today or a plausible interest in doing so, this goal is no longer relevant. To achieve classic threat balancing goals, however, Washington found itself managing incipient security tensions among European states. American leaders came to see that German rearmament and especially nuclear proliferation—both necessary conditions of balancing Soviet power without an American military presence—would make war more rather than less likely.\(^5\) Dwight Eisenhower’s preference for eliminating US deployments in Europe would therefore not work, not just because of the difficulty of countering formidable Soviet military capabilities, \(v\) but more immediately because incipient political and security contradictions \textit{within} the region forbade it. The relevance of US security provision in dampening intra-European security tensions is debated. Most analysts discount it, but some prominent experts hold that at least low-level varieties of geopolitical competition would reemerge were the United States to come home.\(^6\)

But US grand strategy in the Cold War saw global preeminence as a necessary condition of US security and prosperity. From early on, the US commitment to Europe was intertwined with America’s perceived interest in global engagement and activism. Even in the middle and later years of the Cold War, the probability of a Soviet attempt to conquer Europe was seen as extremely low. The operative issues concerned bolstering US allies against Soviet political influence, buying allied deference to US preferences, providing a political and military platform for US engagement in Eurasia’s geopolitics, and enhancing the legitimacy of US global leadership. These did circle back to security interests because the political influence and other goods the United States purchased via its NATO commitments were seen as assets in shaping global politics in ways that would reduce long-term security challenges. And institutionalized security cooperation in NATO also served as a hedge against the possibility that the Soviets might suddenly become highly risk-acceptant and seek military aggrandizement in Europe.
In short, the transformation of NATO from a straightforward military alliance into a key foundation stone supporting the edifice of US global leadership had begun long before the collapse of the Soviet Union. After 1991, the mix between classical security and global leadership goals shifted, but the basic strategic calculation that US core interests are best served by a forward-leaning activist global posture remained the same.

Thus, in Europe as in US grand strategy writ large, US security and global leadership goals are mixed, and it is not easy to determine where one ends and the other begins. Post-Cold War goals included:

- Keeping the US engaged as a hedge against a renewed threat from Russia.
- Preserving US access to permanent bases, logistical assets, overflight rights, etc.
- Preserving US influence and leverage over allies.
- Institutionalizing security and intelligence cooperation among like-minded allies.
- Reducing the risk of conflict and competitive rivalries among European states.
- Legitimizing US leadership of western nations.
- Fostering a belt of democratic, peaceful, and secure states on Europe’s eastern flank via “socializing” pot-Communist societies into the liberal west.

Article 5 guarantees remained relevant at first because extending them to former Soviet satellites and republics could promote stability and democracy in Europe. Although expanding NATO is widely believed to have served that objective, it is decreasingly seen as necessary to sustain it. But the Article 5 guarantees still remain relevant, many argue, as an essential part of the institutional bargain that sustains the alliance and allows the US to obtain the other goods the alliance provides. And while Russia is generally not seen as either capable of or seriously interested in large-scale territorial conquest, fears that it might seek to use subtler coercive techniques against alliance members—especially Latvia and Estonia, with their with large Russian populations—heheightens the salience of Article 5 in assuring allied security.
COSTS AND RISKS

The cost of the commitment to NATO is the cost of things the United States does because of its alliance commitment that it would not otherwise do. This is hard to estimate in any precise way because we cannot answer with certainty the counterfactual question concerning what America would do if it were not bound by treaty obligations to its allies. Because military forces are relatively fungible, the fact that they may be located in Europe does not mean that they are there because of the commitment to Europe. Forces stationed in Europe can be used elsewhere, as the United States demonstrated when it shifted forces to Vietnam in the Cold War and to Iraq and Afghanistan more recently. Capabilities that might defeat a hypothetical Russian invasion of Estonia might also be used to counter other more immediate threats. Similarly, the fact that a military operation is designated a NATO mission does not mean that the United States would not have undertaken it had it been freed from alliance obligations. The missions in both Afghanistan and Iraq, for example, began as non-NATO missions, and so obviously they would have happened with or without NATO.

The implication of most studies relevant to this question is that marginal cost of defending Europe is small—that is, that the US is not doing much to prepare for fighting in for Europe that it would not otherwise do.

Russia’s capabilities and intentions are central to these assessments. Until 2014, NATO treated Russia officially as a friendly state, welcoming its participation in alliance affairs via the NATO-Russia Council. Consistent with this approach to Moscow, no alliance forces were permanently stationed east of the Elbe River. Even after Russia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008, classified NATO assessments remained dismissive of Russian military capabilities. But Russia began energetically reforming its military in 2007, seeking to create a leaner, more professional, better-equipped force. Though progress was uneven, analysts generally rated this as the most serious, most effective, and certainly the most expensive Russian military reform effort since the Soviet collapse.
Moscow’s intervention in Crimea revealed a highly competent elite force within the larger conscript army. In turn, the Syria operation in 2015 showcased expeditionary capacity that is modest only in comparison to the United States. Russia has reorganized its conventional forces into nimbler brigades and instituted a vigorous weapons modernization program. Strategic forces, naval forces, and air defense have improved, Russia’s military industrial complex retains the capacity to develop and deploy highly capable systems in some areas, and Russian military thinkers have worked hard on strategies and plans for effective coercion.

Nevertheless, the consensus remains that Russia’s military challenge is of a different order than China’s in East Asia. Vladimir Putin’s Russia is assertive, but it is not a rising power. Its economy is unbalanced and is poised for a prolonged period of low to negative growth that will increase the gap with NATO countries. Its military modernization confronts demographic, political, social, and especially economic challenges in the years ahead. NATO can deploy some two million troops (compared to Russia’s 800,000), and its dramatically larger and more advanced economy allows it to mobilize and re-arm far more effectively and quickly than Russia. In this perspective, Russia’s “non-nuclear military power is woefully insufficient for the conquest of the major states of Eurasia.” The International Institute of Strategic Studies assessment stresses that the purpose of the reforms is to move away from “the mass-mobilization model intended for large-scale conflict” and instead is “more aligned with the combat requirements of low- and medium-intensity local and regional warfare.”

The bottom line is an overall imbalance in favor of the West but a credible Russian capability to quickly seize territory near its borders—including that of Baltic NATO members—which it could then defend via highly capable A2/AD capabilities. The circumstances under which Moscow might risk such a move are hard to define. But a fair summary of the many assessments conducted in the wake of the Ukraine crisis is that NATO can “develop the capability to deter this type of Russian operation, not necessarily to comprehensively defeat it . . . at a reasonable cost.” Pre-deployed equipment and dedicated forces not necessarily stationed in the Baltics, as well as command and control and infrastructure improvements, would make such
a move extremely risky and costly for Moscow and yet keep both overall costs and potential escalation risks low.

NATO’s deployments continued to reflect the assessment that substantial strategic warning would long precede any change in this state of affairs, and that vulnerable states like Estonia and Latvia can be secured via general deterrence rather than fully credible forward defensive postures. The chief constraint on forward deployments in Central Europe and the Baltics has been concern over alienating Russia. At Poland’s insistence, NATO began planning for the defense of Central European allies from Russian attack, and after 2008 contingency planning was extended to encompass the Baltic states. Whether these plans were credible, especially if Russia were to attempt unconventional destabilizing operations, remained open to question. As of this writing (November 2015), NATO was discussing potential brigade size rotational deployments and more vigorous exercises that appear to entail very modest cost increases over the pre-1914 status quo. But the core assessment that the overall NATO-Russia balance will remain favorable without major new infusions of expensive US forces remained in place.

The scale of direct and indirect US budgetary outlays reflects this governing assessment. Direct outlays seem most clearly connected to the NATO commitment (and thus most likely to constitute savings if the United States withdrew), but they are modest. Even though America’s economy accounts for over 50 percent of NATO’s GDP, the United States pays less than 25 percent of NATO’s budget: roughly $70 million for the civilian budget, $440 for the military budget, $250 million for the Security Investment Program (mainly operational infrastructure) for a total of about $760 million. Given that much of what NATO does has little directly to do with European security, at least some of that money would still be spent even if the US revoked its security commitment to Europe.

But that sum factors in only direct payments, not deployments of personnel. Estimating those costs depends on what proportion of US forces deployed in Europe one assumes exists only because of the US commitment to Europe. As of late 2013, roughly 80,000 troops were stationed
in Europe, with that number set to decline to the mid 60,000 range.\textsuperscript{19} If these forces would be needed in any case, then the cost is simply the cost of stationing them in Europe as opposed to the US. Because host counties cover many infrastructure costs, the marginal cost of keeping forces in Europe is surprisingly low. Studies suggest that simple redeployment of existing Army troops home would entail short-term increases in outlays and only some modest savings in over the long term. For example, the General Accounting Office estimates that bringing two brigades home from Europe would save some $1.6 billion over a 20-year period, but in the first two years it would add $900 million in new outlays.\textsuperscript{20} But such a redeployment implies more expensive logistics should those forces be needed in western and central Eurasia, the Middle East, or Africa. US defense officials argue that the operational hub in Europe is key even for offshore, “light footprint” style military presence in CENTCOM and AFRICOM, which is headquartered in Stuttgart. Even if the United States continues to move away from major expeditionary operations, if it wants to continue special-operations and other light footprint activity around Eurasia, it will want some infrastructure in Europe—a place where permanent US military installations are much less toxic politically than almost anywhere else in the world.

The upshot is that even if the United States follows the counsel of many NATO critics and chooses a grand strategy of restraint or offshore balancing, it is still going to want to retain some presence and infrastructure in Europe.\textsuperscript{21} If, however, reducing the US commitment to Europe were part of a much more radical retrenchment that would truly cause America to “come home” and decommission a substantial portion of troops deployed there, then the savings are more serious, perhaps in the multiple billions per year.\textsuperscript{22} Establishing exactly how much infrastructure needs to be kept in Europe to sustain US light-footprint military operations around Eurasia and in Africa would take a very elaborate analysis. But it is likely to require some significant portion of current outlays. And if the United States were no longer committed to NATO, host country financial and logistical support might not be available as widely and cheaply as it is today. The real budgetary savings, therefore, are unlikely to be realized by cutting
the commitment to Europe. It is only by rethinking the need for global military reach that the big dollars would be freed up.

As Cindy Williams demonstrates in this volume, pressure to reduce the defense outlays can be expected to remain a permanent feature of US domestic politics for the foreseeable future. Yet the analysis here suggests that the scale of US grand strategic retrenchment would have to reach very radical proportions, and the marginal value of defense dollars saved would have to escalate dramatically, for pulling back from Europe to look like a promising option to American leaders. As long as US policymakers retain a strong interest in global leadership and the ability to conduct military operations around Eurasia, and as long as they value the NATO “coalition in waiting” that they can draw upon as the situation warrants, they are unlikely to see the net savings of reducing the security commitment to Europe as compellingly large.

Hence the importance of security risks: the chance that the commitment will drag America into fighting wars that are not in the country’s national interest. While such risk is inherent in any alliance, NATO raises it in particularly acute form for two reasons. First is the unusually large asymmetry in military capabilities that is a feature of all US alliances. This raises a moral hazard problem. In any asymmetric alliance between a strong state and weaker allies, smaller allies may be emboldened by the security offered by the powerful partner to run risks they would not otherwise have done, provoking an attack that triggers the alliance commitment. Most alliances are carefully written to protect the stronger power from this risk. Other than leaving the nature of promised assistance in case of attack to the discretion of each alliance member, the North Atlantic Treaty contains no such provisions. As discussed below, this problem is acute in NATO because the United States has a near monopoly on certain kinds of military capacity, running the risk that wars sought by other alliance members will perforce demand US support.

The second worrisome feature of NATO is mission creep. At least until the Ukraine crisis, the relatively low salience of the classic defensive rationale generated incentives to create new missions merely to sustain the institution and calls to use the institution simply because it was there. NATO’s highly bureaucratized nature means that there are hundreds of officials,
analysts, think tanks, and other stakeholders whose livelihoods depend on NATO’s relevance. They can be counted on to generate ideas for new roles and missions. For critics, the enlargement of NATO to include former Soviet allies and, especially, former Soviet republics (Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia) represents the prime example of such mission creep. New allies with potentially toxic relations with Moscow add little capability to the alliance and impose the cost of potentially souring relations with a great power. Careful studies show that NATO expansion did, in fact, help “socialize” newly democratic former communist states into the liberal west, but, critics wonder, how did this become a key national interest for the United States? Expansion, in turn, has led to a highly complex decision-making apparatus ripe for logrolls and other bargaining that might generate otherwise-unsought alliance commitments. Precisely this kind of logroll may make it harder for the alliance to unambiguously forswear further expansion, a stance which imposes the costs of helping to stymie a possible bargained solution to the Ukraine crisis.

This yields two kinds of risks: (1) the small probability of a very costly US involvement in a war with Russia whose origins lie in some moral hazard behavior that would not have occurred without the alliance; and (2) the larger probability of lower cost interventions that may not be in the US national interest. Analyses of Russia’s interests and capabilities discount the former risk for the near to medium term. In addition, there is very little evidence of this dynamic at work in the quarter century since the Cold War’s end. The potentially riskiest move, extending Article 5 to the Baltic states, thus far has not prevented those governments from taking apparently sufficient palliative measures to prevent the alienation of their Russian minorities. States neighboring Russia would likely be more solicitous of Moscow’s interests were they unallied, but it is hard to find examples of provocative, war-risking behavior enabled by the alliance. Indeed, substantial pressure on the Estonian and Latvian governments to ease citizenship rules and integrate their minority Russian populations comes from NATO and the EU.

The latter problem—of mission creep to encompass lower cost operations—is where most of the action has been. While NATO cannot make the United States do anything, concern
for the alliance’s credibility may conspire to commit Washington to interventions that emerge from a suboptimal NATO process. Bosnia, Kosovo, and Libya are all examples of this dynamic, though none offers strong evidence of “wag-the-dog” dynamics. In each, the alliance credibility argument played a role, but actors within the US government argued for the intrinsic merits of intervention. In the Libya case, France and Britain were the strongest supporters of intervention. But extant accounts of President Obama’s decision to intervene do not feature alliance credibility as part of the story. 29

But by far the main story of the last two decades has been the dog emphatically wagging the tail. The costliest operations were those pushed by Washington, with allies dragged in because of their felt need to sustain the alliance. 67 percent of all the casualties and 64 percent of all the budget costs of all the wars the United States has fought since 1990 were caused by Iraq. 27 percent of the causalities and 26 percent of the costs were related to Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. All the other interventions—the 1990–91 Persian Gulf War, the subsequent airstrike campaigns in Iraq, Somalia, Bosnia, Haiti, Kosovo, Libya, and so on—account for 3 percent of the causalities and 10 percent of the costs. 30 As Michael Beckley has shown, moreover, in all interventions except Iraq, allies either spent more than the United States, suffered greater relative casualties, or both. In the 1990–91 Persian Gulf War, for example, the United States ranked fourth in overall casualties (measured relative to population size) and fourth in total expenditures (relative to GDP). In Bosnia, European Union budget outlays and personnel deployments ultimately swamped the United States’ as the Europeans took over post-conflict peace-building operations. In Kosovo, the United States suffered one combat fatality, the sole loss in the whole operation, and it ranked sixth in relative monetary contribution. In Afghanistan, the United States was the number one financial contributor (it achieved that status only after the 2010 surge), but its relative combat losses ranked fifth. 31 In Libya, Britain, France, Norway, and Denmark all dramatically outspent the United States as a proportion of their economies. And if talk of NATO expansion to Georgia and Ukraine is partly to blame for the
deterioration in relations with Moscow, it is important to note that most of that talk came from Washington itself and was resisted by most of the most powerful NATO allies.

In sum, the evidence strongly suggests that the countries running the real risk of getting dragged into conflicts of others’ making are America’s allies. 45,000 allied NATO troops have served in Afghanistan. Were they as effective as US troops? Mostly no. Were they a net plus? Unquestionably. That the American dog ends up wagging the NATO tail is hardly surprising, given that the United States dominates the alliance. And that is arguably the biggest problem with the “wag-the-dog” argument: all the post-1991 intervention cases occurred in a context in which the United States itself was pushing NATO toward a larger global role. This was the era of “out of area, or out of business” logic. As James Goldgeier put it “If NATO isn’t outward looking, it’s got nothing to do.”32 Because this was the message emanating from Washington, it is hard to portray these episodes as an outgrowth of the alliance dragging the United States into conflicts it did not seek. Washington sets the agenda. If it doesn’t like what NATO is doing, it should change that agenda.

**TODAY’S NATO “CRISIS”: POLICY OPTIONS**

If the foregoing analysis is right, why does everyone think NATO is in crisis that requires a dramatic policy departure? Why did Secretary of Defense Gates read NATO leaders the riot act in Munich in 2011, warning of the alliance’s potential demise? The answer is that analysts, commentators, and political leaders frequently elide the distinction between the NATO commitment’s costs to the United States and the gap between US and allied defense efforts. US defense spending accounted for 75 percent of total NATO outlays in 2010, up from 60 percent in 1991. And even though US spending is heading down steeply, so is Europe’s, with only four NATO allies currently willing and able to sustain defense commitments at or above the alliance’s official target of 2 percent of GDP. The EU’s austerity policies will long constrain allied defense efforts, weakening even such relatively capable states as France and Britain more than major cuts in the United States will reduce American capabilities. As unimpressive as some allies’ efforts in
Libya were, currently projected defense cuts will render them incapable of even that level of military activity in short order.³³

The gap in military power between the United States and its NATO allies is enormous and likely to grow.³⁴ And it clearly matters. Stronger allies are better than weaker ones. But it matters in assessing the cost of NATO only if the United States maintains high relative defense spending because of its commitment to Europe, and, as I've shown above, that is demonstrably not the case. US military spending increased by over 80 percent in the years after 2001, virtually none of which was generated by NATO commitments. On the contrary, the United States continued to draw down forces in Europe, concentrating first on Afghanistan and Iraq and then on East Asia. Far from being a driver of US military efforts, NATO was a reserve on which Washington drew to pursue various global objectives,

If there is a crisis in NATO, then, it is not a matter of costs and risks. Rather it has to do with the fact that the allies’ military deficiencies lower their value, and thus lower the net benefits of the alliance to the United States. Even though costs to the United States are small and risks are manageable, the allies’ military weakness risks making the alliance a losing proposition for Washington. This was the gist of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates’ oft-quoted swansong speech in Brussels.³⁵ Concern about this issue has fed into a vigorous expert debate over what to do about NATO.

Four options emerge. Option 1 is full scale retrenchment. As Barry Posen puts it, transform NATO into a political alliance.³⁶ Perhaps with some window for adjustment, the United States would renounce Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, abrogating any military commitment to European security. In this view, US security provision to Europe is “welfare for the rich.” Allies can easily provide for their own security through increased spending, reorganization of inefficient military institutions, and pooling of capabilities via the European Union’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). Revoking Article 5 is just the shock needed to prod complacent allies to get their act together. And if they fail, the downsides would be manageable, given low background threats to European security.
A second option is **NATO-friendly retrenchment**. Announce a limited window during which America would assist the Europeans in developing intrinsic capacity for neighborhood (e.g., Libya, Balkans) operations; restrict the US role to Art. 5 contingencies, a commitment that can be sustained mainly from offshore; hand over ultimate allied command (SACEUR) to Europe at the end of the window. Ending the organizational basis for US “leadership” would truly incentivize allies to increase defense cooperation/pooling and spending and finally ramp CFSP into a real capability.

Option 3 is to **muddle-through**, accepting that NATO’s capacity for large-scale expeditionary operations will progressively decline. Continue reductions in permanent presence as currently planned without either renouncing Art. 5 or instigating any reform in the alliance’s organization. Allow alliance to function as institutionalized cooperation shop that reduces transactions costs for ad hoc coalitions of the willing—in which allies have to reckon with probability that the United States will be unwilling in some cases. Realities on the ground in terms of real US deployments and commitments might incentivize some increased allied defense efficiencies a la the France-Britain defense cooperation treaty.

**Doubling-down** is the fourth option: the United States and its allies minimize defense cuts, the United States sustains at least current level of military presence in Europe, and NATO continues to be thought of as global or at least wider-neighborhood interventionist alliance.

**CONCLUSION: THE OPTIMALITY OF MUDDLING THROUGH**

We will, of course muddle through. This was already the Obama administration’s policy before Russia’s newfound assertiveness, and arguably is compatible with the modal allied response to NATO’s recent experiences in Afghanistan and Libya as well as Ukraine. But if advocates of option 1 (full scale retrenchment) are right about the benign strategic environment and advocates of a deep engagement grand strategy are right about that strategy’s core requirements, then option 3 is not just expedient, it is in fact optimal.
Strategic Environment: NATO is only in crisis if the North Atlantic area faces critical threats that require robust high-end military intervention capabilities from the European allies. But it is hard to argue with the basic claim of advocates of grand strategic retrenchment: security threats to the wealthy, powerful and institutionally robust states of the North Atlantic area are extremely low by any historical comparative standard. Vladimir Putin’s Russia now boasts a more coherent and functional state that wields a much more effective military tool than it had for most of the post-Cold War period. Russia’s actions in Georgia and Ukraine show that where the balance of interests favor it, Moscow can exploit its proximity to call the west’s bluff about further eastward expansion. But using military power to coerce NATO is a different kettle of fish. There, Russia faces the same tight local balancing constraint the Soviet Union confronted in the Cold War. More bellicosity generates painful pushback in the form of sanctions, lost cooperation, and enhanced allied military efforts. By the autumn of 2015, Russian assertiveness had pushed Finland and Sweden more seriously than ever to consider joining NATO.

It follows that the “crisis” created by the growing gap in US and allied military capacity is really no crisis at all. Or, perhaps more accurately, it is a crisis only for a particular, liberal-global vision for NATO rather than a down-to-earth vision focused on the North Atlantic. Declining allied defense commitments portend a reduced capacity to intervene early (e.g. long before any real security threat is manifest) and at extremely low human cost to allied military personnel in optional operations like Libya, justified mainly on human rights grounds, or exceedingly conjectural threats emerging from various sorts of instability. Because the threats are low, wealthy North Atlantic countries do not want to risk serious casualties to address them, hence they substitute expensive technology. This creates the impression of dire deficits in defense provision. Europe’s effort to mimic the United States in this regard is what creates the false impression that capable states like the United Kingdom or France risk becoming military pygmies when they pare defense outlays to under 2 percent of their economies. They only seem such when the United States is the reference point. Having stronger allies is better than the alternative, but that fact that European allies’ defense cuts may reduce the attractiveness of
military responses to humanitarian operations or conjectural security threats is hardly a real crisis for American national security.

A further, critical implication of this assessment of the strategic environment is rarely noted: it is entirely inconsistent with shock therapy’s assumption about the lack of serious threats to European security that calling the United States’ Article 5 commitment into question will cause European governments step up and create more military capacity via increased spending or cooperation. On the contrary, a relatively benign security setting is arguably more conducive to allowing narrow national perspectives to trump EU-wide initiatives and to continued minimalist defense efforts than the status quo of US leadership. America’s NATO allies make up nearly a fifth of global military spending. Britain is the fourth biggest military spender in the world, with France close behind (after another US ally, Japan) as sixth. Germany, Italy, Turkey, and Canada all rank among the world’s 15 biggest spenders.\textsuperscript{41} Very secure states like Norway and Canada purchase sophisticated weaponry from the US military industrial complex and order their soldiers into battle in America’s wars in far off lands. Why? A major reason is the alliance with the United States—it is the existence of the overseas hegemon and the perceived need to retain access to it and standing with it that drive much of this behavior.\textsuperscript{42}

Options 1 and 2 are based on the assumption that the international system generates strong pressures for European states to do one or all of three very costly things: ramp up spending on defense; reform entrenched domestic defense practices and institutions; and set aside national prerogatives to generate genuine supra-national military defense and decision making at the EU level. Take away Uncle Sam’s “welfare for the rich” and the logic of anarchy will somehow force this outcome. It cannot be ruled out that there is something special about Europe that would cause it to act in this collectively martial way without the US umbrella. But that expectation is inconsistent with most of what we know about international politics and with the lived experience of the EU’s ESDP and CFSP. Governments just don’t do extremely expensive and politically costly things without a major prod of some sort. The problem is that there is neither a compelling external security incentive nor a European hegemon to help solve
the collective action problem. Germany may play this role in economics, but it is not going to do so in security.\textsuperscript{43} The likelihood that a US revocation of Article 5 would spur France and Britain to set aside national feeling and unite defense efforts—and that middle powers from Poland to Turkey would acquiesce—is exceedingly low. Indeed, the downward trend in European defense spending has continued despite the continuing decline in American military forces in Europe and despite increasingly loud calls for retrenchment.

Three consequences follow from this analysis. First, doubling down is unlikely—because Americans won’t pay for it—and neither form of retrenchment will work—because Europeans won’t pay the political or economic costs even if the United States steps aside. Second, major changes to the current benign macro-security environment are likely to occur only after substantial strategic warning, and therefore projected low costs and risks for US security provision will likely remain adequate. And third, there is no net security benefit to the United States of administering a shock to NATO via even more dramatic reductions in presence or commitment. Indeed, there are serious expected costs in terms of lost security cooperation and even less capable and inter-operable allies. With militarily capable allies like NATO and ROK, a major benefit of presence is security cooperation (joint training, planning, etc.) that is difficult or impossible to replicate with rotational deployments. According to a recent comprehensive RAND study, the US presence in NATO is getting near the floor of deployed personnel needed to sustain security cooperation at current level.\textsuperscript{44}

Now, let’s consider how this vision of NATO aligns with American grand strategy. The US grand strategy of deep engagement is essentially about three objectives: managing the external environment to reduce near- and long-term threats to US national security; promoting a liberal economic order to expand the global economy and maximize domestic prosperity; and creating, sustaining, and revising the global institutional order to secure necessary interstate cooperation on terms favorable to US interests.\textsuperscript{45}

NATO’s declining capability for large-scale optional expeditionary operations to address conjectural security threats or humanitarian ideals does little to impede this grand strategy. The
Obama administration’s policy pronouncements and military deployments do not in any way represent a change away from deep engagement. They reflect a refocus on the strategy’s core. For that core, NATO retains value as an institutional framework for:

- coordinating transatlantic security cooperation;
- maintaining key infrastructure and lines of communications to sustain a US-led containment strategy in the greater Middle East;
- reducing inefficient duplication of defense efforts among allies, preventing full renationalization of security;
- and hedging against the emergence of a more threatening Russia or the appearance of a new, serious security threat.

The retrenchment options (one and two) put these benefits at risk. Full retrenchment does so because it is obviously inconsistent with deep engagement. “NATO friendly” retrenchment does so because it confuses secondary aims with the grand strategy’s core aims. It is willing to trade US leadership of the alliance for ephemeral and likely unattainable gains in indigenous European capability. Doubling down on NATO makes the same mistake of viewing optional capacities as essential, and magnifies it by ultimately imposing its costs on the US taxpayer as it has no answer to the “free rider” problem aside from exhortation.

If the United States engineers a dramatic shift in its grand strategy to a strong version of restraint that devalues the capacity to mount light footprint military operations around Eurasia as well as the incipient “coalition in waiting” represented by NATO, then the alliance would cease to make sense. But if, as is likely, it pares the deep engagement strategy to its core objectives, then muddling though, with no new grand bargains, no grand “rebooting” the alliance, no sudden new infusion of defense dollars and euros, and no “post-American” NATO, emerges as the optimal choice. In other words, the transatlantic bargain should contain three parts: NATO should continue to guarantee territorial defense; external operations in Europe’s neighborhood where the US has no interest should fall under the EU or individual European allies (e.g., France...
in Mali, Central African Republic); and NATO should only engage beyond Europe’s borders when the United States wishes to be involved.

2 Paragraph 4 (a) of the Concept, concerning collective defense, states that “NATO members will always assist each other against attack, in accordance with Article 5 of the Washington Treaty. That commitment remains firm and binding. NATO will deter and defend against any threat of aggression, and against emerging security challenges where they threaten the fundamental security of individual Allies or the Alliance as a whole.” In a speech on the Concept, Secretary of State Clinton argued that cyber- and energy-security threats should fall under Article V. See http://www.acus.org/event/hillary-clinton-future-nato/transcript
5 Trachtenberg, A Constructed Peace.
7 According to one 2009 cable released by Wikileaks: “Russia has limited capability for joint operations with air forces, continues to rely on aging and obsolete equipment, lacks all-weather capability and strategic transportation means, ... has an officer corps lacking flexibility, and has a manpower shortage.” http://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/1719069_fwd-military-fwd-os-russia-nato-mil-wikileaks-nato.html.


See GAO-10-745R Defense Planning at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d10745r.pdf; and CB Options for Changing the Army’s Overseas Basing” May 2004 at http://www.cbo.gov/doc.cfm?index=5415&type=0&sequence=1 The 1.6 billion estimate is thus net of the initial cost increase. My thanks to Cindy Williams for pointers on this issue.


Williams, “Preserving National Strength in a Period of Fiscal Restraint.”


27 I write this as someone who opposed NATO expansion and expected it to generate much higher costs than it ultimately did. For a retrospective analysis, see W. C. Wohlforth “Policy Evaluation After Paradigm-Shattering Events: How Well do the Experts Do?” in Melvyn Leffler and Jeffrey Legro, eds., In Uncertain Times: American Foreign Policy after the Berlin Wall and 9/11 (Cornell University Press, 2011)

28 A circumstantial case can be made that close relations with the United States and talk of NATO membership may have emboldened Georgia in the run up to its five day war with Russia in 2008. Needless to say, the fact that NATO was under no obligation to defend George is likely to have figured in Moscow’s response. See Ronald Asmus, A Little War that Shook the World: Georgia, Russia, and the Future of the West (Palgrave 2010).

29 The main issue that comes up in journalistic accounts is humanitarianism. See, e.g., Michael Lewis, “Obama’s Way,” Vanity Fair October 2012.


31 Data from Beckley, The Unipolar Era.


34 There are multiple caveats that weaken the case for free-riding—US and European commitments to NATO are near their historical averages, some trends point to a decreasing gap, many European contributions fall outside of defense budgets, etc.—but my main point here is that the alliance’s value is not strictly dependent on the burden sharing debate. See Jordan Becker and Edmund Malesky, “Pillar or Pole? The Effect of Strategic Culture on Burden Sharing and NATO’s Future,” (October 1, 2013). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2333290 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2333290


The analysis most closely reflecting this view (though its author would reject the name I’ve given it) is Sten Rynning, *NATO In Afghanistan: The Liberal Disconnect* (Stanford University Press, 2012).


See Rynning, *NATO In Afghanistan*
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The United States has long been involved in the Middle East, and its role has only grown since the end of the Cold War. Yet in contrast to Europe, another region of longstanding interest, or Asia, where the United States plans to “pivot” in the years to come, trade relations and cultural ties remain weak, and the region’s military power marginal. During the Cold War, the Middle East’s energy supplies and several communist-leaning regimes rendered it part of the US-Soviet chessboard. In the 1990s the United States expanded its security presence in the region to contain Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and the clerical regime in Iran. At the same time, Washington engaged in an energetic and sustained, but ultimately unsuccessful, effort to bring about peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors.

Following the 9/11 attacks, US involvement grew even greater. The United States deepened counterterrorism cooperation with longstanding allies like Egypt and Jordan and pushed to establish more extensive ties with hitherto neglected or adversarial regimes, like Yemen and Libya. Most dramatically, of course, in 2003, the United States invaded Iraq and, in so doing, triggered an insurgency that led to a sustained US presence in the country until the end of 2011. And then, just as US forces departed Iraq, the so-called “Arab Spring” shook the region, toppling longstanding US allies in Egypt, Tunisia, and Yemen and creating civil wars in several countries, most notably Syria. Although the Obama administration resisted a large-scale US military commitment in the region, after the 2014 Islamic State advances in Iraq, it began air strikes against Islamic State forces and stepped up its efforts to work with regional allies and local partners against the group.

Today’s posited US interests in the Middle East can be broken down into five areas: ensuring the free flow of oil; preventing nuclear proliferation; fighting terrorism; maintaining the security of Israel; and promoting democratization. Iran, the Islamic State, and al-Qa’ida at times
pose real threats to these interests, but we argue that the threat they represent is often overstated and that many US interests in the region stand little risk of disruption. In fact, it is our allies’ own problems that present a bigger concern, and the Arab Spring and subsequent civil wars brought many of these into the forefront. The US approach to managing these problems has generated many benefits, including deterring and disrupting foes and successfully reassuring allies. However, it has at times exacerbated internal problems and contributed to anti-Americanism. To protect its interests, the United States should try to contain the violence in Iraq and Syria, weaken the Islamic State, and reenergize its efforts to promote peace between Israel and the Palestinians. Washington must also recognize the limits of its power as it tries to protect its interests in this turbulent region.

The remainder of this essay is divided into four parts. Section one describes the array of US security commitments to states in the Middle East, ranging from formal military agreements to more rhetorical declarations of interest. Section two assesses the posited US interests in the region, presenting the arguments to their importance and raising questions about the validity of many of the justifications on which they are based. It also reviews the threats to these interests and evaluates which represent the most worrisome cases. Section three attempts to prioritize US interests and discusses those over which the United States can exert meaningful influence. The essay concludes in section four by presenting the implications of this dissection and the recommendations for policy.

1. US SECURITY RELATIONSHIPS IN THE MIDDLE EAST: A REVIEW

The United States maintains a range of security relationships in the Middle East. These include defense cooperation agreements, basing and access rights, the prepositioning of equipment, and other “hard” forms of cooperation. In addition, the United States has made rhetoric commitments to several of its allies (and explicit and implicit threats to its enemies) and fulfills the role of major arms supplier to the region. These relations are particularly extensive with states of the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt, and Israel.
The US basing network in the Middle East is quite extensive. Even taking the US presence in Afghanistan out of the picture, the United States positions numerous bases, Forward Operation Sites (FOS) and Cooperative Security Locations (CSL) and forces along the Gulf littoral, as well as in the eastern Mediterranean and along the Horn of Africa. Although accurate numbers are hard to come by due to the political sensitivities of the host nations and regular changes in the specifics of basing as operational needs vary, US military sites in the region number in the dozens. Among the major US Army military installations located in the CENTCOM theater are Kuwait’s Camps Arifjanin and Buehring along with Camp As Saliyah in Qatar. The US Air Force also maintains installations in Kuwait, UAE, and Qatar. In 2015, the US Air Force also began deploying air assets from Incirlik Air Force Base in Turkey. Additionally, at any given time, as many as two of the Navy’s three forward-deployed aircraft carriers are also deployed in the region. The conversion of one of the Navy’s oldest transport ships in 2012 into a floating forward base marks the introduction of yet another basing platform in the region. Taken together, this arrangement provides the United States the ability to deploy forces at or near a wide range of potential crisis points.

This basing network is reinforced by several thousand troops deployed in various states throughout the Persian Gulf. The United States also retains several dozen personnel in Oman and an advisory presence in Saudi Arabia. To strike the Islamic State, the United States and its allies have stepped up cooperation with Turkey and bombed from bases there and in Jordan and other states in the region. In addition, the United States maintains several hundred troops afloat in the region at any given time. The US still retains an unmatched ability to quickly ramp up additional assets in the region should events there warrant it, as evidenced by the late summer 2013 US Navy positioning of an additional ten ships, including the aircraft carrier the USS Nimitz, into the Red Sea in preparation for a possible limited strike against Syria. As such, the US will continue to maintain a strong military presence in the region for the foreseeable future.

Washington also holds numerous longstanding security agreements with the smaller states of the Arabian Peninsula that give the United States access to facilities and bases in the
region and the right to preposition equipment. Kuwait is a “Major Non-NATO ally” and the country served as a base for over 20,000 US troops during the Iraq War. Despite withdrawal of US forces from Iraq, Kuwait (along with Qatar) has remained an important regional hub, with the US bases there coordinating logistical and training support. The United States also deploys missile defense systems to the country and helps train the Kuwaiti military. Further south, Bahrain is home to the American Fifth Fleet and, like Kuwait, is a “Major Non-NATO Ally,” enabling it to buy advanced American weapons systems. The United States has supplied Bahrain with surplus military equipment and helped Bahrain expand its air and coastal defenses. 

Qatar’s importance as a US base dates to the 1990s when Washington sought alternatives to Saudi Arabia. Qatar is the forward deployed base of CENTCOM and houses the Combined Air and Space Operations Center. In 2011, Doha signed a bilateral security agreement with Washington regarding information sharing, aviation and cyber security, and other homeland defense-related issues. Qatar also hosts a missile defense radar station.

The UAE’s Jebel Ali is the most visited foreign port in the world for the American Navy. In addition, the US positions several air defense systems in the country, which also functions as the base for the Integrated Missile Defense Center. The United States trains large numbers of Emiratis and other Gulf students in the UAE, and there is a considerable effort to develop and support the country’s air forces. Oman is home to several US Air Force bases and prepositioned American equipment. US forces maintain access to bases in Oman for contingencies and engage in a range of training programs and joint exercises with the Omani armed forces.

The United States has long cooperated militarily with Saudi Arabia and has worked extensively—though without much success—to train the Saudi military. The United States is widely perceived as firmly committed to Saudi Arabia’s security, but no formal defense agreement exists between the two countries. In the 1990s, the United States deployed tens of thousands of troops to Saudi Arabia, primarily to defend the region against Iraq, but withdrew in 2003 after the fall of Saddam Hussein. Several hundred troops remain in the country to
administer training programs. Washington has also undertaken a range of counterterrorism cooperation efforts with the Saudi regime, including measures to work together to combat terrorism financing.  

In addition to formal defense cooperation agreements with traditional allies on the Arabian Peninsula, and the implicit guarantee of Saudi security, the United States signed a “Strategic Framework Agreement” with Iraq in 2011. Although this promises cooperation in various areas, it comes after unsuccessful attempts to conclude a more formal defense arrangement, which foundered on Iraq’s unwillingness to grant US forces a separate legal status. Given the ongoing war against the Islamic State in much of Iraq, the Obama administration has deployed additional forces to train the Iraqi army as well as work with Iraqi tribes and Kurdish forces. It is also considering deployments of special operations forces.

To back up these various formal agreements, the United States engages in repeated public declarations of support for the security of its allies in the region. President Obama, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta, and their successors have repeatedly declared their commitment to individual states’ and to the security of the region as a whole. As further evidence of these strong ties, senior US administration officials undertake frequent trips to the region.

States in the Middle East also serve as major purchasers of US military equipment. In 2011 Saudi Arabia agreed to purchase over eighty F-15SA fighter aircraft and upgrade its existing fleet of seventy F-15s, along with air-to-air and air-to-ground packages. The $29.4 billion sale was the largest of its kind to a single recipient. In recent years the UAE, though far smaller than Saudi Arabia, agreed to purchase over ten billion dollars of US equipment, including up to 80 F-16s. Other sales to these and other regional states have included not only high-end aircraft, tanks, and other military systems, but also packages for system support, logistics, and upgrades. As part of these sales, the US has also agreed to deploy standoff weapons to Saudi Arabia and UAE. And, as in the past, US military personnel will jointly train with the Emirati and the Saudi pilots.
The United States does not hold a defense treaty with Egypt, but it is a major recipient of US assistance, particularly military aid. From 1987 through the present, Egypt received $1.3 billion a year in military aid and has long stood as the second largest recipient, after Israel, of US foreign assistance. Much of this aid goes towards military acquisitions, upgrades of existing equipment, and maintenance. Some analysts believe that US aid covers perhaps eighty percent of Egypt’s weapons procurement costs. Egyptian arms acquired from the US include M1A1 Abrams tanks, F-16s, and other advanced equipment. Although the Obama administration began a case-by-case formal review of aid programs in early July in response to Congressional pressure to suspend or curtail aid following the Egyptian military’s violent ouster of President Mohammed Morsi, the White House is unlikely to support such calls given the importance of the US-Egypt relationship.18

The United States maintains a wide range of security cooperation efforts with Israel. Washington helps Israel preserve its “Qualitative Military Edge,” with legislation ensuring Israel’s superiority over “any conventional military threat from any individual state or possible coalition of states or from non-state actors.” In 2007, the Bush administration agreed to a ten-year, $30 billion military aid package. Israel is the top recipient of US Foreign Military Financing, through which it has received F-35s/Joint Strike Fighters, bunker-busting bombs, and much of its most advanced equipment. Israel also has access to many of the top US weapon systems. Pentagon officials described the military sales as part of an ongoing US effort to ensure Israel maintains unprecedented air superiority into the next generation.20

US and Israeli defense companies often work together on projects, including on missile defense programs such as the Arrow and Arrow II anti-missile systems. The United States also maintains a large emergency stockpile of material on Israeli soil for US contingencies, with the possibility of its use by Israel in a crisis situation. The “Iron Dome” anti-missile system, which helps protect Israel from Hamas and Hizballah rockets, was a joint US-Israel effort. US officials repeatedly emphasize America’s commitment to Israel’s security in public rhetoric as well.
The United States also enjoys substantial trade relationships with several Middle Eastern states, though these are usually dwarfed by US trade relationship with more advanced industrialized economies in Europe and Asia. In 2012 (the latest year for which data is available), the United States exported almost twenty-five billion dollars’ worth of goods to the UAE and twenty-five billion dollars to Saudi Arabia. The United States imported almost fifty-six billion dollars in goods, primarily petroleum, from Saudi Arabia and billions more from other Gulf States (the figure varies dramatically depending on the price of oil). Israel exported over twenty-seven billion dollars to the United States.22 (Japan, in contrast, in 2012 exported over $173 billion in goods to the United States and imported $116 billion.23)

2. Posited US Interests to the Region—And Threats to These Interests

US leaders have declared a range of vital (and not-so-vital) American interests in the Middle East. These have varied by administration and historical era, but they have long included ensuring the free flow of oil and maintaining Israel’s security. The United States has also expressed a strong desire to prevent further nuclear proliferation in the Middle East, and since 9/11, placed particular emphasis on counterterrorism. In addition, Washington has demonstrated an episodic commitment to the spread of democracy in the region. This section describes these interests, examines questions concerning their validity, and surveys potential threats posed to them.

Oil

Ensuring the free flow of oil represents perhaps the most constant, and many would say the most important, US interest in the Middle East. Since at least the 1970s, America’s key strategic interests in the region have involved not only securing easy access for itself but also guaranteeing an open and secure market for Japan and Europe. Middle East countries, especially the states of the Persian Gulf, are key oil producers, exporting far more than they consume. In 2015, Persian Gulf states produced almost thirty percent of total world oil production, with the United States receiving roughly twenty-one percent of its imports from the region in the first six
Europe, China, and Japan all also depend on oil imports for their energy needs.

One common myth is that the country of origin of the oil is what matters most. Iran has often been referred to as a major supplier of particular European or Asian countries. In 2011, for example, Italy and Spain together imported over ten percent of their oil from Iran. In reality, however, oil is a global market—who supplies whom at any given moment matters far less than the overall supply and demand, which is what sets the overall price. Thus, Iran’s value to a particular economy depends largely on how much oil it contributes to the global market. The stability or instability in a particular country consequently matters equally for the whole world based on how much oil they use for their overall economy.

It is possible that the Gulf may, in the near future, play a lesser role not only for US energy interests but also in world oil supplies. Both Republican and Democratic administrations have voiced their commitment to American energy independence and the Obama administration has introduced several policy measures aimed at reducing American reliance on Middle East oil. Technological improvements have enabled production from so-called “tight” oil, increasing overall world supply as well as the relative US share, and that of stable allies like Canada, of production. Due in part to rapid growth in new petroleum sources in the Western Hemisphere like shale energy or the use of fracking to exploit fields once thought exhausted, analysts now anticipate a fifty percent drop in US oil imports from the region by 2035. Most analysts project that US domestic oil output will rise significantly over the next decade. However, increases in global demand are likely to match supply increases, particularly if China and India continue high growth rates. On the supply side, most of the growth in OPEC petroleum production is expected to come mainly from the Persian Gulf countries, with current US government projections putting their market share within OPEC at roughly seventy percent by 2040. Although both the total likely additional demand and supply remain speculative at this point, recent projections in both supply and demand suggest the Persian Gulf will continue to a major player in the global oil market for years to come.
In many ways, a stable price is as important as a low price. The United States and other advanced economies have proven that, over time, they can adjust to both high and low energy prices and maintain economic growth. In addition, oil exporters often use any surge in their wealth from exports to increase their own imports from Western countries and increase investment there as well, thus balancing some of the economic losses that would otherwise accrue to the West.  

The greater danger comes from sudden price shocks: oil is notoriously inelastic, as it is difficult to quickly change consumption should the price of oil rise. Yet even here there may be good news. During the post-war period through the 1970s, oil price elasticity was as high as \(-0.29\): when the price of oil increased ten percent, real GNP figures declined a staggering 2.9 percent. However, this fell sharply from the 1980s on, as the market became more accustomed to volatility: elasticity fell to an average of \(-0.02\) in the first year after a sudden price increase and \(-0.05\) in the second, leading to a GDP decline of 0.2 percent and 0.5 percent in the first and second year: high figures (particularly if, say, the price of oil increased thirty percent in a year) but not catastrophic. 

Eugene Gholz and Daryl Press point out “potential supply disruptions are less worrisome than scholars, politicians, and pundits presume.” They go on to argue that spare consumption, changes in transport routes, and consumer adaptation can reduce the cost of oil shocks. In addition, oil companies often diversify their portfolios, accounting for political risk and, in so doing, anticipating the likelihood of unexpected decreases in global supply. Moreover, oil shocks lead to increases in exploration and production elsewhere, leading to an increase in supply over time. However, as these authors also note, the Strait of Hormuz is perhaps “the world’s only true chokepoint,” and they contend that preventing the conquest, and thus the consolidation, of major Persian Gulf suppliers represents an important US interest, albeit one that they do not see as facing serious threat today. 

Notionally, the threat to oil arises in two forms. First, a hostile state could invade and occupy an oil-producer or cut off a key chokepoint such as the Strait of Hormuz. The hostile
producer, of course, would almost certainly want to sell the oil, thus in the long-term, supply would likely remain constant. However, the short-term disruption caused by invasion (and perhaps an insurgency in response) could prove highly disruptive. In addition, it is possible that the invading power, if it gained control of a significant percentage of the world’s reserves, would acquire the ability to manipulate the market, deliberately creating price spikes.

Here the variation in current and spare production in the region must be taken into account. As the world’s reaction to the crisis in Libya and, before that, the disruption in Iraqi oil supplies showed, world oil markets can adjust to losing the production of one of the region’s suppliers. Because of the concentration of the world’s oil supplies in the Gulf region—and much larger portion of spare production there—the possibility of disruption of the region in general (i.e. the production of more than one state), or of Saudi Arabia in particular, deserves additional scrutiny.36

Historically, only Iran and Iraq posed a threat to oil from the Gulf region—Iraq from conquest, as it attempted in Kuwait in 1990, and Iran through subversion. With Saddam Hussein gone and Iraq in turmoil, in the near to medium-term, Iran represents the country of greatest concern with regard to invasion. However, even a cursory look at Iran’s capabilities suggests how difficult this would be. Tehran’s military lacks the ability to project power outside its borders in a sustained way. Iraq’s military is weak and unable to “balance” Iran, but Iran’s seizure of oil-rich parts of Iraq would be difficult to achieve and would probably lead to a protracted insurgency on the part of local Iraqis. Striking across the Gulf at Kuwait and Saudi Arabia would be exponentially harder, requiring sea and air capabilities the Islamic Republic lacks and exposing attacking forces to strikes from the forces of the Gulf States, which are prepared for this eventuality. Politically, Tehran does not claim the territory of any of its neighbors (a few disputed minor islands aside), and the Islamic Republic still bears the scars from the country’s long struggle with Iraq. Tehran has no appetite for another large-scale war.

In recent years, one much-touted concern is that Iran might try to block the Strait of Hormuz, perhaps the world’s most important chokepoint for oil supplies: thirty-three percent of
all oil shipped by sea and nearly twenty percent of all oil traded worldwide passed through the Strait in 2009. Stopping traffic through the Strait would cut off over eighty percent of the Gulf states’ oil exports, driving up shipping costs, and otherwise lead to a major spike in the price of oil—and one that could not be quickly made up from other sources. Caitlin Talmadge finds that Iran has significant capabilities to close the Strait for perhaps a month, using a combination of mines, anti-ship cruise missiles, and land-based air defense. Even so, the potential disruption to the global oil market stemming from a crisis over the Strait could be significant, especially in the short term. In December 2011, after Iranian Vice-President Mohammad Reza-Rahimi threatened to close the Strait if new sanctions were levied, oil prices jumped over two percent in one day. However, the ensuing week—which witnessed both Iranian and American naval exercise—saw oil prices quickly return to pre-incident levels. Still, some energy analysts predict the price of oil could rise by as much as fifty percent within days of the Strait’s closure.

One reassuring counterargument is that it would be self-defeating for Iran to close the Strait as Iran itself is dependent on the Strait to export its oil. However, it is plausible (though not likely) that Iran might still try to close the Strait: scenarios might include a full boycott of Iranian oil should Iran renew its nuclear program, which means Iran has no significant exports to lose, or a more ideological or desperate regime in Tehran. Such an action, however, would create a counterbalancing coalition, including Europe and China, that would lead to economic and diplomatic isolation as well as support for aggressive US military action.

Moreover, Washington’s existing regional assets provide it with options should Iran choose to disrupt traffic in the vital shipping channel. In 2012, President Obama reportedly sent a private letter to Tehran declaring Iranian closure of the Strait of Hormuz a “red line” for the United States. When the Iranian Coast Guard seized a Marshall Islands-flagged Maersk cargo ship in April 2015 the administration demonstrated its commitment to protecting the passageway by sending the guided missile destroyer USS Farragut to patrol the channel. In addition to sending American warships to shadow US-flagged merchant ships CENTCOM announced it was considering offering its assistance to non-US flagged merchant ships, an effort
to bring the Strait under US extended deterrence.\textsuperscript{43} The ongoing US naval presence in the region should afford Washington continued deterrence opportunities.

Another risk comes from Iranian-supported subversion and perhaps even limited military strikes on Gulf oil facilities. Tehran in the past sponsored a coup in Bahrain and various terrorist attacks in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The circumstances for this are far from impossible given, the growing polarization of Sunni and Shi’a in the Muslim world, the proxy wars between Iran and Saudi Arabia in Syria and Yemen, and other issues. Here the direct threat to supply would be less, but the increased risk premium would lead to price increases and perhaps even a short-term spike until the situation stabilized one way or another.

The potential for non-state actors to disrupt the region’s oil supply, while in the realm of possibilities, remains low. Although the Islamic State’s control of several Iraqi and Syrian oil refineries and distribution assets since 2014 garnered significant news coverage, the oil fields controlled by the organization are responsible for only a fraction of regional output capacity. Rather than destroy many of these sites the group has kept several oilfields operational as part of an elaborate oil smuggling operation in order to fund its activities. While troublesome from a counterterrorism perspective—illicit oil sales reportedly netted the organization several million dollars a month in 2014—terrorist groups like the Islamic State do not as yet pose a serious and consistent challenge to the region’s oil supply.\textsuperscript{44}

Regional allies are also at risk of internal strife unrelated to foreign subversion. In Iraq during the height of the civil war in 2006, in Libya during the revolt against Qaddafi, and in Iran during the early days of the revolution, internal unrest led to significant decreases in oil production.\textsuperscript{45} The Arab Spring embodies the latest reminder that many regimes in the Middle East rest on fragile foundations. While oil-rich Gulf States have largely escaped massive unrest, they have witnessed some demonstrations though these have tapered off. Because of its large share of global production and world spare capacity, Saudi Arabia represents a particular concern in terms of internal instability. Yet even here there may be less cause for concern than some suggest. Domestic instability may not be as destabilizing to oil production as previously thought.
Mahmoud El-Gamal and Amy Jaffe find that regime change by itself historically has “not resulted in significant medium term (32-64 month) disruptions in output.” The authors conclude that while regime change may hamper investment and production in the immediate short term, only outright wars that destroy production and transportation infrastructure would produce significant medium-term output disruption.46

**Nuclear Proliferation**

Preventing the spread of nuclear weapons represents a central, and often cited by leaders, US interest in the Middle East. In part, this policy intends to prevent any hostile state from gaining enough power to threaten US interests regarding oil security. But this issue also involves concerns relating to the security of Israel and a more general viewpoint that proliferation is dangerous, particularly with regard to “rogue” or hostile regimes.

The arguments against proliferation (or, more rarely, in favor of it) are well-known and thus only briefly summarized here. While some contend that nuclear weapons make leaders more cautious, others argue that their spread risks the use of nuclear weapons in war or by accident, either way a catastrophic event. A particular fear is the so-called “stability-instability paradox”: Even if states become more cautious in their willingness to go to war, they will be more willing to engage in limited aggression (including supporting terrorists and insurgents) in the belief that their nuclear capability insulates them from conventional attack.47 As Robert Jervis has argued, “To the extent that the military balance is stable at the level of all-out nuclear war, it will become less stable at lower levels of violence.”48 This more pessimistic view is the common wisdom in policy circles.

The United States does not view the Israeli nuclear program, which dates back to the 1960s, as a threat because Israel is an ally. US officials are further reassured by the fact that Israel did not use nuclear weapons even when its security was threatened in the 1973 war. Successive US administrations have deemed Israel a stable and rational actor with a professional military that will be careful to prevent a nuclear accident and will ensure proper command and control.
Today the biggest risk of proliferation comes from Iran. Tehran developed an extensive nuclear program and has enriched uranium to twenty percent, but comprehensive sanctions helped convince Iran to go to the negotiating table. In 2015, the United States and Iran signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action designed to disband Iran’s nuclear weapons program in exchange for sanctions relief.49

Tehran is hostile to the United States and Israel, and its command and control and accident-prevention procedures are uncertain. Many critics of the deal argue that Iran cannot be trusted to uphold its end of the bargain, that inspection procedures are too lenient, and that the eventual expiration of the agreement enables Iran to eventually get a nuclear weapon. However, should Tehran acquire a nuclear weapon, it is highly unlikely to use it as a “bolt from the blue” or pass it to terrorist groups, though the possibility of an accident remains quite real.50

Even assuming that Iran eventually gets a bomb, much comes down to the “stability-instability paradox.”51 Tehran sponsors a range of terrorist and insurgent groups, and analysts fear it would become more aggressive as its nuclear capability would act as a deterrent to conventional military attacks. So a nuclear Iran could mean a risk of greater terrorism, subversion, and support for insurgency. However, although the Iranian regime aspires to greater influence in the near-abroad, sectarian issues have prevented Tehran from achieving its goal of becoming a leader of the Muslim world. Save for in Syria and Iraq where Iranian influence has grown in recent years, the Arab street’s perception of Iran and its proxy Hizballah has markedly declined.

Another concern is so-called “reactive” or “tit-for-tat” proliferation: when the acquisition of a nuclear weapon by one country triggers a response by that country’s neighbors, thus greatly increasing the number of nuclear powers, and thus the risk of accident and war. Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Egypt, and other regional countries are all cited as potential reactive proliferators should Iran’s program lead to a nuclear weapon. However, Philipp Bleek’s research indicates that reactive proliferation is far from automatic but is more likely when a state exhibits an intense rivalry with another, possesses its own indigenous research and industrial base to build a bomb,
and lacks a security guarantee from a nuclear-armed ally.52 Iran’s rivalry with its neighbors is significant, but not necessarily intense by standards of say India versus Pakistan. Even more reassuringly, Saudi Arabia lacks the necessary industrial and technological resource base, though in contrast to most potential proliferators, it might have the ability to purchase a weapon outright from an ally like Pakistan. Turkey, however, possesses the necessary resource base, but it too does not have an intense rivalry that would drive the development of a weapon. Most important, many of the potential proliferators are US allies and thus can “balance” against the greater Iranian threat. At one time a cause for concern in Washington, Syrian efforts to build a nuclear program of their own have effectively been stopped by the 2007 Israeli air strike and the ongoing civil war, suggesting that the main threat to nuclear proliferation in the coming years in the region will continue to be Iran alone.

Regarding the proliferation (and use) of chemical and biological weapons, the picture is mixed. The Bush administration succeeded in getting Libya to abandon its programs for the development of biological, chemical, as well as nuclear weapons in 2003. The Obama administration was also able to compel the Syrian regime to dismantle its chemical weapons programs. Going forward, deterring CBRN proliferation in the region will continue to remain a major goal of all American administrations.

Security of Israel

Since the 1960s, the United States has had an increasingly close relationship with the state of Israel.53 Administrations of all stripes have repeatedly declared that the security of Israel represents a significant US national interest. This alliance is based on three pillars: security interests, shared values, and domestic support.

The United States and Israel have long opposed common foes in the Middle East. This ranged from pro-Soviet (or at least not pro-American) regimes like Nasser’s Egypt and Saddam’s Iraq, to the clerical regime in Tehran and, more recently, a range of terrorist groups. Israel played an important role in helping the United States set back Iran’s nuclear program in the years before the JCPOA. Champions of the US-Israel alliance also stress that Israel represents an island of
democracy in the authoritarian sea of the Middle East. In helping defend Israel, the United States is thus defending its own values. In addition, Israeli public opinion of the United States—in contrast to Arab state public opinion—is favorable, and the alliance is based on people-to-people as well as government-to-government relations.

Americans strongly support close ties to Israel. A 2015 poll found that over seventy percent of Americans view Israeli favorably—far higher than support for other countries in the Middle East. Support is particularly high among the American Jewish community and the white evangelical Protestant communities. In recent years support has become especially strong within the Republican party, with Democratic party supporters being more ambivalent about Israel’s policies. This strong domestic support makes it likely that any president will strongly support Israel. However, in some cases—notably Obama’s championing of the Iran deal—US leaders will pursue regional goals even against Israel’s objections.

There are several arguments made against the designation of the security of Israel as a critical US interest. First, as John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt have contended, among their other criticisms of the U.S-Israel partnership, Israel is widely reviled in the Arab and Muslim worlds. Thus, close US ties to Israel and support for its unpopular policies drag down favorable opinion of the United States. Many of the reasons the United States has enemies in the region, they contend, is due to its ties to Israel.

This argument is both true and overstated. US support for Israel remains a grievance held by friends and enemies alike in the Arab and Muslim world and does increase anti-US sentiment. In many cases, however, this grievance figures as simply one among many. So Iran is hostile to the United States because of Washington’s support for Israel, but also because of past US meddling in Iran, US support for Iraq in the Iran-Iraq War, US opposition to Iran’s attempt to expand its influence, rejection of US secular values, and other concerns. Al-Qa’ida of course strongly rejects Israel and repeatedly identifies US support for Israel as a reason to the attack the United States. Al-Qa’ida propaganda, however, also cites a range of other supposed US crimes. Some of these are factual such as the US military presence in the Middle East and historical
support for authoritarian regimes. Others are tied to US values, such as support for women’s rights, religious minorities and, increasingly, the rights of homosexuals. Still others tend toward the delusional, such as a supposed US campaign aimed at subordinating Muslims and undermining Islam throughout the world. As the Syrian civil war has heated up and other concerns have risen to the fore, the importance of Israel as a grievance has declined.

A second argument leveled against the partnership is that Israel represents simply one power among many in the region, and the hostility regional governments hold towards the Jewish state creates difficulties in US diplomacy and hinders US alliances. But often this hostility is more public than private: a number of US allies in private have shown little concern about Israeli activities and even expressed indirect support for an Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities. And one of the ironies of the US-Iran deal is that Israel joined Saudi Arabia and other foes of Iran in opposing the deal.

The actual US role in helping secure Israel is unclear. Israel does not face a threat from conventional military attack. Even before Syria collapsed into civil war, Israel’s forces were far more capable than those of its neighbors combined, and while US support increases the capabilities gap, without Washington’s backing Israel’s forces would still enjoy a considerable advantage. The last decade has witnessed a steady increase in Israeli capabilities, with little comparable growth in that of its neighbors. The United States and civil war shattered Iraq’s military power. Egypt, in theory, could again become hostile, but the conventional gap in military capabilities remains considerable and the Sisi government there has furthermore reaffirmed its support for the peace treaty.

The security threat to Israel today comes primarily from terrorism or from rocket attacks from Hamas, Hizballah, and other substate or quasi-state foes. Israel has gone to war with Hamas several times since the terrorist group seized power in Gaza, often over the threat of rockets. Working with the United States, Israel has developed the “Iron Dome” and “Arrow” systems, improving its defenses against missiles and rockets. Such systems, however, are unlikely to present a cure-all to a weapon that, in the end, is primarily psychological. Rockets
have killed relatively few Israelis, but the risk of rocket attack remains disruptive to Israeli society. Israel, using its own intelligence and military capabilities, has dramatically reduced the scale and scope of terrorism in the last ten years. The US has at best a limited role to play by helping Israeli diplomacy and assisting Israeli research.

Israel faces a political and diplomatic jeopardy—that it risks becoming a world pariah. Israel's increasing isolation is a threat to its security, and the United States can help lesson its pariah status. Already it does not have diplomatic relations with many states, and constant pressure for sanctions and other punishments against Israel persists due to its continued occupation of the West Bank. Indeed, some of this hostility would continue regardless of the status of peace talks, but the lack of progress on peace with the Palestinians means this pressure is likely to continue, and perhaps grow. US efforts to move the peace process forward require encouraging both Israelis and Palestinians to make difficult and politically unpopular concessions in the name of peace.

Democratization

The United States also professes an interest in the spread of democracy throughout the world. For many years various US administrations embraced a “Middle East exceptionalism,” wherein the United States acted as if democracy in the region represented both an unlikely and undesirable development. This policy changed significantly in the George W. Bush administration, but the disastrous occupation of Iraq and the success of Hizballah and Hamas in elections in Lebanon and Gaza respectively made the embrace of democratization appear naïve and counterproductive. The unexpected occurrence of the Arab spring, however, returned democracy promotion to center stage, though democratization ardor cooled as the Arab spring devolved into civil wars and led to a coup in Egypt.

Several arguments emerged for democracy promotion. Mubarak’s Egypt, Qaddafi’s Libya, Salih’s Yemen, and other authoritarian regimes produced terrorists who often targeted the United States as well as local authorities: dictatorship, it seemed, provided al-Qa’ida both a grievance to exploit and a large pool of recruits. In addition, US support for dictatorship
tarnished the image of US in the eyes of many Arabs. Thus, democracy promoters anticipated that a change in policy would lead to a change in hearts, as democracy is genuinely popular in the region. 58 Supporting democracy also aligns with US values, while, strategically, the most enduring and close US alliances are with strong democracies. Consequently, if democracy was successfully fostered, Israel would not be the only regional country with shared political values.

Critics, however, point to several weaknesses in these arguments. First, US endorsement of democracy under President George W. Bush, and then belatedly under Obama, has won little support for the United States in the Arab world. In Jordan, approval of the United States is at just fourteen percent. In Egypt, among Palestinians, and in other countries of the region, rates remain similarly low, largely unchanged since before the Arab spring. 59

Second, many of the dictators were staunch US allies, and two of them, Jordan and Egypt, maintained peace with Israel—something far harder for popularly elected governments to accomplish given widespread public hostility toward Israel. So in supporting democratic movements, the United States was in essence abandoning friends, while their replacements were still unknown. Indeed, democratic regimes are not likely to be more pro-American than their authoritarian predecessors, and indeed, have good reason to adopt a more hostile position. Broad anti-American sentiment in the Arab world suggests that regimes responsive to the mood of their people are likely to oppose close relations with the United States. In addition, Islamists emerged as one strong alternative, and they hold views on personal freedoms and the role of religious minorities, among other issues, that diverge sharply from those held by the U.S, rendering, the “shared values” objective a much less likely outcome.

Third, fighting terrorism requires strong governments, and for the short-term in particular, democracy actually weakens governments while the risk of civil strife creates opportunities for al-Qa’ida and like-minded groups. 60 So while the grievances that foster support for terrorists may decline, governments’ abilities to fight them will too. The collapse of weak governments in Yemen and Libya despite hopes for democratization—and the growth of jihadist terrorism in Egypt since the Arab spring—are in part because of the collapse of government
authority. In addition, if governments are more hostile, their intelligence services are less likely to cooperate with the United States.

Finally, skeptics point out that the most important dynamics are domestic. Active US backing of democracy, if anything, backfired under President George W. Bush, and the Arab Spring had little to do with US policy. The United States, they would contend, should simply pursue its interests unconcerned with the type of government in the Arab world, as it cannot effect this type of change through its own efforts.

The primary threats to democratization are internal. Regimes are entrenched and resist reform. New actors that come to power after the collapse of dictators may not accept the premise of democracy or may implement it fitfully. Most regional economies are in poor shape, and the rule of law is often weak. On the margins Washington might influence these dynamics, but US intervention, even in small ways, could easily backfire, discrediting those we seek to help.

Yet the threat posed to democracy is not completely internal. In Syria, Iran has backed the Asad regime in its efforts to resist a popular revolution. In Egypt, organizations in Saudi Arabia showered money on Salafi groups that are opposed to liberal interpretations of democracy, and Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates backed the Sisi coup with billions of dollars. Most dramatically, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia backed the Bahraini government’s 2011 crackdown on dissent, deploying its troops to shore up government control. Bruce Riedel argues that Saudi Arabia is implementing a version of the Brezhnev doctrine, using force and money to ensure that revolutions do not occur in its backyard.61

Nowhere have the intricacies of America’s position toward democratization in the Middle East been more apparent than in Egypt. The White House’s reluctance to publically condemn the Egyptian military’s July 2013 overthrow of the democratically elected Morsi government as well as its subsequent dismissal of congressional calls for the suspension of foreign aid demonstrated once more the fine line Washington walks when its own interests clash with democratic tenets. Although numerous foreign policy commentators and members of Congress argue that Washington’s annual foreign aid package to Cairo provides the US with leverage in
influencing Egyptian politics, the truth is more complicated. In exchange for the $1.3 billion in military aid given to Egypt each year the United States receives over-flight rights, preferential access to the Suez Canal, prepositioning at Cairo West Air Base, and intelligence on al Qaida. Were Washington to suspend aid to Cairo, the United States could be on the “losing end” of the relationship as well.62

In Egypt, the Obama administration’s position was further complicated by the Egyptian public’s support for the military’s ouster of Morsi and subsequent crackdown against the Muslim Brotherhood. Faced with supporting a democratically elected but anti-American regime or the widely popular Egyptian military, many of whose leaders had long established ties to US officials and close relations with Israel, the Obama administration came down on the side of stability and order over democracy. However, lingering concerns over democracy and the harsh crackdown in Egypt strained relations with the Sisi government. With the aftershocks of the Arab Spring likely to continue to ripple through the region in the coming years Washington may resort to taking a long view on democracy in the Middle East.

Terrorism and Counterterrorism

Since the 9/11 attacks in particular, the United States has prioritized counterterrorism in its policy towards the Middle East. Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen became especially valued for their counterterrorism cooperation, and Washington has expanded ties to previously neglected countries like Algeria. In Saudi Arabia and other wealthy Gulf states, both the George W. Bush and Obama administrations pushed hard for a crackdown on terrorist financing and on support for jihadist movements in general. The intelligence services of Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, and Syria have all reportedly penetrated al-Qa’ida with human assets.63

Al-Qa’ida, the Islamic State, and associated movements can be seen as posing three categories of threats. First, they might directly plot attacks on US and allied targets, both in the Middle East and in the West. The al-Qa’ida core itself has attempted several attacks in Europe and the United States since 9/11, and al-Qa’ida of the Arabian Peninsula came close to success -
nearly downing a US passenger plane in 2009 and a U.S cargo aircraft in 2010. The al-Qa’ida core has not successfully attacked the West for some time.

However, the emergence of the Islamic State has raised a range of terrorism fears. Western officials worry that young European Muslims who have gone off to fight in Syria as anti-Asad idealists will return to Europe as anti-Western terrorists directed by the Islamic State. As FBI director James Comey warned, “All of us with a memory of the ’80s and ’90s saw the line drawn from Afghanistan in the ’80s and ’90s to Sept. 11.” He then warned, “We see Syria as that, but an order of magnitude worse in a couple of respects.”

Despite these warnings and the real danger that motivates them, the Islamic State-linked Syrian foreign fighter threat can easily be exaggerated. Fears about foreign fighters were raised concerning many conflicts, including after the US invasion of Iraq, but this did not lead to massive anti-Western terrorism. Previous cases and the information already emerging from Syria suggest several mitigating effects that reduce—but hardly eliminate—the potential terrorist threat from foreign fighters who have gone to Syria. Many of the most radical die, blowing themselves up in suicide attacks or perishing quickly in firefights with opposing forces. Many of the most radical never return home, but continue fighting in the conflict zone or at the next battle for jihad. Some of those who go quickly become disillusioned, and even those who return often are not violent. Others are arrested or disrupted by European intelligence services. Indeed, becoming a foreign fighter—particularly with today’s heavy use of social media—makes a terrorist far more likely to come to the attention of security services. This is not to say that the danger is not real—it is. But American and European security services have tools that they have successfully deployed in the past to mitigate the foreign fighter threat. Finally, the Islamic State itself prioritizes the ingathering of fighters in contrast to al-Qa’ida, which sought to train foreigners and send them back home to conduct attacks. Both organizations have tried to inspire Lone Wolves in the West. The Islamic State in particular has proven successful in recent years.

Less directly, but more significantly for the region, al-Qa’ida actively backs insurgencies. Algeria, Iraq, and Yemen are all threatened by sizeable insurgencies linked to al-Qa’ida.
Zawahiri’s organization also backs insurgents outside the Arab world such as in Somalia and Chechnya, and is closely tied to a number of Pakistani groups. These insurgencies have claimed tens of thousands of lives and risk fundamentally destabilizing the countries in question. Mali, Nigeria, Syria, and the Sinai Peninsula all represent areas that offer potential opportunity for an al-Qa’ida-like movement to expand its presence. The Islamic State too tries to create “provinces”—and has gained the loyalty of groups in Nigeria, North Africa, Sinai, and Afghanistan, among others. So far it has used these relationships primarily for prestige, and—with the exception of Libya—has not devoted significant resources to supporting them.

Counterterrorism cooperation helps all concerned. Through cooperative efforts, the United States gains access to vital intelligence, local services use their agents and capabilities to target and disrupt terrorists at home, and in some cases, such as Yemen, the United States secures physical access in order to launch drone strikes. In 2010, the Saudis played a critical role in foiling an AQAP plot to bomb a US airliner, and a joint US-Saudi operation against the group disrupted similar plots.

For alliance purposes, counterterrorism importance and terrorism have a symbiotic relationship. Today, Pakistan and Yemen host dangerous anti-US terrorist groups, and these governments’ policies at times augment the strength of the jihadists. Wealthy individuals in Saudi Arabia have long been the primary financier for jihadist groups. Similarly, much of the reason for the growth of the Islamic State is the Assad regime’s deliberate fostering of sectarianism and the Iraqi government’s discriminatory policies against the country’s Sunnis. In many of these cases, flawed government policies and government weakness have amplified the problem of terrorism. Because the problem is grave, however, the importance of these allies increases. Thus, the gravity of the threat and the importance of the alliance vary together.

In counterterrorism, much depends on where the line is drawn. Hamas and Hizballah are two powerful terrorist organizations that also function as important political players. In contrast to al-Qa’ida, both are hostile to the United States, but neither is actively planning operations
against Americans. However, both have regularly attacked Israel, and Hizballah is often cited as likely to attack the United States should there be a military confrontation with Iran.

Counterterrorism often goes against democracy promotion. By working with allies to fight terrorism, in reality the United States is working to bolster their intelligence services—often the least democratic part of an undemocratic regime. Counterterrorism also risks creating a self-fulfilling prophecy. By aiding allies and acting unilaterally, the argument goes, the United States puts itself in the terrorists' crosshairs. Moreover, the manner in which US responded to the threat only reinforced the jihadist narrative.

Perhaps the most common argument against prioritizing counterterrorism is that the threat today is low.68 Since 9/11, the US homeland has suffered almost no terrorist attacks emanating from abroad, despite several near misses. Moreover, the United States has suffered over 6,000 deaths in Iraq and Afghanistan so far, more than twice as many as died on 9/11—suggesting the risks of supposedly decisive interventions in the Middle East. Several reports suggest the al-Qa’ida core has been hit hard and is far weaker than it was ten years ago. The death of Bin Ladin, setbacks in Iraq, the “Arab Spring”, and an ideological critique within the Salafist community are all cited as sources of the organization’s decline.69 The paucity of recent al-Qa’ida core attacks also suggest the movement’s weakness. This argument, however, depends on whether al-Qa’ida’s weakness is due in part to a constant US counterterrorism campaign or whether it is largely independent of US actions. It also depends on whether al-Qa’ida affiliate groups are considered part of the core movement and a threat to the United States or simply local groups that pose at best an indirect threat to US interests.70

Regional Threats and Challenges to US Interests

In meeting these key interests, the US faces a number of challenges. Iran could present obstacles to several core US interests in the region, including securing access to oil, counterterrorism, nuclear proliferation, and protecting Israel’s security. With regards to securing both regional and global access to oil, the good news is that the United States can prevent Iran from using its conventional military power to dominate oil reserves. The poor condition of Iran’s
conventional forces and the weakness of most other potentially hostile states’ forces indicate that allies can do reasonably well on their own, particularly if they have access to US backing in a crisis. To ensure this, the United States would want rapid-deployment forces and the basing and access structure to enable rapid deployment to the region—both to tip the military balance further in allies’ favor and to signal resolve. However, it already possesses this capability, and a further reduction of US forces in the region would not significantly reduce this. Given the unlikelihood of a sudden Iranian attack, the United States does not need a large on-the-ground presence but can rely more on an over-the-horizon one.

While the 2015 JCPA did not eliminate the Iranian nuclear proliferation threat in its entirety, the agreement did reduce the danger of a near-term military confrontation between the US and Iran. The agreement also made possible the addition of several safeguards: monitoring and verification procedures will be conducted by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on a regular—and in some cases, continual—basis. Additionally, the involvement of the EU+3 in the drafting and implementation of the agreement suggests that should the Iranian regime renege on its commitments the US will be in a stronger position to secure widespread international support should it choose to respond with punitive measures.

Iranian regional subversion is harder to stop, but the threat it presents remains more limited. Iran’s primary capacity to meddle involves the Shi’a populations of neighboring states, and it has undertaken such efforts with varying degrees of success in Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia. However, the Arab/Persian divide and local nationalism often lead to resentment of, rather than loyalty to, Tehran among the Arab Shi’a. In addition, regime security forces have long focused on this threat, since the 1979 revolution, and have successfully cowed and penetrated Shi’a communities. Furthermore, in Sunni-majority societies, little danger exists of Shi’a radicals gaining broader popular support. At most they could launch a limited terrorism campaign that would raise the price of oil somewhat, but not catapult it into the stratosphere.
A second internal challenge comes from the festering Arab-Israeli conflict. Without a lasting solution agreed upon by the two main parties, violent clashes between Israelis and Palestinians will continue to erupt with regularity every couple of years, negatively impacting other US interests in the region. The United States should work to prevent Israel from becoming a complete pariah state: vetoing UN resolutions, pushing for trade to stay open, and otherwise defending Israel in international fora, while also trading with the Jewish state. Peace with the Palestinians would greatly reduce Israel’s pariah status and somewhat improve the US image in the Middle East, though only marginally. Here, ironically, the United States would be pushing on behalf of its ally against the wishes of the ally's own government. The Netanyahu government’s support for peace initiatives is tepid, at best, and for the United States to drive Israel to the negotiating table would require a sustained and public quarrel with a close and politically powerful ally.

In contrast to the challenges posed by Iran and the Arab-Israeli conflict, the challenge of combating the Islamic State requires the investment of additional resources in the region; specifically, a significant US air presence to augment the forces of local allies. To date, the United States has tried—with little success—to arm and train large numbers of capable local forces (Iraqi and Syrian Kurds, moderate Syrian opposition forces, and Iraqi tribes) to fight the Islamic State. The United States should continue these efforts but also work to contain the fires burning in Syria. Part of this involves reducing the conventional and insurgent military threat the Islamic State poses. It also requires working with refugees and shoring up the border defenses and counterterrorism capabilities of neighboring states like Lebanon and Jordan.

**Other Threats and Potential Challenges to US Interests**

In addition to the internal regional challenges to US interests mentioned above, the US faces a number of challenges originating from outside of the region. The Middle East has long been a source of contention for great powers. Driven by their own national interests, many of which often do not align with those of Washington, outside actors have the potential to serve as spoilers for the US Chief among the list of states able to influence dynamics within the region.
and, in the process, potentially undermine US interests there, is China, and to a lesser extent, Russia. While the US has faced great power competition in the region before (from Great Britain during its initial foray into the Middle East and later from Moscow,) competition from an ascending China is unlikely to resemble past challenges. In contrast to the US-Soviet clash during the Cold War, China’s main strategic interests in the Middle East are economic. Even so, the potential for Chinese interests to interfere with US objectives in the region is real.

Nowhere is China’s growing presence in the Middle East more visible than in the oil and gas industry. The largest energy consumer in the world, China became the second largest net oil importer in the world behind the US in 2009. As the largest source of China’s crude oil imports, more oil flows from the Middle East to China than to any other destination in the world. Saudi Arabia alone accounts for nearly one quarter of all Chinese oil imports. In 2011, the region as a whole made up fifty-one percent (2.6 mil bbl/d) of total crude oil imports to China. In an effort to secure continued access, major Chinese oil and gas companies like the Sinopec Group have invested heavily across the region, with the largest investments occurring in Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. Moreover, unlike its American counterpart, Chinese investment comes with “no strings attached.”

In the billions of dollars, these investments not only buy access but also influence. Regional governments and their publics are keenly aware that after more than two decades of unmatched influence, an alternative to US authority now exists. Beijing has increasingly become the destination of choice for new leaders upon assuming office: not counting regional trips both Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah and Egypt’s President Morsi undertook their first official foreign trips to China. The change is also reflected on the streets. China’s favorability ratings surpass those of the US by double digits throughout much of the region. In Jordan, a longtime US ally, forty-seven percent of the population views China favorably compared with just twelve percent for the US. The outlook is equally bleak in Egypt where support for China outshines that for the US by more than thirty percent.
Although access to energy is at the crux of China’s interests in the Middle East, Beijing remains a key player with respect to other US strategic interests in the region. China is a leading source of arms in the region. Currently the third-largest supplier behind the US and Russia, Chinese military sales are on the rise. Although the main destinations for Chinese arms in the past have been Iraq and Iran, Beijing recently signed several major arms deals with Algeria and Morocco.76 With a proven track record of doing business with everyone, regardless of international pariah status or regime type, Chinese interests may also clash down the road with US efforts to promote democratization in the region. One area in which the two countries do see eye to eye on in the region however is guaranteeing a stable and secure oil flow. Another shared common interest is counter-terrorism. Still, as China’s power continues to grow it is unclear whether the US will be able to get Beijing to support Washington’s broader goals for the Middle East. However, China still lacks strong security ties to any state in the region, and its ability to project military power to the Middle East are limited.

Moscow too has the potential to serve as a spoiler to US interests in the region. In 2015, Russia intervened in Syria on behalf of the Assad regime, using its air force to bomb opposition forces. By focusing on the more moderate Syrian opposition rather than the Islamic State Russia’s actions not only directly challenge US counterterrorism and democracy promotion objectives in the region but also increase the likelihood of unintended military “friendly fire” incidents or other accidents between the two former Cold War superpowers.

While the US is hardly the only foreign power interested (or currently engaged) in the region it remains the most powerful external actor in the Middle East today. China’s interests are largely economic and unlikely to directly challenge US security interests while Russia’s increasing involvement in the region represents more of an irritant than a viable challenge to American influence there. Additionally, Moscow’s military and political support for the Assad regime in the Syrian conflict places Russia firmly in the Iranian camp in the wider Shia-Sunni regional struggle, a development which is likely to draw the ire of the Gulf monarchies and limit Russia’s regional gains.
A final challenge to US strategic interests in the Middle East comes from within the US itself. Following a decade of war, the American public is wary of becoming embroiled in overseas missions be they military or diplomatic. Americans are also increasingly skeptical of democratization. A September 2012 poll found a marked shift in American perceptions about the Arab Spring: where nearly half of the respondents thought the uprisings in the Arab world were about ordinary people seeking freedom in 2011, the figure had dropped to just 15 percent by the end of 2012. By contrast, the number of Americans believing the uprisings were the result of Islamist groups seeking power more than doubled to 38 percent over the same period. However, Americans are highly concerned about the Islamic State. Although polls show continued skepticism about US involvement in the Middle East, fears of Islamic State terrorism and anger at its brutality, the vast majority favor military action against the group.

3. WHICH ALLIES MATTER MOST, AND WHERE DOES THE UNITED STATES HAVE INFLUENCE?

The US ability to secure many of its interests and influence events is both relatively easy and extremely limited. However, counterterrorism cooperation is one area where US influence is considerable. Washington both augments local capabilities, particularly with its superior signals intelligence and analytic resources, and serves as a regional and global orchestra conductor, bringing together information and assets from different countries that would otherwise function in isolation. Allies’ information represents an even more vital resource to Washington as they are well-positioned to disrupt activities and gather intelligence.

In securing a range of interests, Washington also gains some ability to influence allies’ policies toward one another and toward other regional actors through its military assistance efforts. The Middle East in general is weak on regional institutions—there is no OSCE or even an ASEAN equivalent, let alone something like the European Union. As an outside actor, the United States can use its good offices to work behind the scenes and ease regional disputes and personal rivalries. In addition, the US role in logistics and support gives the United States a near-
veto on independent military operations. For example, after the 1995 attempted assassination of Egyptian President Mubarak in Addis Ababa, Egypt sought to conduct military strikes on Khartoum, which it blamed for the attack. The United States, however, refused to cooperate and Egypt lacked the ability to strike on its own.

The alliance posture the United States pursues in the region should depend on which, if any, of the above interests the United States should emphasize and which can be discarded. Table 10.1 gives a review of the various countries in the region and the posited US interests. For energy, key states include of course Saudi Arabia, but also (and to a lesser degree) Algeria, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates. Nuclear proliferation represents a far more bounded problem, with Iran of greatest concern, and only Saudi Arabia deserving scrutiny among other states. The security of Israel prioritizes not only the Jewish state, but also its neighbors, especially Egypt, and the Palestinian territories. Counterterrorism positions countries with an al-Qa’ida presence or al-Qa’ida sympathizers near the top of the list, along with regimes that are effective in fighting them. So Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen figure prominently, as did Mubarak’s Egypt in the past. Democratization prioritizes countries that have a chance of making a successful transition: a list that, at the time of writing, includes just one country, Tunisia.
## Table 10.1: Posited US Interests and Possible Threats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>++/--[^80]</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian Territories (WB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian Territories (Gaza)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td></td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+/--[^81]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td></td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Green means regime is of interest in a positive way from a US point of view. Red means country threat to that interest.
The above classification scheme suggests that several countries should continue to be alliance priorities, while others could be downgraded. For example, a cursory view of Table 10.1 above reveals that Egypt, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia offer the potential for cooperation on the most number of US interests. An alternative metric would be to prioritize or rank interests, with oil, counterterrorism, non-proliferation, and Israel’s security scoring high and the others lower. Even utilizing such an approach, however, the same three countries are likely to appear near the top of the list.

Egypt

With neither enough oil to support an export industry nor a viable nuclear program, Egypt’s significance stems largely from its ability to affect—either adversely or positively—US efforts at counter-terrorism and democracy promotion as well as Israel’s security. Historically, a leader in the Arab world, Egypt is still very much in transition as it continues to adjust to developments following the Arab Spring.

The Sinai region however continues to be a source of instability for both Egypt and Israel; though the Sisi government—following a spate of kidnappings—has recently begun to crack down on lawlessness there. Both Washington and Cairo share a common desire to seal the vast security vacuum in the Sinai, the source of many of the terrorist incidents in the country. Clamping down on extremists in the Sinai will also have a stabilizing effect on the Israeli-Egyptian relationship, which has faltered since Mubarak’s fall. Egypt also has the potential to affect Libya and other Maghreb states from becoming terrorist footholds. Ongoing political and economic instability though threaten counterterrorism efforts. The Sisi government’s crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood, however, risks driving peaceful members of that group into the arms of radical terrorists and in general of perpetuating Egypt’s political crisis.

Geography and history dictate that Egypt is a key player in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and going forward it will continue to be so. Cairo not only controls the Rafah border crossing into Gaza, the location of the smuggling tunnels the Israeli’s frequently complain about, but has successfully brokered a number of ceasefires between Hamas and Israel in the past.
In Egypt, as elsewhere in the region, the US ability to promote democratization and economic reform is extremely limited. America’s recent record should give us pause: the George W. Bush administration’s energetic efforts failed and perhaps backfired, discrediting regional reformers, while the Obama administration’s initial inaction did not halt the Arab Spring nor the emergence of several more democratic movements. Nor was the United States able to prevent a military coup. Even relatively low-level US efforts, like funding civil society organizations, leads to charges of US meddling and, given the unpopularity of the United States in general, can discredit the very organizations it aims to help.

Iraq

Iraq plays a pivotal role in three of America’s interests in the region: democratization; counterterrorism; and, oil. However after the 2003 war and a decade-long occupation the reality is such that America will be linked with Iraq whether it chooses to be or not.

Never great to begin with, America’s influence in Iraq (and correspondingly Washington’s ability to affect its interests there,) declined considerably in the wake of the withdrawal of US combat troops. After years of failed reforms, mounting corruption, and poor services, the Iraqi population has largely given up on Baghdad. Ongoing Sunni exclusion from the political process, repression of Sunni leaders, the exclusion of former Sunni fighters from the security services, and the failure to broker a lasting power-sharing agreement has led to an upsurge in sectarian violence. In 2014 the Islamic State capitalized on these sectarian tensions, gaining considerable Sunni support when it stepped up operations in Iraq in 2014, eventually taking Mosul and large swathes of the country. Iraqi security forces have failed to prevent the Islamic State from carrying out large-scale coordinated attacks in the country.

One positive note is that Iraqi oil production has been increasing strongly. With 3.1 million barrels per day, Iraq now accounts for one-tenth of all OPEC production. Political instability and poor infrastructure however has led to disenchantment with Iraq’s oil sector among the international community. Many foreign oil companies prefer to operate in Iraqi Kurdistan rather than the more volatile and dangerous south. The Maliki government however
has not yet reached an agreement with the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) over the management of the countries’ oil and natural gas resources and views Kurdish contracts with foreign oil companies as illegal. Growing Turkish influence in Kurdistan along with plans to build a new pipeline with a western outlet have officials in Baghdad concerned while, for its part, Washington is monitoring growing Chinese influence in the Iraqi oil industry from afar. According to the International Energy Agency, one quarter of all Iraqi oil will be destined for China by 2035.

**Saudi Arabia**

Saudi Arabia remains critical in terms of oil and counterterrorism, but its hostility regarding the Arab Spring and the Iran deal has placed it at odds with Washington. Riyadh’s role varies considerably depending on US priorities.

Saudi Arabia possesses much of the world’s spare oil capacity, roughly 3.5 million barrels a day, enabling it to play a critical role in support of US policies. Although the US is becoming less dependent on Saudi oil with time, Saudi Arabia’s role as swing producer makes this largely irrelevant for most economic circumstances, as this role places the Kingdom at the top of the list in maintaining an open and secure global market. The Kingdom’s spare capacity allows it to mitigate disruption of the market, should there be a price shock, such as the collapse of Libya’s supplies during the Libyan revolution, or an unexpected surge in demand.

Riyadh’s oil wealth also affords it unmatched influence among its neighbors. In an effort to counter what they perceive to be growing Iranian influence in the region, the Saudis have embarked on an active campaign of backing local politicians and political parties abroad. Saudi influence in Lebanon and Iraq is particularly strong. Riyadh’s ability to sway events was on full display in 2011 when Saudi forces intervened in Bahrain in order to quell a growing uprising there. Though most demonstrations of Saudi influence are tacit, their ability to shape regional events is nonetheless significant.

After an initial slow start, US-Saudi counter-terrorism cooperation has greatly improved following the 2003 Riyadh bombing. The Saudi government maintains a “robust”
counterterrorism relationship with the United States and has welcomed enhanced bilateral cooperation with Washington. The Saudis have made significant headway in their counter-radicalization and rehabilitation programs in an effort to check the flow of new recruits and stem the extremist tide. Much progress has been made on intelligence sharing and combatting terrorist financing as well. The US and Saudis have also cooperated extensively in protecting critical infrastructure targets in the Kingdom, such as oil installations. Riyadh’s support will also be necessary for dealing with the terrorist threat emanating from Yemen, though here, as on other issues, Washington’s efforts are likely to complicated by Saudi Arabia’s (sometimes) opposing interests.

**The Potential US Military Role**

Given the interests and threats identified above, what level of capabilities can and should the US invest in the region? To protect against Iran or another hostile power, the United States requires military access to a range of countries—to protect states from conventional attack and to deter Iran should it go nuclear. To react immediately, the United States would need a presence in the Persian Gulf comparable to what it has today. To be able to react relatively quickly, the United States would need basing and access privileges and prepositioning, enabling a rapid deployment in the event of a crisis.

Given internal instability and the vagaries of local politics, Washington also values diverse basing, allowing it to pick and choose as necessary ensure backups should a regime turn against the United States. This basing and access is also important for contingencies outside the region. For example, bases in the Middle East provide partial support to the campaign in Afghanistan.

Similarly, America’s ability to strike at the Islamic State depends on ongoing access to regional bases and a continued naval presence in the region. Defeating or downgrading IS does not require a heavy US combat presence, however. Rather, the US should encourage, empower, and equip regional partners to confront and destroy the organization and restore the territorial
integrity of Iraq and Syria. This may require limited numbers of trainers and special operations forces, but not large numbers of conventional combat troops.

Alliances between the United States and countries in the region also enhance deterrence. Many US allies, particularly the smaller states of the Persian Gulf, but also Jordan and even Saudi Arabia, have weak conventional military forces. An alliance with the United States enables them to resist pressure from hostile neighbors while simultaneously providing protection from outright invasion. So should Iran threaten the Gulf states with military force or increased subversion, the presence of American troops is a visible symbol that the United States will aid its allies in resisting Tehran.

The United States pays a price for its willingness to use its military to deter and repel regional aggressors in the Middle East. Even putting aside the 2003 war in Iraq as a policy approach unlikely to be repeated, the human cost can be considerable. Limited US uses of force and deterrence attempts may involve casualties comparable to the deterrence and coercion campaign of 1990 and 1991, after Iraq invaded Kuwait. Over 100 Americans died in combat in the 1991 Gulf war, and almost 500 were wounded—small figures compared to previous and subsequent wars, but nevertheless considerable given the limited long-term strategic results.

The financial costs are difficult to determine precisely, but are large by any measure. Much of the size of the US military is determined by multiple contingencies as well as domestic concerns, so part of the air, naval, and ground presence in the region would have been developed and maintained for other reasons.

Furthermore, the US role in the region increases the risk of local “free riding” off the American security guarantee. The wealth of the Gulf states, and even their purchase of massive stocks of the most advanced aircraft, has not directly translated into military power. This weakness is due in part to the assumption that they can rely on the United States as a security guarantor and thus do not need to take the politically painful steps to dismiss incompetent generals, implement conscription or otherwise expand their militaries and reduce coup-proofing measures to increase effectiveness.
Deep anti-Americanism can weaken the stability of US allies in the region. The peacetime US military presence remains unpopular, and was a source of controversy in Saudi religious circles in the 1990s. The regional US military role is still a concern, though it represents a far less emotive issue today as concerns like the Syrian civil war have risen to the fore. Even so, however, radical groups, including those linked to al-Qa’ida but also those with Iranian support, are quick to deride any form of cooperation with the United States as a sign of the regime’s fundamental illegitimacy. In their eyes, US troops often represent the highest form of betrayal. And, indeed, the US presence is a visible sign that US allies are not able to ensure their own security, a potential humiliation.

The most important current US military role is in fighting the Islamic State. This involves a mix of forces to help arm and train local allies combined with regular airstrikes against Islamic State forces and leaders. The United States also helps manage the broader air campaign of its many allies, including both Arab and European states.

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although recognizing that US influence in the Middle East is often at best limited, the above analysis suggests several policy changes for the United States.

First, there is little need for a large deployment of US forces given the conventional weaknesses of potential adversaries but the United States will want a significant air component and some special operations forces in the region to oppose the Islamic State. At the same time, maintaining a network of bases, prepositioned equipment, and access agreements, both assist in US deterrence and thus make Iran less likely to cheat on any deal and enable the United States to deploy quickly should deterrence fail or should an unexpected contingency occur requiring the use of military assets from the region. In addition, Washington should continue to emphasize maintenance and logistics as well as arms sales, as these functions provide it considerable influence over allied uses of force.
The good news is that for the first time in many years there appears to be strong regional support for a US security presence. If anything, many Gulf countries would like to see the US expand its military assurances to the region. Washington should resist the temptation to do a massive expansion, however, and focus on the more limited capabilities necessary to fight the Islamic State and other immediate threats. Instead, the US should leverage its existing contributions to ensure our allies are pulling their own weight.

Second, a behind-the-scenes approach represents the most valuable method for securing the majority of US interests. Basing and access agreements, in contrast to troop deployments, can be low-profile. Counterterrorism cooperation is both clandestine and does not involve a large US footprint. Given the unpopularity of the United States, democracy promotion is also best done behind the scenes. A low profile on democratization is advantageous as it reduces the risk of a US-Saudi rupture on this issue. Furthermore, a higher profile has not proven to significantly help pro-democratic forces in the region. Inevitably, the United States will be damned for not aggressively supporting democracy, but given that doing so would probably have little impact and might be counterproductive both for the alliance in general and for democratization itself, it is best to err on the side of caution.

Third, reenergizing the Middle East peace process represents vital step both for Israel’s security and for US interests. Counterterrorism and overall cooperation with the United States both are affected negatively by the continued regional and worldwide hostility toward Israel. This hostility would not vanish with a Palestinian state, but it would be diminished. For Israel’s sake, pressure that could lead it to become a pariah would diminish, as would the costs and risks inherent in its ongoing occupation of the Palestinian territories.

Fourth, to further reduce the danger from foreign fighters going to Syria, several steps are necessary beyond fighting the Islamic State. These include increasing community engagement efforts to dissuade potential fighters from going to Syria; working more with Turkey to disrupt transit routes; improving de-radicalization programs to “turn” returning fighters into intelligence sources or make them less likely to engage in violence; and avoiding blanket prosecution efforts.
Most important, security services must be properly resourced and organized to handle the potential danger.

Additionally, the United States must recognize that its overall ability to influence some threats to its interests remains limited. Many of the dangers to the region are not amenable to the greatest tool of US influence—overwhelming conventional force—and some involve complex political dynamics that will often defy pressure from Washington. In particular, several states in the region are now or at risk of being failed states. Given strong anti-US sentiment and often limited interests, Washington can do little to alter this situation, but it can prepare for the aftermath. Washington should prepare for a period of prolonged instability, along with the possibility that the eventual victors may prove hostile to US interests.

Such a strategy is not only prudent and wise, it is sustainable. In an era of constrained resources, the task for America’s leaders is to craft a national security strategy that will protect US interests in the Middle East while being affordable in the long term. Given the complexities of the region, the potential for the Middle East to suck in further American military forces and resources will always be there. A sustainable national security will be one that guards against this ever-present danger while still protecting US interests. Part of having a sustainable national security means not only curtailing ineffective or less vital obligations but also getting our allies to do more. Heightened insecurity among the Gulf states stemming from Iran’s growing influence and the rise of the Islamic State mean the US may, at least in the short term, find itself in the unusual position of having to turn down invitations from regional allies to increase its security footprint in the region.
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Keep, Toss, or Fix? Assessing US Alliances in East Asia

Jennifer Lind
Changing strategic and economic conditions have prompted a debate about the future of US national security strategy and American alliances. Since the George W. Bush administration, the United States has run budget deficits that ballooned in the wake of the financial crisis, recession, and wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. As a result of these deficits, the United States accumulated a national debt that today exceeds $18 trillion. At the same time, as Cindy Williams has argued in this volume, the United States is entering a period (for demographic reasons) in which government expenditures for entitlements will soar (Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid). Combined with interest on the debt, these expenditures will vastly outpace revenues. To deal with this problem, the 2011 Budget Control Act or sequestration capped discretionary spending, and imposed cuts on defense spending. Unless other legislation is passed, the US defense budget will be cut by about $500 billion over the 2012–21 period, relative to where it would have been had it kept pace with inflation. Defense spending in the United States, then, will fall.¹

Meanwhile, scholars warn that in East Asia, the United States faces a gathering storm. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States enjoyed uncontested regional dominance in East Asia; but this has changed with the growth of Chinese power in the region.² China’s economy has grown rapidly for three decades, unseating Japan to rank second only to the United States in terms of aggregate GDP. China has also engaged in significant military modernization, pursuing an asymmetric strategy that is challenging US access to the Western Pacific.³ To be sure, China’s economy may falter, or political turmoil may derail Chinese growth, thus allowing the United States to retain its dominant position.⁴ But Asia’s transformation from a region of uncontested US dominance to a region in which two great powers compete for space warrants a debate about the future of American national security policy there.
Given the profound transformation in the US budgetary and strategic environment, is it possible, as Jeremi Suri and Benjamin Valentino query in the introduction to this volume, that “the same basic policies, allies, and budgets that protected us from the Soviet Union in 1988” are “the optimal ones for defending American interests” in East Asia? Or do changed budgetary and strategic conditions warrant changes in US national security policy as well?

This chapter joins an ongoing debate about US grand strategy about maintaining, or retrenching from, the current American grand strategy. Many scholars have argued that global peace and prosperity depend on the United States maintaining dominant military capabilities, deploying American military personnel overseas, and continuing to offer security guarantees to US allies. Critics, however, argue that the expansive US grand strategy—known variously as “deep engagement,” “primacy,” or “hegemony”—encourages “free riding” among US allies; it threatens to undermine US economic prosperity, provoke counterbalancing, and drag the United States into unnecessary wars. Such critics argue for adopting a strategy (“offshore balancing” or “restraint”) that ends security guarantees and brings many or all US military forces home.

This article contributes to this debate in two ways. First, it focuses attention on US alliances in East Asia. This region is the world’s most consequential for US national security policy: it is home to a rising great power that could end unipolarity and upend the liberal order that the United States and its partners created after the Second World War. In this region, do American alliances continue to advance the US national security interest? Are they in need of reform—or outright termination—because they are outdated, dangerous, or too costly? If so, what kind of reform? Second, as I examine these questions, I draw upon international relations theory to establish counterfactuals for what the region would look like in the absence of US security guarantees, and how it might look in the future.

In this chapter, I argue that, assuming the United States plans to abandon its grand strategy of deep engagement (which indeed it shows no signs of doing), it makes little sense to “toss” American alliances in East Asia. The alliances advance several key national security goals: most compellingly, they enhance regional deterrence, reduce the spread of nuclear weapons, and
dampen regional spirals of insecurity. Without US alliances, the costs to China of pursuing military action or applying pressure on its neighbors would be far lower, so Beijing might feel emboldened to increase its assertiveness in its regional disputes over Taiwan or contested islands. Without US security guarantees, South Korea would almost certainly, and Japan would possibly, acquire nuclear weapons. Furthermore, a US withdrawal from its alliance commitments increases the danger of regional arms racing among in particular China, Japan, and South Korea.

Second, though keeping American alliances makes sense under the current grand strategy, Washington should “fix” them in a few key ways, to maximize the utility of those alliances, and to reduce their costs and risks. Toward this end, US military bases in allied countries should, to the greatest extent possible, be maintained or reformed into “hubs,” which are useful in both the regional and global US military network. Furthermore, Washington should adapt its diplomacy so as to reduce growing entanglement risks and to reduce strategic mistrust with China.

In the rest of this chapter, I first describe current US alliance commitments in East Asia. In sections three and four, I describe American foreign policy goals there and assess how these alliances do (and do not) serve these goals. Section five describes the costs and risks that America’s Asian alliances bring. I conclude by describing how the United States might change its alliance policies in order to minimize these costs and risks.

**US ALLIANCES AND MILITARY PRESENCE IN EAST ASIA**

After World War II, the United States established formal alliances with several East Asian countries. To support the US-Japan Security Treaty, signed in 1951, the United States currently stations 35,000 forces in Japan, the vast majority of which are air force, Marines, and navy. Though there are a few US military installations on the main islands, the majority of the US forces in Japan are stationed the small island Okinawa to the far south. Okinawa is proximate to the East Asian sea lanes in the South China Sea, and to Taiwan. It hosts several US military facilities, notably US Marine Corps bases (among them Camp Schwab and Camp Hansen) and
the large Kadena Air Base.

The presence of US military forces in Okinawa is a sore spot for many residents, who live with the noise, accidents, and crime associated with the bases. In response to such complaints, and in an effort to create a more sustainable US-Japan alliance, Washington plans to relocate 8,000 Marines off of the island to Guam, has negotiated with Tokyo to relocate Futenma Air Station elsewhere on the island, and is consolidating other forces. The Futenma relocation has stalled in the face of significant local resistance; the problem—and more generally the future of the US Marines on Okinawa—remains unresolved.

The Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of Korea (ROK) obligates the United States to come to the defense of South Korea in the event that it is attacked. The original purpose of the alliance was to deter an attack from hostile North Korea, which in 1950 invaded South Korea to attempt to unify the divided peninsula. To deter an attack, the United States has stationed ground and air force personnel in the ROK. For many years, substantial numbers of American troops were stationed near the DMZ as a “tripwire” force, and the United States also had a large military footprint within Seoul.

US forces in Korea have shrunk in recent years. Particularly since the 1990s, North Korea’s economic and military power has waned, and the threat of invasion has fallen. Fighting two wars in the Persian Gulf since 1991, the United States withdrew (and sent to Iraq) forces from the Korean peninsula. Remaining there are 28,500 troops consisting of two brigades of the Army's Second Infantry Division (2ID), and several Air Force tactical squadrons. Washington and Seoul have negotiated a phased reduction and reorganization of American forces that will move and consolidate troops and facilities southward. The US also agreed to transfer wartime operational control (“OPCON”) to the South Korean military, although Seoul has delayed this move multiple times.

In Southeast Asia, the United States guarantees the security of the Philippines, Australia, and New Zealand. With the latter two, the United States in 1951 concluded the ANZUS security pact. Australia previously hosted only a handful of US military personnel, but after 2012,
as part of the Obama Administration’s “pivot” or “rebalancing” effort, agreed to host 2,500 US Marines. The US–Philippine alliance was signed in 1952, and US bases there (Clark Air Force Base and US Naval Base Subic Bay) served as important Cold War hubs. Physical damage to the bases caused by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, and Philippine domestic political dissatisfaction with the US presence, led Manila to eject the US military from these bases in 1991–92. The United States, however, has continued to guarantee the security of the Philippines; military cooperation since end of the Cold War primarily continued in the realm of counterterrorism. But more recently, the increasing salience of territorial disputes in the South China Sea (in which Manila is a claimant) has led to a reinvigorated US-Philippine alliance.\footnote{14}

As for Taiwan, in 1952 the United States and the Republic of China (ROC) signed a Mutual Defense Treaty. They cooperated within the framework of this alliance in military crises in the Taiwan Strait in the 1950s. Under the leadership of the Nixon Administration, Washington normalized diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1979—agreeing that there was one China, ending its security treaty with the ROC, and withdrawing diplomatic recognition from Taipei. The United States currently has no formal security alliance (nor diplomatic relations) with Taiwan, but in 1979 the US Congress passed the “Taiwan Relations Act,” declaring its support for maintaining a military balance in the strait, and saying it would view any use of force to resolve the Taiwan dispute with “grave concern.” Despite the lack of formal defense commitment, many American foreign policy elites argue that the relationship constitutes a “functional equivalent of a defense pact.”\footnote{15}

Finally, American territories in East Asia also provide forward military presence. Long-range aircraft access the region from Alaska, and the United States has significant naval and Marine forces in Hawaii. Even more proximate, the United States maintains a naval base and Anderson Air Force Base on Guam, which is home to attack submarines and B-2 bombers. Over the next several years, the United States plans to redeploy to Guam 8,000 US Marines and their 9,000 dependents from Okinawa, as well as Trident submarines, a ballistic missile task force, and F-22 fighter jets.\footnote{16} Preparations are also being made in Guam to accommodate aircraft carriers.
GOALS OF AMERICA’S ASIAN ALLIANCES

US alliances in East Asia aim to serve several broad goals. The first is to (1) deter attacks on allied nations. South Korea has the most heightened threat: the alliance seeks to protect South Korea from attack by North Korea. Additionally, in recent years the region has seen an intensification of island disputes between China and its neighbors in the South China Sea, and between China and Japan in the East China Sea. Proponents of US engagement in the region cite the deterrent role played by American alliances, and by the US military presence that they facilitate.

Second, US alliances in East Asia further the goal of (2) maintaining regional stability in a region of great economic and political significance. The notion of regional stability encompasses several different ideas:

- **Prevention of nuclear spread.** The United States government takes the position that the spread of nuclear weapons is detrimental to international stability. It pledged under the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty to cooperate to reduce the spread of nuclear weapons, and to reduce the size of its own arsenal over time. In East Asia, US alliance commitments are partly aimed at reducing the likelihood of nuclear spread throughout the region through the provision of a nuclear umbrella to Japan and South Korea.

- **Prevention of conventional arms races.** Due to historical animosities, territorial disputes, and the growth of Chinese power, East Asian countries may feel mistrust and uncertainty that would lead them to build up their conventional military power. Through the logic of the security dilemma (in which one country’s effort to increase its own security reduces the security of another), this has the potential to fuel arms racing. Such arms racing would hinder beneficial economic relations in the region, would be inefficient for the global economy, could sour broader political relations, and could raise the risk of conventional conflict. The United States aims to reduce arms races in East Asia by guaranteeing the security of several states in the region, and by maintaining a powerful military presence there.
• **Free and uninterrupted access to sea lanes.** The United States (specifically the US Seventh Fleet, based on Yokosuka, Japan) is the dominant naval power in a region home to some of the busiest trade routes in the world. The prosperity of the United States (as well as China, South Korea, Japan, and so on) relies upon the uninterrupted flow of shipping through regional sea lanes. Analysts argue that the interruption of those trade flows due to war or terrorist attacks would create supply chain problems and other costly economic disruptions. The smooth flow of sea traffic, military as well as commercial, depends on managing threats such as piracy, and on the region’s respect for the law of the sea. The UN Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) governs the sovereignty, rights of transit, and economic rights to the millions of miles of coastline and thousands of islands throughout the region.20

• **Generally cooperative relations among US allies and partners.** The United States benefits from friendly relations among like-minded countries in East Asia. Close ties among these countries reduce the likelihood of regional disputes and crises, and facilitate diplomacy in a variety of realms. Good state-level relations among the United States and these countries improves the lives of their very intermingled people, who intermarry, work, and travel in these countries.

Third, (3) the US seeks to keep these countries “on its team”—namely, within the US political orbit (and, by definition, out of a rival political orbit).21 A country can be said to be in the US political orbit if it has friendly relations and broadly overlapping national interests with the United States, and if it frequently cooperates with Washington. Many analysts argue that countries in the US orbit are more likely to be receptive to concluding trade and other economic agreements.22 They are more likely to cooperate with US diplomatic goals, and to cooperate militarily (such as training with the US military, providing overflight routes, and even contributing forces for US-led military operations). Countries in the US orbit are more likely to ally with the United States if trouble arises and less likely to succumb to external pressure.

While military alliances (i.e., security guarantees or mutual defense agreements) send a
clear sign that a country lies within the US orbit, “orbit” and “alliance” are not synonymous. Israel, for example, is within the US orbit; it cooperates broadly with the United States in many different realms (including national security) without a formal defense agreement. Many other countries occupy this category: Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and (previously) Egypt.

In some analysts’ eyes, the United States has a fourth critical goal, as important of any of the above: namely, the goal of maintaining US military power and presence in the region. They argue that the United States has an interest in having substantial power in Asia due to its importance: the region’s economic dynamism and the emergence of China. Such analysts see power projection capabilities and military presence as an end in and of itself.

By contrast, I treat US military presence and power projection in East Asia as a means to an end: to deter, to contain, to assure, to stabilize. The questions, examined in this chapter, are whether US military presence and commitments actually promote these goals, and whether the gains are worth the costs and risks they bring.

A final word about liberalism. After all, a plank of US foreign policy writ large is to encourage the spread of democracy and to promote US values abroad. In Asia, the United States promoted the development of democracy in Japan, and explains continued support for Taiwan in part by noting shared democratic values. Washington today encourages nascent political reform in Myanmar. However, democracy promotion has not been a first-order goal in Asia: for decades, Washington supported anti-communist dictators in the region (notably in South Korea, Taiwan, and South Vietnam). The United States, including the Obama Administration, has also pursued a pragmatic approach toward China that prioritizes stable Sino-American relations over concerns about the Chinese Communist Party’s political repression and human rights violations. Though the spread of liberalism remains a broad American goal, it is not a first-order national security goal in East Asia.
DO AMERICA’S ASIAN ALLIANCES ADVANCE ITS NATIONAL SECURITY GOALS?

Deterrence

Deterring war in East Asia is a key goal of American alliances, and the alliance with South Korea aims to deter a second war on the Korean peninsula. North Korea invaded the South in 1950; after the 1953 armistice that ended the Korean War, Pyongyang continued to claim that it was the sole legitimate government of the Korean people, and continued to advocate unification under North Korean rule. For the past half-century, however, North Korea has been deterred from once again attempting to conquer the South.

At the same time, Pyongyang not been deterred from initiating lower-level acts of violence. Over the past six decades, North Korea has repeatedly launched egregious attacks on the ROK—e.g., terrorist bombings and assassination attempts of South Korean presidents—albeit below the level of full-scale conventional war.25 The most recent attacks were North Korea’s sinking of the South Korean warship Cheonan (which killed forty-six sailors) and its shelling of Yongpyeong Island, in March and November 2010.

A debate over whether deterrence should be characterized as “working” or “failing” is merely semantic: major attacks are being deterred; lesser acts of violence are not. The crucial question for US national security policy is: what is deterring major war on the Korean peninsula? Is the US-ROK alliance causing peace, or are South Korean military capabilities independently sufficient to prevent major war?

The dramatic power asymmetry in the South’s favor suggests that North Korea would be deterred from attacking South Korea even without a US-ROK alliance. South Korea is an advanced, OECD country (the fourteenth largest economy in the world), whose GDP dwarfs North Korea’s ($1.8 trillion compared to $40 billion).26 South Korea also has a large and well-trained military, with advanced technology that outclasses its antiquated North Korean counterpart. For example, North Korea’s most modern tank was built in 1962; North Korea’s army would be beset by problems related to lack of fuel, ammunition, and spare parts. Military analysts thus long ago concluded that South Korea would dominate in any conventional war with
North Korea. North Korean soldiers are also likely to be hamstrung by hunger, low morale, and leadership ineptitude because the Kim regime’s policies of “coup-proofing” reduce military effectiveness. In sum, borrowing from John Mueller, if North Korea were to attack South Korea absent a US alliance, it would be like jumping off the 5th floor of a building. If North Korea attacked South Korea and the United States, it would be like jumping off the 50th floor. If Pyongyang is rational enough to fear for its own existence, it is unclear how much practical difference those additional stories make.

Taiwan. Despite the absence of a formal alliance with Taiwan, US policy deters conflict in the Taiwan Strait. Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has consistently stated that Taiwan is part of China, that “national unification” is a core interest of the CCP, and that a Taiwanese declaration of independence would lead Beijing to use military force. Although the United States ended its 1954 security treaty with Taiwan more than three decades ago, the Taiwan Relations Act passed by Congress in 1979 has been interpreted as an expression of American interest and potential involvement in a crisis in the strait. Many American officials and foreign policy analysts still express frequent support for Taiwan, and argue that Washington would experience a serious loss of credibility if it did not respond to a Chinese use of force against Taipei. The fact that the United States might come to Taiwan’s aid helps deter China from using force; the fact that it might not come to Taiwan’s aid helps deter Taiwan from declaring independence.

Japan and the Philippines. Second, US alliances with Japan and the Philippines likely deter the use of force in regional territorial disputes. In recent years Beijing has changed the territorial status quo and has adopted more assertive military and diplomatic policies. China has pursued extensive island reclamation in the South China Sea, creating nearly 3,000 acres of land, what PACOM Commander Admiral Harry Harris has dubbed a “Great Wall of Sand.” Analysts argue that through island reclamation and the construction of military runways and other facilities, China is expanding its ability to project power across the area, and to intimidate neighbors who dispute Chinese territorial claims.
Beijing’s policies have also grown increasingly assertive in disputed areas. Chinese ships and submarines more frequently enter disputed territorial waters around the Spratly and Paracel islands in the South China Sea, and have harassed other countries’ fishing ships, coast guards, and naval vessels.34 In 2012, China negotiated an agreement with the Philippines to demilitarize the disputed Scarborough Shoal—but after the Philippines withdrew its military forces, China left its own forces there and has since cut off Philippine access. James Kraska writes, “China’s control of access to the feature is dependent upon coercive law enforcement and militia fishing vessel operations, including ramming and shouldering Philippine ships, and harassment of Philippine fishermen.”35 In 2014 in the Paracel Islands (disputed with Vietnam), the Chinese national oil company CNOOC installed an oil rig in disputed waters and drilled for oil, sparking diplomatic protests and anti-Chinese rallies in Hanoi. Vietnam has also protested China’s construction of a two kilometer runway on one of the disputed islands, which enhances its local power projection capabilities.36 In the East China Sea, a growing number of Chinese ships and jets enter waters around the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands disputed with Japan. In 2013, Beijing declared an Air Defense Identification Zone or ADIZ over the islands.37 Observers attribute China’s assertive policies to a long, patient strategy of “salami tactics” in which China increasingly seeks to dominate the region by changing the “facts on the ground” one step at a time.38

US alliances with the Philippines and Japan, by linking these countries to the region’s military superpower, help deter Chinese aggression in these regional territorial disputes. In the absence of the US commitments, Philippine military weakness, and the anticipation of a weak response from Japan,39 might convince the Chinese government that it might successfully advance its interests through faits accompli. The Chinese Communist Party, facing challenges to its domestic legitimacy and an increasingly nationalistic and noisy populace, has political incentives for diversionary efforts.40 Such pressures may grow increasingly intense at a time of declining Chinese economic growth.41 In a climate of increasing Chinese assertiveness in its territorial claims (an assertiveness that is only likely to grow),42 America’s Asian alliances help
deter Beijing from using force.

**Nuclear Non-Proliferation**

US alliances unquestionably reduce the spread of nuclear weapons in East Asia. Japan and South Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons is still possible even within the context of their relationship with the United States, but nuclear and conventional US security guarantees make this outcome much less likely.

Out of the various factors that affect countries’ decisions to acquire nuclear weapons, the security motivation is among the most powerful. According to this explanation, countries will acquire nuclear weapons if they are facing a potentially hostile actor that acquires nuclear weapons, or that outmatches them conventionally. Scholars have also found, however, that proliferation can be reduced through security guarantees—that sometimes threatened actors will not acquire nuclear weapons if they can rely on an ally’s protection. According to this logic, the loss of a security guarantee would encourage the abandoned and threatened ally to decide to acquire nuclear weapons.

American security guarantees have kept, and may yet keep, South Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons of its own. When Seoul signed the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 1968, it stated that its membership “would only be contingent on robust US security commitments.” Indeed, in the past when the United States has contemplated significant changes in its policy or force posture in Korea, Seoul began a nuclear program (as seen in 1969 under the Guam Doctrine, or in 1977 when the Carter Administration planned a troop withdrawal). And that was before North Korea acquired nuclear weapons. Today, because South Korea faces a nuclear-armed North Korea, the security model would predict that, if Washington ended its security guarantee, South Korea would acquire nuclear weapons.

In fact, even a robust US alliance may no longer be sufficient to prevent Seoul from acquiring an independent nuclear capability. (During the Cold War, after all, American allies France and the United Kingdom both acquired nuclear weapons despite US and NATO protection.) In the past several years, Pyongyang has conducted nuclear and missile tests, and has
engaged in acts of violence toward the South such as the 2010 sinking of the naval vessel Cheonan and the shelling of Yongpyeong Island. After North Korea’s 2013 nuclear test, poll data showed that over two-thirds of South Koreans favored going nuclear.\textsuperscript{47} Short of that, Seoul might negotiate for the reintroduction of US tactical nuclear weapons to the peninsula (removed in 1991), or might seek a nuclear sharing agreement such as the one in effect among the United States and several NATO countries (Germany, Belgium, and Italy: all states, like South Korea, that are non-nuclear states and NPT signatories).

As for Japan, the end of the US-Japan alliance could indeed lead Tokyo to acquire nuclear weapons. Given that during the Cold War the Soviets were bristling with nuclear weapons, and that the Chinese and North Koreans also acquired them, Japan probably would have acquired nuclear weapons by now absent the US nuclear umbrella. As Prime Minister Sato Eisaku told the US ambassador in 1964, “it is common sense that we should possess nuclear weapons if everyone else does.”\textsuperscript{48} Japanese leaders for decades have declared that acquiring nuclear weapons would not violate Japan’s constitution.\textsuperscript{49} Today, Japan lives next to an avowedly hostile North Korea—which not only has nuclear weapons, but threatens to turn Japanese cities into a “sea of fire.” Japan lives among nuclear-armed Russia, and a nuclear-armed China that is modernizing its maritime forces, and increasingly sending them into what Tokyo believes to be Japanese territorial waters. Given this strategic environment, it is very possible that absent the US security guarantee, Japan would feel compelled to acquire an independent nuclear weapons capability.

But Japan’s nuclear acquisition in this situation should not be seen as a foregone conclusion.\textsuperscript{50} Japan’s people are highly anti-nuclear since suffering two nuclear strikes by the United States in World War II, as well as a 1954 domestic crisis over the “Lucky Dragon” fishing boat, whose crew and catch was irradiated by US nuclear testing. Antinuclear sentiment was reinvigorated after the 2011 tsunami and nuclear disaster at Fukushima. A decision to acquire nuclear weapons would thus be politically fraught and costly.\textsuperscript{51} Externally, Japan’s acquisition of nuclear weapons could have undesirable effects because Japan’s neighbors are
sensitive to increases in Japan’s military power. Finally, Japan is an NPT member and (as the sole country to have suffered nuclear attacks) has taken a leadership role in the global non-proliferation effort. A turnabout of this magnitude would be a dramatic move decried by many Japanese, and by many other countries.

Given domestic, regional, and global sensitivities, given Japan’s more secure status as an island nation, and given its strong maritime military capabilities, Tokyo might therefore decide against acquiring nuclear weapons, at least in the short or medium term. It might quietly take steps that moved Japan closer to a nuclear-weapons capability—an approach designed to shorten the time it would take to deploy a full nuclear deterrent while avoiding the costs associated with nuclear acquisition. Japan’s large stockpile of plutonium would greatly facilitate development of such a “virtual” nuclear deterrent.52

In sum, absent US security guarantees, nuclear weapons would likely spread to South Korea and possibly to Japan. Some scholars would not be troubled by this prospect: some view the spread of nuclear weapons as stabilizing in world politics, arguing that (because nuclear weapons raise the costs of war) nuclear weapons deter wars among states that possess them. Furthermore, such scholars would view the countries in question (Japan and the ROK) as responsible stewards of nuclear technology—being democratic, technologically advanced, wealthy, and politically stable.53 But the bottom line is that the end of US security guarantees in East Asia would almost certainly lead to the spread of nuclear weapons to Korea and might lead to nuclear spread to Japan.

**Arms Racing**

The withdrawal of US security guarantees in East Asia could lead elevated threat perception and arms racing dynamics.54 US security guarantees reduce the amount of military capabilities that these countries need to build in order to protect themselves, and thus reduce how threatening they appear to their neighbors. An end to the security guarantees means that countries would perceive the need to acquire the capabilities to conduct the missions that the United States has largely performed, which could have the effect of increasing a sense of
insecurity and fueling arms racing. The effects of arms racing are uncertain; international relations scholarship has had trouble demonstrating that arms races lead to war.\textsuperscript{55} Arms races do, however, significantly sour political relations. As countries begin to observe each other’s improvements in military capabilities, and as they increasingly see them as aimed at undermining their own security, competition in the military realm spills over into the political and societal realms, poisoning formerly amicable relations.

For example, under the US-ROK alliance, the South Koreans have focused on ground forces, with the United States carrying the heaviest burden of air and naval forces for Korea contingencies. The result is that Seoul has not built as much capability that could reach and worry Japan. As for Japan, alliance with the United States has enabled it to acquire less military capability than it otherwise would, particularly in the area of air and naval forces.\textsuperscript{56} In the absence of a US security guarantee, Japan would likely increase its military spending, the pace of its training, and (given the North Korean missile threat) its offensive and preemptive strike capabilities. It would also likely pursue legal reforms, such as revision of Article 9 of Japan’s “Peace Constitution,” that would provide the institutional framework for a more assertive foreign policy.\textsuperscript{57} Thus in the absence of US security guarantees, both Japan and the ROK would likely increase their conventional military spending, and would do so in ways that might alarm the other. This would be taking place in a climate of chilly relations between Seoul and Tokyo, in a region in which the Chinese have been engaged in a vigorous program of military modernization.\textsuperscript{58}

International relations scholarship highlights several factors that affect the severity of the security dilemma, and the likelihood of arms racing, in East Asia. Scholars have pointed out that maritime geography has a palliative effect on threat perception: “the stopping power of water” (in John Mearsheimer’s words) complicates offensive military operations, deterring would-be aggressors, and reassuring would-be targets.\textsuperscript{59} Arms racing dynamics in maritime East Asia should thus be less severe relative to continental regions.\textsuperscript{60}

Other factors beyond geography raise concerns about East Asian arms racing. Asia’s
maritime geography does dampen the security dilemma by reducing fears of homeland invasion. But countries worry about more than the threat of homeland invasion; one of the most relevant threats in East Asia are territorial disputes. In these disputes, aspects of maritime warfare—including first-mover advantage—exert a destabilizing influence. Furthermore, identity politics in East Asia—rooted in resentment over historical issues, and animated through nationalistic politics in the region—increase threat perception and make the security dilemma more severe. In other words, in China and South Korea, Japanese moves to increase its power projection capability would be viewed through the lens of Japan's failure to acknowledge or repudiate past aggression. All of these factors elevate the risk of regional arms racing in the absence of American security guarantees.

**Freedom in the Sea Lanes**

US alliances in East Asia support the US maritime presence in the region, which is said to provide a public good of ensuring freedom of passage through the vital East Asian sea lanes. Writes Barry Posen, “US military power underwrites world trade, travel, global telecommunications, and commercial remote sensing, which all depend on peace and order in the commons.” Would the absence of the US military presence in East Asia threaten this peace and order in the commons? And would an end to US military dominance in the sea lanes undermine US national security goals in other ways?

When answering these questions, it’s important to distinguish between peacetime and wartime conditions. In peacetime, the US Seventh Fleet patrols the sea lanes, provides maritime assistance, and engages in counter-piracy activity in cooperation with other East Asian countries. It trains and learns regional waters. The US Navy is on location in the event that disaster strikes, so can provide rapid humanitarian assistance, as it did following the Indian Ocean tsunami (2004), Japanese tsunami (2011), and the Haiyan typhoon in the Philippines (2013). The US peacetime naval presence promotes the flow of commerce in the sea lanes and helps save lives after natural disasters. It also overlaps with and enhances other US national security goals—as many commentators have argued, US leadership in providing humanitarian relief enhances
American soft power, and patrol and presence reinforces the deterrence/assurance missions.\textsuperscript{64}

In peacetime, countries with tense relations routinely use their navies to interfere with one another’s trade. Countries obstruct trade by demanding inspections, or playing by chicken with another country’s vessels, forcing them to change course. Such behavior has been increasing in East Asia. Washington and Tokyo on the one hand, and Beijing on the other, all point to each other as culpable of such harassment, as in incidents involving the \textit{USS Cowpens} in 2013, and the \textit{USS Impeccable} in 2009.\textsuperscript{65} Although such incidents have occurred in a region with a strong US military presence, the end of US dominance in the sea lanes would likely make such low-intensity harassment more common among regional navies.

US naval dominance in East Asia would also confer advantages on the United States during wartime. Its powerful regional base network and naval presence enhances the US ability to destroy the naval forces of rivals, or to create or break a blockade. Relative to performing such missions from Hawaii or other distant locations, the United States could do the same missions with a smaller force due to the efficiencies gained from a local base structure. Furthermore, as Michele Flournoy and Janine Davidson argue, not only do regional bases cut response times, “moving troops from the United States to a conflict zone just as tensions begin to rise can exacerbate or escalate a crisis.”\textsuperscript{66}

One might challenge these arguments for several reasons. First, one might doubt that a major war will erupt in East Asian waters, and might discount the peacetime benefits of US sea-lane dominance. After all, US alliances in East Asia are not necessary for the US Navy to engage in such activities; it would be possible to deliver humanitarian relief, train with regional navies, and participate in counter-piracy missions in the absence of security pacts with regional nations. While this is true, a regional base presence provides efficiency due to shorter distances. Transit from Hawaii to Manila requires eleven days steaming time; the United States can respond much more quickly to East Asian crises from bases at (for example) Yokosuka, Japan.

Secondly, one might argue that, as export-dependent, globalized countries, East Asia’s naval powers have no interest in disrupting regional sea lanes. Japan and China—needing to
bring home oil and other essential inputs, and needing to export their goods abroad, have every incentive to keep the sea lanes open. Chinese economic growth (and the legitimacy of the CCP) depends on the free transit of a vast and growing amount of natural resources to its shores, and of exports from its shores to global markets. Therefore the United States need not worry about regional navies challenging freedom of commerce or navigation: no one has an incentive to do so.

While countries have a general interest in keeping the sea lanes open, even highly economically interdependent countries use naval forces to disrupt other countries’ trade for coercive purposes. The United States, a leading globalized country, has long engaged in coercive diplomacy, such as its embargo of Iranian oil. Such activities are the modern manifestations of “gunboat diplomacy” and “demonstrations” by the Royal Navy during Pax Britannica—another country that benefited from the global trading system, and indeed generally used its navy to keep the sea lanes open.

In sum, US naval predominance in East Asia is not necessary but is useful for the US to engage in the kinds of activities (both supportive and coercive) that Washington might want to engage in. Allies provide the United States with a regional base network that increases efficiencies and reduces force requirements. The US naval presence enhances the missions of assurance and deterrence, and contributes to US soft power.

Good Relations Among Partners

Although some American partners in East Asia have warm relations, American alliances do not necessarily translate to good relations among partners (and in some cases may do the opposite). The remarkable turnaround in relations between the United States and Japan after World War II was echoed in relations between Australia and Japan; today their relations are excellent, as are relations between Japan and the Philippines (another country Japan victimized in World War II). But relations between Japan and South Korea show that alliances with the United States do not necessarily forge bonds among allies. In over sixty years of sharing an ally, Japan and South Korea have cultivated strong economic ties, but their political and military
relations have ranged from civil to frosty. Many analysts argue that, given China’s growing power and assertiveness, and given that Japan and South Korea are both liberal democracies, the two countries should increase their security cooperation. However Seoul has resisted greater cooperation with Tokyo.71 Within the ROK, Japan remains a useful target that politicians can attack for domestic political gain—on the issues of history textbook coverage, demands for apologies for wartime misdeeds, and the Tokdo/Takeshima islands disputed by the two countries.72 In Japan, conservative leaders, catering to influential constituencies, assert sovereignty over disputed islands and favor history telling that omits Japan’s historic aggression.73 All of this ill will has festered despite sixty-plus years of longstanding American alliances with both countries.

Some evidence suggests that, rather than encourage amity among allies, US commitments may actually do the reverse—allowing allies to nurse grievances. James Schoff and Dunyeon Kim note that US alliance commitments can “foster Seoul-Tokyo estrangement, ironically, if such relations lead Japanese and South Korean policymakers to believe that they have a sturdy bulwark against any truly damaging implications of their row.”74 Victor Cha, in his study of the trilateral relationship, writes that when the United States reduced its level of military presence and involvement in East Asia, Japan and South Korea made efforts to reconcile their historical and other disputes, in order to pursue the closer diplomatic and military relations necessitated by the more dangerous security environment.75 By contrast, as Robert Kelly notes, US alliances “encourage maximalists and zealots on both sides not to compromise.”76 According to this logic, the end of US alliances with Japan and South Korea would incentivize Seoul and Tokyo to improve their relations. That said, the two countries have different interests and diverging perceptions of the threat posed by China, making it unclear whether an end to their alliances would push the two countries closer together.77 One thing is very clear, however: US alliances have not produced that outcome.

Political Orbit

Do US security guarantees in East Asia keep Japan, the ROK, and other countries within
the “US orbit,” and would a withdrawal from those alliances push those countries into Beijing’s arms? Although a Chinese economic orbit is already emerging, uncertainties exist about a) the extent to which this will translate to regional political leadership, and b) even if it does, whether countries in the region would tilt toward Beijing.

China’s stunning economic rise has already transformed regional (and global) trade and financial flows, giving rise to a Chinese economic orbit.\textsuperscript{78} China has become the number-one trading partner for Australia, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Vietnam, among others. China’s currency has joined the ranks of the world’s most influential currencies, as represented by the International Monetary Fund’s decision to include the renminbi (along with the dollar, euro, pound, and yen) in the basket of “special drawing rights.”\textsuperscript{79} Beijing is increasing its influence through policies of economic integration and international lending such as the “New Silk Road” and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.\textsuperscript{80}

Beijing’s orbit would have a different character than the current liberal order. Rebecca Liao notes, “Western aid and development efforts are geared toward spreading liberal democracy and their own institutional frameworks. China, on the other hand, has stuck to its policy of distancing itself from the domestic affairs of other nations.”\textsuperscript{81} Chinese institutions, in other words, will eschew the Bretton Woods agenda of spreading liberalism; they will direct business toward Chinese state-owned enterprises that enrich and sustain the CCP. China’s orbit is not a liberal one.

The extent to which China’s economic influence will translate to the creation of a powerful Chinese political orbit—to which countries in a “post-American Asia” would be attracted and deferential—is uncertain. First, China has risen in the context of a half-century old political and economic system created by the United States and its liberal partners after World War II. China’s ability to displace this system is very much in question. As John Ikenberry writes, “The capitalist democratic world is a powerful constituency for the preservation—and, indeed, extension—of the existing international order. If China intends to rise up and challenge the existing order, it has a much more daunting task than simply confronting the United
States.”

Not only does China confront a regional and international system that, in Ikenberry’s words, is “hard to overturn,” Beijing arguably has a strong interest in not overturning it. China has profited immensely from the current order, and its future prosperity (and thus the resilience of the CCP) depends on its access to trading partners within this nondiscriminatory trading system. More likely, rather than seek to create a different system that challenges the current regional order, Beijing will seek greater influence within it. Such behavior is already evident in China’s efforts to reform existing institutions (such as the greater influence it has sought and received at the IMF and World Bank), and to create new institutions (such as the AIIB) that allow Beijing to exercise greater influence.

Observers are divided on how receptive Asian countries would be to the pull of a Chinese orbit. In the early years of China’s rise, neighbors responded positively to its growing power; at that time, Chinese diplomacy emphasized multinational coordination within regional institutions and compromise in territorial disputes. Some scholars argue that China’s neighbors will not resist and will defer to growing Chinese power—in part due to regional norms of hierarchy (the regional dominance of the “Middle Kingdom” during the 17th and early 18th centuries). According to this view, countries in a “post-American Asia” would embrace Beijing’s orbit.

By contrast, another view holds that even in the absence of American alliances, countries (though they may be economically close to China) would not necessarily defer to Chinese political leadership. This position is supported by evidence of regional dismay at China’s growing assertiveness in its territorial disputes, and by broader unease about Chinese intentions. Beijing’s diplomacy aside, scholars who believe in a powerful balancing tendency in international politics would argue that power and geography alone would make it likely that Australia, Japan, the Philippines, and the ROK would balance against a rising China.

The extent to which countries in a “post-American Asia” would fall into China’s orbit would vary by country. Southeast Asian countries—even diplomatically unified (which they are
not)—are too weak (economically and militarily) and too economically dependent on China to offer a counterweight to Chinese power. In the absence of its alliance with the United States, the Philippines (despite its disputes with Beijing) would have no choice but to accept Chinese regional leadership.

South Korea has already moved toward Beijing. Seoul is hedging between the two great powers: it maintains its alliance with the United States but diplomatically has moved close to China, its most important economic partner, and the country that holds the greatest sway over North Korea. Hugh White argues, “China simply has too many cards to play on issues that matter to Seoul for it to be willing to break with China in any but the most extreme circumstances.” Indeed, South Korea has demonstrated acceptance of Chinese regional leadership and has distanced itself from anything that might resemble an anti-China coalition. It has done so chiefly by distancing itself from Tokyo: rejecting closer security cooperation, stoking domestic rancor over history disputes, and crafting with China a shared anti-Japanese identity. Seoul’s drift toward Beijing should not be exaggerated: Korea has a longstanding strategic tradition (“shrimp among whales”) of navigating among great powers. This tradition suggests that South Korea’s approach in a China-led Asia would resemble its current approach in US-led Asia: Seoul would seek to cultivate friendly ties with both great powers, but would create distance when doing so advanced its interests.

Japan would be (and already is) most resistant to a Chinese orbit in East Asia. With its large economy and capable military (and its water buffer between itself and China), Japan enjoys the greatest freedom of action. Japan has a territorial dispute and tense political relations with China, making it more inclined to resist attempts at Chinese encroachment. Japan—quite unlike its neighbors—has already resisted China’s attempt to enlarge its regional orbit through the creation of the AIIB; Tokyo and Washington conspicuously refused to sign on. The extent to which Japan would be willing to balance against China is debatable; Japan faces a serious demographic crisis that will reduce future economic growth, and the Japanese people evince strong opposition to raising defense spending or increasing the country’s military activism. But
in the absence of the US-Japan alliance, relative to any other country in the region, Japan is the least likely to fall into a Chinese orbit.

**Costs and Risks of US Alliances in East Asia**

The above assessment of US alliances suggests that they advance many, though not all, US security goals. Most importantly, the alliances strengthen deterrence, prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, and prevent regional arms racing. The next important issue to consider is whether these alliances promote these US national security goals at an acceptable level of cost and risk.

**Financial Cost**

The United States spends more on defense than any country in the world: more, indeed, than the next seven countries combined. American defense budget for 2014 was $610 billion. This large sum supports a vast infrastructure of alliances and overseas bases. To what extent would ending America’s Asian alliances create budgetary savings?

Supporters of America’s Asian alliances frequently downplay their financial costs because the United States receives host nation support from allies. For example, in 2011 the United States and Japan signed an agreement for $2.02 billion per year for the next five years. South Korea pays about $700 million per year toward the expense of stationing US military forces there. Were the United States to end its alliance relationships with those countries and simply reassign those forces elsewhere (to the United States or to another foreign base), this move would yield no savings (and may indeed cost more unless sent to another country paying host nation support). Thus the relevant comparison is to compare the cost of those troops stationed in East Asia against the prospect of both bringing those troops home and decommissioning them. If the troops were both brought home and decommissioned, this would result in savings for the United States.

Calculating the exact expense of stationing US troops in allied countries is difficult.
Rather than calculate the cost of stationing forces in a particular country, analysts have tried to estimate the savings of shifting to a more restrained grand strategy, which would end US security guarantees not only to Asian allies but also to NATO—thus enabling the United States to save in the force structure required to uphold those security guarantees. An estimate by the Cato Institute calculated in this fashion reported cost savings of $1.2 trillion over the next decade.101 According to their analysis, the end-strength of the army and Marine Corps would be cut by one-third; the United States would field eight rather than 12 carrier battle groups and would cut a commensurate number of ships from the navy; it would cut six fighter wing equivalents from the air force. These cuts would permit further administrative savings.

In sum, budgetary savings could be substantial, but to realize those savings the United States would need to change its policy of providing peacetime presence and preparing for wartime contingencies; it would need to bring its forces home and decommission them. Assuming that the United States intends to keep a strong regional forward presence, basing US forces in Japan or South Korea may even save money because those countries pay host nation support. Force structure can be reduced, and cost savings realized, if and only if the United States reduced its regional forward military presence—which would mean a change in its broader grand strategy.

A US-China Arms Race

While (as described earlier) America’s Asian alliances likely reduce the incidence of arms racing among regional countries, US alliances are fueling an arms race between the United States and China.102 America’s alliance commitments obligate it to maintain the ability to project massive force into the region in order to come to the defense of its allies. But, as argued earlier, with its increased military power, and its pursuit of an “anti-access, area denial” (A2/AD) strategy, China is eroding the ability of the US military to introduce force into the region.103 This starts to call into question the credibility of US alliances: alliances will be credible only if an ally has the military capabilities to fulfill its obligations.104

A US-China arms race is already underway. In order to counter China’s A2/AD efforts,
the US military has countered with changes in both weaponry and doctrine—notably, the doctrine of Air Sea Battle, later known as Joint Concept for Access and Maneuver in the Global Commons, or “JAM-GC.” Under this doctrine, the US military seeks to identify and target the critical nodes of China’s A2/AD strategy. In addition to missile launchers, these nodes include sensing platforms: the sensors, radar sites, satellite control facilities, and the command and control facilities that integrate information from the various sensing platforms and would orchestrate attacks against US vessels. Not surprisingly, given their strategic importance, the Chinese have installed these sites deep within the Chinese hinterlands. JAM-GC thus requires the United States to develop weapons and doctrines for attacking these critical military targets. The doctrine also includes targeting launch facilities, and shooting down or decoying away Chinese missiles that would attack US targets.

The action-reaction pattern that has formed in US-China relations—A2/AD producing a change in US doctrine; Chinese advances in weaponry prompting US responses—is highly destabilizing. According to US doctrine, if China and the United States find themselves in the middle of a military crisis, Washington would be considering military strikes against target sets that are located deep within the Chinese interior. Analysts have noted that this carries with it chilling escalatory risks to the nuclear level. Heinrichs warns, “Such an attack, even if it relied solely on conventional systems, could easily be misconstrued in Beijing as an attempt to pre-emptively destroying China’s retaliatory nuclear options.”

In classic spiral dynamics, the status-quo United States cites the need for JAM-GC, while the Chinese view it as a highly alarming doctrine aimed at containing Chinese power. A Global Times editorial argues, “China’s anti-access strategy does not challenge the US hegemony. So the US should not seek to achieve its global strategy by pursuing absolute military superiority in Chinese coastal waters and threatening the country’s security.” In sum, in an era of growing Chinese military power, US alliance commitments in East Asia are leading the United States to take steps that Beijing will view as highly inflammatory—which, in the event of crisis over one of their multiple flashpoints, create serious escalation risks.
Some critics would counter that this vision of East Asia might never become reality. China, like other countries previously expected to unseat the United States, may see its growth falter, making it unable to challenge the United States in the Pacific. Many “China bears” make compelling arguments that predict a Chinese slowdown, and indeed one has already begun. Other critics might argue that China will eschew a grand strategy of driving the United States out of the region. Some analysts persuasively argue that a “revisionist” grand strategy would be costly and detrimental to China’s interests. Perhaps, then, China will not challenge continued US military dominance in the Pacific.

To be sure, China’s growth has already slowed, and China will likely reject a highly confrontational, revisionist grand strategy. But the United States should nonetheless be worried about the future. First, China has already acquired a great deal of wealth; the relative size of its economy is already larger than was the Soviet Union, which for a half-century presented a formidable geopolitical challenge to the United States. As Joshua Itzkowitz Shifrinson points out, Imperial Japan pursued regional domination when its per capita GDP was barely a third of the United States. And China need not pursue a revisionist grand strategy to pose serious security challenges to the United States—threatening US access to the region, jeopardizing the credibility of US alliance commitments, and creating friction with Washington. Concerns about arms racing are not speculation about the future, but about the current state of US-China relations.

Entanglement

US alliances in Asia create risks of entanglement in wars that the United States otherwise need not fight. Scholars note that although alliances can help a country balance against a security threat, they confer entanglement risks. “Entanglement” is when a state “is compelled to aid an ally in a costly and unprofitable enterprise because of the alliance” (“entrapment” is a subset of entanglement caused by an ally’s risky or aggressive actions). Kim argues that because of these risks, countries craft alliance agreements carefully to reduce the likelihood of being dragged into war by an aggressive ally over an issue of little strategic import.
America’s Asian alliances bring serious entanglement risks. First, the US-ROK Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT) could drag the United States into a serious military conflict or full-blown war. The United States could be involved in conflict on the peninsula if North Korea attacks South Korea. While no one expects North Korea to win this war, it could be very costly to the victors nonetheless. US warfighting plans, by targeting the North Korean government, create major risks of nuclear escalation. The US government believes that North Korea has, and would use, large amounts of chemical and biological weapons on the battlefield as an asymmetric instrument. In the wake of Afghanistan and Iraq, the United States does not need another major theater war, yet its alliance with South Korea could draw the United States into war at any time.

Furthermore, in the event of North Korean collapse, the MDT would likely involve the United States in dangerous stabilization missions on the peninsula. North Korea’s government might collapse under its own weight, or it could collapse following a war. South Korean forces might intervene in a post-collapse, anarchic North Korea to provide humanitarian relief or to locate North Korea’s nuclear weapons. The Chinese may also decide to intervene for similar reasons. This could create a perilous situation in which US/ROK and Chinese military forces are inserted in North Korea in an uncoordinated fashion, raising the risk of misperception and escalation.

Risks of US entanglement in a Korea crisis are high given periodic bursts of North Korean violence. In 2010 North Korea shelled South Korean territory (Yongpyeong Island) and sank a South Korean naval vessel, killing 48 sailors. Since then, Seoul has vowed it would retaliate if North Korea uses force again: “If there is any provocation against South Korea and its people,” declared South Korea’s president Park Geun-hye, “there should be a strong response in initial combat, regardless of the political considerations.” What both sides hope would be a symbolic or limited use of force thus has the potential, through misperception, to escalate to full-blown war on the peninsula, and to draw in the United States by virtue of the MDT.

*Japan and the Philippines.* Until recently, the US-Japan alliance was long characterized by
Japan’s fears of entanglement; for seventy years the Japanese resisted being dragged into one of America’s adventures (in Korea, Vietnam, or the Persian Gulf), and feared finding itself in the middle of a US-Soviet nuclear exchange. Today, however, things are different: the growth of Chinese power, and China’s increased threat to the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands now mean that Japan risks entangling the United States in a war with a nuclear-armed adversary. US officials (including President Obama) have announced that although Washington does not take a position on the sovereignty of the islands, they do indeed fall under the US-Japan security treaty because they are “administered” by Japan. Thus, the entanglement risk in the US-Japan alliance—for a half-century predominantly borne by Tokyo—today has shifted toward the United States.

Alliance with the Philippines also brings a growing risk of entanglement. Security ties between the United States and the Philippines waned after the 1990s (when Manila ejected American troops from its bases at Clark and Subic Bay), but the US security commitment remained in place. Today the alliance presents a growing risk of entanglement because of the sovereignty dispute over the Spratly islets in the South China Sea.

The entanglement risks posed by US alliances with the Philippines and Japan are a relatively recent development. Although for years these territorial disputes sat relatively dormant, they have grown more salient in these countries’ foreign relations with China. Sino-Japanese relations have nosedived in recent years, in large part due to their territorial dispute. The growth of Chinese maritime power, and increased Chinese incursions into these disputed areas in recent years, have elevated the risk of crises. Thus although for decades alliances with Japan and the Philippines did not pose a significant entanglement risk for the United States, today this risk is growing—over islets in which the United States has no clear strategic interest.

**Buck-Passing**

Critics of the current US grand strategy identify “buck-passing” as one of its costs. Indeed, current US national security policy has encouraged buck-passing among friendly and potentially militarily powerful countries. As Barry Posen writes, America’s Cold War alliances
“have provided US partners in Europe and Asia with such a high level of insurance that they have been able to steadily shrink their militaries and outsource their defense to Washington.” Since the end of the Cold War, European countries that previously contributed to balancing against the Soviet Union now collectively spend only 1.6 percent of the GDP on defense—lower than either the United States or the global average in defense spending.\textsuperscript{120}

Similarly, Tokyo (during and since the Cold War) has pursued a low level of defense spending for a great power—less than one percent of its GDP. Japan’s high GDP means that this is a nontrivial sum, so even with this low level of effort, Japan developed a capable maritime military force.\textsuperscript{121} However Japan’s level of defense effort, and its regional and global leadership, could be far greater. Critics of US grand strategy argue that an important negative effect of the US commitment to Japan is that it has led one of the most potentially powerful countries in the world, a wealthy liberal democracy friendly to the United States, to act as a secondary diplomatic and military power.

Importantly, Japanese buck-passing is not an unfortunate cost of the current grand strategy: it is a goal of the current grand strategy. Allied buck-passing means that countries are not balancing against the preponderance of American power. Furthermore, allied buck-passing means that countries in key regions are not building up independent capabilities that could trigger security dilemma dynamics. As discussed earlier, the prevention of arms racing is an explicit US national security goal. Therefore, far from being a cost of the current grand strategy, allied buck-passing is the manifestation of its goals being achieved.

Confusion may stem from the fact that proponents of the current US grand strategy sometimes call for greater allied burden sharing. Indeed, American officials have over the years negotiated with Tokyo to increase to increase its host nation support, level of military capability, and activism in different alliance roles. In particular, Congress and US officials in the Nixon and Carter administrations sought greater Japanese burden sharing, and Japan’s inaction (despite its large financial donation) to the first Persian Gulf War triggered criticism in the United States.\textsuperscript{122}

Although Washington would prefer that Japan contribute more to the alliance, this
should not be misconstrued as a desire for a change in the East Asian distribution of power. Under deep engagement, an underperforming Japan, rather than an unfortunate side effect of the current US grand strategy, is a desired outcome. The fact that American blood and American treasure substitute for what could be Japanese balancing—lamented by Posen as “welfare for the rich”\textsuperscript{123}—is a necessary requirement of this grand strategy.

**Future Directions for America’s Asian Alliances**

As described earlier, US alliances in East Asia advance some national security goals but not others; they also come with important costs and risks. Given US budgetary realities, and given changes in East Asia’s strategic environment, how should Washington change its national security policies vis-à-vis these alliances to advance US national security goals, while minimizing their costs and risks?

When one considers alternative national security postures in East Asia, an important point should be kept in mind: a US regional military presence does not depend upon the existence of formal alliances. The United States could end one or more of its alliances there in favor of new basing arrangements in the Western Pacific that do not include mutual defense treaties. This would mirror the model the United States currently uses with Bahrain and Singapore. Alternatively, the United States could project military power into the region from Alaska, Guam, and Hawaii (currently major hubs for US Pacific forces). The point is that “alliance” and “military presence” should not be conflated, and the arguments for both must be assessed independently.

**Withdrawal from Alliances**

With this in mind, one possible course is for the United States to withdraw from some or all of its East Asian alliances.\textsuperscript{124} Advocates of “offshore balancing” or “restraint” argue that if China did emerge as threatening to its neighbors, the rich and capable countries in East Asia could themselves balance against it. If the United States were to itself buck-pass to the countries most proximate and most affected by China’s rise, this would confer significant savings in US
defense if the current US force structure for the ROK and Japanese alliances was decommissioned. American buck-passing would also encourage greater national security efforts by Japan: giving the United States a like-minded, militarily capable foreign-policy actor with which Washington could cooperate in the region. Most importantly, an end to these security guarantees would reduce serious dangers that they bring: the growing spiral of distrust in US-China relations (only exacerbated by the recent “pivot”), and the risks of entanglement in regional military crises or war.

Withdrawal from these alliances would of course undermine other American national security goals. The end of US alliances with South Korea and Japan would likely lead to nuclear spread to the former, and possibly to the latter. In the absence of the US alliances, as Japan adopted a more assertive regional role, and as South Korea developed more maritime capabilities, this could lead to elevated regional tensions and arms racing among Australia, China, Japan, and South Korea. China would likely develop stronger political influence over ASEAN countries, over South Korea (and to a lessor extent possibly Australia). Others argue that these alliances—and more generally the US grand strategy of global leadership—confer significant economic gains on the United States, and that discarding these alliances would thus disadvantage the United States in international institutions and trade.125

US withdrawal from its Asian alliances would represent a dramatic departure from current US policy and is therefore unlikely. As Benjamin Valentino shows in Chapter 9 of this volume, American public opinion broadly supports the continuation of these longstanding alliances. And in Washington, America’s post-World War II grand strategy enjoys a broad bipartisan consensus. This is truly striking in an era when every domestic public policy issue produces bitter partisan vitriol. To be sure, while liberals and conservatives advocate somewhat different flavors of deep engagement, overall the US foreign-policy establishment supports keeping the postwar US alliance system, maintaining overwhelming US military dominance, intervening across the globe, and frequently using force to advance US foreign policy interests.126 As Aaron O’Connell argues, “Today, there are just a select few in public life who are willing to
question the military or its spending, and those who do—from the libertarian Ron Paul to the leftist Dennis Kucinich—are dismissed as unrealistic.”\textsuperscript{127}

**Reforming US Alliances**

Given that the United States is likely to retain its grand strategy of deep engagement, Washington should reform its East Asian alliances so to make them less dangerous, more useful, and more sustainable.

*Terminals to Hubs.* America’s global alliances can be thought of as having two types: hubs and terminals. “Hubs” provide bases and a flexible legal and regulatory infrastructure that make them useful to the United States across a range of missions across the region, and in conflicts in other regions. Vital American hubs include Ramstein and Aviano Air Force Bases in Europe, and US bases in Okinawa. “Terminals,” on the other hand, provide bases that serve only the purpose of defending a particular ally. The bases and American troops deployed there are not used in regional or global missions, and, in the event of a conflict elsewhere in the region or globe, the United States would be unable to draw upon them. Obviously from the US standpoint, a hub is far more useful than a terminal; for the United States to accept a “terminal” arrangement, that ally should be incapable of independent defense against the threat it faces; its defense should have vital strategic import to the United States; and ideally the alliance should also confer a low risk of entanglement.

The MDT between South Korea and the United States was initially designed as a “terminal,” but because of changing strategic circumstances, it should be reformed into a “hub.” The alliance was created at a time when South Korea was militarily weak, and was outmanned and outgunned by an economically dynamic North Korea. The Korean peninsula was seen as a key “domino” in America’s Cold War strategy of containment of Soviet communism. Given all of this, the United States agreed to defend South Korea under an arrangement in which South Korea refused to allow base usage for other regional operations, and refused to allow military personnel or assets on the peninsula to be used “off-pen.”

*All of these strategic circumstances have changed; the US-ROK alliance thus cries out for*
reform. South Korea no longer meets the criteria to be a “terminal”—it is more than capable of defending itself against a weak adversary, and the alliance brings a high entanglement risk to the United States. If Washington decides to keep this alliance, it should be reformed into serving a broader strategic purpose—namely, by making it into a regional and global hub. The current posture is expensive because the United States has to buy adequate force structure to support its deployment on the peninsula, which then serves no other regional or global role. In keeping with this theme of creating a more flexible hub, the United States should also transition its forces in ROK away from ground forces toward a naval forward presence.

These trends have already begun, and should be continued. In recent years the United States has adopted a posture of “strategic flexibility” in which US forces in Korea will evolve into a high-mobility, expeditionary force.\textsuperscript{128} And as part of this, the United States has negotiated with Seoul to relax its regulations against using US assets (personnel and materiel) on the peninsula elsewhere in the region. Some such assets were thus dispatched to a US-Japan joint exercise in 2012; US forces in Korea were sent to participate in Operation Tomodachi, the disaster relief operation in Japan; and in 2004 the United States dispatched the 2nd Brigade of the 2nd Infantry Division to Iraq. Washington should continue in this direction, transforming this outdated alliance into one that gives the United States a true regional and global hub.\textsuperscript{129}

Moving the US presence in the ROK toward a naval mission would confer several advantages. First, instead of being tied to the peninsula, such naval forces would be of broader use to the region and to the Persian Gulf region if the need arose. Second, the United States could shift to the peninsula naval assets that are currently stationed in Hawaii or San Diego. This would bring budgetary savings because the United States currently has to buy additional force structure to account for long transit times to the region. Finally, (anticipating Korean unification) the change would make the US forward presence in Korea less inflammatory to China than would be American ground troops on its border. Although in the case of Korean unification Beijing might indeed object to any US military forces left on the Korean peninsula, ground troops would be far more inflammatory (since they would appear to be aimed at China)
than would naval forces envisioned to serve a broader regional purpose.

Second, assuming that the United States remains obligated to guarantee Japanese security, Washington should maintain its “hubs” in Japan against local pressure to downgrade the utility of its bases. As noted earlier, Okinawans have in recent years used the debate about the future of the Futenma air base to express their frustration with the large US military footprint in their prefecture, and have argued for moving the US Marines not within Okinawa, but out of it all together. Washington should resist this pressure. To be sure, it may be that the US Marines stationed at Futenma are not necessary or are not the right types of forces for likely missions; the specific configuration of which US forces belong in Japan is beyond the scope of this article.

In general, however, Washington should resist a trend in which a more threatened Japan is expecting US military protection while being less willing to host US forces. Of course, the US military must conduct its operations in Okinawa so that its people are safe; it must deal respectfully with Okinawans; and must understand Tokyo’s dilemmas as it negotiates with the prefecture that bears such a high share of the US defense burden. But ultimately, the 70-year old deal between the United States and Japan—that the United States will protect Japan, and Japan will provide the bases—would no longer be much of a deal if (at a time when Japan is more threatened and more of an entanglement risk) Japan wants the United States to protect it offshore and at higher expense. If Washington intends to maintain the alliance, it should thus maintain a “hub” in Okinawa. Similarly, as the evolution of the US-Philippine alliance continues, and as the United States negotiates for renewed access to Philippine bases, these same ideas should also be applied.

Dual Deterrence. Changing strategic conditions in East Asia also suggest changes in US alliance diplomacy. China’s growing maritime power, and its increased assertiveness over its island claims, have raised the salience of island disputes in the South China and East China Seas. Inflammatory Japanese policies—such as Tokyo’s 2012 purchase of the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands from its private owner, an action that Washington urged against, risk creating crises and wars into which the United States could be dragged. Washington should thus adopt, in its alliances
with Japan and the Philippines, policies that reduce the risk of entanglement. As Michael Beckley describes, such policies include “dual deterrence” and “loopholes” that reduce the chance of the US military having to fight a war with China over islets in the South or East China Seas.\textsuperscript{133} For example, though Washington describes its security commitment to defend the Philippines as “ironclad,”\textsuperscript{134} it has reduced its entanglement risk through a loophole. Washington maintains that because sovereignty over the Spratly Islands is disputed, the United States does not have an obligation to defend territory that is not clearly part of the Philippines.

Given increased entanglement risks, Washington should adopt a strategy of “dual” or “pivotal” deterrence in its alliances with Manila and Tokyo.\textsuperscript{135} It has already pursued such a strategy in the Taiwan Strait; this was particularly necessary during the tenure of Taiwanese President Chen Shui-bian, who routinely engaged in actions that provoked diplomatic crises with China. According to the logic of dual deterrence, Washington should express its intention to uphold its security obligations, and should warn China of the consequences of using force to resolve its territorial disputes. On the other hand, Washington should warn its allies of the consequences of them engaging in provocative actions. In the case of Taiwan, Logan Wright argued that if Chen Shui-bian “refuses to moderate his rhetoric and shelve his referenda, the United States should make gradual, measured reductions in US-Taiwan military-to-military cooperation, while clearly telling the Taiwanese leadership privately of the reasons for this downgrade.” Wright argued that if private warnings are ignored, “public statements condemnation his moves should follow, preferably in advance of the policy initiatives.”\textsuperscript{136} To be sure, Taiwan is not a military ally of the United States, whereas Japan and the Philippines both are. Keeping in mind the need to maintain the credibility of the US commitment, Washington will thus have to carefully weigh what it considers provocative behavior on the part of its ally, and what the consequences to such behavior would be. But the broader point is that because of a greater risk of US entanglement by these allies, the United States needs to move toward a posture of dual deterrence.
Strategic Reassurance. As argued earlier, a serious risk of the US alliance system in East Asia is that the US regional force posture necessary to uphold the credibility of US security guarantees is deeply threatening to China. Because of the cost, instability, and souring of bilateral relations that its East Asian forward presence is causing in US-China relations, Washington should look for ways to reassure Beijing. To be sure, perhaps it is ultimately not possible to square the circle of maintaining a force posture in East Asia that would both reassure American allies and not threaten Beijing. But Washington should only arrive at this conclusion after careful study. US officials and military analysts should discuss: are there aspects of American force structure or operations that could be reformed so to not overly antagonize China? Scholars have already begun a productive discussion about strategic reassurance; James Steinberg and Michael O’Hanlon identify four tools (restraint, reciprocity, transparency, and resilience), arguing “it is crucial to find ways of transcending or minimizing such a classic security dilemma.” Washington should work with Beijing in non-military areas to build cooperation and trust. Lyle Goldstein advocates a “spiral of cooperation,” noting that, “Since the Sunnylands summit, a string of positive, albeit small-scale joint activities has been undertaken by the US and Chinese armed forces.” Goldstein points to encouraging progress in the areas of “carbon emissions, trade, easing visa requirements, and military confidence-building.” Although Washington is unlikely to be so fearful of a US-China spiral such that it would end American alliances in the region, American military leaders and foreign policy officials should be looking for ways in which they can adapt US policy so to avoid creating undue fear in Beijing. In sum, in this era of strategic and budgetary change, in which Americans continue to support the country’s Asian alliances, foreign policy leaders should fix these alliances in ways that minimize their costs and risks, and better serve the US strategic interest.
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**INTRODUCTION**

How might the Indo-Pakistani rivalry terminate? The question is far from trivial for a number of compelling reasons. Of the post-war rivalries it remains one of the most intractable. It has led to four wars (1947–8, 1965, 1971, and 1999) and multiple crises since the two states emerged from the collapse of the British Indian Empire in 1947.

Additionally, what role has the United States played in either exacerbating the rivalry or contributing to peace and stability in the region? More to the point, why should the United States devote any effort to the termination of this rivalry? Some have argued that the US role, especially in the early Cold War years, was quite pernicious. Their arguments mostly focused on the forging of the US-Pakistan strategic nexus as early as 1954, subsequent American support for military regimes in Pakistan, and the Nixon administration’s tilt toward Pakistan during the 1971 East Pakistan crisis. Others have suggested that the US role in the subcontinent has been decidedly more mixed.

This analysis has three key foci. First, it will spell out why efforts to terminate the Indo-Pakistani rivalry are in the interest of the United States. Second, the chapter will focus on three competing models of rivalry termination and show their relevance (or the lack thereof) to the triangular relationship amongst the United States, India, and Pakistan. The chapter unfolds in the following fashion. It will briefly summarize the origins of the rivalry, discuss the significance of the Indo-Pakistani rivalry to the United States, focus on US efforts at various junctures to broker an end to the rivalry, and deal with what leverage the US has over both states. Third, and finally, it will discuss the implications for the US in managing this rivalry. The US, it will argue, has long sought to bring about an alignment of its interests with those of Pakistan. It has attempted to pursue these goals through the use of military and economic assistance, periodic
pressures on India and occasional threats to curb Pakistani adventurism. American goals have ranged from anti-Communism during the Cold War years, to the ousting of the Soviets from Afghanistan during their occupation, to preventing Pakistan from pursuing nuclear weapons, and finally, since 9/11, to removing Afghanistan as a sanctuary for Al-Qaeda.

THE ORIGINS OF THE RIVALRY

The origins of the rivalry can be traced to a territorial dispute involving the state of Jammu and Kashmir. The dispute, in turn, underpins the competing ideological visions of the two states: Pakistan, based upon a conception of primordial nationalism, and India, a state created on the basis of civic, secular nationalism. Multilateral, bilateral, and even unilateral attempts to resolve this conflict have accomplished little. It is possible that the overt, mutual acquisition of nuclear weapons in 1998 has effectively ruled out the prospects of full-scale war in the region. However, bilateral tensions have yet to significantly diminish and the dispute over the state of Jammu and Kashmir, the original source of discord, remains unresolved. Even though the ethno-religious insurgency that erupted in the Indian-controlled portion of the state in 1989 has ebbed, thanks to an amalgam of both concessions and coercion, tensions within much of the Muslim populace of the state continue to simmer, as they nurse a range of grievances against the Indian state. Were they to flare up once again, there is little question that Pakistan would attempt to fan the flames and thereby contribute to renewed bilateral tensions.

US INTERESTS IN THE RIVALRY

What, if any, interest does the US have in an amelioration and possible termination of the rivalry? The rivalry is of considerable significance to the US for a number of compelling reasons. Even as it draws down from Afghanistan, it cannot remain oblivious to the Indo-Pakistani rivalry, as it constitutes the principal strategic fault line in the region.
First, since the Cold War’s end, the US has come to see India as a potential strategic partner. Even though Indian elites remain ambivalent about the scope and the dimensions of the Indo-US partnership, they share a common concern about the dramatic rise of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Such misgivings have been exacerbated because of the growing assertiveness of the PRC both in the South China Sea and along the disputed Himalayan border with India. Consequently, despite India’s *idée fixe* about maintaining its “strategic autonomy,” it will pursue a level of quiet strategic cooperation with the United States. Such cooperation, however, could be undermined if the US finds itself forced to choose between India and Pakistan in the event of yet another bilateral conflict. Consequently, a dampening of the Indo-Pakistani rivalry is clearly in the US interest.

Second, and in a related vein, the United States quite correctly remains concerned about the presence of a range of terrorist organizations within Pakistan and their willingness and ability to carry out strikes in Indian-controlled Kashmir. These groups, whether within the control of the Pakistani security establishment or not, can wreak havoc between the two warring nations.

Third, because both India and Pakistan are nuclear-armed rivals, continued tensions in the subcontinent remain a source of concern to the United States. The region has seen its share of crises since the overt Indo-Pakistani acquisition of nuclear weapons. None of these have spiraled into full-scale war. However, the fear of such escalation and the subsequent usage of nuclear weapons have long been on the minds of American policymakers. Not surprisingly, ensuring that the nuclear taboo is not broken in South Asia remains an enduring policy interest of the United States and a reduction in Indo-Pakistani tensions is critical to that end.

**US Leverage Over India and Pakistan**

What leverage does the United States have over India and Pakistan? American leverage over India is probably at its peak today. During the Cold War, when the two states were mostly at odds, even in times of dire distress India demonstrated that it could afford to fend off US
pressures to change its policies. In considerable part this was possible because it could almost always turn to the Soviet Union to balance American power. Today, however, the principal successor state to the Soviet Union, Russia, is neither able nor willing to play such a role. Consequently, India’s room for maneuver is more limited. More to the point, India is far more enmeshed with the United States along a number of important dimensions, such as military to military contacts, weapons sales, trade, investment, and diplomatic cooperation in multilateral fora. That said, given the country’s political culture, Indian policymakers still remain fiercely committed to the pursuit of an autonomous foreign policy. However, the current level of Indian involvement with the US makes it more difficult for Indian policymakers to remain oblivious to American concerns. There is some evidence to suggest that US prodding in the wake of a major Indo-Pakistani crisis in 2001–2002 contributed to the commencement of the “composite dialogue” with Pakistan.6

What about US leverage over Pakistan? Since the US involvement in Afghanistan in the wake of 2001 terrorist attacks on the US, it has poured well over $20 billion in economic and military assistance into the country. However, given the US dependence on the land access to Afghanistan for the prosecution of the war against the Taliban and the remnants of the Al Qaeda, American policymakers were always hesitant to exert any real pressure on Pakistan to alter any aspect of its foreign or security policies. With the US drawdown from Afghanistan, is this relationship likely to change? Obviously, the US dependence on Pakistan to maintain the logistical chain to Afghanistan will soon draw to a close. Consequently, American policymakers should no longer feel as beholden to the demands of the Pakistani military establishment.

The question of American leverage, however, depends on whether or not US policymakers remain wedded to untenable assumptions of another era. If, for example, they continue to harbor the belief that any pressure on Pakistan is likely to drive it further into the arms of the PRC and thereby lead to a loss of any residual US leverage, they will become victims of a self-fulfilling prophecy. On the other hand, if they recognize that both the elected leadership as well as the military establishment remain dependent on the United States for economic and
military assistance and that the PRC (or Saudi Arabia) do not constitute easy substitutes, they can exert more pressure on Pakistan to abandon some of its past policies that have either piqued or exacerbated relations with India. Given that the United States does have a substantial interest in limiting the possibility and scope of conflict between these two nuclear-armed rivals in South Asia, it may be useful to turn to an examination of some literature on rivalry termination that deals with the role of external actors in fostering an improved climate of relations in an enduring rivalry.

**COMPETING MODELS**

Three recent works on rivalry termination provide some useful clues and suggestions about how external actors may facilitate the process of a reduction in tensions and the promotion of amity. In this section we turn to the key elements of these analyses.

Kristina Mani, in a recent work, underscores the significance of democratization in promoting rivalry termination. Even though her analysis draws on Latin American cases, there is no reason to believe that it cannot be usefully applied to the study of rivalries in other regional contexts with suitable and appropriate modifications.\(^7\)

At bottom, her theory holds that as a new democratizing regime assumes office it will seek to adopt policies of compromise and conciliation in the domestic arena and avoid political polarization. In turn it will also try to avoid arbitrariness in the use of political power that had characterized the previous regime. These habits of compromise, negotiation and reasonableness, she argues, are also likely to spill over into the international arena. Such strategies, she argues, especially if they meet with some reciprocity from rivals, then enables the democratizers to shift critical resources away from national security, to weaken other domestic actors who are opposed to reform and to also to secure access to international markets, capital, and technology.

Mani is also attentive to the presence of potential “veto players” within the political order who could undermine or hobble the efforts of democratizers. These “veto players” in turn, are defined as *partisan* and *institutional.* *Partisan veto players* are individuals or groups who stem from
alignments within the political system while *institutional veto players* are those who enjoy such status on the basis of constitutional arrangements.

The task of democratizing agents then is to find ways to either neutralize or win over the potential veto players as they seek to consolidate democracy at home and reduce tensions abroad. To do so, Mani argues that the likely veto players have to be engaged for extended periods of time and thereby have their preferences altered. Obviously, if external tensions can be reduced, the ability of veto players, most notably military establishments, to forestall or hobble reforms can be diminished. This model has considerable logical as well as intuitive appeal. However, it will be shown that it is nevertheless of rather limited utility in the Indo-Pakistani case, especially because her model grants no explicit role to external actors. The absence of a role for external actors greatly reduces the relevance of her model for this particular project.

Charles Kupchan, whose work deals with a different set of cases from other regions, offers a second model of rivalry termination. The key elements of his model can be summarized as follows. Kupchan’s argument is located in the larger body of literature dealing with “the democratic peace.” His analysis is composed of four distinct segments or stages toward rivalry termination. In the first phase, one which involves *unilateral accommodation*, one party makes a unilateral gesture with the hope of eliciting a reciprocal reaction. Such accommodation will be facilitated if both parties see a common threat. The second phase moves toward *mutual accommodation* when the hopes of tension reduction give way to *mutual confidence*. The third phase leads to *societal integration* when confidence expands, contributing to a milieu of mutual *trust*. The fourth and final phase culminates in the generation of new political narratives, with the two polities coming to share a common *identity*.

It is really the first two phases of Kupchan’s model that are of significance to this analysis, as they deal specifically with the process of rivalry termination. The subsequent phases are invaluable in explaining how a rivalry may eventually culminate in the creation of a security community. While the model is elegantly laid out, however, the relevant components of the model which account for its success elsewhere have not been present in South Asia and are
unlikely to obtain anytime in the foreseeable future. More to the point, his model, like that of Mani, has no particular role assigned to external actors.

Our third and final model is derived from the work of William Thompson. His model has the following components. They involve expectations, shocks, policy entrepreneurs, reciprocity, and reinforcement. Each of these components requires some discussion and explication. Expectations are based upon what rivals have done in the past and what they are presently engaged in. Shocks are defined as transitional situations that can provoke a significant change in adversarial relations by changing key expectations. (Shocks, in turn, can be either endogenous or exogenous and third parties can play a vital role in generating exogenous shocks). Next, policy entrepreneurs are decision-makers who prove to be critical in seeking de-escalation. Their role, in turn, can be bolstered through a process of third-party interventions. Additionally, for this process to culminate in the de-escalation of the rivalry, there must be reciprocity and reinforcement. In the absence thereof, a de-escalatory process will not ensue. Finally, if all six variables are present, the likelihood of the model’s expectations being realized is that much greater. That said, policy entrepreneurs and third parties, though desirable, are not critical to the working of the model.

That said, the presence of the role of third parties renders his model most useful for our purposes. Specifically, using his model, we will highlight the role of the United States at key junctures and turning points in this relationship when the possibility of a breakthrough toward amity loomed large. As this analysis will demonstrate, the United States has not always played a particularly positive role on all occasions.

CLOSE CALLS AND MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

The following section will examine three important moments when the rivalry may have de-escalated but did not and what role, if any, the United States played in the process. The first will focus on the period after the 1971 Indo-Pakistani conflict, the second on the era after the death of General Zia-ul-Haq and the restoration of democracy in Pakistan, and the third during
the last years of General Pervez Musharraf following a major crisis in Indo-Pakistani relations between 2001 and 2002. Of the three episodes, it is believed in some quarters that the most recent attempt came closest toward generating a rapprochement.

Several moments in the Indo-Pakistani relationship should have provided suitable opportunities for a reduction in tensions as Pakistan made a transition from military rule to democracy. The first such episode came about in the wake of the country’s disastrous defeat in the Indo-Pakistani conflict of 1971. The origins of this particular crisis and its culmination in the third Indo-Pakistani war have been explored elsewhere. Suffice it to state that it stemmed from the unwillingness of the West Pakistani civilian elite as well as the military establishment to share power with their East Pakistani counterparts in the aftermath of Pakistan’s first free and fair election in December 1970. As the negotiations collapsed, the Pakistani military embarked upon a brutal crackdown in East Pakistan, leading to the flight of nearly ten million refugees into India. After exhausting diplomatic options, Indian policymakers, unwilling to absorb such a large influx of refugees into its already turgid population, chose to provoke Pakistan into a war.

The US role during this crisis was, without question, malign. The military dictatorship of General Yahya Khan in Pakistan had facilitated Henry Kissinger’s visit to Beijing in July 1971. Consequently, the Nixon administration was unwilling to exert any pressure on Pakistan despite evidence of the military’s brutal and egregious conduct against hapless East Pakistani civilians in March 1971. Instead, it adopted an overtly hostile stance toward India on the mistaken belief that the country was acting at the behest of the Soviet Union. American support for Pakistan during this crisis not only alienated Indian elites but helped drive India into a strategic alignment with the Soviet Union.

Furthermore, despite US support for Pakistan, India prevailed militarily in the conflict. Pakistan’s defeat was decisive in that it led to the break-up of the country. Furthermore, it also contributed to the discrediting of the Pakistani military because of their unprofessional conduct in suppressing the civil unrest in East Pakistan and their subsequent incompetence in the conduct of the war with India.
In the aftermath of the war, however, President Zulfiquar Ali Bhutto, through very deft negotiations with his Indian counterpart, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, in 1972, managed to reach a very favorable postwar settlement. Specifically, he arranged for the release of 90,000 Pakistani prisoners of war, reiterated a commitment to abjure from the use of force in resolving the Kashmir dispute, and accepted a change of nomenclature, which altered the Cease Fire Line (CFL) in Kashmir to the Line of Actual Control (LOAC).\textsuperscript{17} The disastrous performance of the Pakistani armed forces in the 1971 war coupled with Bhutto’s adroit diplomacy in the wake of military defeat gave him an opportunity to reduce the salience of the military in Pakistan’s politics and to move toward a rapprochement with India while consolidating democracy at home.

Unfortunately, neither he nor his party did much to utilize this opportunity to alter the internal political arrangements within the country and promote a culture of negotiation, compromise, and reasonableness when dealing with political opponents. Consequently, no democratic consolidation took place either in normative or institutional terms. Instead, he chose to promote populist ventures, nationalized several industries, alienated the civil service, and failed to win the trust of the military. Furthermore, he undermined the independence of the Pakistan Civil Service, arbitrarily retired several hundred civil servants, and abolished service guarantees. He also created the Federal Security Force (FSF), an organization designed for his personal protection and one that he used to victimize his political opponents. In an effort to emplace his party in the province of Baluchistan, he summarily dismissed the National Awami Party in the province. In the wake of this dismissal, an armed rebellion erupted in the state. Bhutto banned the party, arrested its principal leaders and charged them with conspiracy and high treason. He also used the military to suppress the uprising and granted them considerable leeway in the use of force. When his popularity started to sag, far from resorting to a strategy of political conciliation, he chose instead to wrap himself in the mantle of Islam and thereby even alienated segments of his own supporters. His final error, of course, was the attempt to rig the national elections in 1977. This decision led to widespread discontent across the country and his eventual overthrow in a military coup.\textsuperscript{18}
Not surprisingly, given the domestic turmoil that his policies had engendered and his preoccupation with the suppression of the uprising in Baluchistan, his regime could make no meaningful gestures toward India. To compound matters, in an effort to compensate for Pakistan’s conventional inferiority he also embarked upon a clandestine nuclear weapons program. To the extent that there was any re-orientation in Pakistan’s foreign policy, it involved a significant turn toward the Middle East.

A long period of peace did ensue between the two adversaries in the wake of the 1971 war. However, this period of peace cannot be attributed to the beginnings of a rapprochement. It was little more than a reflection of the conventional military asymmetry between the two states. Pakistan, the revisionist power, was simply in no position to militarily provoke India given the latter’s considerable military superiority.

Indeed, the next crisis did not take place until 1987. An ethno-religious insurgency had broken out in the Indian border state of Punjab. In the mid-1980s, this crisis peaked and Pakistan sought to exploit India’s difficulties in suppressing the rebellion through the provision of sanctuaries, training, and weaponry for the insurgents. This crisis stemmed from India’s decision to resort to a strategy of coercive diplomacy to dissuade Pakistan from continued meddling.

It is important to note that certain permissive conditions within India were conducive to the adoption of this strategy of forceful persuasion. A largely untested prime minister, Rajiv Gandhi, who was also a political neophyte, was in office; the Minister of State for Defense, Arun Singh, enjoyed a close rapport with the Chief of Staff (COAS) of the Indian Army, General Krishnaswami Sundarji; and the COAS was known for his flamboyance as well as a propensity for risk-taking. Taken together, these factors created an ideal conjuncture for the events that transpired.

The United States, along with the Soviet Union, played a mostly helpful role in defusing this crisis. During or shortly after this crisis, it is widely believed that Pakistan crossed a threshold in its quest to acquire a nuclear weapons option. Though its security establishment...
had long utilized an asymmetric war strategy against India, the growth in its nuclear weapons
capability certainly emboldened them to adopt a more aggressive stance toward India.24 Though
US and Soviet intercession played critical roles in containing this crisis, neither power did much
to follow up with the two warring parties to further the cause of conflict resolution.

A second opportunity for de-escalating the rivalry with India arose in the wake of the
abrupt death of General Zia-ul-Haq in a plane crash in the summer of 1988. After a decade of
military rule, popular disaffection with the military in Pakistan was at its apogee. Consequently,
his successors made no attempt to try and sustain military rule. Furthermore, the United States,
which had granted General Zia-ul-Haq considerable leeway and had indeed, by default,
bolstered military rule, encouraged the Pakistani military not to interfere in the political process.
Almost immediately, Benazir Bhutto, Zulfiquar Ali Bhutto’s daughter who had returned to
Pakistan from exile, entered the political fray. When national elections were held in November
1988, the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), which she now headed, swept the polls.

In the meanwhile, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had been assassinated in India in 1984.
Her son and successor, Rajiv Gandhi, had won a significant mandate when elections had been
held later that year. With both leaders enjoying substantial domestic popularity, it proved
possible for Rajiv Gandhi to make an overture toward Pakistan to try and reduce tensions. These
hopes for improved relations were also enhanced because of the relative age of both national
leaders, neither of whom had searing memories of the horrors that had accompanied the
partition of the subcontinent in 1947. Indeed, the initial efforts to improve relations proved quite
promising.

While visiting Pakistan for the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) summit in December 1988, Gandhi signed three important agreements with his
Pakistani counterpart. The first and easily the most significant of these was a pact whereby both
sides agreed that they would not attack each other’s nuclear facilities.25 The other agreements
outlined plans to work toward ending the confrontation on the Siachen Glacier and the
delimitation of a boundary along Sir Creek near the Indian state of Gujarat and the Pakistani
province of Sindh. In this context, it is important to note that even though the Indian military had distinct views about the demilitarization of the Siachen Glacier, they were in no position to exercise a unit veto on the subject.\textsuperscript{26}

Throughout the year thereafter, a series of high-level meetings ensued which were designed to improve bilateral relations. Many of these meetings dealt with contentious issues including the Siachen Glacier question. Furthermore, in July 1988, Rajiv Gandhi became the first Indian prime minister to visit Pakistan in 30 years. Benazir Bhutto had expected Rajiv Gandhi to make some concession on the Kashmir question to enable her to deal with pressures from radical Islamists and the military at home. Rajiv Gandhi, however, was unwilling to make any such gesture.\textsuperscript{27} Accordingly, despite the goodwill that had been generated as a consequence of the prior agreements, the visit did not prove to be especially fruitful barring the formal agreement not to attack each other’s nuclear installations. Nevertheless, other high-level meetings between key officials that had been in the cards continued throughout most of the year.\textsuperscript{28}

The sudden eruption of an ethno-religious insurgency in the Indian-controlled portion of the disputed state of Jammu and Kashmir brought these negotiations to a halt. The origins of this insurgency were indigenous and could be traced to the exigencies of Indian politics.\textsuperscript{29} However, almost immediately after its outbreak, the Pakistani military, despite the presence of a civilian and democratically elected government, jumped into the fray.\textsuperscript{30} Recognizing that she could ill-afford to continue the discussions with India given her domestic milieu as well as the antagonism of the military, Bhutto promptly did an about face and ratcheted up her hostile rhetoric. Any prospect of some accommodation with India that had arisen was now irretrievably lost for well over a decade, especially as Rajiv Gandhi had lost the national election in 1989 with a coalition government coming to power.\textsuperscript{31}
The coalition government was at a loss when confronted with the Kashmir insurgency. To compound matters, the Indian security forces, which had no dearth of experience in coping with domestic insurgencies, initially adopted a mailed fist strategy in their efforts to crush the insurgents. This approach almost immediately backfired and actually widened the scope and intensity of the uprising. Of course, Pakistan’s quick involvement in supporting elements of the rebels led to a dramatic escalation of violence.

Faced with the abrupt eruption of this insurgency, the US could do little to address its underlying causes. However, as the crisis threatened to spiral out of control in 1990 and rumors of an Indian strike across the Line of Control became rife, the United States did engage in some crisis diplomacy. To that end, it dispatched Robert Gates, the US deputy national security adviser, to both India and Pakistan in May 1990. In Islamabad, Gates made clear that the United States had simulated every plausible Indo-Pakistani war game scenario and in every case Pakistan lost. Accordingly, he urged Islamabad to end its support for the insurgency in Kashmir, while he told his Indian interlocutors in New Delhi that they should exercise military restraint and also not seek to suppress the insurgency with mailed fist tactics. Subsequent American efforts to reduce Indo-Pakistani tensions during the first Clinton administration, however, were seen to be blatantly partisan and set back the cause of peacemaking in the region.

The third and final case that will be discussed started under a military regime in Pakistan and in the aftermath of a major Indo-Pakistani crisis. The origins of this attempt at rapprochement remain somewhat murky. However, it is widely believed that an external actor, the United States, played a critical role in prodding the two sides to embark upon a peace process. US pressures, no doubt, were taken seriously in both Islamabad and New Delhi because much international pressure had been brought to bear on the two countries in the wake of the 1998 nuclear tests.

The backdrop to the initiation of this process was hardly propitious. The Pakistani state had been implicated in a terrorist attack launched on the Indian parliament on December 13, 2001. In the aftermath of this attack India had embarked on a massive military mobilization.
designed to forcefully persuade Pakistan to not only desist from allowing any more terrorist attacks but to also end its involvement with the use of terror. This crisis stretched out for most of the spring and summer of 2002 and concluded in the early fall of the year. In its wake, it is believed that the George W. Bush administration, which was keenly interested in eliciting Pakistan’s cooperation in the “war on terror” and in eviscerating Al Qaeda in Afghanistan, urged the two parties to move toward a reduction of tensions. A more cordial Indo-Pakistani relationship, the administration believed, might enable Pakistan to direct its military resources to its border with Afghanistan.

In any event, Indian Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee offered a resumption of talks with Pakistan in mid-April 2003. Significantly, this offer was made in Srinagar, the capital of the Indian-controlled portion of the disputed state of Jammu and Kashmir. Later that year, General Musharraf reciprocated with two important gestures. In November, he banned three terrorist organizations, the Hezb-ul Tehrir, the Jamiat-ul Furqan, and the Jamait-ul Ansar, and agreed to a cease-fire along the Line of Control in Kashmir. Also in November, the Pakistani prime minister, Zafarullah Khan Jamali, proposed an unconditional cease-fire. Subsequently, in December 2004, a few weeks prior to the 12th SAARC Summit in Islamabad, Musharraf demonstrated some apparent flexibility on the Kashmir question. Most importantly, he suggested that the contentious issues of the UN plebiscite, a long-standing Pakistani demand, harking back to the late 1940s, could be set aside. However, faced with intense domestic criticism, the Pakistani Foreign Office sought to reduce the significance of his statement while insisting that they remained open to meaningful discussions with India to resolve the Kashmir question.

As in the past, on the sidelines of the SAARC Summit, Vajpayee and Musharraf reached an understanding that met the basic expectations of both sides for a viable dialogue. Significantly, India conceded that Kashmir did indeed constitute an international dispute and Pakistan agreed to prevent terror emanating from its soil. In the wake of these developments, a full-scale “composite dialogue” ensued. The dialogue encompassed a range of issues, from
nuclear confidence-building measures to the possible demilitarization of the Siachen Glacier. It is believed that considerable progress toward the resolution of a number of nettlesome issues was being made. Most importantly, it is also argued that a preliminary roadmap was also drawn up for the eventual settlement of the Kashmir dispute. This possible pathway to rapprochement had five significant features. First, the two sides had agreed that there would be no significant changes in the LoC but that some minor adjustments were possible. Second, they agreed that the two governments would devolve considerable autonomy to their respective parts of Kashmir. The specifics, of course, would have to be dealt with in due course. Third, they also agreed on various steps to bring about a process of reciprocal demilitarization. Fourth, India did not agree to a proposed “joint management” of the affairs of the whole state but did express willingness to consider such an approach for the management of watersheds, forests and glaciers. Fifth and finally, they agreed to open the border to the free movement of people and goods.

Others, however, claim that despite the fashioning of a possible roadmap it was far from clear that Musharraf was in a position to make a credible commitment. This analysis cannot adjudicate between those two competing positions. What is known, however, is that two different regimes in India, with markedly divergent political orientations, sustained the peace process.

Even after Vajpayee remitted office following the electoral defeat of his National Democratic Alliance (NDA) coalition government, his successor, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, continued the nascent peace process, and with much vigor. Musharraf’s ability to sustain the peace process, however, was undermined because of the exigencies of Pakistan’s domestic politics. Specifically, the removal of the Chief Justice of the Pakistan Supreme Court, Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhury, in November 2007 triggered a significant backlash and undermined Musharraf’s position.

Faced with the possibility of impeachment, President Musharraf resigned from office in 2008. Soon thereafter, elections were held and a civilian regime under the aegis of the Asif Ali Zardari, the husband of the assassinated Benazir Bhutto, assumed office. It is possible that this
regime may have continued the process that had been initiated under Musharraf’s watch. However, a major terrorist attack on Bombay (Mumbai) in late November 2008, which was traced back to Pakistan, effectively brought the dialogue to a close.\textsuperscript{47} No prime minister in India could possibly sustain the talks in the immediate aftermath of the terrorist attacks which made clear that that the Indian state was acutely vulnerable to a determined terrorist onslaught stemming from Pakistan.

The US role in prodding the two parties in the wake of the 2001–02 crisis was, in many ways, an important catalyst in promoting the “composite dialogue.” Consequently, in this particular case the role of the US as a \textit{third party} was a critical factor in boosting the prospects of conflict resolution and eventual reconciliation.

\textbf{CONCLUSIONS}

Based on the analysis of these three cases it is possible to conclude that the Thompson model offers the best explanation for the prospects of rivalry de-escalation or its failure. The variables of the model provide a number of useful apertures to examine the conditions under which a rivalry can stagnate, escalate or dissipate. The model is distinctive in that it pays heed to structural, national and decision-making level factors. The focus on \textit{shocks} provides opportunities to examine the impact of various disjunctures, the issue of \textit{expectations} helps clarify the views of each side of the other, the emphasis on \textit{change-seeking entrepreneurs} as well as \textit{third-party pressures} directs attention to the role of human agency, and, finally, the questions of \textit{reciprocity} and \textit{reinforcement} highlight the importance of the critical need for positive interactions. These variables enable the model to have sufficient flexibility to ensure broad application unlike Mani’s model, for example, which requires \textit{democratization} as a precedent for a process of rapprochement to ensue.

Relying on Thompson’s model, what might be the key elements of a possible scenario for the de-escalation of the rivalry? It may stem from a situation where the domestic crises in Pakistan become so acute that they constitute an \textit{endogenous shock}. Unable to cope with
widespread domestic disorder and maintain vigilance on its eastern border, and fearful of the safety and security of their nuclear arsenal, Pakistan’s civilian and military elites may revise their expectations of their ability to compete with India and offer to end their unremitting hostility. Quite fortuitously, a change-seeking entrepreneur is on hand in India and responds favorably to the Pakistani gesture. Simultaneously, key external actors (third parties), including the United States and the PRC, exert suitable diplomatic pressures, thereby sustaining the momentum for a dialogue. US pressure, of course, happens to be crucial because it signals to India that, unlike in the past, the US is no longer willing to countenance Pakistan’s continued intransigence, nor is it willing to perpetuate its continued reliance on the Pakistani military. India then decides to make suitable and viable concessions on the Kashmir question and thereby sets in motion a process of reciprocity. Pakistani decision-makers, recognizing that India’s concessions are significant, respond favorably and thereby start a virtuous spiral of reinforcement which steadily contributes to the eventual de-escalation of the rivalry.

How might the United States then fashion a sustainable national security strategy toward this enduring rivalry? Such a discussion necessitates a focus on risks, enablers and pitfalls. At the outset, three risks in particular should concern US policymakers. First, the Indo-Pakistani rivalry in Afghanistan is likely to intensify as the US drawdown in 2016 approaches. Second, Pakistani policymakers have growing misgivings about the growth in and transformation of Indo-US ties. Third, the vortex of Pakistan’s domestic politics also raises questions about the long-term stability of the state especially given that it possesses a significant nuclear arsenal.

What might be the enablers of such a strategy? One step, though bold, could have a dramatic impact on tamping down the conflict. This would require the United States to declare that it recognizes the LoC as the international border. This would deliver a significant shock and could well change Pakistani expectations. Also, it would enable India to place its own house in order within the segment of Kashmir that it controls, free of the fear of Pakistani interference.

In the more immediate term, however, as the United States seeks to reduce its presence in Afghanistan, it could benefit from India’s cooperation. To that end, it can quietly work to
reduce Indo-Pakistani relations through the pursuit of some concrete, tangible projects. Specifically, the US has expressed an interest in promoting economic ties between Central and South Asia. To that end it could gently prod Indo-Pakistani collaboration on the construction of gas pipelines linking India with various states in Central Asia. Pakistan may well perceive a “relative gains” problem at the outset. However, given its own dire energy needs it may be amenable to suitable US side payments to overcome these misgivings.

Though US engagement in the region has been intermittent, apart from rare exceptions, its support for the Pakistani military establishment has been consistent. Such backing has helped foster a self-fulfilling prophecy: the military, for all practical purposes, has long emerged as the only functioning institution in the country. In turn, whenever faced with a foreign or security policy exigency in the region, American policymakers have turned to the military to pursue their interests. The military order, in turn, has exacted a price: it has ensured that the bulk of US assistance has helped to strengthen its own position within the Pakistani polity.

Any discussion, of course, would fall short without an examination of possible pitfalls. Accordingly, it will behoove US policymakers to remain alert to these. Three likely and significant dangers need to be highlighted. The first would be yet another Pakistan-backed terrorist attack on India. Unlike in the past, when the Indian state has shown both restraint and forbearance, its patience may not hold on this occasion. Calls for a more vigorous response are likely to ensue from right-wing political parties, hawkish strategic commentators and even segments of the afflicted citizenry. Under these circumstances any US effort to promote the de-escalation of Indo-Pakistani tensions would reach a swift standstill.

In a related vein, any American effort designed to reduce Indo-Pakistani tensions must remain alert to the vagaries of India’s domestic politics. An attempt that is overt and heavy-handed is bound to provoke a backlash amongst India’s attentive public. Such a concern is hardly chimerical. Despite the dramatic improvement in Indo-US relations over the past decade or so, much distrust of American intentions continues to pervade the views of segments of Indian elite...
opinion. To reverse Robert Axelrod’s famous dictum, the “shadow of the past” continues to haunt Indo-US relations.51

Furthermore, a US strategy must also be sensitive to the growing fragmentation of Indian politics. Despite the unitary constitutional dispensation of the Indian state, politics in India increasingly resemble those of a highly federal polity. Owing to the presence (and likely persistence) of coalition governments, state-level regimes are today exercising a disproportionate influence on a range of foreign policy issues. Any strategy that is oblivious to this feature of the Indian political terrain is bound to encounter resistance.

Additionally, the PRC, which has long enjoyed a strategic partnership with Pakistan and has used the latter as a strategic surrogate in South Asia, may be disinclined to see the emergence of an Indo-Pakistani rapprochement. The reasons for their unwillingness to see a more cordial relationship develop are straightforward. Such reconciliation could enable India to direct the bulk of its strategic resources to the Sino-Indian frontier and thereby attenuate its security concerns. All of these possible pitfalls are compelling. Any American strategy that hopes to de-escalate the Indo-Pakistani rivalry can ill-afford to ignore these potential limits.

Finally, the United States needs to eventually confront a “moral hazard” problem that it has long overlooked in its attempts to influence and alter Pakistan’s behavior.52 During the Cold War, Pakistan was at best a partial partner. It did provide the US bases in the country which enabled surveillance flights over the Soviet Union and also provided opportunities for intelligence collection on the USSR. However, weaponry that the US had provided to steel Pakistan’s resolve against Communist expansion was used to start a war against India in 1965.53 In 1970, the United States chose to resurrect the relationship after having imposed an arms embargo on Pakistan (and India) in the wake of the war. This renewal of the partnership again came at a cost. The Nixon administration, beholden to Pakistan for enabling a diplomatic opening to the People’s Republic of China, chose to ignore its client’s resort to a genocidal strategy to quell domestic discontent in East Pakistan.54 This episode, thanks to the feckless
actions of the military dictatorship in Pakistan, tainted the United States through its association with the regime.

Later, during the Soviet invasion and occupation of Afghanistan, Pakistan once again proved to be a limited partner. It did allow the United States to use its territory to train, organize, and arm the Afghan insurgents. However, this relationship came at a price; for all practical purposes the US willfully ignored Pakistan’s headlong pursuit of nuclear weapons, thereby undermining US nonproliferation efforts in South Asia and beyond.55 In the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the United States, once again, forged a strategic relationship with Pakistan with the goals of toppling the Taliban regime and eviscerating Al Qaeda. Yet again, Pakistan has proven to be, at best, a reluctant partner. It has acted against Al Qaeda but has consistently failed to rein in key terrorist organizations ranging from the Lashkar-e-Taiba to the Afghan Taliban. In the meanwhile, it has continued to make demands on the United States for both financial and military assistance. US policymakers, in the hope of changing Pakistan’s behavior, have continued to provide such assistance. American policy, though designed to alter Pakistan’s preferences, yet again is failing. A more appropriate strategy might involve one that shifts support away from the Pakistani military and focuses American assistance towards building up civilian institutions that would discourage Pakistan’s continued dalliance with agents of terror. In the absence of these policy shifts it is hard to envisage how the United States might actually further its strategic interests in the region.56
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Developing a sustainable security policy for future US policy toward Afghanistan requires dispassionately weighing American interests within the context of competing global and domestic challenges. Since Al Qaeda’s attacks in 2001, the top American priority has been to prevent future threats against the United States and its allies emanating from Afghan territory. Related, a viable and legitimate Afghan government serves American interests. After a vast investment of American lives and treasure, US credibility would be damaged if Afghanistan again reverted to being a failed state. Establishment of a second Afghan Taliban regime could reverse all the post-2001 development gains and provide a further breeding ground for anti-West Islamist violence. Finally, at the heart of the famous Silk Road that ran from the Eastern Roman Empire to China (300 BCE to 200 AD), Afghanistan plays a key role in Eurasia’s changing geopolitical picture now. Chinese President Xi Jinping’s Silk Road Initiative, announced in 2013, seeks to cut China-Europe transport from four to six weeks by sea to fourteen days by road or rail. This may or may not accord with US interests, depending upon whether it benefits Afghanistan economically and increases China’s incentives to pressure Pakistan not to export Islamist radicalism. Above all else, then, American interests are served by an Afghanistan that is stable, autonomous, economically developing, unthreatening to others, and constructively committed to by its neighbors.

Afghanistan’s neutralization is the best way to ensure a stable state that cannot threaten itself, the region, or the United States. It also accords with Afghan tradition by echoing the most peaceful, prosperous periods of Afghan history. While Afghanistan is by no means a developed country, it has been at the crossroads of civilizations for centuries, with archaeological roots rivaling those of Egypt and a trading culture that dates back to at least 2,000 B.C.E. The great conquerors of history, including Genghis Kahn and Alexander the Great, passed through the
area, helping to establish a warrior tradition. Afghan statesmen have built a legacy of balancing off the interests of rival empires, achieving stability only when they have kept themselves politically separate and independent of them all. In the last two hundred years, Afghanistan has been at the crossroads of Tsarist Russia, British India, the Soviet Union, the United States, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Al Qaeda, and now NATO and the United States again—with Pakistan, Iran, and China waiting in the wings. As US troops draw down, the Afghan government is resuming its role as geopolitical pivot: the United States should shape that process by helping to build a sturdy regional framework that discourages meddling neighbors and reduces the threat to itself.

Afghanistan has been most dangerous to itself and others when it has drawn too close to any one power or group, and most stable when it has acted as a political buffer and economic crossroads between two or more. The key to the most peaceful period in recent history—what the Afghans call the “Era of Tranquility” between 1929 and 1978—was a strict policy of neutrality and nonalignment. That is also the most promising approach today, but with a regional accord to back it up.

Neutralization is a reciprocal agreement, usually between a weak state and two or more external powers, in which the state agrees to be perpetually neutral and the external powers guarantee that neutrality. Neutralization agreements are designed to guard a state’s territorial integrity and independence while keeping external actors at bay. Like any other tool of statecraft, these agreements do not always work; but when they do, they can change regional dynamics in ways that serve inhabitants and stabilize the entire global system. There are many examples of disadvantaged, strategically important states gaining leverage against stronger powers by crafting a regional solution: the conditions under which they have succeeded or failed are readily apparent. Intelligently crafted, a neutralization agreement could provide an overarching diplomatic and legal framework for Afghanistan that counterbalances competitive regional powers externally, and shores up the national interests of the Afghans internally, to lay the groundwork for the stability and independence of the state into the 21st century and beyond.
Many argue that the key question for Afghanistan is not whether or not it allies with external powers, but whether the Afghans will dissolve into further internal conflict and re-establish safe havens for terrorists committed to attacking the United States. That perspective is backwards: the country has best avoided internal strife when acting as a buffer state, evading all alliances and external interference. The civil wars of the late 20th century grew out of Russian, Saudi, US, Iranian and Pakistani intervention, picking winners and losers and carrying out their proxy battles via Afghan warlords and government leaders on Afghan soil. Moving forward, the goal must be to break this pattern by establishing a political framework where the major powers collectively agree to stay out and give Afghan nationalism and institutions the space in which to work. Instead, the current trajectory is to increase Pakistan’s intervention in Afghanistan as the United States draws down, a risky scenario for the United States because the groups that threaten US and allied territory come mainly from Pakistan, not Afghanistan (e.g., Lashkar-e-Taiba, Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan). To prevent a future safe haven for terrorists, the critical objective must be to keep all of the external powers out of Afghanistan. That is exactly what a neutralization agreement does.

Neutralization is complicated, and only a fool would argue that a 21st century neutralization of Afghanistan would be easy. The most successful instances of neutralization have involved states, cities, and principalities in Europe. But looking at the history of the practice, successfully neutralized states have had consistent strategic, structural, economic, and political conditions that may are relevant to Afghanistan. Strategically, the neutralized states or territories have been of limited intrinsic importance to any one other state, thus important enough to deny to a neighbor but not worth the sacrifice of a risky occupation. Structurally, they have had challenging geographical characteristics, such as mountainous terrain or landlocked borders, making them difficult to conquer and occupy. Economically, they have been important to broader regions as hubs of trade, with multilateral access to resources or markets, offering neighbors a pay-off for respecting the arrangement. And politically, they have had external affirmation of their neutralized status—by the Church, an international body, or through
covenant by more than one major military power—adding legitimacy and potential force to the arrangement.

Afghanistan’s current situation does not perfectly fit all conditions of successful neutralization, but there are enough promising factors to make the approach worth trying. States have been successfully neutralized even when they lacked perfectly clear borders, suffered occasional violations of their neutrality, or even experienced domestic conflicts. The method is chosen after other options have failed. The Afghans have been at war for more than thirty years. They are looking for a new approach that avoids the tired pattern of instability, civil war and invasion of the recent past. And from the American perspective, neutralization is a solution whose costs are low and potential benefits—of even a short-term success—high.

This chapter proceeds in four sections. First it explains and defines neutralization, distinguishing it from other related concepts. Second, it carries out a structured comparison of all historical cases of neutralization over the past 500 years. Third, it explains the conditions under which neutralization succeeds or fails. Fourth, it tests those conditions against this case, while also considering alternative pathways for post-ISAF Afghanistan. Close study of the historical record indicates that Afghanistan can be neutralized if classic pitfalls are avoided. Neutralization represents the best available option for the future of Afghanistan and the broader region.

I. “Neutralization”: Defining the Concept

Neutralization is a multilateral arrangement designed to advance regional and domestic stability where the goals of competing military powers intersect. It discourages enemies from clashing over a territory whose strategic significance affects them all. The purpose of a neutralization accord is to discourage military intervention by one power that might be met by counter intervention by another power, ultimately catalyzing a war where everyone would lose. The small state commits to remain perpetually neutral and to prevent force projection from its territory, and the external powers guarantee the political independence and territorial integrity of that state. In a sense, then, the actors being “neutralized” are not just the state but also the major powers vying to invade, intimidate, or control it.
Neutralization is often confused with related, similar-sounding concepts.¹ “Neutrality,” the oldest of these, was first used by the Swiss in 1536 to refer to a state’s deliberate policy to stay out of a particular war.² The term has often been used incorrectly in political discourse (especially during the Cold War) but its meaning is clear: there is no formal legal neutrality except in time of war.³ Neutralization is a more long-lasting status that exists in war or peace and cannot be declared unilaterally. Unlike neutrality, neutralization requires both a state declaration and an external guarantee on the part of neighboring powers.

“Nonalignment” and “neutralism” are political (not legal) terms made popular following the Second World War.⁴ In the postwar wave of decolonization, both concepts maximized a new state’s maneuverability and independence by keeping it out of the bipolar contest between the Soviet Union and the United States. In 1961, the nonaligned states paradoxically aligned themselves in the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), led initially by Yugoslavia, India, Indonesia, Egypt, and Ghana. The movement was dedicated to peace, territorial integrity, independence, anti-colonialism and other activist policies. NAM members made no promise to be nonbelligerents in wartime: there were scores of conflicts among members, notably India/Pakistan, Iran/Iraq, Ecuador/Peru, and Libya/Chad. After the Cold War ended, the movement struggled to redefine itself. Its present raison d’être is to support the rights of developing states, reform the structure of the United Nations (especially the Security Council), and criticize the policies of the traditional powers (especially the United States). Afghanistan is a member of the Non-Aligned Movement, whose August 2012 meeting was held in Teheran, Iran.

Unlike any of these other arrangements—neutrality, nonalignment, neutralism, and so forth—there is both an internal and an external dimension to a neutralization agreement. “Permanent neutrality” is the internal dimension, declared by the state, involving a promise not to participate in or prejudice the outcome of any current or future war.⁵ While “permanent neutrality” or “enduring neutrality” may be self-declared, neutralization must involve an external recognition or guarantee of that status. The external angle is crucial. It is difficult for a state to be
neutralized by only one major power: while major powers have collected buffer states (or “satellites”) around them for centuries, those arrangements amount to protectorates, placing the weaker state at risk vis-à-vis its stronger neighbor. The key is to neutralize not only the weak state (the internal dimension), but also the stronger powers whose interests clash over it (the external dimension). Without at least two outside powers agreeing to the arrangement, there can be no “neutralizing” the interests of competing major powers.

In a neutralization accord, the external guarantee may vary from an explicit enforcement agreement with control machinery to a more ambiguous multilateral recognition of the state’s permanent neutrality. Historically, the formal mechanisms have been diverse, from that of Belgium, whose nineteenth century neutralization by the European powers came closest to a classic model, to that of Austria, first neutralized under a 1955 bilateral agreement with the Soviet Union then recognized by France, Britain, and the United States. (More on these cases below.) The way to establish whether a state has been neutralized is to determine whether outside powers would be militarily involved if its territory were violated. A “neutralized” state must defend its territorial integrity if it is to avoid triggering competitive intervention. In short, neutralization carries risks for both the state and neighboring powers. So why consider it?

Under certain conditions, neutralization serves the interests of the weak state, major powers, and the broader international system. From the viewpoint of the inhabitants of a neutralized state, the costs of alliance exceed the benefits. Neutralization can increase a country’s security and independence without enlarging the risk and burden of defense expenditures. Indeed, some neutralization agreements have called for the elimination of military assets that could be used for external aggression so that a government may focus its army on internal order and territorial defense. Neutralization can also aid in unifying a country divided between two or more major powers (permanent neutrality is better than partition) or two or more domestic factions associated with different outside sponsors (neutral unity beats civil war). The reduction of the threat of military intervention by bigger states can increase the political maneuverability of the neutralized state, giving it a larger role in international politics than it otherwise would have.
Indeed, it is often in the interests of neutralized states to demonstrate independence of their guarantors so as to reinforce the image of impartiality. States that choose neutralization prefer strong affordable defense, intact survival, maneuverability, and independence over external military alliances.

Major powers also have specific reasons to consider neutralization. In the simplest terms, major powers have three options with respect to contested weaker powers: (1) to acquire a weaker state as a client or ally; (2) to allow the state to be neutral; or (3) to yield the weaker state as a client or ally of a rival. Situations that are ripe for neutralization often follow in the wake of unsuccessful attempts to invade or acquire a weaker power (option one), where major powers settle for option two so as to avoid option three. Through diplomatic means, neutralization agreements remove small states from the threat of attack or annexation by rival stronger powers, by denying the state to any one of them. Unable to control the state unilaterally, competing powers hedge their bets.

Neutralization accords also play a broader role in the stability of the collective international system. Both guaranteed and guarantor states enter into this kind of diplomatic agreement to diffuse international tensions in a region that is vulnerable to war and potentially destabilizing to the international system. The framework deters conflict and enhances predictability. A weak state can act as a power vacuum, inviting the meddling of stronger states that prolong civil wars and might precipitate an international crisis. Neutralization decreases the chance of a conflict that could escalate to major war. Whatever its design, neutralization cannot remove the possibility of external intervention, but it raises the cost to the intervener by heightening the risk that another major power will counteract it. It also weakens the intervener’s legitimacy by forcing it to violate an international agreement, making it more likely that other states will counter attack. At its heart, then, neutralization strengthens the deterrent capability of a militarily weak state that is an object of strategic interest by major powers.

Neutralization protects a contested state’s self-determination by ensuring its autonomy. In return it places obligations upon it. By the terms of most agreements, the country may not go
to war except in self defense, may not influence the course of any international hostilities that do occur, and may not take any actions that could lead to involvement in those hostilities.\textsuperscript{11} The state’s principal duty is to protect its impartiality and territorial integrity, and the guarantors threaten to intervene if it aligns with one of them. These obligations and restrictions are weighed against alternative pathways for contested states, including partition, satellite status, occupation by one or more external powers, or civil war aggravated by meddling powers. For contested states, neutralization is the least unattractive of the available options.

\section*{II. Neutralization in Practice: The Universe of Cases}

The following considers the thirteen historical cases of neutralization and is confined to neutralization cases: myriad other historical cases of protectorates,\textsuperscript{12} satellites,\textsuperscript{13} buffer states,\textsuperscript{14} nonalignment,\textsuperscript{15} or customary neutrality\textsuperscript{16} are not included here. In each neutralization case study, there are seven key variables examined: geographic features, clarity of borders, level of economic value to neighbors, nature of the external guarantee, level of defenses within the state, and the degree of indigenous support for the agreement, as summarized in Table 13.1.

\subsection*{Origins of the Concept (15th-18th Centuries)}

Beginning in the fifteenth century, major European powers tried to isolate territories because they were important to commerce or might be a catalyst for war. The earliest recorded example is the neutralization of the Channel Islands during the late fifteenth century. The English and French Kings drew up the arrangement and then asked for the protection of the Pope, who in 1483 issued a bull stating that anyone who violated it would be excommunicated.\textsuperscript{17} The inhabitants sought the 1492 neutralization of Liege, then a loosely federated state commanding French access to the Rhine. France and the Netherlands kept it out of their bloody conflicts until 1518, when Liege entered into a mutual defense treaty with the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{18}

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there were numerous examples of \textit{imposed} neutrality, but none with reciprocal agreements that characterize neutralization. Most were part of the barrier system against France.\textsuperscript{19} Under the first barrier treaty of October 29,
1709, for example, the Dutch were allowed to maintain a line of forts along the French border in the Austrian Netherlands (now Belgium), as a “dyke, rampart and barrier against France,” in the common interests of Austria, Holland and England. This boundary line in the middle of Europe foreshadowed the neutralizations of Belgium and Luxembourg a century later. In 1802, under the Treaty of Amiens, France (with her allies) and England provided for the neutralization of Malta, an island with a prior tradition of self-declared neutrality, but it soon fell to Great Britain in the war of the Third Coalition.

The Congress of Vienna refined the concept of a grand framework reciprocally agreed by both the state and the major powers. With the growth of universal suffrage, emphasis shifted from the responsibility of the guarantors toward that of the inhabitants of the state. Key variables for each case included the geographical features, the clarity of borders, the existence of domestic conflict, the level of economic value to the region, the nature of the legal guarantee, the level of defenses, and the degree of indigenous support for neutralization. (See Table 13.1.)

The Congress of Vienna, 1815

The end of the Napoleonic Wars and the attempt to establish a new European order resulted in the first far-reaching neutralization accords at the Congress of Vienna. Switzerland was the greatest success of the Congress and will be treated in detail below. But the 1815 settlement also neutralized upper Savoy (on the Swiss border), Moresnet (between Prussia and the Netherlands), and the city of Cracow (Poland), three small territories whose fates yield insights into how the concept was applied both well and badly.

Upper Savoy

The neutralization of Upper Savoy was an attempt to build a buffer around the borders of Switzerland. It was neutralized under the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna, as well as Article 3 of the Treaty of Paris (November 1815). Upper Savoy provided a territorial cushion for the Swiss Cantons of Valais and Geneva by cutting off access to a key mountain pass (Simplon) that might be used by the French to invade Switzerland. Switzerland was even permitted to place
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel Islands</td>
<td>1483-1689</td>
<td>English and French</td>
<td>Kings Islands in key waterway</td>
<td>No (under sovereignty)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (small island)</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liege</td>
<td>1492-1518</td>
<td>Liege inhabitants,阀 of the Meuse</td>
<td>Exclent city, railway station</td>
<td>No (defensive forces only)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, industrial</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>1802-1814</td>
<td>Mainly Britain and France</td>
<td>Divided Maltese participants, Island with excellent fortresses, dramatic natural cliffs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (passed between external powers)</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Savoy</td>
<td>1815-1919</td>
<td>Austria, Great Britain, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, France, Sweden, and Spain</td>
<td>Controlling access to a key Mountain Pass</td>
<td>Yes (Small territory on the border of Switzerland; in 1919 it became part of France)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, all signatory powers</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracow</td>
<td>1815-1846</td>
<td>Austria, Great Britain, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, France, Sweden, and Spain</td>
<td>On the Vistula River, in a key mountain pass</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1842-1814</td>
<td>English and French, Tibet, Mongolia</td>
<td>No, islands</td>
<td>No (lands under sovereignty)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1857-1861</td>
<td>English and French, Tibet, Mongolia</td>
<td>No, islands</td>
<td>No (lands under sovereignty)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13.1: Summary of Neutralization Cases
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1815-pres.</td>
<td>Austria, Great Britain, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, France, Sweden</td>
<td>Landlocked, formidable mountains, control over key Alpine passes</td>
<td>Yes, Austria, France, Prussia, Great Britain</td>
<td>Yes, centuries of conflict between Cantons; external border disputes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All the signatory powers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moresnet</td>
<td>1815-1914</td>
<td>Netherlands, Prussia (and to a lesser extent, all Congress of Vienna signatories)</td>
<td>Forested, mines, near borders of Germany and Belgium</td>
<td>Yes, (settled during negotiations)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Netherlands, Prussia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1831-1914</td>
<td>Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia, and Russia</td>
<td>Flat, lowlands</td>
<td>No, natural barriers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, revolution to secede from Holland</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia and Russia (individual guarantees)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1867-1914</td>
<td>Great Britain, Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Netherlands, Prussia and Russia</td>
<td>Landlocked citadel, transformed into an “open city”</td>
<td>No, lost territory in the Belgian Revolution</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Great Britain, Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Prussia and Russia (collective guarantee)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1870-1919</td>
<td>Germany and Spain</td>
<td>No, France and Spain</td>
<td>Mixed; ultimately Failure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>France, United States, and England (France and Spain’s allies)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1870-1919</td>
<td>Austria, Belgium, France, Russia, and Great Britain</td>
<td>Landlocked, French control over the Rhine</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Austria, Belgium, France, Russia, and Great Britain</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1870-1919</td>
<td>Italy, Germany, and Russia</td>
<td>No, centered in the Alps</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Italy, Germany, and Russia (Austria’s allies)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>Coastal plain, large arable river basin</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Corporate state/colony, under Belgian control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High. (Rubber, copper, other minerals)</td>
<td>No. A 'garantie restreinte': individual commitment to respect the neutrality of the Congo Basin.</td>
<td>No, but weak defenses</td>
<td>No, imposed</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1955-pres.</td>
<td>Great Britain, United States, France, and USSR, along with Austria</td>
<td>Rights for Human Rights, Human Development, Human Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>Landlocked; mountainous, elongated, with historically fluid borders</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low, not a major trading center</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Just an agreement by the parties to &quot;consult&quot; if there is a violation</td>
<td>No, but weak defenses</td>
<td>Yes. (Laotian government participated but did not initiate)</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>1995-pres.</td>
<td>None. Unilaterally declared; codified in the Constitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>Landlocked; mainly mountainous; plains in north and southwest; fluid eastern border</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Extensive oil and natural gas reserves; on historic silk road trade route</td>
<td>No.  Recognized by UN</td>
<td>Conscript-based armed forces.</td>
<td>No. Strong national army required, probably with technical assistance re the border and monitoring air space</td>
<td>No.  Unilateral, with UN recognition</td>
<td>To be determined</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>Neutralization as a Sustainable Approach to Afghanistan</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
troops there to defend her neutrality.22 The Versailles Treaty abrogated the neutralized status in June 1919, and Upper Savoy became a normal part of France (Haute-Savoie).23

**Moresnet**

The neutrality of Moresnet lasted for almost a century and kept the European powers from dragging the continent into a war over resources. Moresnet was a tiny territory now within the city of Kelmis, Belgium that in 1815 was caught between the Prussians and the Dutch. The Congress of Vienna had settled the main outline of the border between the Kingdoms of Prussia and the Netherlands, but Moresnet held a valuable zinc spar mine that both sides wanted. So the European powers neutralized and demilitarized the territory, barring both Kingdoms from occupying it and putting it under the jurisdiction of a combined royal commission. This was the situation until the Germans invaded in 1914. Under the Versailles treaty Belgium formally annexed it in 1920.

**Cracow**

The 1815 attempt to neutralize the city of Cracow is a classic example of what not to do. The Congress of Vienna made it an independent republic, with Austria, Russia, and Prussia guaranteeing perpetual neutrality. All three powers wanted control of the city, which had become vulnerable after the Grand Duchy of Warsaw dissolved. The treaty of June 9, 1815 made Cracow a free, independent and neutral city, then denuded it of self-defense or restrictions on external intervention. All three then freely violated its borders, giving it all the drawbacks and none of the advantages of neutralization. In 1846, the city was incorporated into the Austrian Empire, with Prussia and Russia trading it for compensation elsewhere and the British and the French protesting in vain.

**Switzerland**

Switzerland would not have survived as an independent, unified state without building a tradition of neutrality. Characterized from the outset by internal fractiousness, a strong warrior
culture, and repeated conquest of (and by) its neighbors, Switzerland found permanent neutrality essential to its welfare—not least because every other policy had proven disastrous.

The Swiss confederation emerged during the disintegration of the Carolingian Empire between the tenth and thirteenth centuries, when strong central power devolved to feudal lords, local authorities, monasteries, and cities. During a complicated process of confederation, including a civil war (1436–50), the Swiss developed a reputation for military prowess. They conquered new territories in the north and east, enlarging their borders at the expense of Austria, and defeated the Emperor and South German princes in the Swabian War (1499). Especially after the Swiss defeated Charles the Bold of Burgundy (1477), European leaders vigorously sought Swiss mercenary soldiers. By the start of the sixteenth century, the Swiss had unparalleled military prestige and were at the forefront of political power on the continent.24

Defeat at the battle of Marignano, September 13–14, 1515, marked the reversal of Swiss military fortunes. The goal had been to drive the French from northern Italy but the Swiss lost and sued for peace. Under the peace agreement that followed, they retained crucial Alpine passes and received a subsidy in return for the French government’s right to enlist Swiss mercenaries, marking the last time the Swiss launched a military conquest in their own name. On May 5, 1521, shortly after the peace accord, the Swiss entered an offensive and defensive alliance with France that was renewed in 1663, 1715 and 1777.25

The Swiss first officially used the term “neutrality” in 1536, but it did not characterize their foreign policy until the Thirty Years War (1618–48). Divided between Catholic and Protestant cantons, the Swiss confederation remained neutral to avoid being torn apart. Switzerland’s governing body, the Diet, issued a 1638 order forbidding the passage of foreign troops through Swiss territory. By 1647, the Diet organized a federal army of 36,000 men to protect the common frontier, establishing the principle of territorial defense.26 In the 1648 treaties of Westphalia, the European powers recognized the thirteen cantons as an independent state, acknowledging the collective stance they had adopted during the war.27
Although now recognized as one state, the cantons were bitterly divided over religious issues and maintained the loosest possible unity. Although they were no longer launching their own military campaigns, the Swiss continued to send tens of thousands of mercenary soldiers to fight under foreign flags, especially the French tricolor. By the end of the seventeenth century, yearly pensions paid Swiss soldiers abroad amounted to some 1.5 million francs. The religious ties on the one hand between the Protestant cantons and the Dutch and the English, and on the other hand between the Catholic cantons and the French and the Spanish, led to a supply of Swiss mercenaries for each of these powers. Tragically, in the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–14), thousands of Swiss soldiers confronted each other on the battlefield as a result. Irrespective of the activities of Swiss soldiers and the weaknesses of the federal structure—indeed, partly because of the latter—the state continued to maintain a policy of neutrality in all European conflicts.

In addition to its warrior tradition, geography and economics have been crucial to Swiss neutrality. Switzerland is both a vital strategic gateway and a fortified enclave from attack. Largely through its jurisdiction over key mountain passes, the state has been central to the interests of each of the major European powers during wartime. Otherwise, isolated from the rest of Europe by mountain barriers, lacking in raw materials, with limited amounts of arable land, Switzerland has been a peripheral concern. This odd combination of qualities ultimately benefited the Swiss, as no power wanted to see Switzerland’s routes controlled by rivals, yet few sought to control Swiss territory itself. Switzerland’s economic vitality was likewise crucial. Swiss free trade policies and the abundance of their markets gave seventeenth and eighteenth century belligerents strong motives to respect Swiss neutrality.

The French Revolution catalyzed the emergence of modern Switzerland. Revolutionary ideology found eager adherents in Switzerland, making the state vulnerable to Napoleon’s armies. In 1798, Napoleon and his armies invaded, annexing Geneva to France and proclaiming the establishment of the “Helvetic Republic,” modeled after republican France. It had a strong central government consisting of an elected chamber of deputies, a senate, and a directory of five
men at the top. Under Napoleon’s oversight, the Helvetic constitution eliminated the original
cantons, reallocating territory to twenty-three smaller units. The two republics entered an
offensive and defensive alliance, where France guaranteed the independence and unity of the
Helvetic Republic and Switzerland supplied 12,000 men for the French armies. Being now
essentially a vassal state of Napoleon’s France, Switzerland forfeited any claim to neutrality, and
most of the wars of the second coalition (1798–1802) were fought on Swiss soil.29

With the treaty of Amiens (27 March 1802), French troops withdrew and the state
seemed to regain its autonomy. But the Swiss so resisted Napoleon’s centralized constitution that
by the end of the year he was forced to send 30,000 French troops back again.30 Summoning
Swiss leaders to Paris, Napoleon forced the writing of a “mediation constitution,” completed on
19 February 1803. Dividing the state into nineteen cantons, it better reflected Swiss political
traditions but remained a product of French domination. Soon they were supplying 20,000 men
for Napoleon’s armies.31

Napoleon’s defeat in the battle of Leipzig (16–19 October 1813) had powerful
implications for Switzerland. With allied armies approaching the Swiss frontier, the central
government declared its neutrality; but the allies barreled through in pursuit of the French. A
small defensive contingent of about 12,000 Swiss soldiers fell to overwhelming force.32 The
outcome was removal of French dominance and the establishment of a multi-power allied
protectorate over Switzerland.33

Switzerland’s future was a major agenda item at the Congress of Vienna, 1814 –1815.
Subject to the approval of the Swiss government, on March 20, 1815, the powers announced
their intention to neutralize Switzerland. For its part, Switzerland wanted clarification of its
territorial dimensions, as France had annexed Geneva, Neuchatel, and several other territories
during the war. Deliberations were abruptly interrupted by the return of Napoleon to Paris.
Having solemnly promised to respect the perpetual neutrality of Switzerland, the allied powers
asked the Swiss to allow allied armies to pass across Swiss soil again. Under the circumstances
the Swiss could hardly refuse. Meanwhile, the Swiss Diet acceded to the March declaration of
the powers, signifying satisfaction with the territorial adjustments and political arrangements. Delayed by Napoleon’s campaign of a hundred days, final signature was part of the second Peace of Paris, November 20, 1815. In the treaty Austria, Great Britain, Portugal, Prussia, Russia and France acknowledged Switzerland’s permanent neutrality and provided a formal guarantee of the “integrity and inviolability” of Swiss territory. Shortly thereafter, Sweden and Spain also acceded to the declaration.34

Since 1815, the military readiness of the Swiss to defend their borders and to prevent foreign use of their territory has been crucial to the success of neutralization. In 1870, Switzerland was almost drawn into war when the French army, fleeing the Prussians, passed into Swiss territory; the Swiss disarmed and interned the French soldiers for the remainder of the war. Before the First World War, the German general staff considered sweeping through Switzerland to outflank the French defensive line at the southern end but decided that an invasion would be too costly.35 The Swiss mobilized their entire army on July 31, 1914 and were poised to make life difficult for any invading force. The Swiss also successfully deterred invasion of their territory during the Second World War, mobilizing some 430,000 men for defense of the frontiers. The Swiss define and enforce their own permanent neutrality, and since 1815 have never called upon the guarantors to intervene on their behalf.

Following Switzerland’s neutralization, the European powers tried to duplicate the formula just north, in Belgium and Luxembourg.

**Belgium, 1831**

Following the Napoleonic wars, the Congress of Vienna agreed to unite the Austrian Netherlands (Belgium) and Holland to form the Kingdom of the Netherlands; but the Belgians opposed the arrangement and grew steadily unhappy over the next 15 years. On October 4, 1830, Belgium declared its independence, and the European powers hastily called a conference in London. On January 20, 1831, the European powers agreed in principle that the state of Belgium would be independent and, so as to preserve the “balance of Europe,” neutralized. The
neutralization of Belgium fully satisfied no one (including the Belgians); however, it seemed the best solution to a destabilizing threat.

Several months passed before the European representatives could agree on the terms of a peace accord, the outlines of the final settlement had been sketched in London. On June 24, 1831, they prepared a preliminary treaty of eighteen articles, designed formally to separate Belgium from Holland and to recognize the independence, territorial integrity and permanent guaranteed neutrality of the new state. The Belgians had not even been consulted, and opposition was initially strong. Eventually, they accepted it. But Dutch King William angrily disagreed. On August 2, 1831, he broke off the armistice and sent the Dutch army into Belgium. In response, the Belgian Congress, taking just the action that the major powers had hoped to avert, asked the French for assistance; an army of 50,000 Frenchmen was soon advancing toward Brussels. In a short time, the French forced the Dutch to withdraw from all occupied areas except the port of Antwerp, where Dutch troops barricaded themselves against attack.

To avert disaster, including another major war in Europe, the powers framed a second treaty more favorable to Holland that defined Belgian frontiers virtually as they are today. The treaty of independence and neutralization of Belgium was signed in London on November 15, 1831 by the five major European powers, accepted by the Belgian congress, but rejected, as before, by Holland. On 14 December, the Dutch government formally protested it to the major powers. The protest received unexpected support from Austria, Prussia and Russia, who began to fear that they had gone too far in appeasing revolutionaries; but the remaining powers moved immediately to protect the treaty. Britain and France made arrangements to blockade the coast of Holland, to seize Dutch ships in British and French ports, and to send French forces into Antwerp, where Dutch troops remained in occupation. On May 21, 1833, the Dutch yielded and agreed to an armistice on the basis of the status quo; but they still refused to become a party to the treaty separating Belgium from Holland.

Eight years after the initial treaty’s signing, the Dutch finally gave in, acceding to the neutralization of an independent Belgium. On April 19, 1839 a further Treaty of London was
signed, incorporating the terms of the 1831 treaty. Supplementary treaties were concluded on the same day between the European powers and Holland, and between Belgium and Holland. The five principal signatory powers each separately guaranteed all terms of the 1839 treaty, including Belgium’s independence and neutralization. Holland undertook only an obligation to recognize and respect Belgium’s permanent neutrality, not guarantee it. Thus, with the reluctant approval of the Dutch, Belgium was formally neutralized and guaranteed by the major European powers. Under the terms of the agreement, they stripped Belgium of her permanent defenses (including a vast line of fortresses built to contain the French), while still permitting Belgium to maintain defensive armed forces.  

Later with the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870, the Gladstone government signed an additional treaty between Britain and Prussia, on the one hand, and then Britain and France, on the other, designed to shore up the 1839 agreement on Belgian neutrality and defuse the crisis on the Continent.

**Luxembourg, 1867**

Like its Belgian neighbor, Luxembourg was pinched between the dominance of France and emerging Germany. After Louis XIV captured Luxembourg in 1684, the great strategist of sieges, Marquis de Vauban, strengthened Luxembourg’s capital into a formidable fortress. Again like Belgium, Luxembourg was part of a barrier treaty against France, a failed effort as Napoleon’s France overran and annexed it completely in 1795.  

At the Congress of Vienna the European powers, trying again to restrain France, decided to place Luxembourg under the sovereignty of the Dutch king; but it was also to be permanently garrisoned against the French by Prussian troops. The elaborate arrangement called for three-quarters of the troops in Luxembourg to be Prussian the remainder Dutch.

In 1866, at the start of the Austro-Prussian War, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg demanded the withdrawal of the Prussian garrison of about 4,000 men. The Prussian government, led by Prime Minister Otto von Bismarck, flatly refused. Jealous of Prussia’s territorial gains in the war, Napoleon III then insisted that France be compensated for Prussia’s growing strength by the acquisition of Belgium and Luxembourg. Again, Bismarck refused.
Convinced that it would cost him nothing, however, Bismarck whet the French appetite: England would never tolerate the annexation of Belgium, he observed. But as for Luxembourg, why didn’t the emperor of France approach Dutch king William III himself? Bismarck was sure, he said, that the King would be only too pleased to sell the Luxembourgers and their territory for an appropriate sum.41

Following Bismarck’s advice, during the winter of 1866–1867 Napoleon III pressured the King of the Netherlands to sell Luxembourg to France. To ensure French forbearance as he united the German confederation, Bismarck encouraged him. Writing to his representative in Paris, Bismarck said that the French “must be induced to go on hoping and, above all, to retain their faith in our good will without being given any definite commitment.”42

This subterfuge lasted until March 1867, when Bismarck abruptly double-crossed and humiliated Napoleon. As Bismarck had predicted, the Dutch King agreed to sell Luxembourg to France for 5 million guilders, but only on the condition that the King of Prussia explicitly approve the sale. When Napoleon approached him to seek it, Bismarck now sharply protested that Prussia could not sanction the giving away of any German soil and that the views of all the major European powers must be sought. The Dutch king hastily withdrew his consent; but the affair leaked to the press, exposing Napoleon’s scheme and provoking nationalist hysteria among the Germans. The result was an acute European crisis.43 To deter the outbreak of war, the major European powers hastily gathered in London on 7 May and decided that Luxembourg should be neutralized.

Although modeled after Belgium, Luxembourg’s neutralization differed in three key respects. First, while Belgium was allowed to maintain armed forces for her own defense, Luxembourg was not. The European powers disarmed Luxembourg, mandating the destruction of all fortresses and permitting only the minimum number of troops necessary to maintain order. In one stroke, they transformed the city of Luxembourg from one of the greatest fortresses in Europe to an “open city.”44 Second, under the 1867 agreement Luxembourg remained within the customs union of the German federation, as the major powers thought it was not economically
viable on its own. Finally, Luxembourg’s guarantee contrasted with Belgium’s. Belgium’s permanent neutrality and territorial independence had been guaranteed severally by the signatory states, meaning that each of the major European powers individually committed to uphold the arrangement. For Luxembourg, the major powers provided only a collective guarantee, a weaker formulation that meant the Luxembourg guarantee was ambiguous from the start.

Effectiveness of the Neutralizations of Belgium and Luxembourg?

Determining whether the neutralizations of Belgium and Luxembourg were effective is not straightforward. While Belgian neutrality played a role in stabilizing the continent for decades, especially during the crisis of the 1870 Franco-Prussian war, in 1914 it helped precipitate the bloody catastrophe of the First World War.

Executing their notorious Schlieffen Plan in August 1914, the Germans invaded both Luxembourg and Belgium as their opening gambit in the West. Luxembourg complained but, having been demilitarized, provided no resistance. The Belgians were not so cooperative. On 3 August 1914, the Germans sent Brussels an ultimatum promising a guarantee of Belgium’s territorial integrity if the Belgians would allow German troops to pass through their territory on the way to France. The Belgians refused, and on 4 August the German army invaded Belgium. On the same day, Great Britain declared war on Germany and the entire continent was at war.

Five years and nine million soldiers’ deaths later, both neutralizations were abrogated in the 1919 Versailles treaty. The Belgians welcomed the move. Luxembourg’s status was more complicated. The German occupation, being primarily with about free passage of troops and supplies across Luxembourg territory, had been less oppressive than Belgium’s. The Germans controlled the rail lines but did not interfere in the activities of the civilian government. So Luxembourg did not declare war on Germany, was not a belligerent and did not participate in the peace conference. So Luxembourg did not accept the termination of its neutralized status, considering the 1867 treaty to remain in force—until the second German invasion at the start of the Second World War.
The Belgian Congo, 1885

Although called a “neutralization” at the time, this agreement had nothing to do with protecting the independence, stability and territorial integrity of the Congo Basin. Belgium’s King Leopold II wanted to exploit Congo’s resources—a problem since a neutralized state presumably should not have colonies. To accommodate him, the European powers declared its neutrality at the 1885 Congress of Berlin. They also gave King Leopold personal financial control over the territory and named it the Congo Free State. There were fifteen signatories, and for the first time even the Americans endorsed it. Each pledged to respect the “free state’s” neutral status, but there was neither a binding guarantee nor any right for the Congolese to protect themselves. Like Cracow, it had all of the drawbacks and none of the benefits of neutralization. In any case, Congo’s legal status proved virtually meaningless, as the British, Germans and Belgians ignored it in the brutal East African campaign of the First World War.48

Austria, 1955

Without neutralization, Austria would have been partitioned between East and West throughout the Cold War. The agreement under the Austrian State Treaty was the outcome of years of fractious negotiations between France, Britain, the United States, and the Soviet Union the four occupying powers after the Second World War. Looking at this prosperous country today it is difficult to envision ten years of allied occupation with bitter disputes over Austria’s borders, dangerous riots, internal unrest, and two attempted coups (1947 and 1950). Yet, in 1955, the four powers suddenly came to an understanding and agreed to withdraw their armies. Austria’s neutral, unified status stood as an intriguing exception to Europe’s partition, and the state remains permanently neutral today.

Like the Swiss, the Austrians played a crucial role in pursuing their own interests and in the country’s eventual neutralization.49 Only three months after the allied occupation began, the Austrians held their first postwar election and established a provisional national government. This government doggedly rebuilt Austria’s institutions and sense of national identity during the occupation. With the death of Stalin in March 1953 and evidence of a Kremlin leadership
struggle, the Austrians took the initiative to approach the Soviet government and propose military neutrality. Molotov told the Austrians that a declaration of neutrality was mere words. The Western powers were not much more enthusiastic, especially at first. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Arthur Radford, privately expressed concern about the strategic implications of signing any treaty that would make Austria a neutral state—especially if neutrality precluded the use of Austrian territory by the newly established North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Meanwhile, to the dismay of Pentagon analysts, the British and the French confided that they could no longer bear the economic burden of the occupation and would have to withdraw two-thirds of their troops even without a treaty.

Meanwhile Soviet policy was moving in the opposite direction, toward long-term occupation. At the Berlin Conference of Foreign Ministers, January–February 1954, Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov insisted that allied troops remain in Austria until a German peace treaty was signed. In other words, with or without an Austrian treaty, the Red Army would stay in Austria until the fate of Germany was settled to Soviet satisfaction. The proposal was unacceptable to the Western powers as well as to the Austrians, so the four-power talks collapsed again. For the remainder of 1954, Austria’s fate was eclipsed by an international fixation on West German rearmament. The Soviet Union warned repeatedly that the fates of Germany and Austria were intertwined; plans to rearm Germany would result in “new impediments for the final settlement of the Austrian question.” The implication was that Moscow would partition Austria if West Germany were rearmed. As the debate over West German rearmament continued into the early days of 1955, Austria’s future looked bleak.

Yet in February 1955 Soviet policy suddenly changed, paving the way for the final agreement. In a February 8 speech before the Supreme Soviet, Molotov announced that the USSR might countenance an Austrian State Treaty independent of a German peace treaty. Two months later, invited by Molotov, the Austrians sent another delegation to Moscow for bilateral discussions. There the Austrian government agreed to declare Austria a permanently neutral state, adhering to “neutrality after the Swiss model” following the signing of a treaty among the
major powers and the withdrawal of foreign troops. In a few days the Austrians and the Russians settled all the outstanding disagreements. The final treaty was much more favorable to the Austrians than the draft treaty had been. The Russians agreed, for instance, to drop limitations on the size of the Austrian army, and they accepted economic terms more liberal to Austria than any they had previously considered. Khrushchev, in a state of buoyant good humor, advised Austrian Chancellor Raab: “Follow my example and turn Communist . . . But if I really can’t convince you then for God’s sake stay as you are!”

The decision to sign the Austrian State Treaty directly resulted from the failure of the Soviet government’s efforts to use Austria as a bargaining chip against the rearmament of West Germany, and Soviet desire to see a neutral corridor on its western frontier, from Finland and Sweden through Germany, Austria, and Switzerland down to Italy and Yugoslavia. A vigorous Soviet attempt to improve relations with neutral or “uncommitted” states in Europe followed the signing of the accord, including a Soviet delegation’s trip to Yugoslavia, the return of the Porkkala naval base to Finland, and an invitation to West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to visit Moscow. More important, Khrushchev anticipated that the new Soviet attitude toward neutrality would be favorably received in the developing world. By the end of 1955, Khrushchev and his followers had affected a dramatic demarche, including state visits to India, Burma and Afghanistan, flamboyant denunciations of Western “colonialism,” and offers of assistance to any underdeveloped Arab or Asian country.

After giving varying degrees of support over the years to the diplomatic effort, France, Britain and the United States also reached consensus on terms both proposed and desired by the Austrian government. The Americans had worried that Austria’s neutrality would tempt the West Germans, but Chancellor Konrad Adenauer gave US Secretary of State Dulles assurances to the contrary. In short, there were no losers in the signing of the Austrian State Treaty. Permanent neutrality became a part of the Austrian Constitution on October 26, 1955, and that status continues today.
Of course, the Austrian case differs from the current situation in Afghanistan. Although the European state was under four-power occupation in the wake of the Second World War, it elected a strong central government three months after hostilities ended. The Austrian government played a key role in breaking the deadlock between the major powers, with leaders traveling to Moscow to negotiate with the Soviet government. They sought a permanently neutral status and by 1955 had developed a territorial army to defend their frontiers. On the other hand, there were serious disputes over Austria’s southern border and considerable domestic unrest, including two attempted Communist coups. Without clever diplomacy and dogged persistence, Austria would have been partitioned rather than neutralized.

Laos, 1962

Like Austria, the neutralization of Laos had an impressive lineage of high-powered negotiations by smart diplomats; yet it was a failure before it even began. It is a cautionary tale about the pitfalls of neutralizing a peninsular territory, geographically unsuitable and ensnared in a neighbor’s civil war.

In the wake of the defeat of French colonial forces at the battle of Dien Bien Phu, the 1954 Geneva Conference sought to end the war in Vietnam and establish peace in the Indochina peninsula. Being a French protectorate, Laos’ future was already entangled with Vietnam’s. The 1954 Geneva Conference participants (UK, US, USSR, France, PRC, North and South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos) divided Vietnam along the 17th parallel, affirmed the independence of Laos, mandated the withdrawal of Vietnamese troops, and called for democratic elections. Immediately upon his election, the Laotian Prime Minister declared the state’s policy of “peace and neutrality,” but at this point there was no external guarantee. By 1959, Laos was already infiltrated by the North Vietnamese (aligned with the Communist Pathet Lao) and aided by the United States (aligned with the Royal Lao Government). A Laotian civil war prevailed along the Eastern border, a dividing line that ran the entire length of the country.

In May 1961 the Second Geneva Conference began, including the participants of the first conference along with Canada, Poland, India, Burma and Thailand. By now there were
three warring factions within Laos: the Communist Pathet Lao, the centrist Laotian
government, and the right-wing military anti-Communists. The second Geneva conference
produced an agreement formally neutralizing Laos, with thirteen states pledging to guarantee the
status, and a tripartite Laotian government also officially committed to its own neutrality.
According to the Geneva Accord (23 July 1962), the government of Laos agreed to not to
participate in any alliances or allow “the establishment of any foreign military bases on Laotian
territory, nor allow any country to use Laotian territory for military purposes or for the purposes
of interference in the internal affairs of other countries . . .” while the 13 other signatories agreed
to respect the neutrality and territorial integrity of Laos. The agreement contained no provision
for consequences (other than consultation) in the event of violation. But it did establish an
International Control Commission comprised of Canada, India and Poland, who were to
supervise the observance of the ceasefire and Laotian neutrality.

In the long term, the neutralization of Laos had little chance to succeed. Although on
paper it had the essential internal and external dimensions of a good neutralization accord, the
Laotians were too weak to protect their own territorial integrity and the external actors never
meant to do so. The Canadians, Poles and Indians could not enforce a status that was secretly
being violated by their own allies and co-signatories. The North Vietnamese had already
established the Ho Chi Minh trail, a robust supply line that was merely masked by the 1962
neutralization three years later. The United States then provided robust aid to the Hmong, an
indigenous tribe living in the mountains along the long border with Vietnam, and from 1965–73
dropped some two million tons of bombs on neutral Laotian territory. Even without the
Vietnam War drawing it in, however, Laos’ geographical position on the northwest portion of
the Indo-Chinese peninsula would have doomed any neutralization effort. Although there have
been various proposals through the years, including in Southeast Asia (Malaysian Proposal,
1970) and on the Korean Peninsula, there has never been a case of successful neutralization along
a peninsula.
Although it did not end the fighting or result in long term protection for the state, the neutralization of Laos did accomplish key short- and medium-term aims for US policy. The agreement detached the country from the larger bipolar contest between the United States and the Soviet Union, sidestepping another proxy war there between the superpowers. Following the agreement, the Laotian Prime Minister, Souvanna Phouma, took a far more conciliatory approach toward the West. It also eliminated the possibility of US troop commitments in Laos, a policy option supported by some of President John F. Kennedy’s advisors. And there were important domestic political benefits for President Kennedy, demonstrating his earnest desire to end the conflict and act as a peacemaker in the region. While the neutralization accord was a clear failure in the long term, it did yield valuable results and a measure of stability for a time. 58

This case has both similarities and differences with the situation in Afghanistan. Similarities include the presence of an internal civil war fed by the ideology of its neighboring state, a weak central government, and the powerful interests of combatants in a neighboring conflict that easily overwhelmed any legal or moral commitment to respect Laotian neutrality. Neutralization accords cannot create a confluence of interests that does not exist. On the other hand, there are key differences between the Laotian and Afghan cases. The geography of Laos is narrow, land-locked, mountainous, accessible, and difficult to defend, and the inhabitants lacked a tradition of territorial defense in any case. Neutral Laotian territory provided a key, protected logistical pathway for supplying the insurgency in Vietnam. Afghanistan, although it provides important strategic depth vis-à-vis Pakistan and India, is not the direct access point for the conflict between its regional neighbors. And the Afghans have a strong tradition of successfully repelling foreigners; indeed, it is one of the few things that have united them in the past.

**Turkmenistan, 1995**

Turkmenistan, a highly autocratic republic of the Soviet Union, declared its independence in 1991 and continued single-party rule into the post-Soviet era. It is one of the world’s most repressive countries.59 The state, which is mainly flat desert, borders the Caspian Sea and has important oil and natural gas reserves. Its national army acts as a territorial defense
force and is forbidden to operate outside the borders of the country. In 1995, the government asked the U.N. General Assembly to pass a resolution recognizing Turkmenistan’s permanently neutral status, and the government then enshrined that status in the national Constitution. The resolution was cosponsored by major powers including the US, Russia, Iran, Pakistan and Turkey, but there was no enforceable guarantee. With a vague collective external endorsement, the neutralization accord parallels Luxembourg’s 1867 neutralization and has yet to be seriously tested.

III. BUILDING A THEORY OF NEUTRALIZATION

The foregoing provides an overview of neutralization attempts (summarized in Table 13.1). Comparative analysis highlights the following:

1. **Key Geographic features:** There has never been a successful neutralization along a peninsula, and flat areas such as coastal plains or open lowlands are also unpromising. Landlocked countries with mountainous features are well suited for neutralization, a concept heavily dependent upon traditional geopolitical factors.

2. **Contested Borders:** The existence of a border dispute in the territory of the state does not reduce the likelihood of successful neutralization, especially because the negotiations often provide a forum for their resolution. Neutralized countries or territories with contested borders include Switzerland, Moresnet, Belgium, Upper Savoy, Austria and Laos. The neutralization of Switzerland included ambiguity about the sovereign status of neighboring provinces such as Upper Savoy (also neutralized), where the Swiss could send troops to protect their own neutrality. Belgium’s borders disputed for years after the neutralization. Although the great powers agreed that the main outlines of Austria would be the pre-Anschluss territory, Yugoslav partisans engaged in violent incursions in the south; those claims were not resolved until 1949. The Soviet delegation refused to sign an Austrian treaty until the port of Trieste was finally divided between Italy and
Yugoslavia in 1954. The only case in which there was no attempt to clarify the status of disputed borders was Laos—also the only case to quickly fail.

3. **History of Domestic Conflict:** There is no apparent relationship between domestic conflict and whether or not neutralization succeeded. This counterintuitive finding is clearly born out by comparative examination of the thirteen cases presented here. Switzerland’s history of civil war is virtually unparalleled in the history of modern Europe. Indeed, the Swiss decision to become a neutral state was elemental to its emergence and survival as a political entity. With the revolution to secede from Holland, Belgium’s unrest was a key reason for neutralizing it to contain the revolutionary contagion. Austria’s domestic unrest in the aftermath of the Second World War was in part a result of foreign occupation and the desperate economic circumstances of the domestic population; however it included two attempted coups and serious border skirmishes in the south. States or territories without domestic conflict included Moresnet, Luxembourg, Cracow, Malta, and Congo—all failures.

4. **Economic Value to the Region:** High economic value to the surrounding region is a necessary but not sufficient condition for successful neutralization. There is no case of successful neutralization in the absence of economic assets of interest to the neighbors, especially control of key trade routes. The only example of a successfully neutralized territory in the absence of commercial value was Upper Savoy, which had proximity to key mountain passes.

5. **Enforceable Guarantee:** Neutralization accords formally recognize stalemates between major powers and all those with the ability to intervene must acquiesce. Acquiescence to the status quo often follows costly and unsuccessful attempts to alter it unilaterally. Napoleon’s France tried fruitlessly to conquer Switzerland. The Soviet Union tried and failed to execute two Communist overthrows in Eastern Austria. If any party holds out hopes of unilateral victory, the agreement will fail. The neutralizations of Belgium and Luxembourg yielded decades of stability but failed when Germany invaded. Related to
this, the major powers must commit to an enforceable guarantee, meaning that they police each other if there is a violation of the state’s neutrality. Agreeing to “respect” the neutrality of the state is not sufficient: the individual commitment to respect the neutrality of the Congo basin failed, as did the agreement to “consult” if Laos’ neutrality was violated. It remains to be seen whether the 1995 UN recognition of Turkmenistan’s neutrality will suffice.

6. **Strong Defenses:** There must be international agreement about the defensive military posture of the state, and the neutralized state must be able to fulfill its commitments. Foreign actors must not be able to use the neutralized state’s territory for their own military purposes. Will the state be armed or unarmed? Will there be limits on armaments? This aspect has evolved in the past two centuries away from the emphasis upon external military guarantors toward stronger emphasis on internal territorial defenses. A key reason for the eventual failures in Belgium and Luxembourg was the demilitarization of both territories. As in the case of Laos, belligerent foreign powers can drag the neutralized state unwillingly into a conflict even if intervention occurs without permission. All parties wanted both Switzerland and Austria armed. Switzerland had a storied and unparalleled tradition of territorial defense, which was a deterrent to potential meddlers for centuries. Austria stayed out of military alliances (most notably NATO) and developed a territorial army to deter the actions of any stronger power.

7. **Indigenous support:** The state and its people must be dedicated to their own permanent neutrality. The concept of neutralization has evolved along with modern international law and the nation-state itself. It has shifted emphasis over the centuries, especially the relative importance of the external vs. the internal dimensions. The degree to which the neutralized state’s inhabitants accept and, better yet, initiate the accord is more important than the strength, nature and form of the external guarantee. The neutralization must be initiated by the state in question, as was the case in Austria and Switzerland, rather than imposed by external powers, as in the Belgian Congo and Cracow. Austria had a
provisional national government from the earliest months of the postwar occupation and that leadership steadily gained strength, helped by the Western powers (especially the United States). But a centralized form of government is not critical: Switzerland’s loose federation of cantons fought for control over the mountainous territory for centuries, organically developing a tradition of neutrality as a way to keep the state from breaking apart. National identity is more important than type of government. With the exception of the 1962 neutralization of Laos, every example of failure has been a case of imposed or reluctantly accepted neutrality, without the support of the government and its people. The role of the state has gradually overshadowed that of its guarantors.

IV. AFGHANISTAN AS A CASE STUDY

Historical Background

Seeing the Afghans merely as victims of neighborly aggression is ahistorical and counterproductive. Had Afghan leaders not been wily diplomats and warriors, independent Afghanistan would have disappeared long ago.

In the nineteenth century, the state was caught in the expansion of European empires, with the Russians pushing their boundaries southward into Central Asia and the British reaching northward from India. The British, anxious to protect against tsarist encroachment into British India, twice invaded Afghanistan (1839–42 and 1878–79) and twice found themselves forced by fierce local resistance to withdraw. Although they were repulsed, after the second Anglo-Afghan war the British gained the right to occupy the Khyber Pass and to control Afghan foreign policy. To counter British influence, the Afghans approached the Russians and, through complicated diplomatic maneuvers, successfully played one power against the other while protecting the autonomy of the state. Eventually the imperial powers colluded; in 1907, they entered into an entente, which among other things formally established Afghanistan as a buffer state between the two empires and again ceded Afghanistan’s foreign policy to the British. The Afghans had
no say in the accord, but gradually accepted it and found satisfaction in the preservation of their independence.

Independence from outside control was more important in Afghanistan’s emergence as a state than was internal unity. The martial tradition of the Afghan tribes was directed against not only outside invaders but also those attempting to impose centralized rule. Apart from the campaigns against the British, much of nineteenth century Afghanistan was characterized by civil struggle between rival tribal leaders, vying for local control with varying sources of power and authority. The only focus of legitimate national authority was the monarchy, and that was weak: the title of amir passed from ruler to ruler, as leaders were overthrown, murdered or militarily defeated.

Afghanistan’s policy of neutrality and nonalignment between rival international powers was a rallying point for nationhood. Despite strong pressure from the Germans and domestic agitation in favor of alliance with the Turks, Afghanistan remained neutral in both world wars. Between the wars, the Afghans took advantage of the war-weariness of the British and tried to incite the Muslims of India to revolt. In 1919, looking for both a diversion from internal strife and potential political gains, the Afghan Amir, Amanullah, proclaimed a religious war, called upon the tribes, and began to invade British India (now Pakistan). But Afghan forces were repulsed by a larger and more technologically advanced British force, relying upon Royal Air Force raids against Kabul. The two sides signed a peace treaty in August 1919 that included reaffirmation of the Durand Line. But the British also stopped paying the Afghan government an annual subsidy, and the Afghans regained control of their own foreign policy. This is arguably when Afghanistan emerged as a truly independent state. Again to offset the British, the Afghans turned to the Russians, concluding treaties of friendship and nonaggression with the Bolshevik regime. This pattern of playing one power against the other is ingrained in Afghan statecraft, which, although not always successful in fending off invasions, has been neither passive nor naive.
After the 1947 partition of India and British withdrawal, the Afghan government’s rivalry was transferred to Pakistan. Two years later, in 1949, Kabul and Karachi began a border dispute that continues today. The crux of the dispute is the status of the peoples of the Pashtun tribes who were divided from Afghanistan by the British-drawn Durand Line. For more than 50 years, Afghanistan pursued a policy of trying to reclaim the Pashtun areas first from the British and then from the Pakistanis.

Meanwhile, the Afghan elite sought aid and loans for the economic development of the country. With the British no longer a major factor in the region (and no longer providing a lucrative subsidy), the government approached the United States for aid, receiving some $524 million between 1949 and 1979. Following their foreign policy tradition, the Afghans openly tried to gain leverage by playing the United States off the Soviet Union, just as they had for decades balanced the Russians off against the British. But this time the policy failed; unlike the British, American policy makers considered Afghanistan distant and unimportant.

By the mid-1950s, the United States had decided to arm Afghanistan’s rival, Pakistan, and to encourage participation in anti-Communist alliances. The Eisenhower Administration aligned itself with the position that the Durand Line was a fixed border, thus opposing Afghan claims and alienating the leadership. The Afghan government turned increasingly to the Soviet Union. Between 1954 and 1978, Afghanistan slowly came under Soviet influence, receiving more than twice the aid received from the United States (c. $1.3m), and approximately the same amount again in Soviet military aid. Numerous other Soviet-Afghan agreements, such as those providing for the training of Afghan military personnel in the Soviet Union, followed.

By walking a fine line between rival powers in the region for centuries, Afghanistan succeeded in its primary aim: independence. This pattern abruptly ended in 1973 with the overthrow of the monarchy, which increased still further the country’s vulnerability to external influences. President Mohammed Daoud’s rise to power signaled the end of a short-lived flirtation with constitutional monarchy and resulted in the exile of the king. Military power had been directly responsible for bringing Daoud to power, but the disaffected social and economic
forces that had facilitated the coup began to undermine his government almost as soon as it was established.

Again the answer was to try to balance the interests of neighboring powers off each other. In foreign affairs, Daoud began to move the country away from its Russian oriented policy and search for new sources of foreign support, accepting aid from the Shah of Iran, seeking more aid from the United States, travelling to India, Yugoslavia, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and even improving relations with Pakistan. None of this was viewed favorably in Moscow. Daoud was attempting to reduce Afghanistan’s dependence upon the Soviet Union at a time when the superpower to the north was growing stronger than ever before, the United States and Britain had withdrawn, and there was no equivalent power in the region to offset that strength.62

Meanwhile, in the mid-1970s, the Soviet Union began a serious effort to provide support to the Afghan communists, who were split between rival Khalq and Parcham factions. When a communist coup occurred in April 1978, Nur Mohammed Taraki became president and prime minister, and Hafizullah Amin became foreign minister. Both were in the Khalq faction of the Afghan communist party, the more ideologically pure and less pro-Soviet faction. Amin, a military strong man, had been largely responsible for organizing the coup. His control of the military and the secret police gave him a formidable base for consolidating his internal power. Seven months after the coup, Taraki had become little more than a figurehead, with Amin wielding most of the power within Afghanistan. In Soviet eyes, Taraki was a benign, malleable Marxist, but Amin clashed repeatedly with Moscow. In September 1979, a Soviet plot to kill Amin failed: Taraki was killed instead and Amin rose to the Presidency.

Amin was a nationalistic, strong-willed leader, determined to resist Soviet control even as he pressured the Russians to provide more aid to the faltering communist regime. Domestically, he attempted widespread modernization, including land reform and a literacy campaign that defied Islamic traditions. He was ruthless and cruel, ordering the execution of thousands of his political opponents. These actions alienated much of the population and eliminated whatever chance there might have been to gain broad support for the Kabul regime. With the fall of the
shah and the radicalization of neighboring Iran, Soviet leaders were doubly determined to remove Amin so as to stabilize the fledgling Communist state and prevent the spread of Islamist extremism on their border. In December 1979, Soviet troops invaded. Soviet leaders installed Babrak Karmal, a leader from the Parcham faction of the Afghan Communist Party who was much more amenable to their interests, and began an occupation and war against the mujahideen resistance force that ended in the deaths of some 13,833 Soviet troops (469,685 sick or wounded), the defeat of the Communist government, the withdrawal of Soviet forces in 1989, and the end of the Soviet Union itself a few years after that.  

The story of the rise of the mujahideen during the 1990s, the 9/11 attacks on the United States, and the 2001 invasion is well known. Parallels with the Soviet military experience are thin: the initial cause of the invasion, the multinational nature of the ISAF force, and the much greater amount of US aid are all sharp contrasts. But the tradition of playing major powers against one another persists, with US troops targeted by insurgents supported by Pakistan and Iran. The violent interplay between major powers, and Kabul’s active role in the geopolitical drama, are nothing new.

Neutralization for Afghanistan?

While it is obviously not Switzerland or Austria, Afghanistan does meet most of the seven criteria for successful neutralization. The first three are straightforward. Geographically Afghanistan is mountainous and landlocked. While the state is not inclined toward centralized government, neither was Switzerland. ISAF’s well-meaning efforts to encourage Afghan centralization are reminiscent of Napoleon’s folly two centuries earlier: it is possible that the optimal government for 21st century Afghanistan is a loosely-aligned confederation. Second, the borders of Afghanistan are clear, with the important exception of the Durand Line. But the cases of Switzerland, Belgium, and Austria demonstrate that this is not an insurmountable obstacle. Establishing a process for finalizing the borders during the framework negotiations would be crucial. Third, the notorious record of domestic conflict in Afghanistan, following the Soviet invasion of 1979 and now with the resurgence of the Taliban, is not a disqualifier. Neutralization
could help the inhabitants coalesce around the common aim of protecting Afghan territory against foreign interveners instead of killing fellow Afghans.

Afghanistan has important economic value to the region—the fourth criterion. Drug trafficking and illicit trade are serious concerns; however, strengthening border controls and developing the Afghan security forces could enhance state control at the expense of nonstate actors and warlords. The Chinese are especially motivated to protect the investments they have made in Afghan minerals and resources, and the Iranians, whose population suffers from the highest levels of drug addition in the world,\textsuperscript{64} would support Afghan efforts to reduce the flow of heroin. Responsibly developing the resources and mineral wealth of Afghanistan would serve the entire region and contribute to the long-term stability and development of the country, as well as its neighbors.

Fifth, the exact nature of the guarantee would be important. Regional actors share the need for Afghan stability but have conflicting national agendas. Those with an interest in the future of the state include Pakistan, India, China, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Russia, along with the United States and possibly NATO. Neighbors such as Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan might play a role, although Austria’s neutralization demonstrates that contiguous states need not be guarantors. China’s role could be crucial, given its ties to Pakistan, its concerns about Uighur radicalization, its interest in avoiding a destabilizing India-Pakistan nuclear conflict, and its desire to avoid a permanent American military presence on its border. Although such ambitious regional diplomacy would present challenges, the neighbors share a strong common interest in a stable Afghan government and preventing the return of a radical Sunni government.

Pakistan’s own internal problems have reduced enthusiasm for another Taliban-ruled neighboring state, as well. Preventing radical spillover and further unrest among Pakistani Pashtuns are key objectives in Islamabad. Related, the Pakistan military fears the possibility of Indian influence in Afghanistan, stoking up Pashtun nationalism on the Pakistani side of the border and Baluch nationalism in Baluchistan. A stable, neutralized Afghanistan, removed from
Indian involvement (or that of any other state), would serve Pakistan’s interests, especially if the accord resulted, at least eventually, in recognition of the Durand line. This is likewise the case with respect to Iran. Judging by Iran’s behavior in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, it could theoretically play a constructive role. Iran does not want a radicalized Sunni regime on its border, and it has a strong interest in protecting trade routes through Afghanistan. Neutralization could return the loosely aligned Afghan provinces to their traditional focus upon controlling local trade routes and ensuring local security. Afghanistan might return to a potpourri of types of governance in the country loosely aligned with Kabul but empowered to provide local security against outsiders. Iranian efforts to encourage Shia identity in Afghanistan would be less threatening if the state were stable and neutralized.

Sixth, the level and quality of defenses would be very important, as only a well-armed Afghanistan could defend itself against both outside intervention and internal unrest. The intense US effort to develop the Afghan national army and police is well targeted to meet this need. During the height of its occupation, the United States built Afghanistan a counterinsurgency army; however, the Afghan Ministry of Defense, arguing that insurgents mainly target western forces, preferred to transition to a conventional army focusing particularly on the threats from Pakistan and Iran. The Afghans would like to be able to control their own air space, with radar and artillery capabilities that could respond to threats across the border. Under a multilateral framework agreement, the United States and NATO could beef up Afghanistan’s defensive forces, including increased capabilities to monitor incursions using reconnaissance drones and night-vision capabilities. That kind of Territorial Army would perfectly suit a neutralized state.

Neutralization accords require the withdrawal of foreign forces, at least eventually, and the state’s eventual assumption of responsibility for military control of its own territory. Such an outcome could be approached in phases, with the United States engaging in training Afghan security forces for their role as a Territorial Army and helping to monitor Afghan territory in short or medium term. The process of withdrawal need not be precipitous. The 5,500 American
troops projected to be deployed to Afghanistan for some time could play the role of garrison force protecting Kabul in the near term. Also, the United States will want to retain its counterterrorism mission in Afghanistan, as well as the capability to spy on Pakistan, Iran and China. Intelligence cooperation with a neutral government is nothing new: Austria played a vital role in this regard during the Cold War.

An Afghanistan government determined to hew to its own permanent neutrality, defensively armed and supported by a multilateral accord among the neighboring powers, would be stronger and more aligned with American interests than a government that quickly fell under Pakistan’s control or influence—an outcome that would only magnify the influence of the Taliban. In this respect, moves by the recently-elected Ashraf Ghani government to draw closer to the Pakistan government are worrisome steps in the wrong direction.

Which leads to the final requirement: indigenous support. The state must be dedicated to its own permanent neutrality. Successful neutralization of Afghanistan would require both the initiative and active involvement of the Afghan people, either through their government in Kabul or through a federated association of more local provincial leaders (parallel to the Swiss Cantons). The Afghans themselves would have to pursue a declaration of permanent neutrality, a move that would serve Afghanistan’s broader long-term national interests but could be hard to achieve, given domestic disunity. (Here parallels with Laos come to mind.) Admittedly Afghan elites may prefer to continue to enrich themselves by cutting deals with external powers. Monitoring and enforcing such an agreement would be a challenge. It would require a means of verifying non-interference from outside powers, and spoilers, both external and internal to Afghan territory, could compromise success and spur further intervention. But the key to success would be to make this concept an Afghan initiative.

**Alternative Pathways for Afghanistan**

There is no denying that neutralization is challenging and could fail. So, what are the alternatives? Apart from neutralization, there are four: partition, satellite status, military occupation, or civil war.
**Partition**

Senior US officials such as Ambassador Robert Blackwill have argued that partition is the only feasible solution for post-ISAF Afghanistan, ceding the south and east to the Taliban and concentrating on protecting the non-Pashtun areas in the north and west. But partition is an unpromising means to end the conflict in Afghanistan, not least because the Afghans do not want it. The country has experienced partition twice before, with poor results. The British first brought about *de jure* partition during the late nineteenth century, when they drew the Durand line between Afghanistan and British India. This did not reduce conflict in subsequent decades. Almost a century later, following the Soviet retreat, Afghanistan entered a period of civil war that led to a division between vast Taliban-controlled Pashtun-dominated areas in the south, center and west, and smaller United Front areas in the north and east. That *de facto* partition enabled Al–Qaeda to use Afghan territory as a launching pad for the September 2001 attacks against the United States. In short, Afghanistan is a textbook case of a country that did not experience greater stability and reduced civil conflict following past partition, and there is no reason to believe that it will do so in the future.

**Satellite Status**

Afghanistan can be an economic and military satellite of the United States or another major power. Some point to the large amounts of foreign aid provided by one major power—first the British, then the Soviets and finally the United States—as stabilizing factors throughout the 20th century. But clientalism has been a key source of weakness in the past. After losing British subsidies in the 1920s, Afghan elites followed a conscious policy of seeking funds from powerful patrons, becoming so dependent on foreign aid that by 1973, 2/3rds of Afghanistan’s annual revenue came from foreign loans and grants. This dependency contributed to weak governance and endemic corruption, as successive regimes relied upon external patronage and their own control of the aid. The ability to tax its citizens declined: direct taxation brought in the bulk of government revenue in the 1920s, 30% in the 1950s, and less than 1% in the 1970s. Foreign aid was effective in securing and enriching government elites, less so building the indigenous
institutions required to strengthen state governance. Economic dependency upon a single major power would serve neither Afghan interests nor those of the United States.

Military Occupation

Afghanistan has been occupied by the Russians, the British and now (mainly) the Americans. Potential candidates for future military occupation include Pakistan, Iran and China. Pakistan’s paranoia about potential Indian military activities at their back door could prompt it to send troops across the border. Likewise, in the absence of effective Afghan security, China and Iran will be tempted to control the areas nearest to them—as is already happening to some degree. But this is a counterproductive strategy for the entire region, not to mention the United States. Historically military occupation has neither reduced the level of conflict in the country nor facilitated the building of a strong, stable and prosperous state within a vibrant region.

Civil War

Civil war is the most likely outcome of continuing on the current path. Recent attempts to transport Afghanistan from its deeply embedded tribal and cultural roots to a modern centralized democratic government ignored the 500-year consolidation needed by other ethnically complex nation-states. Endemic factionalism, sectarianism, corruption, and weak institutions will continue in the short or medium term. ISAF made important strides, especially with the Afghan National Army; but outside powers cannot impose long-term order and unity any more than Napoleon could crush the independent-minded Swiss into a centralized nation-state. Afghanistan is a semi-feudal, developing state that must be built indigenously, with economic support but without further political and military meddling. Yet the current trajectory is for neighboring powers to align themselves with internal factions within Afghanistan, potentially tearing the country apart. In this regard, the Taliban’s September 2015 capture of northern Afghan city of Kuduz, after five months of fighting Afghan security forces, was the first time the Taliban had taken control of a major city since 2001. If the current trajectory continues,
the Taliban will grow in strength, forcing Afghanistan to again become a potential sanctuary for violent, anti-US nonstate actors such as the Islamic State and Al-Qaeda.

Of these various possibilities, Afghanistan’s neutralization is the best available long term option for American interests. It is the only one that would enable Afghanistan to maintain its independence and sovereignty for any period of time, and the most likely to lead to a stable state that is not a threat to itself or others.

CONCLUSION

Neutralization is not a panacea, but it is the only promising way forward for protecting both American interests and Afghan stability. Neutralization poses few costs and has high potential pay-off for the United States and all the other actors should it succeed. It would commit major powers such as China, Russia, and Iran to the stability and viability of the state, offsetting Pakistan’s growing influence. Another radical Sunni Islamist regime would threaten them all. The current trajectory toward renewed internal conflict in Afghanistan is clear: the emergence of a small ISIS-aligned force in Afghanistan and its August 2015 declaration of war against the Afghan Taliban provides insight into the ongoing struggle between local and international radical forces. Oddly, it is more in American interests to support the Afghan government’s negotiations with the Afghan Taliban than to increase the incentives for the latter to align with external groups. The current pathway could drive nationalists and global Islamists together, repeating the tired pattern of instability in a region that now includes two nuclear powers, a dangerous radical ideology, and unprecedented potential for power projection.

After fourteen years of war, the American people are no longer willing to spend the lives and treasure needed to stabilize Afghanistan with large numbers of US troops. Neutralization could change the strategic matrix in the region, buying time and staving off the regional and domestic instability that currently looms. Like Belgium, Afghanistan’s neutralization need not succeed over the long term to be beneficial: even a short or medium term respite could bring important gains.71
Neutralization does not necessarily guarantee peace within a state. Instead, it quarantines the state from outside interference so that internal conflicts are not exacerbated and made contagious to the region. It contains the problem. Some will argue that the presence of non-state actors, powerful Taliban, Haqqani network, and other warring factions within Afghanistan make neutralization impossible. In fact, the opposite is true: only a pact of non-interference and verification can remove Afghanistan from an endless cycle of civil war at home and potential projection of violence abroad. In other words, both Afghanistan and the United States will be much better off with a neutralization agreement than without it.
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The contributors to this volume have advanced different perspectives on the challenges facing the United States in crafting a sustainable national security policy. They have offered diverse recommendations about how the United States can most effectively respond to those challenges. Nevertheless, our contributors are unanimous in one conclusion: The United States has reached a strategic crossroad. The extraordinary domestic and international transformations that have occurred in the last decade now demand a similarly profound transformation in our thinking, our policies, and our institutions. The need for such a reevaluation should have been evident years ago, but the scholarship presented in the volume strongly suggests that change can no longer wait.

Our contributors also agree that the prognosis for the future is neither irreversible decline nor a return to America’s previous ascendancy, but something in between. To master the more uncertain, fragmented, and challenging international environment, however, American policymakers will have to make some hard choices. First, American leaders will have to reexamine the resources and institutions that underpin the United States’ diplomacy, strategy, and military affairs. Building on lessons from previous eras of upheaval in American national security, the contributors to this volume have proposed a variety of ways to recalibrate America’s resources and institutions to serve contemporary policy needs better. Second, American leaders must critically re-examine the United States’ foreign commitments and assess whether America’s complex web of military alliances and partnerships, many of which were formed 70 years ago, still serve the nation’s interests today, or whether some of these commitments should be reformed or even discontinued. Many of these commitments cost little on a daily basis, and their costs are largely hidden from public view. Those characteristics have made it easy to carry them forward year after year, even as the costs—financial and strategic—accumulate. Like the “off-
balance-sheet” risks that ultimately bankrupted several of America’s largest banking institutions during the financial crisis of 2007–8, the real price of these commitments may only be recognized in times of emergency. Drawing on a close examination of various legacy commitments, the contributors offer a number of suggestions for refocusing American resources.

Underpinning the need to reevaluate American resources, institutions and commitments is the need to reassess our understanding of American power. Traditional American definitions of power are too narrow and are often premised on a time horizon that is too short. The authors of this book offer numerous insights on how American leaders should rethink national power and its implementation for greater long-term sustainability. Effective power, in historical and contemporary terms, is affordable, effective, and even efficient. The chapters speak to these qualities and the need to enhance them in current American policy.

**KEY FINDINGS/THEMES**

Six key findings and themes emerge from the contributions to this volume. First, nearly all of the authors emphasize the need to recognize explicitly the difficult tradeoffs the United States now faces in crafting a sustainable national security policy. Even at the height of its power, the United States lacked the resources, capabilities, and attention to respond to every potential threat in its environment. The need for prioritization is even more salient today in an era of constrained resources and globalized interests. Focusing our efforts on one threat or region, therefore, will inevitably come at the expense of others. Cindy Williams’ contribution reveals most directly, for example, the more dollars the US devotes to pay and benefits for military and civilian personnel and military retirees, the less it will have for force modernization and training. Jennifer Lind observes that the more military and political resources the US dedicates to Asian alliances or to counter the threat of a rising China, the less it can use in Europe to contain a resurgent Russia or in the Middle East to confront the threat of terrorist groups like ISIS. As Joshua Busby argues, efforts to contain China militarily and politically run counter to America’s strong interests in working with China to address climate change. Making these choices will be
difficult, and our contributors do not all agree on which choices will be best for American security. One of the central functions of a national security strategy is to weigh these kinds of competing priorities and prune the burgeoning list of claims on America’s resources that have rendered the nation’s current strategy unsustainable. Effective strategy turns on the discipline to observe limits.

Second, the contributors agree that even those aspects of American national security that should remain relatively unchanged require new justification in light of the dramatically changed strategic environment facing the United States. William Wohlforth, for example, concludes that the United States should “muddle through” with its current commitments to NATO, but he argues that the alliance has transitioned from its original role as a defensive organization to an institutional and military vehicle for US global leadership. Recognizing this new role for the alliance is critical, however, because doing so should influence America’s position on contemporary policy questions such as the further enlargement of NATO and the increasing demands for “out of area” interventions—neither of which Wohlforth believes make sense for the United States today.

Third, although our contributors agree that a clearly articulated strategy is necessary for the United States to achieve sustainable security, they also agree that we must move beyond the “one-size-fits-all” approach to foreign policy that has sometimes characterized previous grand strategic debates. America’s strategic environment is simply too complex to make either global retrenchment or global engagement the optimal choice. As Daniel Byman and Sara Bjerg Moller demonstrate in their analysis of the Middle East, America’s diverse interests in the region argue for increasing ties with some partner states, and curtailing them with others.

The need to avoid a one-size-fits-all approach also applies to the way the United States structures its interactions with other states. American leaders should think more creatively about the ways they exercise power and influence—using the full spectrum of capabilities and institutional arrangements. As Jennifer Lind writes, in Asia the United States need not face the stark choice between scrapping its existing alliances, which some argue have outlived their
usefulness, or maintaining them in their current form. Instead, she argues, the US should consider transforming these alliances from “terminals,” which served the main function of protecting America’s allies, into “hubs,” which are designed to enhance America’s ability to project power throughout East Asia.

Similarly, Audrey Kurth Cronin argues that the debate regarding American strategy towards Afghanistan must evolve beyond the unattractive options of immediate withdrawal or indefinite war. Rather, she suggests the United States should work with other nations to “neutralize” Afghanistan. Under this arrangement, the government of Afghanistan would agree to remain neutral in the political and military disputes in South Asia, and external actors like India, Pakistan, Iran, Russia and the United States would agree not to intervene in Afghanistan’s internal affairs. Creative and carefully customized solutions such as these will allow the United States to maximize its influence, even in an era of decreasing resources.

Fourth, American foreign policy leaders must pay close attention to the essential domestic sources of power. Jonathan Kirshner and Jeremi Suri both elucidate the importance of managing financial and monetary markets by providing incentives for productive capital investments that ultimately serve consumer and security needs. Kirshner emphasizes intelligent financial regulations that protect a strong currency. Suri focuses on the institutional capacity for taxing citizens and attracting foreign capital at low cost. Managing currency, taxation, and capital markets needs more attention and calibration with foreign commitments, according to these authors. If the United States regulates and taxes intelligently, it will have more resources for its global aims.

Fifth, institutions matter more than policymakers often realize. The organizations that govern American representatives abroad must become more flexible, focused, and efficient to better match constrained resources with ambitious policy aims. John Hall argues that creating a culture of innovation within the armed services is crucial, particularly among military officers rising through the ranks. This requires more emphasis on free-thinking, and even dissent, within military education and promotion boards. William Inboden observes that the national security
decision-making process, frequently reformed, requires continual readjustment to ensure that presidents get the kinds of advice they need for the challenges of their time. The National Security Council (and its associated bodies) has often lacked creativity because it expends too much energy on turf battles and gives too little attention to integrating different perspectives into a coherent policy discussion among principals. The military, the NSC, and other US security organizations must learn to embrace change and controlled risk-taking, rather than the slow moving accumulation of claims on resources that have characterized past bureaucratic battles. Leaner institutions can be more effective and sustainable.

Sixth, and perhaps most fundamental, all of the chapters in this volume recognize that sustainability is a moving target. Yesterday’s wise and efficient decisions can quickly become misguided and exorbitant in tomorrow’s security environment. The geopolitics of the international system change faster than ever before, and the nation’s security strategy must adjust faster to keep up. The deliberations and disciplined thinking that the chapters call for must occur continuously within the US government, and policymakers must be willing to rethink inherited positions and commitments with greater frequency. America must have the institutional structures in place that provide incentives for the individuals entrusted with formulating and implementing American national security strategy to engage in this kind of continual reevaluation. Strategy is a process, and the chosen policy outcomes are neither foreordained nor permanent.

An ever-adjusting strategy is more likely to bring success than a traditional strategy, like containment, that became totemic, freezing American commitments. In recent decades, the United States has often chosen to adjust strategy by adding more—more foreign commitments, more weapons, and more spending. That approach multiplies the problems and the costs. A sustainable strategy will have to give up some old things to do new things; it will have to reduce its emphasis in some places as it increases its actions in others. Strategic wisdom requires tough choices, frankly addressed and implemented. This is where political will must accompany disciplined thought. Strategy, like war, is the extension of politics by other means.
FUTURE RESEARCH

The contributors to this volume have offered original perspectives on the future of American foreign policy and marshalled new evidence on the costs and benefits of America’s most important foreign policy choices. Although this scholarship represents the beginning of a much longer debate, it also highlights key areas in need of further research. Several critical questions deserve more sustained attention from scholars in the years ahead.

Americans tend to assume that their democratic system and values naturally translate into international power. That is not necessarily the case. Often, as the chapters show, domestic American behaviors misdirect attention and resources from their most important needs abroad. Foreign actors understand the American system, and they frequently seek to exploit it for their own purposes. Therefore, scholars should give more attention to how democratic policymakers can better leverage the American economy, political system, and military to maximize national security. What are the best ways to conduct a democratic and strategic foreign policy? How should leaders redesign democratic institutions for a sustainable foreign policy? How should leaders acquire the necessary resources, and how should they educate the public about their policies?

Contributors to this volume have examined examples of American commitments to NATO, South Asia, East Asia and the Middle East, but these analyses have only scratched the surface. Since the United States must evaluate its foreign commitments on a case-by-case basis, a systematic country-by-country inventory of all foreign commitments remains urgently necessary. Such an enterprise will require the work of historians and political scientists with deep regional expertise; it is not a task that any single scholar can undertake alone. It is, in fact, well suited to the kind of collaborative effort that produced this volume.

While the chapter authors have explored the direct costs and benefits of alliances to American security, further research is required to understand the indirect and non-security consequences of America’s foreign commitments. The debate surrounding the value of these commitments involves more than just the important question about how efficiently our alliances
provide security for the US and its friends. Alliances offer other potential costs and benefits as well. Do America’s alliances allow us to secure important economic concessions from our partners? Do they allow the United States to constrain allies from risky behaviors that could lead to conflict? Or, do American security guarantees generate a “moral hazard” that emboldens allies to initiate conflicts with more powerful neighbors, assuming US protection if risk-taking provokes disaster? Do America’s alliances generate anger or apprehension in regional powers like Russia, China and Iran, making cooperation with them more difficult? Or do they dampen regions security dilemmas, reducing the risk of war? Does America’s presence abroad deter or provoke non-state challengers, especially terrorist groups like the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS)?

The proposals in this volume to change the process and substance of American policymaking hinge on the ability of leaders to imagine a different world—one where the United States curtails some long-standing foreign commitments and establishes new ones; one where American resources are concentrated on fewer priorities, with greater attention to the balance between costs and benefits. Redesigning security policy in these terms requires a broader exploration of options and a more rigorous analysis of unintended outcomes than is standard in current policy deliberations, as the chapters in this volume show. Above all, policy planners will need to undertake a more systematic counterfactual analysis of likely results from changes in US policy—analysis more open to different judgments than the worst-case assumptions that accompany most assessments of commitment reform and military de-escalation, especially around lingering regional and terrorist crises.

Drawing on history and theory, several of the contributors suggest how more rigorous and open counterfactual analysis can be conducted. They point to the importance of interrogating assumptions, looking to alternative historical precedents, and applying strict cost accountings. Developing these and other methodologies further is a continuing task for scholars. It is indeed our job to expand the imagining of overworked policy-makers.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The scholars represented in this volume strongly agree that American foreign policy should result from deliberate choices about what is best for America and the world, rather than inertia or fear of the unknown. Unfortunately, the contributors also recognize that the American political system provides few incentives to conduct the thorough policy reevaluation that the United States sorely needs. If anything, current politics encourage tough talk and multiplying commitments to avoid the appearance of weakness or to cater to domestic and international interest groups, often with inadequate funding and limited preparations for negative consequences. We suggest three mechanisms that might help to generate the pressures necessary for fundamental policy change.

First, political leaders, scholars, and other advocates of reforming America’s national security strategy must work harder to get the public actively involved in foreign policy debates. As Benjamin Valentino’s chapter on public opinion shows, the American public places little pressure on elites to make the kinds of hard choices in foreign policy that all the contributors to this volume believe are necessary. Although the public recognizes the heavy costs of America’s foreign commitments, they have been offered no other option for maintaining American security in what they perceive to be an increasingly dangerous world. More important, much of the public remains apathetic and detached from foreign policy issues. Even widespread public fears of terrorism are strangely separated from any serious public engagement with US policy in the Middle East.

The majority of American citizens do not follow foreign affairs in any region closely. The main costs of American foreign policy are borne by the increasingly small and unrepresentative segment of society that serves in the nation’s all-volunteer military. The public is largely shielded from the enormous financial costs of American military interventions because recent wars have been financed primarily through borrowing, not taxing. One way to bring about change in American national security strategy is to educate the public better about the ways in which American foreign policy affects their lives. Citizens need to understand the real trade-offs in
allocating resources, and they need to be presented with alternative strategies for maintaining America’s security. We hope that this volume represents a contribution to that effort.

Second, the United States government should work to streamline American foreign policy budgeting – including the “black” intelligence budget and various “off-budget” costs – to make it easier for citizens to understand where and how their dollars are being spent. At present, the complexity of the U.S. government and its budgeting procedures makes it nearly impossible for even the best-informed citizens to assess where our money is going and what it is buying. Many citizens, for example, vastly over-estimate how much the United States spends on foreign aid. They also under-estimate the true size of the American military budget, including intelligence and other related agencies.

More transparency about the true costs of our national security would have many beneficial effects. It would allow citizens and leaders to recognize where the nation’s deepest ambitions do not match allocated resources—either because the government is short-changing its priorities or over-spending on non-priority commitments. Transparency would also have the general effect of educating citizens about what national security costs in the contemporary world, and how those burdens are distributed—often unfairly—across the population. Most important, clearer reporting about government policies would encourage more substantive debate about policy choices, their costs, and their consequences. If sustainable choices require more knowledge about policy and strategy, then revitalized democratic accountability around international affairs should prove transformative.

Finally, our contributors believe that a thorough reassessment of American national security strategy will be more likely, and more fruitful, if America’s leaders are compelled to articulate a grand strategy -- to be specific about America’s interests in the world, what the key threats to those interests are, and how best to respond to them. A vague and ambiguous strategy is a key enabler of strategic inertia and bloat. Platitudes like “strengthening an unrivaled alliance system,” or “sustaining American leadership” or building a military that will “remain dominant in
every domain”—all drawn from the 2015 National Security Strategy—promise everything and nothing at once.¹

Without the discipline provided by a clearly articulated strategy, America becomes the country that cannot say no. In these undisciplined circumstances, each branch of government and military service is incentivized to make its own assumptions about where America’s interests lie and how best to defend them. Every domestic interest group or foreign lobby is free to make its own claims on US foreign policy. A sustainable national security strategy, therefore, must specify not only what America will do, but also what it will not do. Advocates of change must demand specifics and hold policymakers to account when they fail to provide them.²

Together, these policy recommendations point to the potential for a more sustainable and successful American foreign policy, despite resource constraints and multiplying challenges. The United States continues to benefit from favorable geopolitical circumstances, a stable government, and rich resource endowments. There is no country the United States would trade places with. The greatest threat to the long-term security of the United States comes not from a foreign enemy, but from the misuse of American capabilities.

This volume offers the foundation for a renaissance of American strategy that will study, promote, and ultimately implement a more sustainable approach to securing the nation. More than anything, the future of the United States will turn on the strategic wisdom of the next generation. Cooperation between scholars and policy-makers, exemplified in the making of this volume, will be crucial for that necessary work. Current difficulties open a promising opportunity.

¹ See https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2015_national_security_strategy.pdf.
² For more on these points, see James Goldgeier and Jeremi Suri, “Revitalizing the U.S. National Security Strategy,” Washington Quarterly 38 (Winter 2015).